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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE 

 

This document specifies all processing algorithms that must be applied to “raw” (Level 0) MSI data in order to 
produce products at Levels 1B and 1C (radiometrically-calibrated with pointing data or radiometrically-
calibrated and re-sampled onto a common grid).  Processing steps are described for both the VNS and the 
TIR cameras which together comprise the MSI. 

The document does not include information relating to “off-line” activities, including MSI health monitoring 
and camera calibration maintenance; it does however describe the preparation of many data-sets which are 
relevant to these activities.  This text also explains the methods by which the results of calibration 
maintenance activities are fed back into the ECGP. 

Details of the “off-line” activities are to be found in the “Off-Line ATBD”, [RD-5]. 

This document is intended both as a description and as a requirement specification against which any 
practical implementation of the EarthCare (MSI) Ground Processor may be measured and verified. 

Short descriptions are given of the cameras where necessary in order to provide context and to clarify the 
algorithm specifications and requirements. 

 

1.2 MSI APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE VERSION 

 

This document, and the reference algorithms within, have been written based upon experience gained with 
ASW version 4.2 as amended by several work-arounds and procedures which anticipate ASW version 4.3. 
The ISP ICD [AD-1] has been written in the same manner. 

ASW 4.3 has not been delivered and tested at the time of this issue of the ATBD (12/03/2021). 

 

1.3 DATA PRODUCTS 

 

Following advice received from ESA (02/2021), the various output and input datasets of the ECGP have 
been assigned to named products. These mappings are listed in tables in the relevant sections.  For 
reference, the products produced by the ECGP are 

 L1B NOM – the nominal L1B data product including radiometrically calibrated imagery and support 
data / quality metrics 

 MSI_DRK_1B – contains all calibration products generated from VNS DARK views 

 MSI_SD1_1B and MSI-SD2_1B – all calibration products generated from VNS solar diffuser views 
(differentiate by diffuser). 

 MSI_BBS_1B – contains all calibration products generated during BOTH TIR cold-space and TIR 
calibration black-body views. This includes image statistics, auxiliary parameter statistics and also 
FDIR status flags. 

 MSI_TRF_1B – contains statistical measurements of those ancillary parameters which are involved 
in TIR sensitivity corrections.  These data form the references against which small deviations are 
assessed following each TIR CAL.  These data are required for use by the ECGP; the “off-line” 
activity shall monitor these data for long-term drifts. 

 

The ECGP will require some (periodic) inputs from the calibration maintenance function listed as follows: 
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 VNS_RAD_CORR ADF is the product which specifies the calibration maintenance gains to be 
applied to each VNS channel. 

o This dataset comprises a set of four vectors (length 384 elements) whose elements will grow 
just a little larger than 1.0 as the mission proceeds. 

 TIR_GAIN_CORR ADF is the product which specifies the calibration maintenance gains to be 
applied to each processed TIR channel before the application of radiometric calibration. 

o This dataset comprises a set of three vectors (length 384 elements) whose elements will 
grow just a little larger than 1.0 as the mission proceeds. 

 TIR_CSM_OFFSET ADF is the product which specifies the Cold-Space Mirror offsets to be applied 
by the ECGP.  These are selected from amongst an array of pre-computed candidate files supplied 
in the CCDB. 

 AUX_CCPS_M contains amongst other items a set of “switches” which control or adjust the 
functioning of the ECGP. One example is the enabling / disabling of selected TIR sensitivity 
corrections, or the commanding of diagnostic calibration products (if they are not produced 
routinely). The full list remains to be defined by the ECGP implementor. 

 

1.4 REFERENCE CODES 

 

The document contains sections of reference code written in the C language.  These code sections are 
intended as a concise vehicle for specifying the algorithms described. Any ECGP module should produce 
outputs equivalent to those produced by the reference codes, noting that the reference codes will be used to 
verify the ECGP.  All code segments are extracted from working programs which have been compiled using 
the GNU C compiler running under a Linux OS on a 64-bit Intel or AMD architecture PC. 

It is acknowledged that ECGP structures and conventions may require significant modifications to be made 
to the reference codes! 
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1.5 PRECISION AND SPEED 

 

The MSI cameras have been designed against requirement MSI-321 which specifies that the quantisation 
interval of any camera’s “video” (image) signal shall be smaller than the analogue noise level (standard 
deviation) associated with that signal.  All detector signals are quantised with 14-bit precision which has 
been regarded as adequate to meet this requirement.  

The MSI FEE carries out signal co-addition as a means of improving signal quality even further, but the ICU 
limits the range of signals to just 16 bits because this is the available “width” of the data channel to the 
spacecraft. 

Taking the TIR camera as an example, the noise level in the pre-processed but uncalibrated signals is 
typically about 10 counts RMS, and the maximum possible signal range is limited to between 8000 and 
12000 counts. 

Algorithms involved in the radiometric correction of data may benefit from the fact that the noise level is 
larger than the quantisation interval, and that the dynamic range is also limited.  For example, if storage 
space is at a premium, it is acceptable to make use of single-precision floating point values for calibration 
coefficients.  In addition, the limited dynamic range may make the use of look-up tables (LUTs) very 
attractive as a high-speed means of processing.  (Double-precision is not precluded, and may in some 
instances be faster depending upon the compiler.) 

 All science image data coming from the MSI via the ICU has a precision of 16 bits, delivered in the 
form of “unsigned short int”. 

o When read by an X86-style processor using a standard C compiler (GNU C for example), 
the data in the ISPs appears “wrong-endian”, and will need reversal by suitable library 
functions.  Reversal for 16-bit and 32-bit quantities is simple, but a few 24-bit quantities may 
need special handling. 

 To allow for noise which might produce negative values on small signals (and wrap-around issues in 
the unsigned data channel), all L0 detector data within the ISPs has a (camera-dependent) constant 
“display offset” added within the ICU. The actual range of values is therefore below 16-bit-equivalent. 

o Different display offsets are used for the TIR and the VNS cameras and between channels in 
the VNS. Offsets are specified in the CCDB. 

 MSI design requirements require that the natural background noise in all channels is significantly 
larger than the quantisation: for example, the TIR noise level is about 10 LSB. The dynamic range 
therefore would be at most 13 bits were the signals to occupy full-scale (which in fact they do not). 

 The implications of the above include the following: 

o The (vast) majority of initial processing can be carried out in (signed) integer arithmetic. 

o Only a finite number of signal values are possible: fewer than 65535 in general, and fewer 
than 16384 for the TIR signals. This unavoidable fact does not constitute a limitation in any 
way, and can in fact be turned to considerable advantage. 

o If an operation requires a weighted summation of integer signal values, where the weights 
are defined as floating point types, then the results may safely and with NO loss of 
information be converted back to integer types if that is convenient. 

o There is no need to utilise floating point image values and very little excuse indeed to resort 
to double-precision quantities (unless for speed reasons). 

o The relatively limited dynamic range of the calibrated science data permits its representation 
as unsigned short integers in standard image formats (such as TIFF) and this permits 
efficient and convenient distribution and viewing of (partial and full) results using standard 
image viewing tools such as “ImageJ”.  For example, TIR brightness temperatures may be 
represented conveniently in integer units of “centi-Kelvin” (resolution 0.01K) with a noise 
level in excess of 10 centi-Kelvin (0.1K) RMS. 
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o Use is made of the finite precision of TIR data to encode the non-linear transfer functions 
used to compute brightness temperatures from pre-processed data in the form of look-up 
tables.  This approach uses some memory, but the speed of application is extreme (being 
simply a memory access). 

 For the calculation of image statistics (for example during calibration procedures) the summations 
required to find the average values typically involve adding 256 separate values: this increases the 
useful dynamic range by only 4 bits (factor of 16). Results can be encoded in normal signed integers 
(32 bits). 

 The data packets coming from the ICU may be represented by structures (for example in the C 
language), but these structures must be given the “packed” attribute.  The byte order within the 
packets may not be compatible with a standard X86-style PC processor, so byte-reversal may be 
required when reading in the raw packet data. 

 None of the processing is considered “onerous”: it can be carried out at many times real-time data 
rate on a cheap single-threaded laptop. 

 It is intended that all science data shall be processed if at all possible even if there is reason to 
believe that an error condition exists, since the results may be diagnostic of the error condition. 

 Be warned that changes to the various flags indicating sub-mode and pointing direction occur 
asynchronously to the ground line period.  It is common to encounter a ground line in which the flags 
differ across the packets transmitted.  This feature is handled as follows: 

o Flag status is extracted by the ECGP only from the ICU AUX ISP which is transmitted as the 
first ISP on each ground-line.  The extracted status is then imposed for the entire ground 
line. 

o Where confusion might result regarding the appropriate sub-mode (nominal processed data 
or raw data being the main example), the issue is handled by a Flight-Operational Procedure 
(FOP) which suspends ISP generation whilst sub-mode changes are made and then re-
establishes it when flag status is stable. 

 There are circumstances where the ICU internal operations may interrupt the transmission of 
science packets – the application of a flat-field is the most important example.  In such a case the 
packet sequence number gives no indication of the loss (it should be called the transmitted packet 
sequence number).  This case is handled by means of a FOP which disables ISP generation before 
the interruption and re-enables IPS generation afterwards when the interruption is passed. 

 

1.6 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

 

Applicable Documents identified in the following text are identified by AD-n, where “n” indicates the actual 
document, from the following list:  

AD# Title Doc # Revision Date 

1 EC.ICD.SSTL.MSI.00020 ISP ICD 0299366 005  

2 EC.ICD.SSTL.MSI.00022 CCDB Description 0363738 001 20/11/2020 

3 
 

EC.RP.SSTL.MSI.00330 TIR Radiometric 
Calibration 

0362712 
 

001 Nov 2019 

4 EC.UM.SSTL.MSI.0001  MSI FOM 0113345 Latest  

5 EC.UM.SSTL.MSI.00006 FEE USER MANUAL  0218234 Latest  

6 EC.IC.SEA.MSI.00004 FDIR LIMITS (ASW 4.3)  Latest  Nov 2020 

     

1.7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

 

Documents referenced in the following text, are identified by RD-n, where “n” indicates the actual document, 
from the following list:  
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RD# Title Customer Ref. # Doc # Revision Date 

1 
 

(VNS) PFM-R Calibration 
Results 

EC.RP.TNO.MSI.00865  2.1 05/03/2019 

2 VNS Calibration Data Definition 
File 

EC.RP.TNO.MSI.00727  3.2 28/02/2018 

3 In-Orbit Calibration Control EC.TN.ASD.SY.00136  1 18/10/2012 

4 MSI Requirements Specification EC.RS.ASD.MSI.00001  5 08/03/2011 

5 MSI Off-Line Algorithms 
Theoretical Basis Document 

EC.TN.SSTL.MSI.00124  0368522 1 March 
2021 
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1.8 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

The following abbreviations are used within this document 

  

VNS 
TIR 
SSTL 
ISP 
ICU 
GL 
TDI 
IRDB 
CCDB 
BB 
CBB 
RBB 
CS 
CSM 
ATBD 
ECGP 
VIS 
NIR 
SWIR 
HKTM 
OBCP 
ASW 
FEE 
VTEMP 
ATC 
FDIR 
FOP 
FF 
EDAC 
SID 
ADC 
BSDF 
ROIC 
FPGA 
 
 
 

Visible, Near (IR) Short (wave IR) camera 
Thermal InfraRed camera 
Surrey Satellite Technology Limited 
Instrument Science Packet 
Instrument Control Unit 
Ground Line 
Time-Delay and Integrate 
Instrument Reference Data-Base 
Characterisation & Calibration Data-Base 
Black Body 
Calibration Black Body (also ABSL BB) 
Reference Black Body 
Cold Space 
Cold-Space Mirror 
Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document. 
EarthCare Ground Processor (the MSI part) 
VISible 
Near-Infra-Red 
Short-Wave Infra-Red 
House-Keeping TeleMetry 
On-Board Control Procedure 
Application SoftWare 
Front-End Electronics 
Voltage representing a TEMPerature, generated by the FEE from detector thermometers. 
Active Thermal Control 
Failure Detection, Isolation, Remediation 
Flight Operational Procedure. 
Flat Field 
Error Detection And Correction 
Structure IDentification 
Analogue to Digital Converter 
Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function 
Read-Out Integrated Circuit 
Field-Programmable Gate Array 
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2 MSI CONDENSED TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The MSI comprises TWO cameras – VNS and TIR – a front-end electronics (FEE) module which runs the 
camera detectors and an instrument control unit (ICU) which provides power, thermal control, HKTM, tele-
command handling and science data processing and transmission. 

The FEE controls the detectors, including the provision of power and bias supplies, exposure control, signal 
quantisation, signal co-addition and packetized transmission to the ICU via a private serial interface.  The 
ICU operates both cameras at a common, fixed line rate whose period is 63 milli-seconds.  The ground line 
(GL) rate is intended to be fixed although it can be adjusted by the MSI operator (but not below 61.8 milli-
seconds).   

The ICU processes all packets to reduce the raw dynamic range principally by subtracting detector-specific 
fixed-pattern offsets from each signal; this operation is referred to a “flat-field compensation”. FF 
compensation reduces the signal dynamic range significantly, and is described in the ICU section below.  It 
is very important to realise that all signals received by the ground processor represent differences 
between the fixed-pattern offsets and the current scene signals.   

Because the offsets can vary according to current conditions, no “default” offset datasets are stored in the 
ICU: instead, the flat-fields are initialised by running a “calibration procedure” which characterises the offsets.  
MSI data is not meaningful until each camera has undertaken a calibration procedure and the ICU has 
“applied” the computed offsets to the image processing chain. 

The MSI makes provision for regular updating of the FF offset datasets to ensure that calibration is 
maintained. 

This section outlines aspects of each part of the MSI which have relevance to signal processing; subsequent 
sections will provide much more detail (for example on the calibrations). 

 

2.1 VNS CAMERA 

 

 The VNS camera is intended to detect sunlight reflected from the Earth (atmosphere or surface).  It 
is not expected or required to produce useful data at night. 

 The VNS covers Visible, Near-IR and two “Short-wave” IR bands using a total of FOUR “line-
shaped” 1-dimensional quantum detectors operating as “push-broom” scanners.  Each spectral band 
is defined by means of narrow-band filters. 

 Each sub-camera (or detector) produces science data containing 384 samples derived from detector 
elements, including both illuminated elements and “dark” or “shielded” elements (used for offset 
correction purposes). 

o “Active” detector elements are defined as those for which the radiant response is acceptable 
and for which pointing information has been collected. 

o “Dark” or un-illuminated elements located at the edges of the detector are used for offset 
correction purposes. 

 The four “channels” of the VNS are all housed in a single mechanical unit, and share access to the 
same calibration system (comprising a shutter and a pair of well-characterised diffusers).   

 Each sub-camera (or detector) produces ONE ISP per ground-line (which may be computed from 
multiple co-added but no-longer-distinguishable sub-exposures). 

o There are a total of FOUR ISP streams coming from the VNS under normal circumstances. 

o The ISP streams are marked with a “data source” identifier which takes values 1 through 4 
(corresponding to VIS through SWIR-2).  This identifier may be referred to as a “channel” 
identifier in this document.  Data sources are described in the ISP ICD. 
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o The ISP stream originating from each detector (or sub-camera) may be processed by the 
ground processor independently of those derived from the other detectors, and the 
processing may be achieved on a line-by-line basis up to the point of generating Level 1C 
data where some temporal buffering is required.   Ancillary data (see below) will be required. 

 It should be noted that the VNS level 0 data appears “inverted”: a dark signal is represented by a 
high signal value, and increasing exposure decreases the signal value. 

 The final calibrated output of the VNS camera is intended to take the form of band-integrated 
spectral radiance values. 

 The VNS camera will be “calibrated” periodically (daily) using an on-board control procedure (OBCP) 
which is executed by the ICU:  

o During a calibration, the VNS mechanism is moved to bring one of two available diffusers 
into alignment with the telescope apertures, and the instrument then collects signals as the 
diffusers are illuminated by the sun over a period of about 22 seconds.  Data collected here 
can be used as a “bright” calibration reference against which to correct for degradation of 
camera performance.  This processing is complex and requires external information 
regarding the solar irradiance at the camera. 

o The calibration continues following the sun exposure with a period where the shutter is 
“closed”; this period is used to collect “dark” signals from which information regarding 
detector offsets can be derived (by averaging).  The default viewing period is 256 GL. 

o The ICU averages the dark-view data from each detector to determine the fixed-pattern 
offsets: 

 The averaged dark signals from each active detector form a flat-field data-set which 
will not be “applied” or “activated” until a specific command is issued following VNS 
CAL. The FF data will be stored in a designated buffer within the array of 32 
available buffers. 

 The flat-field measurements will then subtracted from all subsequent VNS science 
data before onward transmission to the ground.   

o The VNS camera ceases to transmit science packets following a calibration – it is said to be 
in “night” sub-mode (the pointing direction flag reads “DARK”).  The camera remains “on” 
during the “night” mode with all detectors active and under thermal control in order to 
maintain stability.   

o VNS packet transmission may be restored by the use of the “VNS DAY” OBCP which first 
collects some more closed-shutter “dark” data and then moves the calibration mechanism to 
view the Earth. 

o The selection of diffusers to be used in the OBCP is constrained: Diffuser 2 is to be used for 
routine calibrations, but its optical properties may thereby degrade slightly over time.  
Diffuser 1 will be used infrequently in order to preserve its optical properties.  Comparison 
between calibrations made with each diffuser will be used to assess diffuser degradation 
and thereby to correct for long-term drift in diffuser performance. 

o The progress of the VNS calibration may be followed by means of various flags within the 
ISPs, including sub-mode and pointing indicators.  This behaviour is described in detail in a 
subsequent section. 

 Under normal circumstances, all four VNS channels will be active.  Under fault conditions it is 
possible that one or more detectors will become disabled or will be switched off / inhibited by the 
operator.  The associated packet stream will then be missing.   

o The expected state of each detector (active or inhibited) can be ascertained from the ICU’s 
inhibit register and also by examining the power supply voltages contained within the 
ancillary HKTM (which forms part of the ISP data stream).  Similar information is contained 
within the FEE status register. 

o None of the individual VNS detectors are redundant. 
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 It is most important to note that due to limitations of the data transmission path, NO USABLE VNS 
data will be available until a flat-field has been generated and “applied” to the data processing path 
within the ICU.  Before this has been accomplished, all the VNS channels will appear “saturated”. 

 Any data received by the ground processor during a subsequent VNS calibration – before the 
application of a new flat-field – is measured relative to the previously-applied flat field (ALL MSI data 
represent signal differences with respect to a previously-measured-and-applied flat-field!). This point 
will be important for MSI health-checking and calibration maintenance activities. 

 

2.2 TIR CAMERA 

 

 The TIR camera operates in the Thermal-IR and is intended to detect thermal emission from the 
ground or from the atmosphere. 

 There are three spectral bands (labelled 7, 8 and 9) whose characteristics are defined by filters. 

 The TIR camera produces FOUR distinct data-streams: 

o The first three streams correspond to the spectral bands. The corresponding data source (or 
“channel”) ID values within the spectral data packets take values 5, 6 and 7.  The 
designations do NOT follow the “band numbers”! 

o The TIR also produces a “reference” channel (for offset compensation) whose data source 
(channel) ID is 8. The reference channel data are critical to the processing of all the TIR 
spectral band data. 

 In contrast to the VNS, the TIR uses a single two-dimensional detector 384 elements wide (across-
track) whose surface area is shared between three differently-spectrally-filtered copies of the same 
scene.  All the active regions of the detector are read out completely at every ground line period and 
stored in RAM within the FEE. 

o Each active detector row (384 elements) contains approximately 360 elements which are 
exposed to the image. 

 The TIR detector is a micro-bolometer array which responds linearly to thermal energy or radiance; 
the detector noise is thermal: it is constant independent of scene intensity. 

 The TIR camera sensitivity is relatively low, especially after spectral filtering has been applied: for 
this reason the detector signals are processed (irreversibly) within the FEE according to a TDI (Time-
Delay-Integrate) scheme: 

o TDI is applied using regions comprising 19 detector rows per band.  This permits a signal-to-
noise improvement by a factor close to 4.5 (square-root of 19). 

o TDI is achieved by maintaining a rolling buffer within the FEE which contains the detector 
signals collected within the past 19 ground line periods.  These individual signals are co-
added with a one-row shift so that the summations “follow” the movement of the image 
across the detector. 

o When a summation containing 19 valid rows has been calculated, it is output to the ICU; this 
happens once per ground line.  Each image packet therefore results from a time-domain 
summation over the past 19 GL.  Each output value therefore contains a summation made 
along one detector column. 

 If any change is made to the operating conditions of the TIR camera, then a “wind-
up time” must be allowed within which the TDI summations can “settle” to the new 
conditions.  This time is 19 GL (just over 1 second). 

 The TIR camera cannot form a useful image unless the scene is moving at the 
correct rate and in the correct direction across the detector. Speed mismatches give 
rise to blurring primarily along the flight direction. 
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 The TIR camera is especially sensitive to small temperature deviations and to noise (especially 
fixed-pattern noise); for this reason two more zones of the detector are set aside to view a “constant 
temperature” target (the “reference BB”).  These zones comprise in total 38 detector rows (i.e. 
exactly twice the TDI region widths), and signals from these zones are simply summed together and 
output at each ground line to form the “REFerence” signal. 

o The TIR raw science data stream therefore comprises FOUR channels, being band 7, band 
8, band 9 and REF (channel IDs 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively). 

o The REF signal is combined with the raw spectral band signals at the start of signal 
processing to compensate for thermal drifts and detector noise issues.  After this processing 
has completed, the REF signal is effectively discarded, and subsequent processing 
continues on the band signals alone. This processing step is referred to as “column-
correction”. 

o Readers are warned that the correction processing requires some temporal averaging 
connected with the TDI process.  It is NOT possible to process each band signal in isolation 
from the REF signal, and it is necessary to begin processing at least 19 GL BEFORE valid 
data are required.   

o The TIR processing is sensitive to the loss of any TIR ISP – synchronisation must be 
maintained with care. 

 The intended output of the TIR camera is measurements of three band-integrated “brightness 
temperatures” or “radiant temperatures” – the temperature of a black body having the same radiance 
as that detected by the camera in each band. 

o If the scene is “grey” – i.e. spectrally uniform – then the measurements in each band should 
agree.  If the scene exhibits spectral variation (the thermal equivalent of “colour”, then the 
brightness temperatures measured in each band may be distinct. 

o The final transformation from “raw” signals to “calibrated brightness temperatures” involves a 
non-linear transformation which is defined individually for each detector column in each 
spectral band. 

 The TIR is sensitive to environmental influences, including internal temperatures and detector bias 
voltages.  Processing includes various “compensation mechanisms” which address small deviations 
in these parameters compared to expected values. 

 The TIR camera is equipped with an internal “calibration black body” (CBB) which is normally 
referred to as the “ABSL BB” after the supplier name.  This unit is not thermally controlled, but very 
precise temperature measurements are made available via the HKTM data stream. 

 The TIR will be subjected to periodic (daily) calibration using an on-board control procedure (OBCP): 

o The TIR mechanism (the “calibration mirror assembly” or CMA) will be moved to direct the 
TIR view towards the “cold-space” port.  The CMA will dwell in this position for a while and 
then (un-processed FEE-packet) signals from all four channels will be acquired and 
averaged for a defined period (256 GL) by the ICU.  The data thus collected characterise the 
fixed-pattern offset of the TIR detector, and they are made available for use as a flat field 
data-set which can be used to monitor and correct signal offsets. 

 The flat-field data-set is computed automatically by the ICU but will not be applied 
until a specific command is issued following the TIR CAL.  It is stored in a selected 
buffer within the array of 32 available buffers. 

o The CMA will then be moved in order to direct the camera’s view towards the internal 
calibration BB; following a settling period, signals in each band will be acquired and 
averaged.  The data thus collected can be used to check the calibration of the instrument. 

o The CMA is finally moved back to the nadir view position to view the ground.  A settling time 
is required before the image data can be trusted. 
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o The progress of the TIR calibration may be followed by means of various flags within the 
ISPs, including sub-mode and pointing indicators.  This behaviour is described in detail in a 
subsequent section. 

 Under normal circumstances the TIR camera will be enabled. Under fault conditions (including 
detector latch-up) the TIR detector may have to be disabled; in this condition ALL TIR science data 
streams will be disabled.  The TIR detector is non-redundant. 

 It is most important to note that due to dynamic range limitations of the data transmission path, NO 
USABLE TIR data will be available to the ground processor until a flat-field has been generated and 
“applied” to the image processing path within the ICU.  Before this has been accomplished, all the 
TIR channels will appear “saturated”. 

 Any data received by the ground processor before a subsequent TIR calibration – before the 
application of a new flat-field – is measured relative to the previously-applied flat field (ALL MSI data 
represent signal differences with respect to a previously-measured-and-applied flat-field!). This point 
will be important for MSI health-checking and calibration maintenance activities. 

 

2.3 FEE 

 

 Operates all detectors: 

o Supplying power, bias and clock signals, including control of exposure and read-out. 

o Receives the video signals and carries out ADC conversion (to 14-bit precision). 

o Arranges the automatic summation of multiple-exposures carried out within a single ground 
line period (relevant to some VNS detectors). 

o Arranges the automatic summation of TIR detector signals to implement the TDI processing, 
including generation of three spectral band signals and the reference signal. 

o Can operate the detectors in a “raw” mode in which all sub-exposures are read out 
separately without any co-addition, and in which TDI processing is suppressed (TIR). “RAW” 
mode is intended for debugging operations and for checking the TIR detector for defective 
elements. 

 The FEE communicates science data in a “private” format (24 bit resolution) to the ICU via a 
dedicated link. 

o The FEE carries out co-addition of multiple exposures depending upon the detector and the 
configuration, storing the results in RAM.  The final results of this processing are transmitted 
to the ICU in the form of packets resembling ISPs bit with 24-bit resolution for the detected 
signals.  These packets are NOT available to the ground processor 

 The FEE is dual (cold) redundant, with a nominal side and a redundant side sharing access to the 
detectors (which are not redundant). 

o Each side of the FEE is connected directly to the corresponding side of the ICU, with no 
cross-strapping.   

o Separate calibration coefficients are utilised for FEE-generated parameters depending upon 
which side is in use. 

 The FEE has the capability to disable individual detectors if required, for example if there is a fault 
condition.  If a fault occurs whilst in NOMinal mode (such as a “latch-up”), then the ICU will attempt 
recovery, but if this fails the detector in question will be disabled.  This obviously affects the science 
data stream since the corresponding science packets will no-longer be generated (they too can be 
individually disabled by the FEE register settings). 
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2.4 ICU 

 

 The ICU has two “sides” for redundancy.  Each side of the ICU is connected to the corresponding 
“side” of the FEE with no cross-strapping.  The only cross-strapping involves distribution of timing 
signals provided by the spacecraft from one side of the ICU to the other. 

 The ICU is connected to the MSI as follows: 

o The ICU provides two mechanism interfaces which are used to actuate the calibration 
mechanisms in the VNS and the TIR. 

o The ICU is connected to an array of thermometers placed across the MSI, and records the 
temperatures at each position with an update period of 1 second. 

o The ICU uses some of the temperature sensors as inputs to Active Thermal Control (ATC) 
systems which are implemented in software and whose outputs are connected to heaters 
incorporated into the instrument. 

o The ICU provides a command interface to the FEE via which the operation of the FEE can 
be controlled. 

o The ICU supplies a clock to the FEE which defines the ground-line interval or period. 

 The default ground-line period is 63.0 ms.  All calibrations have been carried 
out using this value. 

 The ground-line interval cannot be set smaller than 61.8 ms. 

o The ICU provides a packet interface via which raw data packets from the FEE are received 
and processed.  Processing takes place with the help of (two) FPGAs within the ICU, and is 
completed rapidly such that no packet backlog builds up. 

 “Raw FEE” packets contain image data with 24 bit precision.  These packets cannot 
be made available to the ground processor because the packet interface from the 
ICU to the spacecraft can only support 16-bit precision science data. Fortunately, 
the dynamic range of the imagery is far less than the available precision of the data 
pathway. 

o An important image processing function of the ICU is a reduction in the dynamic range of the 
image data before transmission. This is achieved principally by measuring any gross offsets 
across the field of view in each band whilst viewing a uniformly dark or cold scene (whose 
signal should be near zero) and then subtracting these offsets from all FEE packets as they 
are presented to the ICU. 

 The computation of offsets is carried out using the full-precision data contained in 
the FEE packets. 

 The resulting offsets in each image channel are referred to as a “flat-field” dataset, 
and 32 such datasets may be stored within the ICU. 

 These datasets may only be initialised by carrying out a calibration process 
using each camera; no pre-set offsets are provided. 

 The ICU (using an FPGA) is able to subtract the offsets (the “flat-fields”) from each 
FEE-generated packet as it is presented by the FEE; the resulting image data – 
which represent changes in signal relative to the flat field – are found to have 
dynamic ranges which fit into the available 16-bit transmission path. 

 The ICU flight software (referred to as the “Applications SoftWare” or ASW) is essentially a simple 
scheduler operating with a time-slice of 100 ms.  The ASW provides several services, including 

o Tele-command processing, which potentially results in configuration changes and 
mechanism movements. 

o Execution of “On-Board Control Procedures” which can be thought of as simple macros with 
limited decision and timing capabilities, and the ability to inspect certain parameters 
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(designated as “data-pool” parameters).  Both VNS and TIR calibration are handled by 
OBCPs, as are mode transitions. 

o Implementation of a simple FDIR system using pre-defined tables of variables, limits and 
event actions.  “High-severity” events may result in “recovery actions”, including transition to 
“refuse modes” where the ICU makes the MSI safe and then refuses to accept further 
commands until it is specifically extracted from the refuse mode.  Lower-severity events are 
triggered when certain parameters deviate from expected values sufficiently to put 
performance in doubt. 

 All event packets are transmitted as telemetry and they do not appear in the science 
data stream. 

o Generation of defined, regular HKTM packets describing the current state of the MSI.  These 
data do not in general appear as part of the science data stream. 

o Timing services. 

o “Flat-Field” data collection and computation. 

o Flat-field offset subtraction (gross offset removal). 

o Data Truncation to ensure that the data all “fits” within the available range of the science 
data channel (16-bit unsigned integers). 

 The ICU processes science data according to a simple, fixed sequence: 

o A “flat-field offset” vector is stored for each detector channel, containing one value at 24-bit 
precision per detector element.  The FF datasets are “pre-biased” to include a “display 
offset” value (which varies according to the detector in use).  The purpose of the display 
offset is to avoid “under-flow” errors by ensuring that the result of flat-field compensation can 
never become negative (even in the presence of noise). 

o The ICU subtracts the previously-stored flat-field offset values from each line of science data 
received from the FEE. The subtraction is made element by element using arrays of offsets 
stored separately for each image channel. 

o The “flat-field-compensated” data may be “truncated” by the ICU to reduce the dynamic 
range.  “Truncation” takes the form of a “logical-shift-right” operation by a specified number 
of bits in the range [0:7].  This operation effectively carries out division by powers of two 
according to the truncation factor specified, leaving the data divided by a factor in the range 
1 to 128. 

o The ICU then selects the lowest 16 bits of the result and places this into the outgoing 
science packet. The data type is “unsigned short int” – restricted by the communications 
channel: this is the reason for the display offset and the signal truncation operations. 

 Flat-Field computation.  This is carried out automatically as part of dedicated on-board control 
procedures which action TIR and VNS calibrations. The ICU computes signal averages from all 
detector elements in all channels when the TIR is viewing cold space or the VNS is viewing a closed 
shutter. The observation period is set by default to 256 GL.  The ICU maintains 32 “buffers” which 
can store the flat field data-sets, and any flat-field previously acquired may be “applied” to the signal 
processing system by tele-command.  Buffers 1 through 31 are available for use by the MSI operator 
(buffer index should increment at every CAL) whilst buffer 0 is reserved and not available to the MSI 
operator.  Flat-Field “application” is achieved by copying the content of the FF buffer into a 
processing FPGA which then carries out integer subtraction of the FF vector in each channel from all 
subsequently-presented FEE packet data. 

o Note that there is no mechanism whereby the contents of the flat field data-set can be made 
available to the ground processor.  The processing which is described in this document does 
not require access to this information. 

 The science data stream contains an “ICU Auxiliary packet” inserted at the start of each ground line 
(transmitted in addition to the camera data packets, which may total up to 8 per GL).   
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o The ICU auxiliary packet should (by default) contain some “Ancillary HKTM” data which may 
be of use in processing the science data.  These data are selected from the HKTM 
parameters and are subject to update at a rate of 1 Hz.  For most practical purposes the 
ancillary data may be assumed valid for the current line, but in some cases it may be 
necessary to compute a temporally-filtered version of some signals. 

o The ancillary data within the ICU Auxiliary packet must be transformed from “raw” to 
“engineering units” ready for use within the ground processor. 

o The formats of the various packets are discussed below with reference to the ISP ICD [AD-
1] 

 In addition to the normal ISP data described above, it is possible for the purposes of de-bugging to 
enter “RAW” sub-mode by tele-command.  The MSI will then transmit “un-processed” data to the 
ground: this means that TDI processing is not applied by the TIR, and that multiple sub-exposures 
carried out by the VNS within a single ground line are not co-added.  A suitable selection of (single) 
detector is required before entering RAW sub-mode. 

 The ASW is not written as a true real-time OS – it is instead a simple time-slicing scheduler with a 
100 ms window for each process.  In particular, no attempt is made to synchronise instrument status 
changes with the GL clock: anomalous behaviour may therefore occur such as having a sub-mode 
flag or a pointing flag change mid-way through a ground line.  It has also been observed that packets 
may be dropped (missed from the data-stream) whilst other processing is going on (flat-field 
calculation), but with no sign of this occurrence in the packet sequence number. 

 The ICU will be operated by means of tele-command sequences which are themselves defined by 
standard “Flight Operating Procedures” or FOPs. Behaviour can be altered by these FOPs. 

 Finally, whilst the ICU operates the instrument in several different modes, science data packets are 
only expected to be emitted in NOMINAL mode (INS-NOM).  Detection of any other mode 
designation in an ISP would indicate an error within the ASW.  
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3 SUMMARY OF TYPICAL MSI OPERATION 

3.1 MSI SWITCH-ON AND START-UP 

 
This section is intended as an overview of the default intended operation of the MSI; it includes “advice to the 
MSI operator”, the following of which is required for the ground processor to work correctly.  Some of this 
material will be considered for inclusion in the FOM.  The principal content concerns the manner in which the 
MSI cameras should be calibrated once the instrument is brought into NOMINAL mode. 
 
Following first switch-on and starting of the ASW, the MSI must first be placed into decontamination mode 
with the VNS shutter closed.  The aim is to prevent environmental contaminants from building up on the VNS 
radiator and the two VNS diffusers.  This mode must be maintained until the spacecraft environment is 
declared sufficiently “clean” (the original concept calls for 30 days of decontamination mode).  During this 
period the VNS radiator will be heated via the ICU, but the rest of the instrument will rely on survival heaters 
to maintain temperature. 
 
Following decontamination the MSI will be brought up to INS-IDL mode in which most ATC controls are 
active, the FEE is powered but no detectors are switched on.  Because the TIR detector is switched off, its 
ATC system is inactive.   The MSI must be allowed to stabilise thermally – a matter of some hours.  
 
For science operation, the MSI must be transitioned into INS-NOM mode: all detectors will be switched on, 
the TIR detector ATC will be activated, and the flow of science data is initiated.  The TIR detector must be 
allowed to stabilise thermally (again a matter of some hours).   
 
Science data are generated ONLY in INS-NOM mode. 
 
At this stage neither camera has a valid flat-field offset table, so the data emerging will not be meaningful. 
This condition is marked in two ways within the ISPs: the camera pointing directions are marked as “NOK”, 
and the flat-field offset table ID is set to zero.  This value is used to designate an INVALID buffer which is 
never to be used for science data processing.  These flags, which are transmitted in the science data 
stream, inform the ground processor of the camera status.   
 
The operator must now initiate calibration operations for both cameras in order to collect flat-fields.  These 
must be handled by a combination of FOPs and OBCPs. 
 

 The TIR CAL OBCP should be triggered at a point in an orbit where temperatures around the TIR 
are at their most stable and (preferably) lowest.  This is likely to be around local dawn, varying 
slightly with season. 
 

 The VNS CAL OBCP (most often utilising Diffuser 2) must be initiated at a specific time such that the 
diffuser is in place just before the sun-light passes down the length of the VNS sun-baffle and begins 
to illuminate the diffuser. 

 

 These calibrations cannot be run concurrently.  
 

 For reasons of availability, TIR and VNS calibrations will be conducted on successive orbits at a 
cadence of once each per 16 orbits. 
 

Each “CAL OBCP” adjusts the camera pointing direction flags by means of specific commands: these are 
separate from the commands used to control mechanism movements (which do NOT adjust the flags!).  The 
pointing directions following a CAL OBCP will be set as follows: 

 

 For the TIR, the pointing direction flag will be “TIREARTH”: the TIR camera view will be directed 
through the nadir port. 

 

 For the VNS, the pointing direction flag will be set to “VNSDARK”: the VNS shutter will be closed and 
VNS science packets will be disabled (see later sections).  The VNS is in the unofficial “night” sub-
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mode.  In order to return to normal operation, the VNS DAY OBCP must be executed.  This will open 
the shutter and re-enable VNS science data packets.  The pointing direction will then be set to 
“VNSEARTH”. 

 
In order to run each CAL, the operator must designate a “buffer” in ICU memory in which to store the flat-field 
offset data.  There are 32 such buffers, numbered from 0 to 31: 
 

 Buffer 0 (zero) is reserved for test purposes and shall never be utilised for the generation of science-
quality data.  Any ISP whose FF buffer ID is set to zero shall be considered “un-trustworthy” from a 
science viewpoint. 
 

 Buffers 1 through 31 are to be utilised by the operator for successive calibrations in rotation, cycling 
from buffer 31 back to buffer 1.   
 

o On first entry into Nominal mode, any buffer ID may be selected for TIR and VNS Flat Fields. 
The buffer IDs for each camera need not be the same, but they must lie within the “legal” 
range. 
 

 It is strongly suggested that the first buffer IDs selected after entry to Nominal mode 
be set to 1 for both cameras. 

 
o Subsequent CALs of each camera shall use buffer IDs which increment by one at each 

instance (and which roll over from 31 to 1 as described above).  This selection allows the 
ECGP to detect that a new FF is in operation and to make proper use of the statistics 
collected during each CAL. 

 
o On no account must any CAL be run with the same buffer ID that is currently in use. Such 

action will prevent the ECGP from detecting the application of the new flat-field. 
 

 The ECGP has no access to the content of these FF buffers. The MSI operator can request a special 
download for de-bugging purposes. 
 

When each camera has completed its CAL OBCP, the MSI operator must “activate” or “apply” the FF just 
collected by copying it to the ISP processing FPGA using a tele-command.  This command will update the 
FF ID recorded in all subsequent ISPs.  There will be a short “break in transmission” whilst the FF is updated 
– some data will be lost because the packet generation will be suspended.  Only a few ground-lines-worth of 
data will be lost, and no “partial” ground-lines will be transmitted. 
 
After the first application of a flat field, the FF buffer designation in the ISPs will be non-zero, indicative of 
(potentially!) trustworthy science data. Data transmitted prior to application of the first FF are likely to be 
“saturated” with no scene detail visible, whereas data transmitted following the application of a FF will be 
“correctly offset” and should be un-saturated, showing some scene detail. 
 
If the operator decides to transition down to INS-IDL for some reason, and then to transition back to INS-
NOM (without switching off in the meantime), then the previous flat fields for both cameras are to be 
regarded as un-trustworthy and new flat-fields must be acquired before trustworthy science data can be 
generated.  The procedure described above must be followed. 
 
In order to make such transitions clear to the ground processor, the following conditions will be pre-set on 
(re-)entry to INS-NOM: 
 

 TIR and VNS pointing directions will be marked as “NOK” 
 

 The FF buffer ID recorded by the ISPs will be set to 0 (zero) for both TIR and VNS cameras. 
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3.2 ROUTINE OPERATIONS 

 
The following routine is advised for MSI operations: 
 
Following calibration of each camera, the MSI can be left to run for 16 orbits; it will generate science data 
continually along with ancillary HKTM communicated within the ICU AUX packets. 
 
After 16 orbits (approximately one day), the MSI operator must initiate new camera calibrations using the 
OBCPs at specific times (including out-of-sight of ground).  The two cameras must be calibrated on 
successive orbits as follows: 
 

 TIR Camera calibration shall be initiated just before local dawn on the night side of the orbit at a time 
to be advised in the FOM which may vary by a few minutes according to the season.  

 
o The TIR FF must be applied immediately thereafter by separate tele-command. 

 

 VNS CAL must be initiated at a time calculated such that the selected diffuser is in place just before 
the sun begins to illuminate it via the VNS sun baffle.  The VNS will be in the region of the South 
Pole having recently flown over the local “ground sunset”.  Operators must allow for the time 
required to position the VNS mechanism (see later section).  The diffuser will be in position for a 
period of 30 seconds, and the solar illumination is expected to last for about 22.5 seconds. 
 

o The VNS FF must then be applied using a separate tele-command. 
 

 The VNS DAY OBCP may then be triggered at a time convenient to the operator: the original 
concept of operations calls for initiating VNS DAY such that it will terminate with the VNS looking at 
the ground just before the platform flies over local “dawn”.  This concept allows collection of dark 
offset data at the end of the “night” when VNS detector temperatures may have drifted. 
 

 It is absolutely necessary that the flat-fields acquired by each CAL be “activated” following each 
CAL, and that the FF buffer indices utilised for each camera increment by one at each CAL cycle. 

 
The majority of VNS calibrations will make use of “Diffuser 2” – the so-called “daily diffuser”.  At a cadence of 
1 in 480 orbits – which is 30 times less frequent than the “daily” VNS CAL – the operator must initiate the 
“reference diffuser” VNS calibration (using Diffuser 1) in place of the “daily” diffuser (Diffuser 2) calibration.  
This substitution is used to track degradations in both the VNS optical transmission and the daily diffuser 
(part of “off-line” VNS Calibration Maintenance activities). 
 
It is anticipated that the platform will need to make some manoeuvres from time to time: no special 
preparatory action is recommended for MSI except that restrictions regarding the time delay between 
thruster use and exposure of a VNS diffuser must be observed.  Any science data collected will be marked 
with AOCS status via the spacecraft state vector quality word, and may thereby be detected as “out-of-the-
ordinary” (although the images may well be interesting as verifications of the manoeuvres and the targets 
selected).  If the operators are concerned about potential contamination by thruster plume, then it is 
suggested that a special flight procedure should be triggered which would close the VNS shutter and adjust 
the TIR CMA to point at the internal CBB, but which would retain the instrument in nominal mode (INS-
NOM).  Science packets may be disabled as well to aid the ground processor in distinguishing this state.  
This procedure maintains instrument stability and avoids the need for repeated calibrations.   
 
The use of INS-IDL as a “safe mode” is not recommended (as it will disrupt MSI stability). 
 
At a cadence of once every six months (approximately, or as determined from VNS temperature readings) a 
“de-contamination” procedure will be carried out.  The MSI must be transitioned out of INS-NOM (so science 
data will cease) and into INS-SBY.  At this point the instrument relies upon survival heaters to maintain its 
temperatures.  MSI is next transitioned into INS-DEC (decontamination mode) at which time the VNS 
radiator heater will be switched on.  This state must be maintained for a period until the radiator and SWIR-2 
detector temperatures have been maintained at elevated levels for a time deemed sufficient for contaminants 
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to evaporate. Telemetry showing instrument temperatures (not including detector temperatures) is sent 
continually to the operators, but no science data will be transmitted.  The cadence of decontamination will be 
informed by monitoring of the SWIR-2 active thermal control system and the daily diffuser performance trend. 
 
 

3.3 “RAW” DATA MODES 

 

“RAW” data is defined as any detector information emitted by MSI which has not been subjected to the usual 
co-addition processing within the FEE. 

There are two situations in which the MSI transmits “raw” image data: 

 Between the end of the VNS CAL procedure and the start of the VNS DAY procedure, the “TIR AUX” 
packet is transmitted in addition to the “normal” TIR channels (bands 7, 8, 9 and REF).  The TIR 
AUX packet contains raw data taken from the current TIR exposure representing all the detector 
elements along a single (pre-selected) detector column (which is identified in the ISP data field 
header).  The data are encoded in 16 bit unsigned integers of which only the least-significant 14 bits 
are active.  This packet is of some use in diagnosing TIR detector issues. 

o The TIR AUX packet has a source (channel) ID designation of 9 (refer to ISP ICD). 

 If the operator so commands, the whole MSI can be switched into the “RAW” sub-mode 
(INSNOMRAW).  In this mode the ICU transmits 9 ISPs per GL, including ONE ICU AUX ISP (as 
usual) plus EIGHT “raw data” ISPs containing information taken from a single pre-selected MSI 
detector. 

o The ISP sub-service designation on all ISPs changes from “1” to “65” (decimal) to indicate 
RAW mode is in effect: the ICU AUX packet then has a service designation (235, 65, 15).  
The content of the ICU AUX packet remains otherwise unchanged. 

o The pre-selected source detector is by default the TIR with source ID designation 14 
(decimal).  The VNS detectors may be (pre-) selected, and the source ID designations will 
range from 10 to 13 (raw VIS to raw SWIR-2). 

 The “normal” mode channels (1 through 9) are not permitted whilst in raw 
sub-mode. 

o Raw data represents a non-continuous “dump” of individual exposures taken from memory 
with no co-addition (VNS) or TDI processing (TIR).  In the TIR case, the raw data contains 
lines which comprise multiple “single-exposure” two-dimensional images showing all the 
active areas of the TIR detector; these data can be used for detecting unresponsive (“dead”) 
elements in the right circumstances (see TIR Calibration Maintenance section). 

 The MSI may be commanded into RAW sub-mode periodically (every few months) or in response to 
observed anomalies in order to check for detector health. 
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4 ATBD OVERVIEW 

 
This document is intended as a specification of the processing which must be applied to MSI Level 0 science 
data delivered from the ICU in order to bring it to level 1C – i.e. radiometrically calibrated and re-sampled 
onto a suitable grid.  This document will form the foundation of the MSI ground-processor, and will be used 
as the basis for its verification and validation. 
 
The signal processing algorithms described herein have in large part been tested by SSTL during instrument 
development and calibration campaigns, and are known to work.  The camera performance calibrations have 
been defined and executed with respect to these algorithms.   
 
The ground processor shall follow the algorithms defined herein; any discrepancies forced by ECGP 
limitations shall be reported and agreed by SSTL before implementation and testing.  Failure to comply may 
jeopardise performance and will prevent validation. 
 
SSTL retains responsibility for verifying and validating the MSI ground processing system even though it will 
be implemented by a third party. 
 
The document embodies a considerable volume of hard-won practical experience in dealing with the ICU 
and its “features”.   Would-be implementers of the ground processor are warned that some of these features 
depend upon the particular release of the “Application SoftWare” (ASW) which is loaded into the ICU as well 
as the configurations of the Flight Operation Procedures utilised to run the MSI.  As with the higher-level 
signal processing algorithms, MSI apparent performance may depend upon the correct handling of the data 
stream including its “features” and various “work-arounds” which are intended to cope with MSI limitations. 
 

 This release of the ATBD is written against ASW 4.2 with modifications (implemented by FOPs) 
which anticipate ASW 4.3. 
 

 ASW 4.3 is as yet un-available and its definition is under review. 
 

 The ECGP implementation must be sufficiently flexible as to allow for developments in future 
 
This version of the document represents a significant departure from any previous versions, all of which are 
now to be considered obsolete.  Unless specifically permitted by SSTL, the ECGP shall not incorporate or 
mix any previously-specified or previously-implemented processing algorithms with those specified herein. 
 
Data processing is divided conceptually into stages which have corresponding time-scales.  Most processing 
can be considered automatic, with minimal monitoring requirements, but there are some tasks which will 
require manual intervention in order to maintain performance – for example in the face of instrument 
degradation over time.  There will be interactions between data collected periodically and data processed “in 
real time” or “line-by-line”: this requires storage of some parameters (HKTM or products derived from 
periodic processing) for use until the next periodic update. 
 
The processing stages will include generation of “quality monitoring products” as well as intermediate images 
for inspection if required. 
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4.1 OUTLINE OF BASIC SIGNAL PROCESSING  

 

 

Figure 1: Overview of MSI signal processing.  The flow contains elements which occur on different 
time-scales ranging from the ground-line period, through daily calibration to “off-line” activity at a 
scale of months.  The output data is processed to levels 1B and 1C. Diamonds indicate principal 
intermediate products for monitoring and debugging. 
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The figure shows an over-view of the processing applied in the nominal observing mode, starting with the 
routine processing of the ISP stream.  Orange boxes indicate significant interactions with data stored in the 
Characterisation and Calibration Data-Base (CCDB), and the pink box indicates an interaction with solar 
pointing data supplied from the platform by the ground processor.  Two green boxes indicate the input of 
“calibration maintenance data” from the long-term monitoring function – referred to as the “off-line” 
processing.  Yellow diamonds indicate (some of the) positions where intermediate data products might be 
generated, or where test data might be introduced – both for debugging / diagnostic purposes. 
 
The first block involves checking the integrity of the ISP stream and extracting warning flags as appropriate. 
Of special importance to the processing is a series of checks to see that the packets expected within a 
ground line are in fact present: the loss of a packet may affect more than one ground line in the final image, 
and more than one spectral band (if the lost packet originated from the TIR camera).  A separate section 
details the checks. 
 
The ISPs are divided into three streams whose processing proceeds on a line-by-line basis (represented by 
three vertical columns). Operations for the two cameras are broadly similar, comprising “pre-processing” to 
remove artefacts, followed by radiometric calibration (into spectral radiance units for VNS and brightness 
temperatures in Kelvin for TIR). There are a few complexities which affect the TIR processing: firstly, a 
“circular buffer” is required to contain the REF data acquired over the preceding 19 GL (used in “column-
correction) and the TIR may utilise “sensitivity corrections” (based upon ancillary HKTM measurements) 
which are not currently applied to VNS data. It is anticipated that the sensitivity corrections will be small; this 
“module” could be omitted from a first-iteration ground processor without large loss of performance (in favour 
of engineering the “whole system”). 
 
Calibrated imagery is combined with pointing data derived from the platform (for each individual spectral 
band) to produce Level 1B data.  The platform will rely upon MSI pointing data supplied to the spacecraft 
database combined with platform position and orientation data.  The images represent spectral radiance 
(VNS) and Brightness temperature (TIR) in corresponding units. 
 
Calibrated imagery is then “co-registered” so that six of the bands are mapped onto the seventh “master” 
band, and the result is “level 1C” data products.  In this stream, the images are all re-sampled onto the same 
grid as the “master” band (TIR Band 8) and combined with the current pointing information for TIR Band 8 
derived from the platform. 
 
The third processing stream takes the ICU packets and extracts both MSI status information (including which 
“side” of the MSI is in use) and ancillary HKTM whose decoded values are used in the camera signal 
processing.  A simplified equivalent to the FDIR system which resides within the ICU is implemented in order 
to provide performance-related warnings should any parameter wander too far from its optimum value. 
 
At certain times (daily) the cameras will be “calibrated” by executing On-Board Command Procedures 
(OBCPs), and extra processing effort will be required to collect information which is relevant to on-going data 
quality checks and calibration adjustments.  These processing activities are indicated within the yellow box 
midway down the diagram.  Not indicated explicitly on the flow is the fact that the camera calibrations will 
generate new flat-field data-sets which will be “applied” by tele-command.  The processing cannot produce 
useful results until at least one flat-field has been collected and applied for each camera. 
 
It is anticipated that some long-term drift may occur in both cameras: optical transmission may degrade and 
pre-calibrated items may drift.  The stored results from routine calibrations will be examined for such trends 
by means of manual intervention (aided by the generation of suitable intermediate data products or plots).  
Adjustments may then be made to the ground-processor parameters to correct for the issues.  These 
activities are referred to as “off-line” calibration. 
 
The flow diagram above produces imagery processed to levels 1B and 1C.  The imagery will be 
accompanied by synchronous status information derived from the ISP stream and the ancillary HKTM, 
including quality indicator flags.  It is the intention of the processing that all ISPs shall be processed as far as 
possible, even if there are warnings regarding data quality: intermediate results can be useful as diagnostic 
tools! 
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4.2 ISP CHECKING  

 
Each packet is subjected to a CRC test using a standard algorithm. 
 
An ICU AUX packet signals the start of each line: this packet is utilised to provide the unique ground-line 
time-stamp, to detect which side of the MSI is in use (which then permits selection of relevant calibration 
parameters) and to define the sub-mode and pointing for each camera.  Examination of the flags reveals the 
state of the MSI: in particular it defines which cameras (and detectors within cameras) are active, and 
thereby how many packets are to be expected within each ground line.  The processor may then check to 
see which packets were actually received since the last ICU AUX packet, and thereby detect lost or un-
transmitted packets. 
 
Breaks in transmission may be detected by evaluating the time difference between successive ICU AUX 
packets: in normal operation this should always evaluate to 63 ms. 
 
If an examination of the flags raises concern, then warning flags for data quality will be raised. 
 
The content of each “spectral data” ISP header must be checked to see if the “MSI Quality Vector” indicates 
any saturation at the ADCs within the FEE; saturation will corrupt the calibration on one or several channels 
at some points within the field. 
 

4.3 ANCILLARY HKTM IN ICU AUX PACKETS 

 

ICU AUX packets should by default contain ancillary HKTM information as defined in the ISP ICD (the 
presence of Ancillary HKTM can be tested by looking for the HKTM packet “SID” – 61 (decimal) – at the 
appropriate position within the ICU packet). These data must be converted from “raw” form to “engineering 
units” using a set of dedicated transformation or decoding functions.  The decoding must be carried out with 
knowledge of which side of the instrument is in use since some calibration coefficients differ between the two 
sides (especially FEE parameters): the correct “side” is identified by decoding the “Valid1” parameter within 
the ancillary HKTM source data. 

A dedicated decoding function is required by the ground processor since the method utilised by the 
spacecraft operators is not available: the routines supplied (and the data used in their support) are the same 
as those used to generate the Instrument Reference Data-Base (IRDB).   

The ASW implements FDIR functions which monitor designated parameters against pre-specified limits.  A 
set of low-severity “performance-related” limits has been specified to warn the operator should any 
parameter critical to science performance stray outside acceptable limits.  Because these warnings will not 
be available to the ECGP, a “parallel” set of functions will be implemented on selected parameters so that 
the ECGP can be made aware of any issues relating to MSI conditions, hopefully before the issues become 
serious.  Suitable warning flags may then be raised. 

Most of the sensitivity-correction algorithms (especially TIR) are designed to utilise the difference between a 
parameter value on the current ground line and the temporally-averaged value of that same parameter 
collected during the most recent calibration operation.  In contrast to the ASW FDIR system, the monitoring 
function within the ground processor may be given limits for some of these differences: in this way it is 
possible to detect when a parameter is straying from its last-known-correct value but before the deviation 
becomes so large that the compensation function is overwhelmed. 

Similar monitoring functions will be applied to some of the camera data collected during calibration 
operations (see below). 
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4.4 LOW-LEVEL IMAGE “PRE-PROCESSING” 

 

 VNS level 0 data are now pre-processed: 
 

o Contrast is reversed in each channel, and a “display offset” is removed.  VNS data should 
then have zero-mean value in dark conditions (assuming that a suitable flat-field has been 
applied), and signals in each band will all increase in proportion to the incoming light levels.  
 

o VNS data are subjected to “wing-pixel” correction which removes (small) residual offsets and 
some row-correlated noise.  This stage compensates for any changes in dark current which 
may be caused by temperature variations around the orbit.  The wing-pixel data (suitably 
averaged) can be used as a diagnostic to monitor the dark offset as a function of 
temperatures, time or orbital position. 

 
o The output of this stage is a set of up to four “pre-processed” but as-yet uncalibrated VNS 

images which can be inspected as an intermediate product. The images represent “binary 
units” (BU) or “counts”. 

 
o Note that the data type must change from unsigned short integer to signed integer during 

these steps to allow for negative values (which arise as a result of noise). 
 

 TIR level 0 data are subjected to processing usually referred to as “column correction” since one of 
its most important effects is the removal of column-correlated noise.  It also serves to reduce small, 
short-term temporal fluctuations caused by thermal drifts within the TIR and its detector. 
 

o The TIR REF signal must be stored within a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffer of length 19 
rows.  As each new REF packet is received, it is added to the buffer and then a column-wise 
(temporal) average is computed for all columns in the FIFO (which yields a vector containing 
384 averaged values).  When the next REF ISP arrives, it is added to the buffer (which 
therefore discards the “oldest” line), and the column-wide average is re-computed. 

 
 TIR data processing cannot begin until at least 19 TIR REF packets have been 

received and averaged as described. 
 

 Any interruption to the TIR data stream will upset both the FIFO average and the 
synchronisation of the processing.  The FIFO average must be allowed to develop 
over 19 “good” ground-lines (i.e. no missing TIR packets) before results may be 
trusted. 

 
o TIR spectral band ISPs are processed by subtracting the temporally-averaged REF signal 

from each one (with a little scaling). 
 
o The output of this stage is a set of three TIR “column-corrected” images which can be 

inspected as an intermediate product. 
 

o A similar transformation of data types is required: raw unsigned short integer values must be 
represented by signed integers during and after processing. 
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4.5 SENSITIVITY CORRECTIONS 

 

 For the TIR data stream, “sensitivity corrections” may be applied to allow for drifts in various 
instrument parameters, including structure temperatures and detector bias voltages. The corrections 
are all linear or second-order functions which make use of pre-stored gain and offset vectors 
contained within the CCDB.  These corrections require access to the ancillary data associated with 
each image row, as well as to statistical measurements of the same ancillary data acquired at the 
time of the last calibration (of each camera) and retained until the next calibration (at which time the 
statistical measurements are replaced). In some cases access to “set point” values is also required. 
   

o This step requires an interaction between routine (line-by-line) processing and the (stored) 
data collected during the periodic TIR calibration process (outlined below).   
 

o A quality-check process will be implemented to ensure that the prevailing environment is not 
“over-stressing” the compensation mechanisms: if excessive parameter deviations are 
detected, warning flags will be raised to prompt additional inspection of the data.  This 
function is a simplified analogue of the FDIR, and its outputs may be correlated to 
“performance events” raised by the ICU (available at the control centre). 

 

 No similar sensitivity corrections have been defined for the VNS camera (as of 06/2020).   

 The sensitivity correction routines should incorporate “switches” which enable or disable specific 
sections of the processing depending upon assessment of performance improvement.  The 
processor must produce intermediate image products for inspection after sensitivity correction has 
been completed.  

 The sensitivity corrections should also incorporate switches to select the appropriate “reference” 
signal: in some cases this may be the “set-point” value of a parameter, whereas in other cases it 
may be the averaged value of that parameter collected during the previous TIR CAL OBCP. 

 

4.6 CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE CORRECTIONS 

 

It is foreseen that both cameras may suffer from a combination of loss of effective sensitivity and changes to 
signal offset over the course of the mission.  The mechanisms by which these changes may occur vary 
depending upon the camera.   

Data derived from the TIR CAL and VNS CAL OBCPs are used as inputs to “calibration maintenance” 
activities whose aim is the evaluation of deleterious effects and the periodic recommendation of adjustments 
to various parameters used within the ECGP. 

For the VNS camera, the principal parameter of interest is the effective sensitivity, which is a product of 
optical throughput and the detector sensitivity.  Data collected from solar diffusers are used to compute 
estimates of the solar irradiance at each VNS CAL: these estimates are expected to remain constant over 
time, so any fall in the estimates can be used to estimate the VNS effective sensitivity and thereby to derive 
a small sensitivity adjustment (a “calibration maintenance” gain adjustment).  The calculation process is 
complicated slightly because of potential diffuser degradation.  The gain correction is applied to VNS data 
either before or after radiometric calibration. 

Optical throughput and detector sensitivity degradation are important for the TIR camera but there is an extra 
concern over signal offset, the most significant expected contribution being from the cold-space mirror whose 
self-emissions may increase with contamination.  

Two corrections are therefore required (gain and offset): 

 Both corrections are calculated on a periodic basis using information gathered during the TIR CAL 
OBCPs. 

 Corrections must be applied to both parameters before TIR data are transformed into brightness 
temperatures because of the non-linear nature of the transformation. 
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4.7 RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

 

This section refers specifically to the process of transforming the “pre-processed” VNS or TIR 
images into radiance and brightness-temperature images respectively using pre-stored calibration 
information contained within the CCDB.   

Operation of the VNS and TIR “calibration” on-board control procedures (OBCPs) and the associated signal 
processing are described elsewhere. 

 

4.7.1 VNS Radiometric Calibration 

 

The VNS data streams are subjected to radiometric calibration using pre-stored band-specific and column-
specific calibration coefficients (accessed from the CCDB).  The calibration transforms are linear but the 
coefficients are specific to each detector element: this processing is effective in compensating for fixed-
pattern sensitivity noise related to the detector elements and the ROICs.  (VNS images inspected before this 
processing will show distinct vertical striping patterns if there is any signal present.)  Signal offsets are 
already dealt with by means of the flat-fielding (in the ICU) and the “wing-element” pre-processing. 
 
Some additional transformations are applied to change the units of the spectral radiance images to “Watts 
per square metre per micron (wavelength) per steradian”.  Knowledge of the average photon energy 
detected by each detector element is required as part of this calculation: suitable values for each band have 
been calculated from the individual spectral responses of each detector element (available in the CCDB). 
 
The outputs of the VNS radiometric calibration are (up to) four image streams whose values represent 
(floating point) spectral radiance.  
 

4.7.2 TIR Radiometric Calibration 

 
The three pre-processed TIR data streams are transformed into equivalent brightness temperature using 
pre-stored sets of band-specific and column-specific non-linear transfer functions.  The transfer functions are 
constructed in the form of look-up tables (one per detector column in each of three spectral bands): 
processing is therefore extremely rapid. 
 
Since the transfer functions are non-linear, any compensation to TIR signals to account for longer-term 
changes in sensitivity and offset must be made before conversion to temperature.   
 
The output of the transformation is a set of three images whose signals represent equivalent brightness 
temperature measured in each spectral band, with units of Kelvin. 
 
Some care is required in the handling and subsequent processing of TIR temperature imagery, especially in 
processes which might involve combinations of signals measured by adjacent detector elements – such as 
interpolation for example.  The non-linearity inherent in the transformation to temperature may cause such 
operations to generate significant levels of artefacts.  To aid in such operations a pair of generic (but band-
specific) transformations is included in the ground processor which may be used to convert TIR brightness 
temperature to equivalent radiance and back again.  The desired processing should be applied to “equivalent 
radiance” signals (in which domain the signals behave linearly), and the final results should be converted 
back to brightness temperature using the inverse transformation. 
 
These temperature-radiance-temperature transformation functions may only be used on previously 
calibrated TIR images in which all column-specific response differences have been accounted for: they do 
NOT represent an alternate method for calibrating TIR images! 
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4.8 LEVEL 1B DATA 

 

Once radiometric calibration of TIR and VNS imagery has been achieved, it remains only to associate each 
(calibrated) line of the data with the appropriate pointing information to generate L1B data. 

The pointing information for MSI is provided for traceability in the CCDB as tables of unit-amplitude three-
dimensional vectors whose components are referred to the MSI master optical cube (the so-called “IO” frame 
of reference).   

 There is one table of pointing vectors for each MSI spectral band (total 7 tables).   

 Each table contains 384 vectors – one per detector element. 

 Vectors associated with a non-illuminated detector element (such as those in the “wings”) have zero 
components for ease of identification. 

The pointing information provided in the CCDB is intended for combination with spacecraft static alignment 
offsets and the dynamic spacecraft position and pointing information to provide the final pointing data 
required for L1B product.  The extra transformation functions are outside the scope of this document. 
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4.9 PROCESSING IN SUPPORT OF VNS CALIBRATION AND VNS DAY OBCPS 

 

The VNS camera will be commanded to execute a “VNS CAL” OBCP once per 16 orbits; the camera will 
collect an extended view of the sun (via one of two selectable diffusers) and a view of a closed shutter (i.e. a 
dark image).  

The ground processor will be required to carry out some calculations on VNS solar-diffuser-view image data 
which has previously been processed into radiance units in order to produce solar irradiance estimates and 
statistical information derived therefrom.  Specifically: 

 Correction is made for small spectral bandwidth variations across the swath in each band using data 
provided within the CCDB. 

 The diffuser scattering function varies depending upon solar incidence angle: interpolations will be 
required at each ground line between measured samples of the BSDFs according to solar incidence 
angles (referred to the VNS coordinate frame).  These angles are supplied by an external function 
which uses platform pointing data. 

 Correction is made for the variation of solar irradiance during a year, again using an external function 
based upon the time-stamp. 

o This phase of processing must output the solar irradiance images for inspection. 

 The ground processor must calculate mean irradiance and temporal standard deviation of irradiance 
for each detector element in each spectral band from the solar irradiance images.  The expected 
duration of the solar illumination is about 357 lines (22.5 seconds) within a 30-second long window. 

 All solar view results (images and statistics derived therefrom) must be carefully tagged with the 
identity of the diffuser used in the VNS CAL OBCP. The “usual” diffuser will be “Diffuser 2”, 
whilst “Diffuser 1” will be used as a “clean reference” with a much lower frequency. 

 The ground processor will not make any transformations of the dark-view spectral radiance images, 
but must compute the same element-specific statistics (mean radiance and temporal radiance 
noise). The expected duration of the dark view is 256 GL (just over 16 seconds). 

o The dark-view data are used by the ICU to compute flat-field datasets in each spectral band 
which are subsequently “applied” by the ICU to all subsequent imagery. 

To accompany the data-sets described above, the ground processor must collect statistical measurements 
of some selected ancillary data derived from ICU AUX ISPs, including especially the VNS detector 
temperatures. In each case the average value and the standard deviation of the parameter must be acquired 
over the entire view period. 

Following execution of a VNS CAL OBCP, the VNS ISPs are disabled; this is intended to correspond to a 
“night” period where the VNS is flying over the “dark” side of the Earth.  At a time just prior to crossing the 
local dawn, the VNS will be commanded to execute the VNS DAY OBCP.  VNS ISPs will be re-enabled, and 
a new dark view period will take place (lasting 256 GL) after which the VNS will be commanded to view the 
ground.  The ground processor must collect column-wise spectral radiance statistics from the dark-view 
period (mean signal and standard deviation) as well as a new set of ancillary data.  The routines utilised 
during the dark-view phase of the VNS CAL OBCP may be re-used.  The intention of this dark view is to 
detect any un-corrected thermal drifts arising from passage through eclipse. 

Results from this processing will be passed to the “off-line” calibration maintenance activities: gradual 
degradations of VNS optical transmission will be tracked, and adjustments may be made to the radiance 
calibrations as a result.  Degradations in any individual detector elements – including loss of responsivity, 
change in offset and increase in noise level – may be detected from these data. 
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4.10 PROCESSING IN SUPPORT OF TIR CALIBRATION OBCP. 

 
The TIR CAL OBCP collects image data from the “cold-space” view and then from the internal calibration 
black-body (CBB) view; each view will last for at least 256 GL (just over 16 seconds).  The cold space view is 
used by the ICU to collect new flat-field information which will compensate for any offsets which may exist at 
this time.  The processing carried out by the ground processor during this view is intended to collect data that 
measures both offset drift since the last flat-field was applied and also noise.  The CBB view data is intended 
to detect changes in sensitivity by viewing a warm target whose temperature is measured independently by 
thermometers so that the calibrated TIR measurements may be adjusted (if required) to achieve agreement. 
 
It is required that all image data collected from within the TIR OBCP be processed at all levels (including 
calibration to brightness temperature) and made available for inspection.   
 
Cold-Space view processing will make use of column-corrected image data from the three TIR bands (NOT 
fully-calibrated brightness-temperature images).  The ground processor must calculate the mean signal and 
the temporal standard deviation within each detector column and make these data available for inspection 
and monitoring.  In the ideal case where the TIR does not drift, the mean signal values will be very close to 
zero because of the flat-fielding operation carried out following the previous TIR CAL OCP execution. The 
temporal standard deviation computed in each column is used to monitor detector health and can be used to 
predict NEdT performance at any selected target temperature (using knowledge of the TIR transfer function). 
 
CBB view processing will operate on calibrated TIR images which represent brightness-temperature directly. 
As for the cold-space view, the processor must calculate the mean and temporal standard deviation of the 
signals in each detector column over the CBB view along with averaged values for the two CBB thermometer 
signals and present all these measurements for inspection and monitoring as part of the “off-line” calibration 
activities for TIR. 
 
The ground processor must collect statistical information on all ancillary HKTM parameters whose values 
might affect the TIR readings: most of these are listed in the section covering TIR “sensitivity” processing. 
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4.11 SPATIAL CO-REGISTRATION (LEVEL 1C DATA) 

 
This step seeks to “re-sample” (interpolate) six of the image channels so that they are co-registered with one 
“master” image channel; the “master” channel is selected to be TIR band 8 (the “best” of the TIR images, and 
a channel which should always be available).  This processing is applied so that later spatial re-sampling 
operations (at level 2) need use only one uniform geometrical transformation for all images.  Given this aim, 
it should be noted that it is not in any way required that TIR Band 8 be active for the transformation to be 
used. (In fact, the transformation could be engineered to refer to any convenient reference!) 
 
This operation will draw upon relative pointing information held within the CCDB which has been derived by 
combining pointing models for both cameras with MSI-level alignment information.  These calculations make 
NO use of spacecraft pointing information – they are entirely internal to the MSI. 
 
At the end of the co-registration, all the image channels are referenced to the alignment of the master image 
channel; as for the L1B case, this alignment must be passed through the spacecraft platform alignment 
transformations in order to obtain usable “ground-related” pointing data. 
 
The co-registration process requires access to two-dimensional images with some extent along the flight 
direction (it cannot be applied to single image lines).  Inherent to the process is a requirement to interpolate 
between image samples: this interpolation must be carried out with some care if the spatial performance of 
the system and the image quality are not to be destroyed.  In particular, it is vital that interpolation on TIR 
channels be carried out on image data which has been previously transformed to equivalent radiance: 
interpolated results may then be transformed back to brightness.  The CCDB provides generic band-specific 
transformation tables which implement the required transforms at high speed. 
  
This restriction continues to apply to any re-sampling operation carried out at Level 2 or above, and 
also to users of L1B TIR data who might attempt resampling.  
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4.12 MSI HEALTH CHECKS 

 

The ground processor will make routine checks of several parameters in order to monitor the health of the 
MSI.  The cadences of these checks vary, but the aim in each case is to raise warning flags which mark the 
imagery as “suspect” and bring the event to the attention of calibration maintenance function.  Health checks 
include the following examples: 

 Low-severity FDIR checks on ancillary HKTM are provided to mimic the system used on the MSI ICU 
to raise “warnings” regarding the state of the MSI.  FDIR checks should be applied to data derived 
from every sixteenth ICU ISP (i.e. one check per second). 

 Detector latch-up checks can be applied continuously at a similar rate. 

 Some checks can be made on data derived from the VNS or TIR CAL OBCPs which occur only once 
per 16 orbits (approximately daily): 

o The time taken to complete certain movements is checked to detect mechanism issues. 

o “Cold-space” signals are checked to see that drift or mispointing has not occurred. 

o VNS solar images are inspected to detect unresponsive or excessively noisy detector 
elements. 

Some checks similar to those listed above are also included in the calibration maintenance activities which 
take place with much lower cadences. 

 

4.13 CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE (“OFF-LINE” ACTIVITIES) 

 

The processing carried out in support of the two “Calibration” OBCPs will generate data from which the on-
going health and performance of each camera may be assessed over the longer term (i.e. over months).  
Analysis will be applied to enable small corrections to be made to the calibrations (in the form of gain and 
offset adjustments) to ensure that radiometric performance is maintained.  

For the VNS, the solar irradiance data should be invariant over time except for degradations in the “effective 
sensitivity” of the camera.  Any long-term drift downwards in the solar irradiance signals (which will be 
updated daily) will be tracked and modelled until a trend can be established from which gain corrections can 
be estimated.  The corrections will be specific to each detector element in each band and they will be fed 
back into the ground processor at intervals to correct for the degradation.   

Unfortunately, there exists a possibility that the regularly-used diffuser which is used to view the sun may 
itself suffer degradation whose effects cannot be distinguished from general camera degradation.  For this 
reason a second “reference” diffuser is provided which is only to be used sparingly (every thirtieth VNS CAL) 
so that its degradation may be assumed to be very small.  

For the TIR camera changes in sensitivity will be plotted over time by comparing the TIR-measured 
brightness temperature of the CBB with the direct thermometer measurements contained within the ancillary 
HKTM. The CBB is fabricated and certified to have constant emissivity over the entire life of the mission: it is 
appropriate therefore to ascribe any under-reading to reductions in the effective sensitivity of the TIR camera 
(including both detector sensitivity and optical transmission).  Small adjustments will be made to the gains 
applied to the TIR signals BEFORE transformation to brightness temperature so that the CBB measurements 
agree with thermometry.  

The TIR camera may additionally be susceptible to changes in offsets, some of which may derive from 
contamination of the cold-space mirror which increases it emissivity. Measurements of cold-space signals 
are tracked over time to accumulate the offsets and the forms of the accumulated signals are compared to 
pre-stored offset datasets contained in the CCDB; if warranted, a change to the pre-selected offset data-file 
may be made which would be applied to all subsequent TIR data as part of the standard TIR processing.  
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5 THE ISP DATA STREAM 

 

Refer to the ISP ICD [AD-1] for the latest details of packet structures and how to interpret them, and please 
note that the ICD may change with revisions to the ASW. 

This description has been written using experience gained (summer 2019) with ASW 4.2 in a “patched” form 
that mimics the behaviour expected of ASW 4.3. 

 

5.1 SERVICE (235, X, Y) PACKETS DESCRIPTION 

 

 The MSI ISP data are presented in packets whose “Service Type” is 235 (0xef). 

 The “SERVICE SUB-TYPE” will usually be X = 1 (0x01) except when the MSI has been switched 
into a “RAW” data sub-mode in which case the service sub-type will be 65 (0x41) for all ISPs. 

o RAW sub-mode is intended for diagnostic tasks; data collected in this sub-mode do not 
contribute directly to science images, but may affect long-term calibration (or TIR especially). 

o In RAW mode only the content of detector-derived ISPs is altered; the content of the ICU 
AUX packet remains unchanged. 

 The “DATA SOURCE” field (Y) within the Instrument Data Field Header Extension serves to encode 
the origin of the data (sometimes referred to as the data “channel number”): 

 

Figure 2 : Data source field decode table. 

 

o Data sources 1 through 8 provide “processed” (within the FEE) data which is the normal 
content of the ISPs (i.e. “science data”).  Data sources 10 through 14 provide “raw” data (not 
processed within the FEE).  Data source 9 is a diagnostic ISP containing a single column of 
“raw” TIR data.  This packet is emitted only during “night-time” periods between VNS CAL 
and VNS DAY OBCP executions. 

 The FIRST ISP on each ground line is ONE “ICU AUX” packet.   

Value (5 bits) DECODE Explanation

This (5-bit) field appears in the Instrument Data Field Header Extension; it is concatenated (most-significant end) with the TEST DATA TYPE (3-bit) field which forms the least significant bits

0 INVALID INVALID Data Source

1 Band 1 VNS VISIBLE

2 Band 2 VNS NIR

3 Band 3 VNS SWIR-1

4 Band 4 VNS SWIR-2

5 Band 7 TIR Band 7 (TDI)

6 Band 8 TIR Band 8 (TDI)

7 Band 9 TIR Band 9 (TDI)

8 TIRREF TIR Reference Region (Summed)

9 TIRAUX TIR Auxiliary data (single column)

10 Band 1 VNS VISIBLE RAW

11 Band 2 VNS NIR RAW

12 Band 3 VNS SWIR-1 RAW

13 Band 4 VNS SWIR-2 RAW

14 All TIR regions TIR RAW

15 ICU AUX ICU AUXILIARY ISP
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o The end of a GL is marked by the reception of the next ICU AUX ISP (which is the start of 
the next GL). 

o The ICU AUXiliary packet will (by default) contain copies of HKTM parameters relevant to 
science data processing – the so-called “Ancillary HKTM”.  Science data processing is 
NOT possible without the ancillary HKTM. 

 ISPs may derive from the “Redundant” or the “Nominal” side of the MSI. ISPs require specific 
handling (for example calibration) depending upon their origin. The origin of ISPs is NOT marked 
within the PUS header or the Data Field Header (or its extension): origin can be determined ONLY 
by decoding the “Valid1” parameter (LHTG5426) contained within the Ancillary HKTM data (in turn 
contained within the ICU AUX packet).   

o Proper science processing is impossible unless this parameter is available. 

o MSI Operators must not disable or re-define the HKTM which is copied into the ICU AUX 
ISP in such a way as to make this parameter unavailable. 

 All ISPs contain timing information (in seconds and fractions of a second).  The ASW updates the 
time only at the start of each GL i.e. within each ICU AUX packet): all ISPs transmitted within one 
GL contain identical time-stamps. 

o It is likely that there will be “breaks in transmission” caused intentionally by operating 
procedures or by communications errors; some number of lines will then be “missing”.  This 
can be detected only by reference to the difference in ICU packet time-stamps which should 
be equivalent to 63.0 ms in all normal cases.  Such occurrences are significant for TIR 
processing especially. 

 During normal operation with all detectors enabled, there should be 8 additional ISPs on each 
ground line, with source values 1 through 8, making a total of 9 ISPs per GL. 

o If at any time more than 8 ISPs are observed between ICU AUX ISPs, it can be inferred that 
an ICU AUX ISP has been “missed”. 

o The ground processor should check routinely to ensure that the expected complement of 
ISPs actually arrives within each GL.  Instances have been observed when this is not the 
case.  If this happens to a TIR REF ISP, the processing of the TIR data may be 
compromised and special precautions must be taken. 

 During normal operations but immediately following the execution of a VNS CAL OBCP (and prior to 
the execution of a VNS DAY OBCP), the four VNS ISPs will be disabled although the instrument 
remains “on” throughout.  An extra diagnostic packet – TIR AUX (channel 9) – is enabled.  During 
this “night-time” the expected complement of packets within each GL comprises data source codes 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 15 (total 6 ISPs / GL).  Normal “daytime” operation will be restored following 
execution of the VNS DAY procedure 

o The “night time” designation is not an “official” sub-mode within the ASW.  It can be detected 
by checking the VNS pointing direction: “DARK” indicates that the VNS is in the “night” 
mode. 

 ISPs contain “Truncation Factors” which describe a factor (a power of two) by which FEE-supplied 
data has been divided by the ICU before onward before transmission.  Default values are provided in 
the CCDB along with related “ICU gain” factors which must be included in radiometric calibration (for 
VNS channels SWIR-1 and SWIR-2 especially). 

 The ICU adds an incrementing Sequence number to all ISPs that it transmits.  The sequence 
number rolls over at 16383 to 0 (zero).  The sequence number is not a fully reliable guide to lost 
packets – it is useful in detecting transmission errors between the ICU and the ground processor. 

 The “Test Data Type” field is expected to be zero during normal operation – signifying the presence 
of science data and NOT a diagnostic test pattern.   

 Each “spectral band” ISP contains the “MSI Quality Vector”; in INS-NOM-OBS this quantity is used to 
indicate ADC over- or under-flows encountered during the acquisition of the data within the FEE.  A 
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value of zero indicates no saturation events.  A non-zero value indicates that science data are probably 
compromised: in this case a further decode can refine the diagnosis of the problem.   

o The MSI Quality vector field is NOT VALID within ICU AUX packets. 

 Finally, each ISP has a 16-bit CRC code appended which is computed and verified using a standard 
algorithm.  No CRC errors have been observed during any ground observation where there has been 
direct connection between the ICU and the EGSE. 

Raw-sub-mode packets, which are generated for diagnostic or test purposes, make use of some extra 
information fields within the instrument data field header extension.  These will be described in the 
appropriate processing section below. 

A summary of the expected ISP stream content in each sub-mode appears in the following table: 
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INSNOMSUB X X X X X X X X       X 

NIGHT TIME     X X X X X      X 

INSNOMRAW          (X) (X) (X) (X) X X 

Table 1 : Summary of ISPs transmitted within each GL assuming that all detectors are enabled.  
“SUB” signifies all of “OBS”, “VNSD1”, “VNSD2”, “TIR”.  “Night Time” is here defined as the period 
between the end of  VNS CAL and the start of VNS DAY OBCPs where the VNS spectral ISPs are 
disabled and VNS pointing is “VNSDARK”  
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5.2 MSI SUB-MODES 

 

 MSI should only generate (potentially) useful ISPs whilst in NOMINAL observing mode (referred to 
as INS-NOM) 

o There is a chance that a few packets might arise with the IDLE mode designation (INS-IDL) 
because the ICU changes mode before it disables packets when leaving nominal mode. 
These packets should be ignored by the ground processor. 

 There are several sub-modes available, depending upon what actions are underway: 

o INS-NOM-OBS is the normal “observing” sub-mode within which the MSI observes the 
earth.  

o INS-NOM-TIR is the sub-mode used during all TIR CAL operations (switched by the OBCP). 

o INS-NOM-VNS2 is the sub-mode used during ROUTINE (“daily”) VNS CAL operations 
(switched by the OBCP). 

 VNS packets will be disabled following termination of a VNS CAL, but the camera 
remains active.  The VNS is said to be in “night time” 

o INS-NOM-VNS1 is the sub-mode used during REFERENCE VNS CAL operations (switched 
by the OBCP). 

 VNS packets will be disabled following termination of a VNS CAL, but the camera 
remains active.  The VNS is said to be in “night time”. 

o INS-NOM-VNSDAY is the sub-mode used during the operation of the VNS DAY OBCP.  
This OBCP is used to re-enable VNS packet generation following any VNS CAL operation 
and return the VNS to normal nadir-viewing.  The VNS will then be in “day time”. 

o INS-NOM-RAW is a diagnostic mode used to collect “raw” data from a selected single 
detector.  The data thus supplied will not have been subjected to any pre-processing within 
the FEE or the ICU. By default, the TIR detector is the selected data source (ID 14). 

 Numerical equivalents for the sub-modes are defined within the ISP ICD. 

 Changes to the sub-mode flag are made by the ICU without synchronisation with the ground line 
period.  It is possible that a single ground line may contain packets whose sub-mode designation 
differs (at the start and end of an OBCP for example). 
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5.3 POINTING DIRECTIONS 

 

Separate indicators are maintained to signal the pointing of the TIR and the VNS cameras.  Both indicators 
are included in each packet.  

As for sub-mode indicators, changes made by the ICU are not synchronised with the ground line period: it is 
possible to receive packets within one ground line for which the pointing directions for one or both cameras 
differ. 

It is most important to appreciate that the tele-commands which move either mechanism do not 
automatically set the pointing indicators.   

It is therefore possible for an MSI operator to move a mechanism without changing the position indicator in 
the ISPs, and the ground processor will be totally unaware. (Mechanism position is sent to the MSI operator 
via HKTM, but this is not available to the ground processor.) 

For routine operations involving mechanism movements – i.e. the calibration operations described above – 
the OBCPs contain the necessary instructions to adjust the pointing directions in the sequences described 
below.  If these routines are employed exclusively, then correct operation is assured, even if there is a 
mechanism error.  The ground processor is at the mercy of a “rogue MSI operator”! 

The numerical decodes for the pointing direction indicators are given in the ISP ICD (which is the definitive 
reference document). 

The sections below describe the pointing directions and then give sequences of sub-mode and pointing 
direction indicators that are expected during the various CAL operations. 

 

5.3.1 TIR pointing directions 

 

There are FIVE TIR pointing directions (the numerical code should be checked against the ICD): 

 

Figure 3: COPY of TIR pointing decode table taken from the ICD.  Refer to the ICD for the 
latest information!   

 

The TIR pointing direction is set to TIRNOK at entry into INS-NOM. In addition the flat-field buffer ID will be 
set to zero to indicate that no valid science data are available. Stated differently, any departure from INS-
NOM effectively destroys validity of the currently-in-force flat-field dataset. 

The pointing direction will be modified by any TIR CAL OBCP and also by any VNS-related calibration OBCP 
(including VNS DAY). 

“TIRMOVING” indicates that TIR data are un-trustworthy for science purposes either because the TIR 
calibration mechanism is actually moving or because the TIR detector is recovering (thermally) following a 
recent mechanism movement (of either TIR or VNS). 

Value (3 bits) DECODE Explanation

This field appears in the Instrument Data Field Header Extension

0 TIRNOK INVALID POINTING DIRECTION

1 TIREARTH Earth (Nadir) View

2 TIRMOVING TIR CMA is in transit

4 TIRSPCEOFST Cold-Space View for offset acquisition.

5 TIRCBLKBD TIR calibration black-body view

3 VNSCAL VNS mechanism is in motion

6,7 NOT USED
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NOTE that the TIR pointing direction will be set to “VNSCAL” by a VNS CAL or VNS DAY OBCP: this 
designation serves to warn the ground processor that TIR data have been rendered un-trustworthy 
by the VNS mechanism movement (in consequence of a hardware fault, see NCR-1977). 

TIR data marked as “TIRSPCEOFST” derive from a “clean” cold-space view: data collected during this 
period are utilised by the ICU for calculating the flat-field, and the ground processor will also calculate 
column-wise temporal statistics during this time. 

TIR data marked as “TIRCBLKBD” derive from a “clean” calibration black body view: the ground processor 
will calculate column-wise temporal statistics during this time for use in degradation tracking and calibration 
corrections. 

Un-used pointing-direction codes should never appear: any appearance signifies either that an error has 
occurred in the ICU or that the ASW and the ISP ICD are “out-of-step” with each other! 

The pointing direction will be set to TIREARTH at the conclusion of the TIR CAL OBCP.  The sequence and 
its timing are described below. 

Un-used pointing codes should never appear: any appearance signifies either that an error has occurred in 
the ICU or that the ASW and the ISP ICD are “out-of-step” with each other! 

 

5.3.2 VNS pointing directions 

 

There are SEVEN VNS pointing directions (the numerical code should be checked against the ICD!): 

 

 

Figure 4 : COPY of the VNS pointing decode table taken from the ICD.  Refer to the ICD for the 
latest correct information! 

 
The VNS pointing direction is set to VNSNOK at entry into INS-NOM. In addition the flat-field buffer ID will be 
set to zero to indicate that no valid science data are available. This behaviour is identical to that applied for 
the TIR camera. 

The pointing direction will be modified by any VNS-related calibration OBCP. 

VNSMOVING is used to mark the VNS data as un-trustworthy for science purposes by reason of 
mechanism movement.  The ground processor shall however apply all VNS processing regardless of the 
pointing direction since the resulting imagery may be of use as a diagnostic product. 

VNSDIFF1 and VNSDIFF2 are used to designate a dwell at one of the two available diffuser positions; these 
designations trigger the ground processor to begin processing solar exposure data using a special algorithm 
which differs from that used to process ground data. 

VNSDARKOFST is a designation used to indicate that the VNS is looking at a closed shutter and that data 
may be collected by the ICU for the purposes of computing a flat field (during a VNS CAL OBCP).  The 
ground processor will mirror this activity by computing column-wide temporal statistics from each VNS 
detector signal for the purposes of monitoring dark offset performance / stability. 

Value (3 bits) DECODE Explanation

This field appears in the Instrument Data Field Header Extension

0 VNSNOK INVALID POINTING DIRECTION

1 VNSEARTH Earth (Nadir) View

2 VNSMOVING VNSCALU is in transit

3 VNSDARK Shutter closed

4 VNSDARKOFST Shutter closed, offset information acquisition

5 VNSDIFF1 VNS Diffuser #1

6 VNSDIFF2 VNS Diffuser #2

7 NOT USED N/A
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VNSDARK is the designation used when the VNS is viewing a closed shutter but outside the period when 
dark offset data are being collected.  Because VNS ISPs are disabled at the end of the VNS CAL OBCPs, 
relatively few VNS ISPs with VNSDARK pointing designation will be received, but the flag will be “mirrored” 
in TIR ISPS. 

Un-used codes should never appear: any appearance signifies either that an error has occurred in the ICU 
or that the ASW and the ISP ICD are mutually “out-of-step”! 
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5.4 TRUNCATION FACTORS 

 

The science data sent by the FEE to the ICU has 24-bit resolution, and is incompatible with the 16-bit data 
“pipe” from the ICU to the spacecraft.  The issue is dealt with (as described previously) by a combination of 
offset subtraction (the “flat-field” process) and division by powers of two – which is handled by “truncation”. 

The ICU takes the incoming data and subtracts the “active” flat-field.  A specified “display offset” is added to 
prevent the result ever becoming negative.  The offset data may now be divided by a power of two between 
0 and 7: this has the effect of scaling the data by a factor between 1 (no change) and 1/128.  The power of 
two used (coded as a 3-bit field) is referred to as the “truncation factor”.  As a final step, the ICU selects the 
16 least-significant bits of the results and places these in the outgoing science packets. 

As of ASW 4.3, it is expected that all truncation factors applied to TIR packets will be ZERO (resulting in a 
scale factor of unity). The situation for the VNS is different: the VIS and NIR channels require no scaling 
(truncation factor 0), but the SWIR1 channel uses a truncation factor 3 (i.e. scaling by 1/8) and the SWIR2 
channel uses a truncation factor 2 (i.e. scaling by ¼).  The ground processor is provided with appropriate 
calibration correction factors in the CCDB. (This change has occurred at the transition from ASW 4.2 to ASW 
4.3: beware when processing “older” data!) 

The truncation factors are reported in the packets, and should be checked to ensure that they are as 
expected. No other action is required of the ECGP with regard to truncation factors. 

Truncation factors must not be changed by the operator as they affect radiometric calibration of both 
cameras and may result in saturation / loss of data if not set correctly. 

For this reason, truncation factors are not treated as variables whose values can be accounted for in 
the ECGP. 
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5.5 TIR TYPICAL CAL SEQUENCE 

 

The following table illustrates the flagging which will occur within a TIR CAL OBCP: 

 

SUB-MODE POINTING 

(TIR) 

DURATION NOTES 

INS-NOM-OBS TIREARTH N/A TIRNOK if first CAL after entering INS-NOM. 

INS-NOM-TIR TIREARTH ~2 OBCP started. Timings to nearest whole line. 

INS-NOM-TIR TIRMOVING ~1081 GL Move to cold-space view; dwell 1024 GL 

INS-NOM-TIR TIRSPCEOFST ~279 GL ECGP collects column-wise temporal statistics for 
256 GL; ECGP to collect averaged Ancillary data.  
ICU collects FF data. 

INS-NOM-TIR TIRMOVING ~1129 GL Move to ABSL BB; dwell 1024 GL 

INS-NOM-TIR TIRCBLKBD 257 GL ECGP collects column-wise temporal statistics for 
256 GL. Used for offline activities. 

INS-NOM-TIR TIRMOVING ~1192 GL Move to nadir view; dwell 1024 GL. 

INS-NOM-OBS TIREARTH 0 Pointing flag indicates data now trustworthy for 
science (in nadir-view) 

Table 2: Sub-mode and point flag sequence with timing for TIR CAL OBCP. 

Notes: 

 All timings are approximate and should not be utilised as parameters in the ground-processor 
software.  Timings are given to the nearest whole GL: switching of flags in individual channels may 
occur asynchronously. 

 The total duration of this OBCP is approximately 3940 GL, equivalent to 248 seconds (at 63 ms per 
GL) 

 The initial pointing direction will usually be TIREARTH following from the previous TIR CAL unless 
this is the first TIR CAL following entry into INS-NOM (in which case the pointing direction will be 
“TIRNOK”. 

 The ECGP must recognise the start and end of the cold-space and CBB views within this sequence 
in order to collect / compute statistical information from the pre-processed (but not calibrated) 
images.  These statistical data contribute to sensitivity corrections and to off-line calibration activities. 

 Note that the ECGP will collect statistics on certain ancillary HKTM data during the cold-space view; 
these data contribute to TIR sensitivity corrections in the period lasting until the next TIR CAL. 

 Reminder: basic processing must be applied by the ECGP to ALL ISPs. 

 TIR packets remain fully enabled throughout the sequence, and all of them should be subjected to 
pre-processing because the results can be useful as diagnostics even in they contain no “science” 
data. 

To illustrate the TIR CAL sequence, a simplified time-line is presented below which follows the sub-mode 
and TIR pointing flags: 
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Figure 5 : Illustration of TIR CAL sequence using the SUB-MODE and TIR POINTING flags over 3940 
GL / 248 seconds.  Time runs DOWN the diagram.  Nadir-pointing science data are not available 
during the entire period of the TIR CAL (as indicated by the sub-mode flag).  The ground processor 
must recognise the start and end of the two calibration target views (cold space and the calibration 
black body) in order to carry out statistical calculations (both on TIR packet data and on ancillary 
data).   
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5.6 TYPICAL VNS CAL SEQUENCE 

 

A VNS CAL OBCP will be executed once in every 16 orbits (roughly once daily). 

The following sequence applies to either selected diffuser (Diff2 for “regular” use, Diff1 for “reference” use). 

 

SUB-MODE POINTING 

(VNS) 

DURATION NOTES 

INS-NOM-OBS VNSEARTH N/A VNSNOK if first VNS CAL after entering INS-
NOM. 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSEARTH ~3 OBCP started; mark TIR pointing as 
“VNSCAL”. 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSMOVING ~446 GL Move to Diffuser (1/2) view  

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSDIFF1/2 ~478 GL Dwell 30 seconds for sun transit.  Special 
processing required by ECGP for offline 
activities. 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSMOVING ~444 GL Move to DARK view (shutter closed) 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSDARKOFST 278GL ECGP collects column-wise temporal statistics 
for 256 GL.  ICU collects FF data. 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSDARK ~2 No movement. 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSDARK ~1 or 2 VNS channels (1-4) disabled; TIR AUX 
(channel 9) enabled. Probably not 
synchronously! 

INS-NOM-VNS1/2 VNSDARK 1029 GL Dwell for TIR detector recovery 

INS-NOM-OBS VNSDARK 0 Mark TIR pointing as “TIREARTH”.  TIR data 
indicated as “trustworthy” for science in nadir 
view. 

Table 3: Sub-mode and flag sequence with timing for both VNS CAL OBCPs. 

NOTES: 

 All timings are approximate and should not be utilised as parameters in the ground-processor 
software. Timings are given to the nearest GL, but flags may switch asynchronously to the GL. 

 The total duration of the OBCP is expected to be approximately 2681 GL, equivalent to 168.9 
seconds.  This includes the “protective dwell” applied to the TIR signal pointing flag. 

 It is possible that the VNS mechanism might experience a failure during any of the movements.  The 
ASW will attempt to recover the commanded position automatically using a “seek” followed by re-
positioning to the designated target.  If this occurs during the first movement, the VNS will not be in 
the correct configuration at the time when the sun transit occurs.  Data collected during the “diffuser 
view” will not contain proper solar data.  This situation must be “trapped” by checking the mechanism 
movement time and the solar irradiance signal levels.  Flat-field data should be unaffected. 

 The VNS OBCP sets the TIR pointing direction to “VNSCAL” at the start, and restores it to 
TIREARTH at the end.  This marks the TIR data as “un-trustworthy”.  This functionality is required 
because of interference with TIR detector temperature caused by the VNS mechanism movements. 

 Special image processing is required during the solar transit which is identified by the pointing 
sequence VNSMOVING-to-VNSDIFF1/2-to-VNSMOVING.  Data collected and processed during this 
period will contribute to the long-term monitoring of VNS optics and diffuser degradation (i.e. “off-
line” activities). 
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 The period designated by VNSDARKOFST is used by the ICU for collection of FF data.  The ground 
processor will compute column-wise temporal statistics for reach detector during this period for 
quality monitoring purposes. 

 VNS packets are disabled at the end of this sequence.  VNS packets will usually be re-enabled 
using the VNS DAY OBCP.  The ground processor should keep a record of the current “day / night” 
status to aid in the detection of missing ISPs. 

In order to illustrate the VNS CAL sequence, the following timeline is presented, including the MSI sub-
mode, the VNS pointing direction, VNS ISP flow and the TIR pointing direction. 

 

 

Figure 6 : VNS CAL sequence which includes VNS data flow and the side-effect on TIR pointing. Time 
runs down the diagram.  Note that VNS science data will be switched off as soon as the VNS has 
finished dark signal acquisition; the VNS pointing direction is therefore only available for checking 
within ICU AUX or TIR packets. The VNS is in “night mode” whilst its packets are switched off.  
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5.7 VNS DAY SEQUENCE 

 

A VNS CAL OBCP will be executed following each VNS CAL OBCP: the expected rate is therefore 
once in every 16 orbits (roughly once daily). 

It is the intention of the VNS camera designers that the VNS DAY command be issued just prior to local 
dawn as the platform flies towards the North Pole on the night side of the orbit.  The VNS DAY OBCP 
collects dark data which is indicative of thermal drifts in the VNS detectors and then switches to nadir view 
ready for imaging on the day side of the orbit. 

 

SUB-MODE POINTING 

(VNS) 

DURATION NOTES 

INS-NOM-OBS VNSDARK N/A ASSUME following a previous VNS CAL.  

TIR pointing should be at TIREARTH. 

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSDARK ~3 GL Disable TIR AUX ISP (Channel 9)  

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSDARK ~1 GL Re-enable VNS packets (channels 1 through 
4).  

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSDARK 6 GL Mark TIR pointing as “VNSCAL”: TIR data 
marked as untrustworthy for science. 

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSMOVING 5 GL Move to DARK view. Expect a null-move. 

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSDARKOFST 257 GL Calculate column-wise stats from all channels 
to measure dark offset. 

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSMOVING ~841 GL Move to nadir (Earth) view.   

INS-NOM-VNSDAY VNSEARTH ~1025 GL Dwell to permit TIR detector to re-stabilise. 

INS-NOM-OBS VNSEARTH N/A TIR pointing re-set to TIREARTH. TIR science 
data trustworthy in nadir view. 

Table 4 : Sub-mode and pointing flag sequence and timing for VNS DAY OBCP. 

NOTES: 

 All timings are approximate and should not be utilised as parameters in the ground-processor 
software. Timings are given to the nearest GL, but flags may switch asynchronously. 

 Total duration of the OBCP is expected to be approximately 2138 GL, equivalent to 134.7 seconds, 
including a 1025 GL (64.5 secs) dwell between the re-enablement of VNS ISPs and the marking of 
TIR ISPs as “trustworthy” for science. 

o If the MSI operator moves the VNS mechanism by tele-command outside an OBCP, the first 
VNS movement (to “VNSDARKOFST”) may have a considerably longer duration since it will 
not be a “null move”. 

 It is intended that VNS DAY OBCP be run at a particular time on each orbit where a VNS CAL OBCP 
has been executed.   

o VNS DAY shall not be executed without first having executed one of the VNS CAL OBCPs. 

o VNS DAY must be executed if VNS science packet flow (which is disabled by VNS CAL) is 
to be restored in an orderly manner (with correct flagging). 

 The default cadence is the same as the VNS DAY cadence: once per 16 orbits. 
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 The VNS DAY OBCP sets the TIR pointing flag to VNSCAL to flag the bad effects of VNS 
mechanism movement on TIR detector temperature.  The flag is reset at the end of the OBCP after a 
suitable recovery delay. 

 The ICU does not make any flat-field calculations during VNS DAY OBCP.  The ground processor 
will however collect statistics from the dark view period; these data will be used to monitor the state 
of the VNS detectors. 

 

Figure 7 : VNS DAY sequence illustrating MSI sub-mode, VNS pointing, VNS data flow and the side-
effect on TIR pointing. VNS makes a dark-signal acquisition, statistics from which should be made 
available for monitoring.  No flat-field or sensitivity calculations are involved.  Note that VNS nadir-
view data will become available about 1025 GL before the TIR nadir view data become valid. 
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5.8 TRACKING THE “VNS NIGHT” PERIOD 

 
The VNS CAL OBCP exits having disabled transmission of the VNS ISPs (bands 1 through 4) and having 
enabled the transmission of the TIR AUX (diagnostic) ISP.  This configuration persists until the VNS DAY 
OBCP executes which restores the normal “daytime” configuration in which the TIR AUX ISP is disabled and 
all VNS ISPs are re-enabled.  The period between the termination of the VNS CAL OBCP and the starting of 
the VNS DAY OBCP is colloquially referred to as “night time” (although NO corresponding formal mode or 
sub-mode designation exists within MSI). 
 
All the VNS detectors remain switched ON continuously in order to maximise stability. 
 
In order to detect “missing” packets correctly (as distinct from packets which have been disabled), the ground 
processor must identify the period corresponding to “night time” by means of the available flags.  The task is 
hindered by the asynchronous design of the ASW.   
 
The following algorithm for detecting “night time” is proposed: 
 

 “Night time” starts under the following conditions: 
 

o MSI sub-mode is either INSNOMVNS2 OR INSNOMVNS1 (i.e. within a VNS CAL OBCP) 
 

o VNS Pointing flag transitions from VNSDARKOFST to VNSDARK 
 

o A delay of about 3 GL elapses after the pointing flag transition. 
 

o Night Time starts after this short delay. 
 

o A change of ISP transmission occurs at this time: VNS ISPs (source IDs 1 through 4) are 
disabled and then the TIR AUX ISP (source ID 9) is enabled. The total number of ISPs per 
GL is then 6 (source IDs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15). 

 

 “Night Time” ends under the following conditions: 
 

o MSI sub-mode changes from INSNOMOBS to INSNOMVNSDAY and the VNS pointing flag 
is set to VNSDARK. 

 
o After a short delay (3 GL) the TIR AUX ISP (channel 9) is disabled and the four VNS ISPs 

are re-enabled (yielding a total of 9 ISPs per GL with source IDs 1 through 8 and 15). 
 

o Night Time ends at this point. 
 

o After another short (4 GL) delay the VNS Pointing direction changes from VNSDARK to 
VNSMOVING. 
 

o Finally, after a delay of between 1 and 2 GL, TIR pointing flag transitions from TIREARTH to 
VNSCAL (indicating that a VNS mechanism movement is about to start).  

 
The ECGP should maintain an internal “flag” to track night time, and make this flag available to the process 
which checks for lost packets.  The ground processor should SUSPEND any “lost ISP” checking process for 
one or two GL on either side of the start and end events above to allow for the asynchronous flag setting by 
the ASW. 
 
Note: the “lost ISP” check is intended primarily to detect communications errors, but it also serves a purpose 
in “health monitoring” since any detector may suffer a “latch-up” and be switched off at any time.  
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5.9 ICU AUXILLIARY PACKETS (235, 1, 15) AND (235, 65, 15) 

 

One ICU packet will be transmitted at the start of every ground line, usually with the service designation 
(235, 1, 15) but occasionally with the designation (235, 65, 15) when the MSI is in “raw” sub-mode.  The ICU 
packet content is unaffected by the MSI sub-mode. 

Receipt of an ICU packet signifies the start of the next ground line.  

All ISPs contain timing information (in seconds and fractions of a second).  The ASW updates the time only 
at the start of each GL: all ISPs transmitted within one GL contain identical time-stamps. 

The ICU packet contains copies of ICU-acquired raw telemetry arranged in buffers of length 64 words; the 
content of these buffers is not utilised directly by the ground processor (but some of the data may be 
transmitted as part of the HKTM stream). 

Under normal (default) operating conditions, the content of one of these buffers will be over-written by the 
“payload” section of the “Ancillary HKTM” packet whose service designation is (3, 25, 61). The last value – 
61 decimal or 0x3d – represents the “SID” of the ancillary HKTM packet.   The format of the ICU AUX ISP 
and of the Ancillary HKTM packet is defined in the ISP ICD. 

The ground processor must check that the HKTM “SID” value is set as expected before attempting to 
“decode” the content of the HKTM packet.   

Proper science data processing is not possible unless the ancillary data are available. 

The ancillary data will be important to the ground processor for several reasons: 

 The ancillary HKTM contains the ONLY AVIALABLE DATA REGARDING WHICH SIDE OF MSI IS 
IN USE (Nominal or Redundant) (within the “VALID1” parameter LSTG5426). 

 Some information will be used as inputs to “sensitivity correction” algorithms (especially TIR 
measurements). 

 Some information is useful for monitoring purposes to indicate general instrument health. 

 It is possible that memory errors may occur within the FEE or the ICU.  Some (limited) information is 
contained within the ancillary HKTM which might indicate un-corrected (double-bit) errors. 

 The FEE state register (LHTG08561) contains 5 bits which signify the power status of each MSI 
detector.   

 The FEE state register also contains 9 bits which indicate the enabling or disabling of individual ISP 
streams (related to individual source IDs). Individual ISPs may be disabled and re-enabled by the 
ICU during normal operation, or by the MSI operator in response to a detector problem for example. 

 The FEE status register contains a bit which flags an EDAC double-bit (uncorrected) error.  This may 
affect VNS data integrity 

 The ICU transmits a variable which indicates ADC latch-up and EDAC errors in certain buffers 
(including the FF buffer and the science data buffer). 

Users are encouraged to check the ISP ICD for the latest configuration since changes may occur with 
updates to the ASW. 

Decoding of the ancillary HKTM is handled by dedicated functions within the ECGP supported by “calibration 
coefficients” contained within the CCDB.  Descriptions appear in one of the appendices below.  
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5.10 SCIENCE PACKET STRUCTURES 

 

The packet content and structure is defined by the ICD (AD-1) which takes precedence over any information 
given herein. 

For precision, clarity and ease of communication, a set of C-style structure templates for the ISPs is provided 
within appendix A.  These structures are appropriate to ASW 4.3: they have been utilised as part of the 
DAPB software which is compiled using GNU C compiler / Linux / X64 PC architecture. These structures are 
utilised within the reference code examples. 

Refer to warnings given in the appendix regarding structure packing and byte ordering before attempting to 
utilise these structures. 

There is no implied obligation to make use of these structures within the ECGP.  Subsequent sections of this 
document which describe algorithms in detail make reference to these structures. 
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6 ISP PRELIMINARY PROCESSING 

 

The aim of the preliminary ISP stream processing is to establish whether or not sufficient 
“trustworthy” science data are available to permit science data processing to proceed for each 
camera.    

If the ISP stream is declared “apparently trustworthy” then the processing goes on to separate the ISPs 
according to source (ICU, VNS or TIR) in preparation for further processing. 

If the ISP stream is declared “faulty” at any point, then science processing must be suspended immediately 
and only re-started once the conditions for a “trustworthy stream” have been re-established. There will be 
“gaps” in the images which match or may even exceed the length of the “gaps” in the ISP stream. 

The following minimal set of checks is required to establish the conditions for science data processing. 

 No CRC errors are permitted – all packets accepted by the ECGP must be error-free. 

 The ISP stream must be “continuous” with no “missing” packets.  This condition is tested by multiple 
means: 

o The sequence count of each successive packet received by the ground processor must 
differ by 1 (except where it rolls over from 16383 to zero).  

o There must be a continuous stream of ICU AUX packets whose time stamps differ by the 
equivalent of 63 ms (expressed in ICU clock cycles).  All ISPs in a single GL are marked 
with the same time stamp as the ICU ISP which marks the start of that GL. 

o The “correct” (expected) number of detector channel ISPs must be transmitted on every GL. 
The definition of “correct” depends upon the state of the MSI (day or night time especially). 

 There may never be more than 9 ISPs (one ICU AUX ISP plus up to 8 detector-
related ISPs) on any one GL. 

 The default number of ISPs per GL under normal operation is 9 (daytime) and 6 
(night-time). 

 In RAW sub-mode, the number of ISPs per GL will be 9. 

 All ICU packets must contain SID 61 Ancillary HKTM data from which the “side” of the MSI which is 
in use can be determined.  This is critical to radiometric calibration! 

 Spectral data ISPs must be checked to ensure that the data source ID is “permitted” according to the 
“normal” or “raw” sub-mode designation.  “Normal” mode ISPs have a sub-service designation 1 
whereas “raw” mode packets have sub-service designation 65.  Refer to the ISP ICD [AD-1] for full 
details. 

 TIR data processing imposes some extra restrictions compared to VNS processing: 

o Each GL must contain FOUR TIR ISPs (from Bands 7, 8, 9 and REF) since the processing 
involves the combination of the REF data with the spectral channel data.  If the TIR REF ISP 
is missing or corrupted, then NO TIR processing is possible. 

o The TIR ISP stream must remain continuous for at least 19 GL (the TDI summing period) in 
order to permit TIR science data processing (“column-correction”) to begin.  Any “break” in 
TIR data transmission incurs another 19 GL delay after a trustworthy ISP stream has been 
re-established before TIR data processing becomes possible again.  (This “delay” is caused 
by the TDI column-correction routine which required a buffer containing 19 GL of TIR REF 
data.) 

 This “break-in-transmission” phenomenon is expected every time the TIR flat-field is 
applied: TIR packets are disabled before FF application and re-enabled immediately 
afterwards by the FOP.  

 VNS processing may proceed even if only one channel of VNS ISPs is available. VNS channels are 
independent of each other. 
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Some “higher level” processing operations (covered in sections below) impose their own restrictions upon 
the continuity of the ISP streams.  Notable examples include the smoothing of ancillary data by filtration 
(which requires access to continuous stretches of data lasting several seconds), and the generation of co-
registered data (L1C) where the VNS images are displaced by at least 10 rows compared to TIR images.   

It is suggested that the ECGP should maintain a small set of flags whose state can be used to “gate” science 
data processing. 

The tests included herein are primarily aimed at countering faults within the communications system which 
may have resulted in lost or corrupted packets; to the extent that packet delivery is robust, these checks may 
be regarded as formalities. 

The tests also detect some fault conditions, including for example detector latch-up events, the response to 
which might be the switching-off of a detector and the disabling of the associated ISP channel(s).  If any of 
the “low-level” tests should fail, then extra checks may be made using checks defined within the “health-
monitoring” chapter (for example, inspecting the FEE STATE and FEE STATUS register values, if available). 

The “safest” philosophy is that the failure of any test shall be sufficient to inhibit science data 
processing for the affected packets (or ground lines) until necessary conditions have been restored. 
Subsequent packets may be processed as normal (as long as conditions permit), but the data stream 
will have “gaps”. 

An alternate approach would be to attempt to process packets as far as possible (within the stated 
limitations), but to add warning flags wherever data integrity is suspect.  This approach is not 
recommended: suspect data should not be released to users! 

Note that each spectral data packet contains an “MSI Quality Vector” which counts how many times an over-
flow or under-flow condition was encountered by the analogue-to-digital converter within the FEE whilst 
collecting the data contained in that packet.  Any value other than zero indicates a potential problem 
(saturation) with the video signal.  This quantity is checked by the “pre-processing” stages for VNS and TIR, 
and warning flags may be raised accordingly. 

All ISPs contain a “Spacecraft State Vector Quality Word” which delivers information on the state of the 
AOCS system.  This information is NOT used to control science data processing, although it may have some 
implications for the pointing of the MSI (direction and stability). It is suggested that the data be passed on 
with the imagery as a quality metric. 
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6.1 OVERVIEW FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

 

Figure 8 : ISP Checking flow diagram.  Red circles indicate the setting of “problem” flags. The 
output should be a set of spectral ISPs which are ready for science processing together with 
ANC HKTM and flags. 
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The flow diagram illustrates one method by which initial ISP screening and checking may be accomplished.  
The ISP source delivers a stream of packets which should comprise ICU AUX ISPs with spectral-band ISPs 
interspersed between them.  The output of the flow should be a filtered stream of spectral band ISPs 
(grouped by ground-line) all of which are checked and ready for science processing, and which are 
accompanied by valid, decoded ancillary HKTM. 

The flow assumes that ISPs shall be discarded (or at least excluded from science data processing) unless all 
checks are passed, including the availability of valid ancillary HKTM which is essential to the science 
processing. 

 The processing proceeds by identifying ICU AUX ISPs as “markers” indicating the start of a new GL.   

o Before such an ICU AUX ISP has been received, the process records all activity within the 
current ground line. 

o When an ICU AUX ISP is received, the accumulated activity log for the GL just ended is 
checked to detect any errors (such as missing packets, including missing ICU AUX packets). 

 Any packet which passes a CRC test is read to extract all of the header information (which is stored 
and passed on if the packet is cleared for further processing). 

o The sequence counter from the header is checked against the previous value: a warning flag 
for (previously) lost ISPs is raised if the current packet is “out-of-sequence” and the ISP is 
discarded. 

 The count of packets on the current GL is updated; the channel number is used to update the 
channel manifest (the list of channel numbers encountered during the current GL). This constitutes 
the accumulating activity log. 

 Processing bifurcates depending upon whether the ISP is identified (by the channel number) as 
being an ICU AUX packet of a spectral data packet.  We follow the processing for the ICU AUX 
packet first: 

 The packet content is checked to determine if it contains Ancillary HKTM (by detecting the ANC 
HKTM SID value) and to extract the “side” of the MSI which is in use (from the “Valid1” parameter 
LSTG5426).   

o If the ISP does not contain this information, no science data processing is possible, and the 
“ANC” flag is set to “ANC NOK”.  The packet is discarded. 

o If ANC HKTM are present, then they are decoded and associated with the GL just ended. 

 The next three checks combine to detect whether or not the packets received during the GL just 
ended were “as expected”; the checks must be informed by the current sub-mode of the MSI, by the 
“day / night” state and by the power-status of the detectors (as revealed in the FEE STATE and 
STATUS registers): 

o The number of packets detected is checked:  

 A value larger than 9 signifies a lost ICU AUX ISP. 

 Values of 9 or 6 are expected in “daytime” and “night-time” respectively, under 
INSNOMOBS 

 A value of 9 is expected under INSNOMRAW under all circumstances. 

o The packet manifest is checked to see which spectral band IDs (channel numbers) have 
been received and if the list accords with expectations.  The check is informed by the sub-
mode flag (taken from the ICU AUX ISP): 

 In “RAW” sub-mode, all 8 spectral band packets will come from the same channel 
(14 = TIR by default). 

 In “OBS” sub-mode, channels 1 through 9 are expected (1 through 8 in “daytime”, 
and 5 through 9 in “night time”). 
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 Note that a simple check can be made without reference to the detector power or 
latch-up states which are available within the ANC HKTM.  This may be preferable 
to forcing an explicit check on each occasion because the HKTM may not be 
precisely synchronised with “actual events”.  There is some overlap with MSI health 
monitoring here (see separate section). 

o The timing data from each spectral band ISP should agree with the timing data taken from 
the previous ICU AUX ISP (not the current ICU AUX ISP which indicates the start of the 
next GL!) 

o The timing data should differ from those of the previous GL by the equivalent of 63.0 ms 
(measured in ICU clock-cycles, the value will be 266305016 cycles – approximately!). 

o If these timing checks fail, the most likely cause is the loss of an ICU AUX ISP (or a whole 
line’s worth of ISPs).  The entire line of ISPs should be discarded as un-trustworthy. 

 The last check on the ICU AUX branch is dedicated to the special requirements of TIR data 
processing.  TIR initial processing cannot start unless it is given access to an un-interrupted 
sequence of TIR REF ISPs (channel 8) with a length equal to or exceeding 19 GL.   

o The check seeks to update a flag referred to as “TIROK”:  

 If on any GL the TIR REF ISP is found to be absent, then the TIR processing flag is 
set to TIRNOK.  A “TIRNOK timer” is also reset to a value “19 GL”. 

 If on the current GL the TIR REF ISP is encountered, then the TIRNOK timer is 
decremented by one, UNLESS it is already at zero. 

 If the TIRNOK timer reaches zero as the result of the previous step, then the TIR 
processing flag is set to TIROK. 

o Note that the non-reception of the TIR REF ISPs on any GL creates a gap of 19 GL in the 
TIR science processing during which NO valid TIR data can be computed.  This factor 
should be considered when carrying out co-registration processing at L1C. 

 The checks applied to the previous GL having been completed, the flow re-sets the accumulating 
activity logs for the next GL which has just started. 

Following now the branch taken by “spectral band” ISPs, the following processing takes place: 

 The first check seeks to confirm that the channel number (source ID) is consistent with the MSI sub-
mode.  This check may be redundant if the channel manifest check is correctly written.   

 The second check – which is applicable ONLY to channel IDs representing processed data – seeks 
to confirm that the ICU “truncation factors” are expected depending upon the spectral band.  To 
make this check it is necessary to read the default set of truncation factors from the CCDB.  Any 
packet which fails to pass this check is discarded. 

o Note that it is possible (although unlikely) that a TIR REF packet might be discarded by this 
check.  The processing must take care to update the TIROK / TIRNOK flag accordingly 
before looking for the next packet. 

The processing has a final “gate” for spectral band ISPs: if any one of the flags required for proper science 
processing is not set correctly (for example, because the ICU AUX packet did not contain ANC HKTM), then 
the entire line of spectral ISPs must be discarded.  Similarly, if the TIR REF ISP is not present, then any 
other TIR ISPs should be discarded.  In this context, “discarded” means “not submitted for further science 
processing”. 

At the output of the flow diagram are the camera-specific ISP streams which are accompanied by the timing 
data and decoded ancillary HKTM taken from the ICU AUX packets which started the GL.  The spectral data 
should be accompanied by all relevant contemporaneous flags taken from the checking, and each ISP 
should retain its contemporaneous mode, sub-mode and pointing flags (taken from the packet headers).  
The ECGP authors are warned (again) that these header-indications may change asynchronously. 
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6.2 CRC  

 

A simple CRC checking code is provided below, together with initialisation functions and a packet checking 
routine.  The code is derived from the ESA / PUS standard; it has been tested as part of the DAPB. 

It is assumed that an un-processed entire packet has been read into memory and that a pointer (of type 
“unsigned char”) has been initialised (aligned) to the starting address of the packet.  It is also assumed that 
the packet length in BYTES is known and constant (808 bytes).  Refer to Appendix B for examples of how to 
access reference ISP structures. 

The CRC check makes NO use of any internal packet format. The ISP checking routine will evaluate the 
entire packet (including the trailing CRC check bytes) as a string of bytes, and should return zero if the 
packet is error-free. 

Before first use of the packet checking routine, the CRC checker look-up table must be initialised (once). 

 

// the following code fragments are written in ANSI C, tested with GNU C compiler of  

// X86-64 architecture under Linux. 

 

 

unsigned short int Ltbl[256];            // Look-up table for CRC checks on BYTES 
 

// Look-up table initialisation: call ONCE before using the optimised CRC check routine 

 

void CRC_Init_Ltbl(unsigned short int table[]) 

{ 

 

  unsigned int i;                                           // index 
   

  unsigned short int tmp;                      

 

   

  for(i = 0; i < 256; i++) 

    { 

 

      tmp = 0; 

 

      if((i & 1) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x1021;                // ^ is bit-wise exclusive-OR 
 

      if((i & 2) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x2042; 

 

      if((i & 4) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x4084; 

 

      if((i & 8) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x8108; 

 

      if((i & 16) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x1231; 

 

      if((i & 32) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x2462; 

 

      if((i & 64) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x48c4; 

 

      if((i & 128) != 0) tmp = tmp ^ 0x9188; 

 

      table[i] = tmp; 

     

    } 

} 

 

 

// CRC function which accepts a single byte “D” and updates the 16-bit syndrome “Chk” 

// using the look-up table pointed to by “table[]”.  The function returns the updated  

// 16-bit syndrome. The last value returned after checking a whole packet should be zero 

 

 

unsigned short int Crc_opt(unsigned char D, unsigned short int Chk, unsigned short int table[]) 

{ 

  return(((Chk << 8) & 0xff00)^table[(((Chk >> 8) ^ D) & 0x00ff)]); 

} 
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// Packet_CRC() 

 

// Routine to perform a byte-by-byte CRC on a raw science packet which has been stored 

// in a buffer pointed to by "packet" with overall length "length". 

 

// NOTE: the packet to be checked MUST include the two appended CRC bytes and the length 

// must be set to include these bytes within the check. Expect 808 for all ISPs. 

 

// NOTE: look-up table must have been initialised (once) BEFORE the first call. 

 

// At the end of the run, the last value of the Syndrome polynomial will be returned. 

 

// IF ALL IS WELL, the last returned value should be ZERO. 

 

// ANY NON-ZERO result indicates a CRC violation which should be logged. 

 

// It is up to the caller to take appropriate action.  

 

 

unsigned short int Packet_CRC(unsigned char * packet, unsigned short int length, unsigned short int 

Ltbl[]) 

{ 

 

  unsigned short int i;                  // byte index within the packet under check 
 

  unsigned short int Chk;                // This is the Syndrome polynomial (16-bit) 
 

 

  Chk = 0xffff;                                // initialise the CRC Syndrome 
  

  for(i = 0; i < length; i++)                  // Cycle through the packet byte-by-byte 
    { 

      Chk = Crc_opt(packet[i], Chk, Ltbl); 

    } 

 

  return Chk;                                  // Return the syndrome polynomial  
} 

 

6.3 SEQUENCE NUMBER 

 

The ICU writes an auto-incrementing sequence number into every ISP that it transmits (located in the 
PUS_HEADER section).  The sequence number is encoded in 16 bits, but actually has only 14-bit precision 
whilst the two MS bits are permanently set (1). 

There are circumstances where the ICU is in possession of science data which, for reasons of work-load, it 
does not transmit.  The sequence number does not reflect such situations: it increments only after each 
successful transmission. 

The following reference code fragment illustrates how to access the sequence number; it is based upon the 
guidance in appendix B which illustrates how ISP contents (defined by the structure in Appendix A) may be 
accessed using pointers: 

unsigned short int us_temp;                              // declare a temporary variable 

unsigned short int SEQUENCE;                             // variable to hold the ISP sequence number 

us_temp = htons((*Input_PUS_Header).packet_SEQ);         // byte-swap function htons()! 

SEQUENCE = us_temp & 0x3fff;                             // clear the most-significant two bits 

 

The routine makes use of a pre-aligned pointer Input_PUS_Header to the PUS header within the ISP to access 
the sequence number (by suitable de-reference).  Since the sequence number is a 16-bit value (unsigned 
short int) the byte order must be inverted before interpretation: in this example the inversion is achieved 
using the C function “htons()”. 
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The sequence number check involves decoding the sequence number for each successive received ISP and 
computing the difference compared to the previously received ISP.  The condition for a sequence error is as 
follows: 

int SEQUENCE_ERROR;                          // this is the error flag 

int itemp;                                   // temporary signed integer variable (could be short) 

unsigned short int Current_ISP_Sequence;     // the current ISP sequence number 

unsigned short int Last_ISP_Sequence;        // the sequence number for the previous ISP 

 

itemp = Current_ISP_Sequence – Last_ISP_Sequence;    // Calculate the difference (signed quantity) 

if((itemp != 1) && (itemp != -16383))                // two conditions are “normal” 

 SEQUENCE_ERROR = 1;                          // flag raised if normal conditions not seen. 

else 

 SEQUENCE_ERROR = 0;                          // Flag remains “cleared”. 

 

This code fragment allows for the ISP sequence number to “roll over” at the 14-bit boundary (the maximum 
value is 16383). 

If the SEQUENCE_ERROR flag is set, then a packet which was transmitted by the ICU has been “lost” in the 
communications chain. 

This check will not detect those case where a science packet is for some reason not transmitted by the ICU. 

 

6.4 ICU PACKET IDENTIFICATION 

 

ICU packets are used to derive the time reference for each ground line as well as the sub-mode and pointing 
flags. 

Distinction between ICU AUX packets and spectral data packets may be made on the basis of the data 
source or “channel” value contained within the Instrument Data Field Header Extension: ICU packets will 
always have a source value of 15 (refer to the ISP ICD).   

The ground processor must be ready to accept ISPs which contain “raw” data: these packets are intended 
for diagnostic use in fault investigations.  The MSI may be switched to “raw” mode by tele-command, and in 
this state ALL ISPs will have a “service_subtype” ID code of 65 (decimal) instead of 1 (decimal).  The content 
of the ICU AUX packet is unchanged in “raw” mode, but the science data packets will be very different – 
containing raw data taken from one (pre-selected) detector. 

An access example is provided below, based upon the ISP packet structures given in the appendix and 

assuming that a pointer “Input_PUS_Header” has been aligned appropriately within the incoming ISP: 

 

unsigned char SERVICE_SUBTYPE;                          // variable to hold service sub-type 

SERVICE_SUBTYPE = (*Input_PUS_Header).service_subtype;  // Access structure member by dereference 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4.1 Ancillary SID check and MSI “NOM / RED” identification 
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This check is applied to all ICU AUX packets to extract two parameters: 

 LST05284 should contain the “SID” associated with the Ancillary HKTM packet, with default value 61 
decimal.  If this value is confirmed, then the presence of valid ancillary HKTM within the ICU AUX 
ISP (buffer H) is inferred.  If this value is NOT encountered, then Ancillary HKTM is assumed to be 
absent and science data processing is impossible. 

 LSTG5426 – otherwise known as the “Valid1” parameter – contains the only available indication of 
which “side” of the MSI is in use (Nominal / Redundant, sometimes alternately referred to as 
“Primary” / Redundant).  This parameter is critical to all science data processing. 

NOTE: the check for the presence of ancillary HKTM is intended to guard against the possibility that the MSI 
operator might chose to copy the content of a different HKTM packet into the ICU AUX ISP; this functionality 
exists but should not be used under normal circumstances. 

It is assumed that the ISP structure and the ancillary HKTM structure are in use, and that a pointer has been 
aligned to the start of “Buffer H” within the ICU AUX packet. 

 

// Input_ICU_AUX_ISP is a previously-declared pointer to a structure type NORMAL_ISP aligned to  

// the memory area which contains the ICU Auxiliary ISP. 

// ANC_Source_Data is a previously declared pointer to type ANCILLARY_SOURCE_DATA which is  

// aligned to Buffer H within the ICU AUX ISP structure.  This area may now be accessed using  

// the ancillary HKTM structure. 

 

unsigned char ANC_SID;          // Character holding the SID value from the ISP 

unsigned char VALID1;           // Extracted LSTG5426 “Valid1” parameter 

unsigned char * Primary;        // Pointer to a “flag” character: content 0 indicates “Nominal” side  

unsigned char usc_temp;         // Temporary variable. 

 

ANC_Source_data = (ANCILLARY_SOURCE_DATA *) &((*ICU_AUX_ISP).Buffer_H);      // Align to buffer H 

 

ANC_SID = (*ANC_Source_Data).SID;                                // Extract the SID 

VALID1 = (*ANC_Source_Data).HW_Validity_ASW_Primary_Monitor;     // Extract the LSTG5426 

VALID1 &= 0x3f;                       // Mask unused bits to be safe! 

 

if(ANC_SID != 0x3d)                   // Default ANC HKTM SID value check (61 decimal) 

   { 

      // FLAG that ANC HKTM are NOT available: science data processing is NOT POSSIBLE. 

   } 

// Check Nominal (Primary) or Redundant side of MSI in use : test the relevant bit and  

// flag accordingly 

 

*Primary = ((VALID1 & 0x10) == 0x00) ? 0 : 1; // 0 indicates “Nominal” side, 1 indicates “Redundant” 

 

// Rest of code here… 

 

Notes: 

o // RED COMMENTS indicate sections where the ECGP should insert code which carries out the 

functions described. 
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6.5 ANCILLARY HKTM DECODING AND PROCESSING 

 

The appendices contain a template structure which defines the Ancillary HKTM which (by default) should 
appear in ICU AUX ISPs. The structure should be checked and amended as necessary according to the 
latest contents of the ISP ICD.  Examples of the use of the structure have been given above (Ancillary HKTM 
SID and “Valid1” parameter). 

Also provided in the appendices is a set of decoding functions written in C which permit the transformation of 
the raw HKTM data into engineering units (for temperature and voltages) or into a usable form for other 
quantities (times, FEE registers etc.).  These (hopefully self-explanatory) decoding functions make use of 
“#defined” calibration coefficients which will be provided (with compatible names) within the CCDB.  Readers 
should note that some of the coefficients required are “side-dependent” (i.e. primary or redundant).  The 
relevant coefficients are marked within the CCDB ICD (including CBB thermometry and all FEE-measured 
parameters). 

It has been noted previously that ancillary parameters are refreshed relatively slowly (one or two seconds), 
but decoding should be carried out for every ICU AUX ISP (i.e. at the GL rate). 

Ancillary HKTM are utilised for several purposes, the most important of which are 

 Sensitivity compensations whereby the anticipated effects of temperature and voltage drifts are 
mitigated using pre-measured correction data (supplied in the CCDB). Such compensations are 
especially used for the TIR camera and they affect radiometric accuracy. 

 MSI heath monitoring functions. 

 Long-term calibration maintenance activities. 

 

6.5.1 Ancillary HKTM statistical processing during TIR CAL and VNS CAL OBCPs 

 

As described elsewhere, each camera is calibrated once in every 16 orbits, but the VNS and TIR cameras 
are calibrated on successive orbits.  Additional processing is required for the ancillary HKTM in support of 
the camera calibration functions – most especially during those periods in which flat-field information is 
collected (cold-space view for TIR or dark-offset view for VNS). 

During these periods, which will last about 256 GL (just over 16 seconds) each, it is necessary to compute 
the temporal average and the temporal standard deviation of selected, camera-relevant ancillary HKTM 
parameters.  The VNS and TIR CAL support sections (below) specify which parameters must be processed 
in this way. 

Statistical results thus obtained must be stored as one of the calibration products associated with the current 
camera CAL operation.  These statistical data are used for TIR sensitivity correction and for TIR and VNS 
calibration maintenance activities, and a continuous time-series of these products must be maintained 

The effective averaging will differ depending upon the parameter, being lowest for any measurement which 
is quantised by the FEE (such as detector bias voltages) and highest for measurements quantised by the 
ICU (such as all temperatures). Overall uncertainty varies inversely with the effective averaging. 

The ECGP should implement this calculation for all voltages and temperatures specified in the ATBD 
sections concerning specific processing in support of VNS and TIR CAL OBCPs.  
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6.5.2 Ancillary HKTM temporal filtration for TIR sensitivity corrections 

 
The relatively low update-rate of ancillary HKTM values was noted above. For most purposes, there is no 
problem with the slow “real” update rate since few of the parameters are expected to exhibit significant 
changes on a time-scale of a second or two, and the quantisation is fine, so the stream is effectively “over-
sampled”.  
 
In two specific cases – TIR detector bias voltages VSKIM and VFID – the quantisation has relatively coarse 
resolution whilst at the same time the instrument is relatively sensitive to the value of these parameters.  If 
these parameters drift by more than the quantisation interval, the signals exhibit clear “quantisation steps” 
which might introduce visible artefacts into the imagery if sensitivity compensation is in effect.  For these 
specific cases a smoothing function is required.   
 
A specially-designed unit-gain and zero-offset FIR filter kernel is provided in the CCDB to carry out the 
smoothing function with no delay (zero phase shift).  This filter has 321 coefficients and is designed to 
smooth out variations occurring on timescales shorter than 2 seconds.   The filter spans 321 GL – i.e. a 
period equivalent to about 20 seconds, and is designed for application to the full-rate ancillary data stream 
(i.e. to a stream of samples collected at the ground-line rate).  The output of the filter gives the ECGP access 
to the best-estimate of the actual parameter value with a finer resolution than the native quantisation interval 
and with a finer time resolution than the effective sampling rate.  Sensitivity calculations will be smoother and 
artefacts should no longer be visible. 
 
The filter is applied by a simple convolution operation to the stream of ancillary data representing each 
HKTM parameter.  The convolution calculation is repeated at the ground-line rate so that the output of the 
filter is a smoothed version of the desired signal with samples generated at the rate of one per GL which are 
then made available to the relevant sensitivity correction processing in place of the unfiltered version of the 
parameter.    Application of the filter should be made as follows: 
 

 A buffer is constructed which is filled with the incoming samples of the HKTM parameter to be 
filtered; the samples should be represented as floating point values in engineering units. The sample 
rate is assumed to be one sample per GL. 
 

o The buffer must start at a point in time at least 160 GL BEFORE the first filtered output 
sample is required.  Similarly, the buffer should extend at least 160 GL after the last filtered 
sample is required. 

 

 The FIR filter kernel is “aligned” with the buffer such that the central filter coefficient is located at the 
position where a filtered HKTM sample is required.  The buffer samples are multiplied by the 
corresponding filter kernel coefficients and the partial products are summed to generate the required 
(filtered) output value.  This is the equivalent of computing the dot-product of two vectors (the filter 
kernel and a corresponding set of HKTM samples). 
 

 The next filtered output is obtained by “sliding” the filter kernel along the buffer by one sample 
position and repeating the “dot-product” calculation. Equivalently, the buffer may be shifted along by 
one GL and the filter applied as before. 
 

As noted above, the filtered (smoothed) samples of the parameter(s) should be passed to the TIR sensitivity 
correction processors instead of the “raw” samples of the same parameters, this avoiding the effects of 
quantisation steps. 
 
Temporal filtration shall be applied to the following parameters within the ancillary HKTM: 
 

 LHT08680 TIR VFID 
 

 LHT08581 TIR VSKIM 
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The ground processor should ensure that a continuous stream of ancillary HKTM samples can be provided 
to the filter, and make suitable provision (by way of warning flags?) if a “break” should occur since the filter 
output would be disrupted (although a break in this context would signal the loss of an ICU AUX packet, and 
thus the loss of time reference and sub-mode / pointing flags for the entire GL).   Flagging would only be 
necessary if the affected parameters are actively in use for sensitivity compensation. 
 
The filter is primarily aimed at VSKIM and VFID for use in TIR sensitivity compensation activities.  Application 
of the filter to any of the other ancillary parameters used for TIR sensitivity processing is acceptable (in case 
this makes the coding simpler) although not required.  Filter application would act to reduce noise slightly 
and thereby improve performance. 
 

6.5.2.1 Dealing with lost HKTM samples 

 

It may come to pass that a single HKTM sample is lost, most likely because of a missing ICU AUX packet 
(which means that the sub-mode and pointing flags for that ground line are also unavailable).  

If no explicit action is taken, the FIR filter output will be corrupted over a length of data equivalent to the FIR 
filter length (nominally 321 GL).   

It is suggested that the following modification to the FIR filter convolution process be made to counter the 
loss of data: 

 The sample of HKTM which is missing shall be marked and tracked by the ECGP so that its position 
within the FIR filter convolution is known. 

 As the convolution is applied line-by-line, the product between a filter weight and the missing sample 
shall NOT be computed.  Instead, the ECGP shall log the filter weighting factor that would have been 
used. 

 At the end of the “dot-product” between the filter coefficients and the HKTM samples, the scale of the 
result must be adjusted slightly to allow for the missing product term. 

o The FIR filter coefficients have been normalised to sum to 1.0. 

o For each filter application in which the filter overlaps the missing sample, the normalisation 
must be adjusted to allow for the missing weighting factor: the dot-product which is missing 
one term) must be multiplied by (1.0 – saved weighting factor). 

 This approach will be adequate for a low incidence of missing HKTM samples (less than one sample 
missing per FIR filter length), but should not be used for a more-frequently-corrupted data stream. 

 

 

6.5.3 Ancillary HKTM (hexa-) decimation for health monitoring 

 
Some ancillary HKTM parameters will be used for health monitoring purposes, including many temperatures 
(refer to health-monitoring section for details of which parameters may be required).  These parameters are 
typically updated in the HKTM by the ICU once per second (once every two seconds in some cases).  
 
For use in monitoring health of the instrument over longer periods (as distinct from sensitivity corrections 
which are applied to each GL), it would be acceptable and probably preferable to reduce the data volume by 
sample rate by selecting samples at an interval similar to 1 or 2 seconds (i.e. roughly one sample per 16 GL 
or 1 per 32 GL).  
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6.6 CHANNEL (DATA SOURCE) MANIFEST AND LOST PACKETS 

 

These checks are included to detect the loss of packets; if the data stream has high integrity, these checks 
may be relaxed.  The checks should be made after the identification of each ICU AUX packet (which signifies 
the start of the next ground line). 

 A log shall be maintained on each GL to count how many packets have been received from each 
data source ID (the “channel manifest”) and thereby how many packets have been received in total 
since the last ICU AUX packet (which signalled the start of the previous GL). 

o The packet manifest / count should be reset at the (confirmed) start of the next GL. 

 If an ICU AUX packet is lost, the start of the next GL cannot be detected, and the time reference for 
that GL is lost.  ICU packet absence is detected by counting the number of packets received since 
the last ICU AUX packet was received.   

o This number will never be greater than 9 under any normal circumstances; reception of more 
than 9 packets without encountering an ICU AUX ISP signals the loss of an ICU packet.  

 The number of packets per GL, and the expected channel IDs both depend upon the “day” or “night” 
state of the MSI which can be determined by tracking the sequence of pointing flags (covered in an 
earlier section).  “State-specific” checks of the channel manifest will reveal whether or not any 
spectral channel packets have been lost. 

 All packets received within one GL have the same time-stamp.  The “official” time-stamp for the GL 
will be decoded when the ICU AUX packet at the start of the GL is processed, but a simple 
comparison of the raw time-stamps for all received packets will confirm whether or not they derive 
from the same GL. 

The checks above must be modified in light of the current detector / \ISP enablement status: it is possible 
that the ISP streams associated with some detectors may have been disabled by the MSI operator.  (This 
action may have been triggered by a persistent or un-recoverable detector latch-up which will have put the 
MSI into INS-IDR (Idle-Refuse) mode.)  The information regarding which ISP streams may have been 
disabled is contained within the ancillary HKTM, specifically the FEE STATE register. 

In the event that a detector should be switched off automatically (possibly as the result of a latch-up event 
which could not be recovered), the ISPs from that detector will continue to flow from the MSI even though the 
data within are invalid.  It is likely in these cases that various MSI “health checks” may fail even though the 
ISP stream integrity is “good”. 
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6.7 MISSING TIR REF PACKETS 

 

The checks above should indicate whether or not the TIR REF packet is missing: this state precludes TIR 
spectral band processing. 

It is essential for TIR processing to have available an un-broken sequence of at least 19 TIR REF packets 
from previous ground lines (stored in a circular buffer).  The recent history of TIR REF packets must be 
tracked carefully, and any break in the stream must be flagged to mark all TIR processed spectral data as 
untrustworthy in both the current GL and in the following 18 GLs.  “Trustworthy” status may be restored only 
when 19 GLs have been received, each one containing a TIR REF ISP. 

The ECGP cannot generate useful TIR data when the TIR REF packet stream is absent or has been 
restored for a period less than 19 GL.  The ECGP can however continue to generate VNS data.  The L1B 
and L1C products will simply contain “blank” regions of TIR coverage.  The absence of TIR data does NOT 
affect the pointing information in the L1C product. 
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6.8 CONSEQUENCES OF OTHER MISSING SPECTRAL CHANNEL ISPS 

 

Within any single GL, loss of any VNS ISP does not affect the processing of ISPs generated by any other 
spectral channel, including both the remaining VNS channels and the TIR channels.  The further processing 
steps must take account of the fact that there will be gaps in the images: this will become especially 
important when image interpolation is involved at level 1C. 

Loss of the TIR REF ISP in any ground line has been dealt with above. 

Loss of one or two TIR spectral band ISPs (bands 7,8 or 9) whilst having a valid TIR REF ISP available does 
not prevent processing of the available TIR ISPs at all levels up to radiometric calibration (level 1B).  As for 
the VNS case, the further processing (including level 1C) must account for the “gaps” in the images. 

 

6.9 SPECTRAL PACKET CHECKS 

 

All spectral-data packets (including the TIR REF packet) should be subjected to a couple of checks: 

 The data source ID should be checked against the “currently expected” range which depends upon 
the MSI sub-mode (normal or raw data). In INS-NOM-OBS, the spectral packet source / channel IDs 
should be in the range 1 to 9, whereas in INS-NOM-RAW the data source / channel IDs should be in 
the range 10 to 14.  Any anomalous packets must be flagged and excluded from inappropriate 
processing. No anomalies of this type have been observed during testing with ASW 4.2. 

 The truncation factors within each packet should be checked to see that they are as expected 
according to the ISP ICD (for ASW 4.3!).  The truncation factors are encoded in a total of EIGHT 
contiguous 3-bit fields within the ISP Data Field Header Extension.  Although it is not expected that 
the content will ever change in flight, it is open to the MSI operator to modify these parameters.  Any 
change invalidates the radiometric calibration if the packet contains “nominal mode” data (as 
opposed to raw sub-mode data). 

o The CCDB provides a set of EIGHT prototype truncation factor fields against which the ISP 
contents may be checked.  The dataset field names are: 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B1 (VNS VIS), value “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B2 (VNS NIR), value “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B3 (VNS SWIR-1), value “011” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B4 (VNS SWIR-2), value “010” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B7 (TIR Band 7), value “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B8 (TIR Band 8), value “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B9 (TIR Band 9), value “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_REF (TIR REF), value “000” bits 

 

 If either check should fail, then the packet should be marked as un-trustworthy. 
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7 VNS PRE-PROCESSING 

 

 

 

Figure 9 : VNS pre-processing flow diagram.  All calculations are applied "by band” using band-
specific parameters. Output is FOUR image streams with synchronised flags and time-stamps. 

 

The flow diagram illustrates pre-processing steps which are applied to all (pre-selected) VNS science 
packets. All processing is applied using band-specific data selected from the CCDB according to the channel 
indicator within the packet.  
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The pre-processing is common to ALL VNS data, regardless of the operational state of the instrument.  Any 
special processing required during calibration activities is applied to the pre-processed image streams 
emerging from this flow. 

NOTE: It is possible – following a fault condition – that one or more VNS detectors may be switched off 
(perhaps due to latch-up).  In that case the VNS ISP stream may not contain data from the corresponding 
channels.  This effect is additional to the expected “break in transmission” that occurs between the running of 
VNS CAL and VNS DAY OBCPs. 

The following notes expand on the flow diagram: 

 ISP CHECKS (these should have been carried out before reaching this stage): 

o The spectral band must be identified using the data source (channel) parameter which 
should be in the range [1:4] (i.e. VNS processed data). 

o Each band has an expected truncation factor (stored in the CCDB), and they are not all 
equal.  A simple check must be made here to determine if all the VNS truncation factors are 
as expected.   

 A warning flag is raised if the result is not as expected since the radiometric 
calibration will be compromised and the results are not trustworthy. 

 CONTRAST INVERSION: 

o All un-processed VNS signals decrease as light levels increase: contrast is apparently 
“inverted”. 

o The contrast is inverted by subtracting the incoming signal in each column from a camera-
specific display offset value recovered from the CCDB.   

o The output is a vector containing 384 samples (VNS WIDTH) whose type is changed to 
signed int.   

 WING ELEMENT CORRECTION: 

o Two regions (on either side of the detector) are defined for each VNS band in the CCDB as 
containing “un-illuminated” elements.  Signals from these elements collect dark offset drift 
(possibly a function of detector temperature) as well as “row-correlated noise” components. 

o The sum of the wing elements is computed; this quantity (in fact the four wing average 
signals) shall be made available to the calibration monitoring function as a diagnostic which 
monitors the health of the VNS detectors.  The wing average signal may be correlated with 
the corresponding detector temperature from the ancillary data. 

o Correction proceeds by subtracting the (single) wing element average from each detector 
sample within the packet (all 384).  The wing elements should then show only zero-mean 
noise unless the detector(s) experience significant temperature excursions. 

 This computation is handled in integer arithmetic. 

 UPDATE ERROR FLAGS: 

o The ECGP must maintain synchronised, band-specific logs (FOUR) of the MSI Quality 
Vector field together with each VNS image stream.  The MSI Quality Vector counts how 
many ADC samples generated by the FEE were over-range or under-range: it warns of 
saturation.  The MSI Quality vector within each VNS ISP is specific to the spectral band 
represented, hence the need to generate band-specific logs.   

 OUTPUT: 

o The pre-processed science data is then output via one of (up to) four image streams 
according to its band.  Each image must have the full width of the VNS detector. 

o The output image lines must be aligned to (synchronised with) the corresponding ancillary 
and flag data, including any warning flags that may be in force. 
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7.1 PARALLEL PROCESSING 

 

The VNS pre-processing may be split by band and applied in parallel.  The results within one band do 
not depend mathematically upon those in other bands. 

Proper distribution of the required input / CCDB parameters and output flags is obviously required. 

 

7.2 MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS 

 

The process begins with “un-processed” VNS signal arrays labelled “VNS VIS”, “VNS NIR”, VNS SWIR1” 
and “VNS SWIR2”.   Two processes are described: contrast inversion and then “wing-element correction”. 

In what follows, the default values of some variables (which should be recovered from the CCDB) are as 
follows: 

 “VNS Width” = 384; the TOTAL WIDTH of the VNS detector.  Stored separately by band, but all 
values are equal by default. 

 “VNS VIS Display Offset” and the related quantities for other detectors are band-specific display 
offset values.  By default (ASW 4.3) these are all identical, but the actual values should be recovered 
from the CCDB in case of re-configuration.   

The processing uses arrays (or vectors) of VNS signal spanning the full VNS width in each band.  The 
equations should be read as implying a repeated calculation for each (i.e. ALL) VNS column in the data 
arrays (column index is designated by “[𝑐𝑜𝑙]” in the equations. 

 

Contrast Reversal (and display offset correction): 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑆[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑆[𝑐𝑜𝑙] 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑁𝐼𝑅[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑁𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑁𝐼𝑅[𝑐𝑜𝑙] 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅1𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅2[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅2𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅2[𝑐𝑜𝑙] 

 

 Offset signals must be stored as arrays of signed ints. 

 Repeat the processing for EVERY ground line and make the results available to the following stages. 

 

Wing Element Correction: 

 Calculate the wing element sum in each band (as an integer): 

 

𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ∑ 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙] + ∑ 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝑐𝑜𝑙=𝑊4(𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑)

𝑐𝑜𝑙=𝑊3(𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑)

𝑐𝑜𝑙=𝑊2(𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑)

𝑐𝑜𝑙=𝑊1(𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑)

 

 

o “BAND” in the above family of four equations must be substituted for each of “VIS”, “NIR”, 
“SWIR1” and “SWIR2”.  

o The summation is made for each band across the swath (i.e. column-wise) in two sections: 

 W1 and W2 define the (inclusive) columns in the left-hand wing zone, whilst W3 and 
W4 define the (inclusive) columns in the right-hand wing zone. 
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 By default, there are 12 elements in each of the “wing zones”, but the indices are 
stored separately by band within the CCDB in case of a future re-configuration. 

o The number of element signals “VNSBAND_wing_count” included within each summation 
must be recorded. 

o The summation is calculated on the offset-corrected-and-contrast-inverted signals calculated 
previously. 

o The results – one wing-element sum per VNS ISP received on every line – should be close 
to zero if the detectors are in good health.  The wing-element average from each band 
should be made available as a diagnostic product for checking VNS detector drift and noise; 
it may be compared with the appropriate detector temperature. 

 

 Perform Wing-Element Correction: 

 

𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = (
(𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 × 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙]) −  𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 

𝑉𝑁𝑆𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
) 

  

o The correction is applied by pre-multiplying each VNS BAND array signal across the swath 
by the wing element count, subtracting the wing-element sum and then dividing the result by 
the wing element count. 

o The equation describes a family of FOUR equations (one per band). 

o Because the quantities are arrays, the calculation must be repeated for ALL elements across 
the swath in each VNS BAND. 

o All calculations are to be carried out in signed integer arithmetic. 

 

7.3 INPUT DATA 

 

An array of science-data samples in the form of a vector of 384 (VNS_Width) unsigned short int values 
drawn from a single VNS spectral band (pre-filtered).  Up to FOUR such arrays are expected in each ground-
line. 

The channel number must be known (checked!) and in the range [1:4]. 

All data contained within the packet headers, including especially the MSI Quality Vector (unsigned short int). 

 

7.4 CCDB DATA REQUIREMENTS 

 

 “VNS_Width”.  A constant integer scalar, the same for each VNS band, value expected 384.  
Specifies total number of across-track samples expected within a VNS packet. 

 ICU GAIN: Refer to the ISP ICD for the current expected values for VNS bands (Band 1, 2, 3 and 4).  
Note that the values for each band differ.  No processing depends upon the actual values: a check is 
suggested to ensure that the values are indeed as expected. 

o Since the actual values are not used in calculation, two parameters will be supplied to the 
calculation as follows: 

 An un-signed integer mask which serves to isolate the VNS-specific truncation 
factors from the TIR factors. 
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 An unsigned integer “expected value” which is used as a test for “data correctness”. 

 Display Offset: an unsigned short integer (16 bit) scalar value will be supplied for each VNS band 
(four values) and for the TIR detector (one value to cover all TIR channels).  By default the four VNS 
display offsets will have the SAME value.   

 WING element positions: four integers are supplied specifying the (inclusive) start and end element 
numbers of the left-hand and right-hand wing regions.  Expected to be the same across all VNS 
bands, but may be stored by band in the CCDB. 

Display offset values applied to the FEE data by the ICU take effect before truncation: it is important to 
account for this if operational parameters are to be adjusted by adjusting the ASW value (24 bits) such that 
the desired display offset (as specified above) is generated in the data emerging from the ICU. 

 

7.5 ANCILLARY DATA REQUIREMENTS 

 

NO specific input ancillary data requirements are identified (as of ASW 4.3) since no VNS sensitivities have 
been identified. Some ancillary data must be provided to accompany the imagery outputs (see below). 

 

7.6 ERROR CONDITIONS 

 

Specific to the pre-processing algorithm: 

 Incorrect truncation factors in IDF Header indicates a problem with ICU configuration affecting 
specific bands.  This condition should be detected by the ISP pre-processing. 

o VNS radiometric calibration for one or more bands in the next stage will be compromised 
(calculated radiances and solar irradiances will be wrong).  Some image data may saturate 
in bright conditions. 

 MSI Quality Vector non-zero value indicates a signal overload at the video ADC within the FEE.  The 
affected data (somewhere along the lines in the ISP containing the flag) is compromised and will not 
yield the correct radiometric calibration. The response should be to raise a warning flag for the 
affected line of VNS data. 
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7.7 EXAMPLE CODE 
 

// VNS Pre-Processing Algorithms example code. 

// A Canas, March 2020 

 

// Simple functions are specified for contrast reversal and for wing pixel correction. 

// A simplified main routine is given which calls the functions to process ONE VNS channel 

// The other channels would be processed in the same manner. 

 

// Written in ANSI C; derived from DAPB, compiled using GNU C under Linux on X86-64 bit. 

 

// #defines would be replaced by values derived from the CCD, provided separately for each VNS band. 

 

#define VNS_WIDTH 384                       // Total number of samples in a VNS spectral ISP 
 

#define BAND_DISPLAY_OFFSET 62464           // 0xf400 default. Separate band-values will be given 
 

#define BAND_W1 0                           // Indices of left-hand and right-hand wing regions. 
#define BAND_W2 11                          // Expected equal for all bands: 12 elements each side. 
#define BAND_W3 372                         // Read from CCDB to be certain of correct value 
#define BAND_W4 383                         // SIMILAR DEFINITIONS FOR ALL OTHER BANDS! 
 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Basic_Invert() 

 

// INPUTS: 

// pointer to input row (unsigned short int) containing the VNS ISP samples (384) 

// pointer to a "working" output image row (signed int). 

 

// Routine type-converts (by "cast"), removes offset and inverts contrast in one operation  

// which is repeated for all samples. 

 

// working_row[col] = (int) VNS_DISPLAY_OFFSET - (int) image_row[col]; 

 

// Be careful to type-convert input data to "signed int" before any arithmetic. 

 

// Note: saturated un-processed data (values 0xffff) will appear as -3071 in output. 

 

// WARNING: be sure to acquire the correct (band-specific) display offset value used in current ASW. 

// WARNING: wing pixel correction can mask any errors in display offset selection. 

 

void Basic_Invert(unsigned short * image_row, int * working_row) 

{ 

 

  int col; 

 

  for(col = 0; col < VNS_WIDTH; col++)               // Repeat for all elements (columns)... 
    { 

      working_row[col] = (int) BAND_DISPLAY_OFFSET - (int) image_row[col];    // Removes offset & 

inverts contrast. 
    } 

 

} 

 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// WING ELEMENT CORRECTION FUNCTIONS 

 

// Wing_Stats() 

 

// Calculate SUM of all wing element signals; return sum and element count via pointers. 

 

// Inputs:  

 

// POINTER to a (signed int 32) buffer containing an image row from which the display offset is  

// already removed, so wing pixel values average near zero. 

 

// FOUR integer indices which define inclusively (for the appropriate BAND) which  

// columns lie within the two "wing" regions. 

 

// POINTER to (int) wing element sum and POINTER to (int) wing element count.   
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// These pointers are used to return results. 

 

 

void Wing_Stats(int * image, unsigned short int W1, unsigned short int W2, unsigned short int W3, 

unsigned short int W4, int * wing_sum, int * wing_count) 

{ 

 

  int col;                   // sample index or column counter [0:383] 
 

  int sum;                   // Internal working sum of wing elements 
 

  int count;                 // internal working count of wing elements 
 

  // Initialise working variables   
 

  sum = 0; 

 

  // LEFT-HAND WING SUMMATION 
   

  for(col = W1; col <= W2; col++, count++)         // INCLUSIVE wing limit indices! 
    { 

      sum += (int) image[col];                     // accumulate samples in the sum 
    } 

 

 // RIGHT-HAND WING SUMMATION: inherit sum and count from left-hand loop. 
 

  for(col = W3; col <= W4; col++, count++)        // INCLUSIVE wing limit indices.   
    { 

      sum += (int) image[col];                    // accumulate samples in the sum 
    } 

 

  // return the results to the caller 

 

  *wing_sum = sum; 

 

  *wing_count = count; 

   

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Wing_Offset() 

 

 

// Inputs: 

 

// POINTER (int) to working image line already processed for offset and contrast reversal. 

 

// Wing region sum (int) 

 

// Wing region element count (int) 

 

// Calculation: 

 

// Loop over ALL elements in the working image array - INCLUDING the wing elements 

 

// Subtract the average value of the wing signals from each element. 

// Method shown uses integer arithmetic; equivalent implementations are permissible. 

// Results must be signed ints.  Do not worry about rounding error, noise is >> LSB size. 

 

// WARNNG: this routine modifies the input array - calculation is done "in-place". 

 

// WARNING: wing regions will be “zero-mean”ed, showing noise of both signs.  

 

// WARNING: application of this routine will degrade SNR slightly!  

 

void Wing_Offset(int * image_row, int wing_sum, int wing_count) 

{ 

 

  int col;                 // element index [0:384] 
 

  int itemp;               // temporary working variable 
   

  // Loop through all the elements (columns) making the correction: 
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  for(col = 0; col < VNS_WIDTH; col++) 

    { 

 

      itemp = image_row[col] * wing_count;   // Multiply image sample by the wing count (expect 24) 
 

      itemp -= wing_sum;                     // Subtract the wing sum from the scaled image sample 
       

      image_row[col] = itemp / wing_count;   // Re-scale back to original 
       

    } 

} 

 

//************************************************************** 

 

// Main routine begins here: 

 

// Expand this template to include all four VNS BANDs (VIS, NIR, SWIR1, SWIR2)! 

 

int main() 

{ 

 

  int BAND_wing_sum;             // sum of wing signals in current BAND (insert a total of FOUR!) 
 

  int BAND_wing_count;           // count of wing signals in the BAND sum (expect 24 by default) 
 

  int BAND_wing_average;         // These quantities (one per band) to be output as a diagnostic. 
 

  unsigned short int MSI_QUALITY_VECTOR;     // Extract from the ISP header. 
           

  int MSI_Q_flag;                // Boolean flag indicating possible saturation in dataset. 
 

  // POINTERS to signal arrays (repeat for each BAND!)   
  

  unsigned short int * Raw_BAND_line;     // ONE LINE of BAND samples from ISP (unsigned short ints) 
 

  int * WKG_BAND_line;                    // ONE line of working store (signed ints)   
  

  // Allocate memory for the raw and partial results arrays 

   

  Raw_BAND_line = (unsigned short int *) malloc(VNS_WIDTH * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

 

  WKG_BAND_line = (int *)malloc(VNS_WIDTH * sizeof(int)); 

 

  // Open a log file for wing element signals as diagnostics (substitute as required) 
     

  Wing_BAND_logfile = (FILE *)fopen(Wing_BAND_filename, "w"); 

 

  // Processing starts here and repeats whist there are more ISPs... 
   

   

  while(Next_ISP_Available == 1)  // PROCESS AS LONG AS WE HAVE MORE ISPs – insert appropriate code! 
    { 

 

      // Align pointer RAW_BAND_line to an array of unsigned short ints which contains the  

      // un-processed science data from the current VNS ISP by whatever means is necessary. 

 

      // Copy the MSI Quality Vector (unsigned short int) into the variable declared above, or  

      // provide equivalent access.  

 

MSI_Q_flag = (MSI_Quality_Vector == 0) ? 0 : 1;  // set saturation flag if non-zero  
 

      // PERFORM BASIC OFFSET AND CONTRAST REVERSAL 
       

      Basic_Invert(Raw_BAND_line, WKG_BAND_line);   // Image zero-referenced, and "bright=white". 
       

      // COLLECT WING STATISTICS: wing sum and count of wing elements 
       

      Wing_Stats(WKG_BAND_line, BAND_W1, BAND_W2, BAND_W3, BAND_W4, &BAND_wing_sum, 

&BAND_wing_count);    

       

      // APPLY WING-ZONE CORRECTION USING BOTH RAW AND FILTERED WING VALUES.   
       

      Wing_Offset(WKG_VIS_line, BAND_wing_sum, BAND_wing_count);                    
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      // OUTPUT THE TRANSFORMED IMAGE LINE TO THE NEXT SECTION OF BAND-SPECIFIC PROCESSING 
         
      BAND_wing_avg = BAND_wing_sum / BAND_wing_count; 

 

      // OUTPUT THE WING SUM divided by the WING COUNT to the previously-opened log file.   
      // (Correlate to the appropriate BAND detector temperature) 

 

       

    }  // End of the "while there are still ISPs to be processed" loop 
   

  return 0; 

   

} 

 

NOTES: 
 

 Lines in the reference code above which are coloured RED are placeholders for the missing 
functionality described (to be supplied by the ECGP). 
 

 The calculation contained within this code complies fully with that utilised by TNO during VNS 
characterisation and calibration. 
 

 It is assumed that the content of each ISP can be placed into an array and that the VNS band can be 
identified by reading the “channel” parameter from the IDF header. 
 

 The code above provides for only one VNS spectral band: it must be expanded to allow for all four 
bands. 
 

o Note that some parameters which are “#defined” in the example may be band-specific and 
should be retrieved according to the CCDB. 

 

 Wing-element average signal subtraction does not need high precision because the noise levels are 
larger than the LSB by design and requirement.  The calculation may be handled by signed integer 
arithmetic. 
 

 A wing-signal average value is computed (which is band-specific) and this quantity should be made 
available as a diagnostic product.  In is anticipated that a time-series plot might be made of the wing 
signal in each band together with the corresponding detector temperature. 
 

 A flag is set depending upon the value of MSI Quality Vector (a non-zero MSI Quality Vector should 
raise the flag).  Note that the MSI Quality Vector can be used as a flag as it is, although it may not 
adhere to flagging conventions (it can have values other than 0 or 1!). 
 

o The MSI quality vector flag shall not be used to interrupt or modify VNS processing! 
 

 It is obvious that the code may be compacted and streamlined significantly. This is permissible as 
long as results are fully equivalent. 
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7.8 OUTPUT DATA AND PRODUCTS 

 

The principal output is FOUR streams of band-specific vectors of signed integer VNS data values (width 384 
– the VNS_width) which have been corrected according to the pre-processing algorithm. 

The pre-processed VNS image lines should immediately be subjected to “radiometric calibration” to produce 
images which represent radiance values. 

In order to facilitate investigations however it is strongly recommended that the detector temperatures 
collected from ancillary HKTM at each line should be attached to the imagery and form part of the L1B 
standard image product.   

The MSI Quality Vector which forms part of each ISP shall be attached to the relevant image channel (again, 
sampled line by line).  This quantity indicated whether or not the ADC suffered any saturations whilst 
quantising the video signal.  

The standard processing compensates for thermally-induced changes in signal offset by subtracting signal 
derived from non-illuminated (“wing”) detector elements. The wing signals (for each spectral band) should be 
made available as part of the standard image product for diagnostic purposes. 

 

Field Name Dimensions Type Units Note 

detector_temperature t,b Float Kelvin From ICU ISP ANC data 

wing_sum t,b Int ADU Computed in basic processing (sec 7.2) 

MSIQ t,b US int N/A From ICU ISP ANC data 

Table 5 : VNS Level 1B Nominal product contributions produced by VNS pre-processing steps. All 
quantities are refreshed on a lin-by-line basis and have four values according to VNS spectal band. 
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8 VNS RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

 

VNS Radiometric calibration refers to the conversion of pre-processed VNS data expressed as “Binary Units” 
(BU) or “counts” into radiance values expressed in Watts per square metre per micron (wavelength) per 
steradian.     

It is necessary to apply full VNS radiometric calibration immediately following VNS pre-processing so that the 
calculations associated with the “VNS CAL” OBCP may operate on radiance data. 

Note that the content below is distinct from the specific processing required to support the execution of a 
VNS CAL OBCP – often referred to as the “VNS Calibration Procedure”. 

 

8.1 OVERVIEW 

 

VNS radiometric calibration involves the following steps: 

 PREPARATION: 

o Selection and reading of CCDB radiance sensitivity data based upon which side of the 
instrument is in use. 

o Reading CCDB units-conversion data specific to each spectral band (includes column-
dependent average photon energy data). 

o Preparation of four calibration factor arrays covering all the illuminated columns of the VNS 
in each spectral band. 

 

 EXECUTION: 

o As each line of pre-processed VNS data becomes available, each element across the 
illuminated swath is multiplied by the corresponding calibration factor in the prepared array 
appropriate to the VNS band. The result is a line of VNS data rendered in radiance units: 
Watts per square metre per micron per steradian. 

 

 ORDER of PROCESSING: 

o The calculations contain information which is specific to each detector element; it is essential 
therefore to apply the radiometric transformation BEFORE any processing which might 
involve the combination of signals from different (adjacent) elements across the swath, 
including especially any re-sampling or interpolation carried out during co-registration or re-
mapping onto a spatial grid. 

o VNS radiometric calibration must be applied before carrying out any additional processing 
associated with the “VNS CAL” OBCP operations executed once per 16 orbits in flight. 

 

 OFF-LINE CORRECTION: 

o As the mission progresses, it is expected that the effective sensitivity of the VNS camera 
may degrade.   Sensitivity correction factors will be provided for each element in each band 
based upon observations collected during a daily VNS CAL OBCP: these factors will be 
updated periodically as an “off-line” activity.  Computation of these corrections is covered in 
a separate section. 

The incoming “pre-processed” VNS data is zero-referenced because it has been corrected for gross offset by 
the flat-fielding and for any (small) time-varying offsets (via wing-element correction). 
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The incoming VNS data are represented as integer values, whereas the output of the calculation will be 
represented as floating point radiance values.  Radiometric calibration is simply a linear scaling operation 
using band-specific and column-specific coefficients. 

Users of the ECGP are warned that the processing of VNS data originating from the MSI operating with ASW 
versions earlier than V4.3 will result in erroneous radiometric calibration of SWIR-1 and SWIR-2 channels. 
An anomaly in previous ASW versions was detected (see NCR-2142, September 2019) which has been 
corrected in ASW 4.3 by introducing “ICU Gain coefficients” (as described below). 

As for the VNS pre-processing, each VNS channel may have its calibration applied independently of any 
other VNS channel, and the processing may be run in parallel if required.  

 

8.2 UNITS CONVERSION 

 

The radiance data supplied with the VNS comprises coefficients whose units are “BU / Radiance” where 
“BU” means “binary units” (or “counts”) and the radiance is expressed in “(photons / second) / sq cm / 
nanometre / steradian”. 

In order to produce radiance in the standard units specified within the requirements document, due account 
must be taken of both the length units (cm and nm) and of the photon energy.  The first factor is dealt with by 
a simple scaling.  The CCDB contains derived tables of averaged photon energy in each column for each 
band calculated from the characterised spectral responses in each column of the VNS as illuminated by a 
standard solar spectrum (E490) which imposes biases according to the spectrum slope and the band in 
question.  This set of tables incorporates any small differences in spectral response that may occur across 
the swath and thereby assures correct conversion of units. 

 

8.3 CCDB DATA 

 

8.3.1 TNO Radiance Sensitivity Data (by band) 

 

 TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B1 and TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B1_SideB; VIS radiance arrays 

 TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B2 and TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B2_SideB; NIR radiance arrays 

 TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B3 and TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B3_SideB; SWIR1 radiance arrays 

 TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B4 and TNOVNS_Radia_Range_B4_SideB; SWIR2 radiance arrays 

 

Each data structure comprises 384 floating point entries whose units are “BU per ((photons / second) / sq cm 
/ nanometre / steradian)”.  

Unilluminated columns have entries set to -999.999. 

“Side_B” data-sets refer to the “REDUNDANT” side of the FEE which is the side of the MSI which will be 
used in normal operations.  The two sides differ slightly in signal gain. 

 

8.3.2 “Derived” Average Photon Energy Data 

 

These data have been derived (by SSTL) by calculation from TNO-supplied spectral responses for each 
detector element in each band. 

The data-set comprises FOUR arrays of floating point values, each containing 384 entries. 
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Entries for un-illuminated columns contain the value 0.0 (zero) 

Entries for illuminated columns (for which a spectral response is available) contain the average energy of a 
photon for that column measured in Joules.  Typical values will be between 3.0E-19 J (VIS) and 8.0E-20 J 
(SWIR-2). 

These arrays relate to the normalised spectral sensitivity of each VNS detector element and are not 
dependent upon which side of the MSI is in use. They can be used for both sides of the VNS equally. 

Data arrays are referred to in the CCDB thus: 

 SSTLVNS_B1_PE  (VIS Photon Energy) 

 SSTLVNS_B2_PE (NIR Photon Energy) 

 SSTLVNS_B3_PE (SWIR-1 Photon Energy) 

 SSTLVNS_B4_PE (SWIR-2 Photon Energy) 

 

8.3.3 ICU-Related Gain Data 

 

Following NCR-2142, the digital gain factors within the ICU were altered in ASW 4.3 and later versions.  This 
affects the radiance sensitivity data supplied with the VNS camera, and a suitable compensation must be 
made.  To this end, FOUR band-specific “digital gain correction factors” are supplied in the CDDB with which 
to make the correction.  The values of these factors – which are always whole numbers and integer powers 
of two – are expected to be as follows: 

 SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B1  (Vis, value 1) 

 SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B2  (NIR, value 1) 

 SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B3  (SWIR-1, value 8) 

 SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B4  (SWIR-2, value 4) 

These factors apply to ALL columns of the relevant band. 

 

8.4 MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS 

 

For each VNS band, an overall “scaling” array is defined as follows (substituting for the band appropriately): 

 

𝑆𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐺 × 𝐼𝐵1 ×
𝑃𝐸𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝑅𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙]
× 𝐷𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] 

where:  

 𝑆𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents the calculated scaling factor array (one element per column) for band 1 

 𝐺  represents a constant geometric factor set to 1.0E+7 which adjusts units of area and wavelength. 

 𝐼𝐵1represents the ICU digital gain factor, which is a band-specific constant 

 𝑃𝐸𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents the Photon Energy array for Band 1 (varies across columns) 

 𝑅𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙]  represents the “TNOVNS_Radia_Range” array for Band 1, selected for the side of MSI in 
current use. 

 𝐷𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents an array of “Degradation factors” which correct for changes in effective 
sensitivity.  These factors are derived by long-term tracking of VNS solar exposures and are dealt 
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with by means of a separate correction step after the basic scaling factors have been computed (see 
section 8.6 where the factors are referred to by names such as “MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B”). 

Obviously, each band will have a similar equation with different specific parameter-sets. 

The elements of S[] have units (Watts / sq metre / micron / steradian) per count (i.e. “Radiance per count”). 

The array of scaling factors for each spectral band should be prepared prior to processing, using 
“Radia_Range” inputs selected according to which side of the MSI is in use.  In practice is has been found 
convenient to prepare all the eight possible arrays and then to select which to use depending upon the 
“nominal / redundant” selection bit contained in the ICU Ancillary ISPs. 

To convert a line PP[col] of VNS pre-processed data from integer “counts” to a line of floating point radiance 
units L[col] one simply multiplies the array of VNS samples by the array of scaling factors calculated above, 
column-by-column: 

𝐿𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑆𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] × 𝑃𝑃𝐵1[𝑐𝑜𝑙] 

 

The range of columns may be restricted to include only those which are illuminated; if calculated as 
described, the sensitivity array will contain zero entries for any un-illuminated columns so the calculation 
remains “safe” for all VNS columns. 

Checking of implementation may be achieved by reference to requirement MSI-315 in [RD-4] which lists the 
expected radiance ranges in each VNS channel (table 4.2-1). 

Note that the degradation factors mentioned above will begin with values very close to 1.0 (null 
effect) at the start of the mission.  The factors may be increased as the mission progresses if solar 
measurements indicate a loss of effective sensitivity.  The calculation of these factors is covered in 
the “calibration-maintenance” section in [RD-5]. 

 

8.5 REFERENCE CODE EXAMPLES 

8.5.1 Scaling Coefficient Calculation 

 

Note that this code example DOES NOT include the long-term-calibration-maintenance gain correction 
factors specified in section 8.6.  Those factors should be applied once the transformation into “un-corrected” 
spectral radiance has been achieved; separating the calibration maintenance adjustment allows the effects 
to be distinguished / monitored more clearly as well as making the code modular and clearer. 

 

#define VNS_WIDTH 384                   // Width of a VNS image 

#define G 1.0E+7                        // Geometrical conversion constant 

#define VIS_ICU_GAIN 1.0                // ICU gain factors representative of flight operation 

#define NIR_ICU_GAIN 1.0 

#define SWIR1_ICU_GAIN 8.0              // Changes as of ASW 4.3 

#define SWIR2_ICU_GAIN 4.0              // Changes as of ASW 4.3 

 

float NOM_VIS_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH];          // The “SCALE FACTOR” arrays to be calculated for each band 

float NOM_NIR_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH];          // These will be used for the “Nominal” side of MSI 

float NOM_SWIR1_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH]; 

float NOM_SWIR2_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH]; 

 

float RED_VIS_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH];          // The “SCALE FACTOR” arrays to be calculated for each band 

float RED_NIR_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH];          // These will be used for the “Redundant” side of MSI 
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float RED_SWIR1_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH]; 

float RED_SWIR2_GAIN[VNS_WIDTH]; 

 

float VIS_PE[VNS_WIDTH];                // Array of average photon energies by column for VIS band 

float NIR_PE[VNS_WIDTH];                // Array of average photon energies by column for NIR band 

float NIR_PE[VNS_WIDTH];                // Array of average photon energies by column for SWIR1 band 

float NIR_PE[VNS_WIDTH];                // Array of average photon energies by column for SWIR2 band 

 

float Radia_Range_B1[VNS_WIDTH];        // VIS TNO VNS radiance information, “Nominal” 

float Radia_Range_B2[VNS_WIDTH];        // NIR TNO VNS radiance information, “Nominal” 

float Radia_Range_B3[VNS_WIDTH];        // SWIR1 TNO VNS radiance information, “Nominal” 

float Radia_Range_B4[VNS_WIDTH];        // SWIR2 TNO VNS radiance information, “Nominal” 

 

float Radia_Range_B1_SideB[VNS_WIDTH];  // VIS TNO VNS radiance information, “Redundant” 

float Radia_Range_B2_SideB[VNS_WIDTH];  // NIR TNO VNS radiance information, “Redundant” 

float Radia_Range_B3_SideB[VNS_WIDTH];  // SWIR1 TNO VNS radiance information, “Redundant” 

float Radia_Range_B4_SideB[VNS_WIDTH];  // SWIR2 TNO VNS radiance information, “Redundant” 

 

int column; 

 

// Carry out appropriate steps to read the Photon Energy and TNO Radiance Range datasets from CCDB 

// and place the data in the appropriate arrays. 

 

// Calculate the scaling arrays, nominal and redundant (total EIGHT arrays): 

 

for(column = 0; column < VNS_WIDTH; column++)     // Calculates over ALL columns!    

  { 

    NOM_VIS_GAIN[column] = (G * VIS_ICU_GAIN * VIS_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B1[column]; 

    RED_VIS_GAIN[column] = (G * VIS_ICU_GAIN * VIS_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B1_SideB[column]; 

 

    NOM_NIR_GAIN[column] = (G * NIR_ICU_GAIN * NIR_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B2[column]; 

    RED_NIR_GAIN[column] = (G * NIR_ICU_GAIN * NIR_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B2_SideB[column]; 

 

    NOM_SWIR1_GAIN[column] = (G * SWIR1_ICU_GAIN * SWIR1_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B3[column]; 

    RED_SWIR1_GAIN[column] = (G * SWIR1_ICU_GAIN * SWIR1_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B3_SideB[column]; 

 

    NOM_SWIR2_GAIN[column] = (G * SWIR2_ICU_GAIN * SWIR2_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B4[column]; 

    RED_SWIR2_GAIN[column] = (G * SWIR2_ICU_GAIN * SWIR2_PE[column]) / Radia_Range_B4_SideB[column]; 

 

  }    // End of loop over columns. 

 

Typical scaling coefficients generated by these calculations are as follows: 

 B1 (VIS) :  0.010 

 B2 (NIR) : 0.019 
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 B3 (SWIR-1) : 5.0E-4 

 B4 (SWIR-2) : 4.7 E-4 
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8.5.2 Transformation into Spectral Radiance 

 

Assume that lines of VNS pre-processed data are made available as signed ints in an array, having been 
subjected to contrast inversion, offset removal and wing-element correction.  These lines are to be converted 
to radiance. 

The code examples below define a simple function to make the linear transformation to radiance which is 
called using the scaling array appropriate to each band and the side of the instrument in use.  This 
processing may be split by band if a parallel implementation is required. 

 

#define VNS_WIDTH 384 

 

// ********************************************************************************************* 

 

// Function to carry out the scaling and (type conversion) yielding an array of RADIANCE outputs. 

// INPUTS: 

// PP_LINE is a pointer to an array of int “pre-processed” image values (one VNS image line) 

// RAD_line points to an array of corresponding (float) radiance values (the output of the routine) 

// gain is a pointer to an array of gain factors calculated as described previously 

// Routine populates the array pointed to by RAD_line. 

 

void RADIANCE(int * PP_LINE, float * RAD_line; float * gain) 

  { 

    int column; 

    for(column = 0; column < VNS_WIDTH; column++)             // calculate for ALL columns 

      { 

        RAD_line[column] = gain[column] * (float) PP_line[column]; 

      } 

   }        // end of function 

 

// ********************************************************************************************* 

// Main code would go here… 

int PP_VIS_line[VNS_WIDTH];               // A line of int VIS pre-processed image  

int PP_NIR_line[VNS_WIDTH]; 

int PP_SWIR1_line[VNS_WIDTH]; 

int PP_SWIR2_line[VNS_WIDTH]; 

 

float L_VIS_line[VNS_WIDTH];             // A line of float VIS radiance image 

float L_NIR_line[VNS_WIDTH]; 

float L_SWIR1_line[VNS_WIDTH]; 

float_L_SWIR2_line[VNS_WIDTH]; 

 

int column; 

int SIDE;                             // variable set 0 for Nominal, 1 (or non-zero) for Redundant. 

 

// Carry out whatever steps are required to populate the pre-processed image lines with int data. 
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// Repeat what follows for each line to be transformed: 

  if(SIDE == 0)                       // This is the NOMINAL calculation 

    { 

      RADIANCE(L_VIS_line, PP_VIS_line, NOM_VIS_gain); 

      RADIANCE(L_NIR_line, PP_NIR_line, NOM_NIR_gain);  

      RADIANCE(L_SWIR1_line, PP_SWIR1_line, NOM_SWIR1_gain);  

      RADIANCE(L_SWIR2_line, PP_SWIR2_line, NOM_SWIR2_gain); 

    } 

  else                                // Any other value matches REDUNDANT calculation 

    { 

      RADIANCE(L_VIS_line, PP_VIS_line, RED_VIS_gain); 

      RADIANCE(L_NIR_line, PP_NIR_line, RED_NIR_gain);  

      RADIANCE(L_SWIR1_line, PP_SWIR1_line, RED_SWIR1_gain);  

      RADIANCE(L_SWIR2_line, PP_SWIR2_line, RED_SWIR2_gain); 

    } 

// Radiance results are now available in the appropriate arrays… 

// Ready for the next VNS line… 
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8.6 VNS CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE CORRECTIONS 

 

It is foreseen that the VNS effective sensitivity might degrade over the duration of a mission owing to a 
combination of detector degradation and reduction in optical transmission.  These effects will be monitored 
as part of the VNS Calibration Maintenance activities described in [RD-5].  In order to retain VNS calibration 
fidelity, it may be necessary to adjust the effective gains of the VNS camera channels before using the data. 

The most flexible manner by which to achieve this compensation is to introduce four sensitivity-correction 
vectors” – one per VNS spectral band – which contain a relative gain factor for every detector element.  
These vectors will be stored in the CCDB with the following names: 

 MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B1_VERSION  (VIS) 

 MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B2 _VERSION  (NIR) 

 MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B3 _VERSION  (SWIR-1) 

 MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B4_VERSION  (SWIR-2) 

“VERSION” is a numerical string which increments every time an update is made to the calibration 
maintenance files.  The initial data files have a version string “001”. 

Each vector will contain 384 floating point values – one per detector element.  The central 360 values 
correspond to illuminated detector elements. Each value represents a gain factor; the un-corrected image 
radiances shall be multiplied by the currently-in-force calibration-maintenance gain factors to produce 
“corrected” radiance values. 

The gain values provided within the initial (pre-flight) CCDB will be set uniformly to “1.00” so that the 
correction has no effect. 

Whenever a new assessment is made of the VNS transmission in each band, a new set of gain correction 
vectors will be computed for the illuminated detector elements by the “offline” calibration maintenance 
function.  These data will form part of a standard product with the designation “VNS_RAD_CORR”. Upon 
receipt of a new set of calibration maintenance gain vectors, the ECGP should utilise them immediately 
following the application of the next VNS flat-field. 

This structure enables correction not only of swath-wide transmission loss but also the elimination of dead 
detector elements (by setting the appropriate gains to zero). 

NOTE: “Calibration Maintenance gain correction” MUST be applied within the processing sequence AFTER 
all preceding VNS calibration activities described above, but BEFORE any of the following activities which 
deal with VNS RADIANCE measurements: 

 Processing in support of VNS CAL or VNS DAY OBCPs  

 Release of VNS imagery at Level 1B 

 Resampling activities carried out during calculation of Level 1C datasets. 

 

The data files containing the calibration maintenance gain factors will be produced by the “off-line” calibration 
activity and will form part of a standard product referred to as “VNS_RAD_CORR” which flows into the 
ECGP. 

 

 

8.7 SUBSEQUENT PROCESSING 

 

Once the VNS image data has been rendered into radiance units, it is ready for subsequent processes: 

 Calculations associated with the VNS CAL On-Board Control Procedure which include solar 
irradiance calculation and the collection of statistics from the dark and the solar views. 
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 Combination with band-specific pointing data to produce level 1B data products. 

 Co-registration of the VNS data with the “Master” image (TIR Band 8) to produce level 1C products. 

Radiance images must be produced and made available for inspection for ALL VNS channels at all times 
and carried though to at least Level 1C processing. No image lines are to be omitted form radiance 
processing. 
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9 PROCESSING IN SUPPORT OF VNS “DARK VIEWS” (CAL / DAY). 

 

All processing described in the following section operates upon VNS radiance data. 

 

9.1 OVERVIEW  

 
This section deals with specific image processing required during the “dark” view periods which occur within 
the VNS CAL and VNS DAY procedures.   
 
The purpose of the processing is to collect radiance statistics, including average signal and temporal noise 
standard deviation from each detector element.  In the ideal case – where the flat-fielding process is effective 
– the average signals should remain very close to zero and the noise levels should remain at expected 
levels.  The statistical data inform users regarding the health of the VNS camera: they form part of the on-
going monitoring process and off-line calibration activities for the VNS camera. 
 
The ground processor must collect selected statistical information from the ancillary data (in ICU AUX ISPs) 
contemporaneously with the dark-view periods and make these data available for comparison with the image 
statistics.  Parameters to be included in the analysis include all the VNS detector temperatures. 
 
There are two dark-view periods (each lasting 256 GL): the first is included in the VNS CAL OBCP and the 
second is part of the VNS DAY OBCP, the two being distinguishable by the MSI sub-mode flags.  The 
periods of dark view are detectable by means of the VNS pointing flag. 
 
Processing may be applied on a complete section of VNS image, or it may be applied on a “line-by-line” 
basis assuming that a steady flow of radiance-calibrated image lines becomes available.  The latter 
approach is described below (based upon existing code), but either is acceptable 

 

9.2 INPUTS 

 

 Up to four VNS image channels, each pre-calibrated into spectral radiance values (Watts/ sq m / 
micron / steradian). Images will be represented as floating point values which are valid for 
illuminated elements only. 

 Ancillary HKTM de-coded from the ICU AUX ISP which appears at each GL. This must include at 
least the four VNS detector temperatures. 

 Access to the mode / sub-mode and VNS pointing flags associated with each line of VNS image.  
These flags are used to identify the dark view periods and thereby to enable the collection and 
finalisation of statistical calculations. 

 

9.3 CCDB INPUTS 

  

No specific CCDB data are required for these calculations, with the possible exception of the VNS detector 
width and the locations of the illuminated sections of each detector. 
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9.4 PARALLEL PROCESSING 

 

The processing described below may be carried out in parallel since results in each band are fully 
independent of each other.  Obviously, timing, warning flags and other ancillary data must be distributed and 
maintained in the proper association with the science data. 

Coders are warned that (as for the TIR case), flags may change asynchronously part-way through a ground 
line.  Statistics collection is thus carried out using the flags derived from the ICU AUX ISP which 
starts each line, and NOT the flags contained in each individual spectral ISP in the line. 

 

9.5 VNS IMAGE STATISTICS COLLECTION 

 

9.5.1 Image Data Accumulation Equations 

 

The equations below detail the method by which statistical information may be collected from image data 
which are presented line-by-line.  The method involves accumulating the sum of signals in each column and 
the sum of the squares of signal in each column as two arrays, taking care to use high precision 
representations of the data in order to avoid numerical errors.  The accumulated statistical data must be 
updated as each new line of image is presented. 

The data accumulations must be repeated for each image band for which statistical information is 
required.   

The equations are presented in the context of VNS signal processing, but they are equally applicable 
to TIR image processing. 

If a complete section of image can be isolated at one time, then the statistics may be compiled in a 
“traditional” two-pass approach: pass 1 collects data from which the mean signal in each column can be 
computed and pass 2 collects the square differences between image values in each column and the 
(previously-computed) column-mean.  This method has less-strict requirements for dynamic range. 

Example routines are presented below which implement these calculations; the routines may be adapted to 
cope with floating point image values (such as VNS radiance or VNS solar irradiance, or TIR brightness 
temperature) or with integer image data (such as TIR column- corrected signals prior to calibration) 

𝑆𝑢𝑚𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = ∑ 𝐼𝑀𝐴𝐺𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑥𝐺𝐿𝑠

 

𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = ∑ {𝐼𝑀𝐴𝐺𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝑐𝑜𝑙]}2

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑥𝐺𝐿𝑠

 

 

Notes: 

 𝐼𝑀𝐴𝐺𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝑐𝑜𝑙]  represents a line of image representing “Band X” as an array of values of size 
384 (including wing elements)     

 The computations represent summations of image values or their squares within their respective 
columns across spans of ground lines.  The final statistics relate to each column individually. 

 For the VNS camera, it is necessary to repeat the computations FOUR times, once each for bands 
1, 2, 3 and 4. 

 The outputs, which are “partial results”, are arrays having the same width as the image lines. 

 The outputs must have greater precision than the input data: for example, if the input data are 
represented as “single-precision floating point” values, then the output arrays should be represented 
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by “double-precision floating point” values.  If the image inputs are “ints” (32 bits) then the partial 
results should be stored as “long ints” (64 bit)  

 The summations are indicated as covering “𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑥𝐺𝐿𝑠” – i.e. ground lines for which the pointing 
flags read from Band X ISPs are “valid”.   

o Validity of any ground line must be judged by reference to the pointing flags which 
accompany the image data in the ISP, taken together with any other limiting factors. 

o It is strongly suggested that the number of valid lines contributing to each summation is 
counted separately for each image band. 

o These precautions are necessary to counter the effects of asynchronous flag switching by 
the ICU.   

 The summing arrays must be initialised with zeros before data accumulation begins; this can be 
achieved before the start of the “observing period” and again after the final results have been 
computed and stored 

 

9.5.2 Image Statistics Calculation 

 

When the ground processor detects (separately for each band) that the TIR has left the view of interest and 
has started moving the final calculation of the required statistics can be undertaken.  By way of example, the 
following families of equations are specified for Band 7. 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝐶𝑜𝑙] =
𝑆𝑢𝑚𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝐶𝑜𝑙]

(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋𝐺𝐿)
 

 

𝑆𝐷𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝐶𝑜𝑙] = √
∑ 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝐶𝑜𝑙]

(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋𝐺𝐿)
−   (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋[𝑐𝑜𝑙])2   

Notes: 

 The temporal mean signal array in band X (for each individual column across the whole swath) is 
computed by dividing each element of the temporally-summed signal array by the number of valid 
ground lines which contributed to the sum. 

 The Standard Deviation (SD) of Band X is computed by dividing each element of the sum-of-squared 
signals array by the number of valid (contributing) ground lines for Band X and subtracting (column-
by-column) the square of the mean Band X signal array previously calculated. The calculation is 
repeated for each element in the array.  

 Both outputs for Band X – the mean signal and the standard deviation – are arrays of dimension 
Width, computed over the entire width of the image (including wing elements). 

 

9.5.3 Reference Code Examples 

 

The example shown below assumes that VNS image data are made available sequentially (one-line-at-a-
time); statistical calculations are made by accumulating partial results during the dark exposure period (which 
are “detected” using sub-mode and pointing flags) and the final statistics are generated at the end of the 
dark-view period.  This “single-pass” calculation requires careful handling of dynamic range which – although 
perfectly practical – could be avoided if a “double-pass” method were to be adopted.  The side-effect would 
be a requirement to hold the entire dark-view section of image in memory for two calculation passes – the 
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first to compute the mean signal in each column and the second to subtract the mean and thereby compute 
the column-wise standard deviation.  

The statistics routines presented are of general use for any floating-point image lines and for any views 
(including for example the solar-diffuser view).  With minor changes the same routines can be made to 
accept integer input data.   

A generalised structure is implemented which contains both the partially-accumulated raw data and the final 
results derived therefrom.   

The following functions / routines are listed: 

 Initialise_band_stats() : initialises the raw data arrays in a given data structure to zero 

 Update_band_stats() : works across a new image line to accumulate the column-wise sums of signal 
and signal-squared.  This routine also counts the number of image lines contributing to the 
calculation (which may differ from run to run depending upon details of timing and asynchronous flag 
setting). 

 Finalise_band_stats() : computes the mean signal and the standard deviation for each column form 
a specified data structure. 

The rest of the processing is concerned with the correct “triggering” of the data accumulation and calculation 
depending upon the state of the sub-mode and pointing flags. 

 
#define VNS_WIDTH 384                             // Work over the entire width… 
 

// A general-purpose structure to hold both accumulating data and final statistical results  

// appropriate to one VNS view in one VNS spectral band. Could be used for TIR temperature or  

// column-corrected image lines also. 

 

// NOTE the use of DOUBLE-PRECISION to avoid numerical errors. 

 

typedef struct { 

 

  double COL_SUM[CAL_COLUMNS];                     // Column sums of signals for the current view 
  

  double COL_SUMSQ[CAL_COLUMNS];                   // Column sums of squares for the current view 
 

  double COL_MEAN[CAL_COLUMNS];                    // Column mean signals over the current view 
 

  double COL_SD[CAL_COLUMNS];                      // Column standard deviation over the view 
 

  int Lines;                                       // Number of lines contributing to sums. 
 

}  FP_BAND_CAL_STATS;                              // Instantiate using this tag! 
 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// initialise_band_stats() 

 

// Function to CLEAR all statistics and partial sums in a given band column statistics structure 

 

// INPUT: a pointer to the FP_BAND_CAL_STRUCT structure to be cleared. 

 

void initialise_band_stats(FP_BAND_CAL_STATS * BAND_CAL) 

{ 

 

  int i;                                      // element index 
 

  for(i = 0; i < VNS_WIDTH; i++) 

    { 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_SUM[i] = 0.0;           // Set all column values to 0.0 (floating point) 
 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_SUMSQ[i] = 0.0; 

 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_MEAN[i] = 0.0;                  

 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_SD[i] = 0.0;                    

    } 
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  (*BAND_CAL).Lines = 0;                      // only one of these – initialise once. 
 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// update_band_stats() 

// Function to add more data to a pre-initialised band-statistics structure (accessed via a pointer) 

// from a line of radiance data (accessed via another pointer). 

 

// Input VNS data is assumed to be zero-referenced RADIANCE with no special offset applied. 

 

// Inputs: 

 

// pointer to a FP_BAND_STATS structure in which the results are accumulated 

 

// pointer to a VNS image line representing radiance in float format. 

 

// Calculations comprise THREE steps: 

 

// Update the sum of signal array 

// Update the sum of signal-squared array 

// Update the line count 

 

void update_band_stats(FP_BAND_CAL_STATS * BAND_CAL, float * radiance_data) 

{ 

 

  int i ;                                             // column index 
 

  double dtemp;                                      // Temporary variable 
   

  for(i = 0; i < VNS_WIDTH; i++)                     // Cycle through ALL columns of image 
    { 

 

      dtemp = (double) radiance_data[i];             // cast image value to double-precision. 
       

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_SUM[i] += dtemp;               // add signal to column-wise sum  
 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_SUMSQ[i] += dtemp * dtemp;     // add squared signal to column-wise sum 
           

    } 

 

  (*BAND_CAL).Lines++;                                // increment contributing line count 
 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// finalise_band_stats() 

 

// INPUT: pointer to FP_BAND_STATS structure whose raw signal sum and sum-of-squares arrays 

// have been filled with image data, and with a non-zero line count. 

 

// FUNCTION: computes mean and standard-deviation values and stores these in the appropriate arrays 

// within the supplied statistics structure. 

 

Void finalise_band_stats(FP_BAND_CAL_STATS * BAND_CAL) 

{ 

 

  int i ;                                    // column index 

 

  double dtemp;                             // PRECISION WARNING: MUST NOT USE FLOAT HERE! 

 

  for(i = 0; i < VNS_WIDTH; i++)            // cycle over all columns 

    { 

 

      // Compute mean in each column: divide sum by number of lines contributing: 
 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_MEAN[i] = (*BAND_CAL).COL_SUM[i] / (double) (*BAND_CAL).Lines;     

                                            

      // Compute the average sum-of-squares in each column: 
 

      dtemp = (*BAND_CAL).COL_SUMSQ[i] / (double) (*BAND_CAL).Lines;                                                                 
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      // Compute the standard deviation in each column: 
 

      (*BAND_CAL).COL_SD[i] = sqrt(dtemp – ((*BAND_CAL).COL_MEAN[i] * (*BAND_CAL).COL_MEAN[i]));                                     

    

    } 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Some definitions that will be derived from the CCDB (see also EC.ICD.SSTL.MSI.00020) 

 

// SUB-MODES 

 

#define INSSNA 0            // RE-DEFINITION! 

#define INSNOMOBS 1         // NOMINAL OBSERVATION MODE 

#define INSNOMRAW 2         // RAW data mode (selected detector) 

#define INSNOMTIR 3         // TIR CALIBRATION 

#define INSNOMVNS1 4        // VNS CAL using diffuser 1 

#define INSNOMVNS2 5        // VNS CAL using diffuser 2 

#define INSNOMVNSDAY 6      // VNS DAY procedure running 

 

// VNS POINTING DIRECTIONS 

 

#define VNSNOK 0 

#define VNSNADIR 1 

#define VNSMOVING 2 

#define VNSDARK 3 

#define VNSDARKOFFSET 4 

#define VNSDIFF1 5 

#define VNSDIFF2 6 

 

// Example main code (highly truncated!) 

 

// THIS EXAMPLE DEALS WITH ONLY ONE BAND AND ALSO WITH ONLY THE DARK VIEW.  IN PRACTICE IT CAN BE  

// EXPANDED TO INCLUDE THE SOLAR EXPOSURE VIEWS WITH THE ADDITION OF THE APPRORIATE IRRADIANCE 

// CALCULATIONS (WHICH APPEAR IN A LETER SECTION). 

 

int main()                                  // This sketch deals with only ONE VNS band (VIS) 
{ 

 

  float * WKG_VIS_RADIANCE_line;            // pointer to current line of VIS image data (RADIANCE!) 
 

  FP_BAND_CAL_STATS VIS_RAD_STATS;       // instantiate a statistics data structure (band-specific!)                   

 

  int Current_Pointing;                     // pointing flag for CURRENT line (band-specific!) 
 

  int Last_Pointing;                        // pointing flag for the PREVIOUS line (band-specific!)  
 

  int Current_SubMode;                      // sub-mode flag for CURRENT line (band-specific!) 
 

  int Last_SubMode;                         // sub-mode flag for PREVIOUS line (band-specific!) 
 

  int Current_Mode;                         // mode flag for CURRENT line(band-specific!) 
 

  int Last_Mode;                            // mode flag for CURRENT line (band-specific!) 
 

 

  initialise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);    // All accumulation entries are set to zero. 
 

 

  // Initialise the VNS pointing flags to the “un-initialised” value, as if no FF has been loaded... 
  // We track current and previous pointing for each band in order to detect transitions. 

   

  Current_Pointing = VNSNOK; 

   

  Last_Pointing = VNSNOK; 

 

  Current_SubMode = INSSNA; 

 

  Last_SubMode= INSSNA; 
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  Current_Mode = INSSNA;    

 

  Last_Mode = INSSNA; 

 

  // Assign memory to the radiance image line and align the pointer: 
 

  WKG_VIS_RADIANCE_line = (float *) malloc(VNS_WIDTH * sizeof(float)); 

 

 

  // VIS image processing loop (replicate this for each VNS band, with independent flag reading!) 

 

  // Do some magic to produce a flow of image lines representing radiance as floating point values. 

 

  // THIS IS A LOOPING POINT FOR CYCLING THROUGH A STREAM OF SUCCESSIVE VIS RADIANCE LINES. 

 

  // Image data to be placed in array pointed to by “WKG_VIS_RADIANCE_line” 

 

  // POPULATE the MODE, SUB-MODE and VNS POINTING flags for the CURRENT line at this point. 

 

  // STATISTICS COLLECTION: This code detects only dark-view phases (see notes!) 
       

  // CHECK THE SUB-MODE AND THE POINTING TO DETERMINE IF STATISTICS SHOULD BE ACCUMULATED: 

       

  // CASE NOMVNS1 : Collect stats from dark offset phase. 

       

  // CASE NOMVNS2 : Collect stats from dark offset phase. 

       

  // CASE NOMVNSDAY : Collect stats from dark offset phase. 

         

  Switch(Current_SubMode)              // Test the sub-mode  
    { 

    

      case INSNOMVNS1 :                // VNS CAL DIFFUSER 1 (Expect a solar view before darkoffset) 
   { 

           

     if((Current_Pointing == VNSDARKOFFSET))               // Are we in the dark view period?     
             { 

  update_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS, &WKG_VIS_RADIANCE_line[0]);        // Add new data 
       } 

      

     else                // Transition “VNSDARKOFFSET” to “VNSDARK” signals end of dark view 
       {  

   

  if((Current_Pointing == VNSDARK) && (Last_Pointing == VNSDARKOFFSET))) 

    { 

      finalise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);     // Finalise the statistical calculations 
                                                                        

      // ADD CODE TO OUTPUT STATS FROM DIFFUSER-1 DARK VIEW, TAGGED “DIFF 1”! 
       

      initialise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);   // Prepare for the next view phase 
   

    } 

       } 

    

     break;           // end of this switch option, do NOT fall through! 
      

   }           // End of DIFFUSER 1 SUB-MODE Processing 
    

    

 case INSNOMVNS2 :         // VNS CAL (Diffuser 2)        

   { 

       { 

           

     if((Current_Pointing == VNSDARKOFFSET))               // Are we in the dark view period?     
             { 

  update_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS, &WKG_VIS_RADIANCE_line[0]);        // Add new data 
       } 

      

     else                // Transition “VNSDARKOFFSET” to “VNSDARK” signals end of dark view 
       {  

   

  if((Current_Pointing == VNSDARK) && (Last_Pointing == VNSDARKOFFSET))) 

    { 

      finalise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);     // Finalise the statistical calculations 
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      // ADD CODE TO OUTPUT STATS FROM DIFFUSER-1 DARK VIEW, TAGGED “DIFF 2”! 
       

      initialise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);   // Prepare for the next view phase 
   

    } 

       } 

    

     break;           // end of this switch option, do NOT fall through! 
      

   }           // End of DIFFUSER 2 SUB-MODE Processing 
     

    

 case INSNOMVNSDAY : 

   { 

 

     if((Current_Pointing == VNSDARKOFFSET))             // use ALL data within VNSDARKOFSET                                          

       { 
  update_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS, &WKG_VIS_RADIANCE_line[0])                        

              } 

           

     else                                             // Check for the end of this dark view:                                                                
       {  

  if((Current_Pointing == VNSMOVING) && (Last_Pointing == VNSDARKOFFSET)) 

    { 

      finalise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);         // Finalise statistical calculations                                                            
       

     // ADD CODE TO OUTPUT STATS FROM VNSDAY DARK VIEW, TAGGED “VNSDAY”!  
       

      initialise_band_stats(&VIS_RAD_STATS);       // Prepare for the next view.                                                              
       

    } 

       } 

 

     break;      // Do not fall through the switch structure… 
 

   } 

  

 case INSNOMOBS :               // no action required! 
   { 

     break; 

   } 

    

 default :  

   { 

     // This position would be reached if a TIR sub-mode is encountered or if an invalid 
           // sub-mode value is found.        

   } 

    

 }                  // end of switch on SubMode 
 

     Last_Pointing = Current_Pointing;                          // Update the pointing flag history 
             

     Last_Mode = Current_Mode;                                  // Update the MSI mode history 
       

     Last_SubMode = Current_SubMode;                            // Update the Sub-Mode history 
       

     // loop back to the start to process the next VIS image line if it is available… 
 

   // Other operations as required… 
 

  }              // End of code. 
 

              

 

NOTES: 

 RED comment lines represent extra code to be supplied by the ground processor to achieve the 
functions indicated. 

 The code sketch listed above must be repeated independently for each VNS spectral band. 
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o It is expected that the precise number of lines contributing to each statistical calculation may 
vary, and also the precise timing of the contributions.  This is a consequence of 
asynchronous flagging within the ICU. These variations are captured in the dedicated 
statistics structures by their handling routines. 

o The code will deliver reliable statistical results for each spectral band if it is run 
independently, using flags derived separately from each band’s ISPs.  

 The occurrence of VNS CAL operations is limited to one per day, which will usually involve Diffuser 2 
and occasionally involve Diffuser 1 (at a rate of one in 30 VNS CALS approximately). Only ONE dark 
view will occur within any VNS CAL operation. The switch structure differentiates between the two 
diffusers in order to aid in the correct tagging of results (which is important for the off-line calibration 
operations). 

 Each VNS CAL will involve one solar-diffuser view followed by one dark-offset view with no overlap 
between these views. They will be separated by a section where the pointing flag is set to 
“VNSMOVING”. 

 Each VNS CAL will be followed (possibly after some delay) by a VNS DAY procedure which contains 
only one dark view. 

 The switch structure may readily be adapted to include detection of the solar diffuser exposure 
phases – involving diffuser 1 or diffuser 2 as appropriate.  The statistics collection routines may then 
be directed to operate without any alteration upon lines of solar irradiance data if that is available: 
only the image line pointer and the statistics structure pointer need be changed. 

 The code fragment does not include the equivalent statistical accumulation and calculation functions 
which must be implemented for ancillary HKTM parameters.  These may be modelled on the 
example above and implemented at the appropriate positions, and the outputs should be attached to 
the appropriate image statistics (i.e. tagged by diffuser ID). 
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9.6 ANCILLARY DATA STATISTICS 

 

Name IDENTIFIER UNIT NOTE 

VIS VTEMP LHT08868 Kelvin VIS Detector Temperature 

NIR VTEMP 

 

LHT08869 

 

Kelvin 

 

NIR Detector Temperature 

SWIR-1 VTEMP LHT08870 Kelvin SWIR-1 Detector Temperature 

SWIR-2 VTEMP LHT08871 

 

Kelvin 

 

SWIR-2 Detector Temperature (cold) 

VNS OU 1 

VNS OU 2 

LHT08834 

LHT08836 

Kelvin Thermistors used for ATC on optical unit 

VNS CALU 1 

VNS CALU 2 

LHT08837  

LHT08838 

Kelvin 

 

Thermistors used for ATC on the calibration unit 

SWIR-2 CF 1 

SWIR-2 CF 2 

LHT08860 

LHT08861 

Kelvin Thermistors used for ATC on the cold finger 

VNS RADIATOR LHT08862 Kelvin Radiator temperature 

FEE_TEMP LHT08828 Kelvin FEE temperature 

Table 6: Ancillary data relevant to VNS performance from which statistics must be collected 
during a VNS dark view period.  All these statistics will form part of the “MSI_DRK_1B” product. 
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10 PROCESSING IN SUPPORT OF VNS SOLAR CALIBRATION 

 
This section produces statistical information derived from the solar diffuser view section of each VNS CAL 
OBCP.  This information is then used for two main purposes: 
  

 Long-term calibration maintenance with the aim of measuring small degradations in VNS sensitivity 
(including optical transmission) and producing calibration compensation factors to correct for such 
degradations.  These “off-line” activities are covered in the “VNS Calibration Maintenance” section in 
[RD-5]. 
 

 Regular (daily) checks on the VNS detector elements in order to detect any which may become un-
responsive or excessively noisy. These activities are covered in the MSI health monitoring section. 

 
The “VNS CAL” OBCP – executed every 16 orbits – covers the VNS field of view with a selected diffuser at a 
time such that the sun will illuminate the diffuser for a period of about 22.5 seconds (about 357 GL).  During 
this sun-exposure, the VNS camera will record the radiance seen from the diffuser by each detector element 
in each spectral band.  
 

10.1 OVERVIEW OF PROCESSING 

 
 
Inputs to this processing comprise calibrated RADIANCE image lines from all active VNS channels, 
together with the sub-mode and VNS pointing flags. 
 
The outputs from the processing are TWO-FOLD: 

 

 A short sequence of solar irradiance image derived from each of the active VNS bands (for visual 
inspection).  These images should appear uniform across the swath and remain constant over time. 
 

 Four pairs of statistics vectors containing mean solar irradiance and irradiance standard deviation 
accumulated for each illuminated column in each VNS band over the entire solar exposure, each 
tagged with the identity of the diffuser which was used in the exposure, the time and the VNS CAL 
number.  These datasets form the input to detector health monitoring and VNS calibration 
maintenance activities. 

 
VNS CAL OBCP is triggered once every 16 orbits.  The ECGP must identify those periods during which VNS 
data are being collected from a solar diffuser view: this may be accomplished by checking the sub-mode and 
the VNS pointing direction flags.  
 

 A VNS CAL is underway if the MSI mode changes from “INS-NOM-OBS” to  is “INS-NOM-VNS1” 
(“reference” diffuser) or “INS-NOM-VNS2” (“daily” diffuser).  The end of the VNS CAL is flagged by a 
return to “INS-NOM-OBS” (at which time the VNS ISPs will be disabled). 
 

 The solar view period begins when the VNS pointing flag transitions from “VNSMOVING” to either 
“VNSDIFF1” or “VNSDIFF2”, and it ends when the pointing direction changes back to 
“VNSMOVING”. 
 
 

The ECGP must identify the end of the solar exposure at which time statistical outputs may be finalised. 
 

The solar exposure period is set to 30 seconds (default), but the actual period of solar illumination will be 
shorter (approximately 22.5 seconds).  The most reliable manner in which to “gate” the processing so as to 
exclude “non-solar-illuminated” image lines is to make use of the solar illumination angles. 
 
The processing flow is summarised in the figure. 
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Figure 10 : VNS Solar Exposure processing sequence. Note that several calculations must be up-
dated for each line of VNS radiance data which is processed, and that processing is gated both by 
flags and by solar angles.  This sequence will require access to “external” functions which are not 
defined in the document. 
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Notes: 
 

 The main sequence of decisions and calculations uses ancillary data as its input and must be 
repeated / refreshed for each new image line. 
 

 No processing is undertaken OUTSIDE the VNS CAL Solar exposure periods (defined using the 
sub-mode flags and the VNS pointing direction. 

 

 No processing is undertaken if the solar illumination angles are outside the allowed limits.  It is 
anticipated that the solar illumination will track broadly along the long-axis of the VNS solar baffle 
throughout the exposure, with some smaller lateral motion (i.e. mostly a rotation about the Z axis). 
 

o Solar illumination angles must be provided to the MSI ECGP on a line-by-line basis by an 
externally-supplied function which has knowledge of MSI pointing and solar position. This 
routine is not specified within this document. 

 

 The effective scattering function of the diffuser in use (the BSDF) is a function of detector column 
and also a function of solar illumination angles.  If the solar angles are within the allowable limits, the 
effective BSDF of the diffuser must be estimated separately for each detector column in each 
spectral band:   

 
o The CCDB contains measurements of each diffuser’s BSDF for each column in each band 

made at a set of 13 discrete illumination angles.  The units of the BSDF are inverse 
steradians, (/sr) and values are typically between 0.1 and 0.15). 
 

o It is necessary to make an interpolation between these given measurements to determine 
the correct effective BSDF for the current line.  Details of the interpolation are given below. 

 
o These calculations must select data from the CCDB according to the correct diffuser! 

 
o It is assumed that the diffuser degradation will not affect the BSDF or the spectral response 

within each VNS band. 
 

 An external function is called to give an estimate of the temporal variation of solar irradiance as a 
function of time (the day of the year).  The variation is known to take on a roughly co-sinusoidal form 
with amplitude of variation about 3.4 and a period of one (solar) year. 

 

 The CCDB is provided with data describing the effective spectral bandwidth (in microns) for each 
detector column in each band.  These data are derived from the (measured) spectral responses 
across the field, and are agnostic of the side of the MSI in use or the diffuser in use. Typical values 
are 0.02 to 0.05 microns). 

 

 A composite scaling array is computed for each VNS band from the interpolated BSDF, the solar 
irradiance and the effective spectral bandwidth.  The scaling factors are given by dividing the 
spectral bandwidth by the product of the interpolated BSDF and the solar irradiance variation over 
time).  Each scaling array has about 360 valid entries (one for each illuminated VNS column).  The 
units of the scaling factors are “(steradians × microns)”. 

 

 Having computed a set of scaling arrays for the current line, the VNS radiance image lines from each 
band are scaled to produce new “solar irradiance” image lines.  These must be collated to form short 
(up to 30-second) images in each VNS band which are made available for inspection. 

 

 As each solar irradiance line becomes available, its contents should be incorporated into the 
statistical calculations.  The required parameters (for each band separately) are as follows: 

 
o Which diffuser was involved in this exposure? 
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o The number of image lines that were utilised in the statistical calculations.  This value is 
likely to be around 360. 

 
o The mean solar irradiance signal observed in each illuminated column (evaluated over all 

valid image lines). 
 

o The standard deviation of the solar irradiance signal observed in each column (evaluated 
over all valid image lines). 

 
o The extreme irradiance signals (minimum and maximum) observed in each column. 

 

 The statistical calculations are “finalised” at the end of the solar exposure period – which is marked 
by the transition of the VNS pointing flag from “VNSD1” or “VNSD2” to “VNSMOVING”. 

 
The most complicated part of the calculation is the interpolation of the effective diffuser BSDF. 
 

10.2 BSDF INTERPOLATION 

 

10.2.1 CCDB BSDF Data  

 

A full description of the BSDF data is contained in [RD-1], including typical value ranges for each band over 
the entire field.  A list of the data files is contained in [RD-2]. 

TNO has supplied a set of 13 BSDF measurements for each of the four spectral bands and for each of the 
two diffusers.  The BSDF measurements are made at defined azimuth and elevation angles as shown in the 
figure.  These angular-coordinate data form the content of the BSDF “Domain” files in the CCDB (and 
they are the same for all bands). 

 

Figure 11 : Solar illumination angles (Azimuth and Elevation) at which the BSDF measurements have 
been made. These data form the content of the “BSDF DOMAIN” files in the CCDB (supplied by TNO).  
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Each BSDF measurement comprises an array of 384 entries; entries corresponding to non-illuminated 
detector elements are filed with the value -999.999 whereas entries corresponding to illuminated detector 
elements are filled with the BSDF measurement value expressed as a floating point number. 

The dataset field names are as follows: 

 ANGLE RANGES Diffuser 1: 
 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B1    (Visible) 
o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B2    (Near IR) 
o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B3    (SWIR-1) 
o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 

 ANGLE RANGES Diffuser 2: 
 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B1    (Visible) 
o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B2    (Near IR 
o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B3    (SWIR-1 
o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 

 IBSDF Data (Diffuser 1) :  

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B1    (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B2    (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B3    (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 

 IBSDF Data (Diffuser 2) :  

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B1    (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B2    (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B3    (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 

For reference, the approximate range of values in each band is reproduced here: 

 B1 (VISIBLE) :  

o Diffuser 1: 0.065 /sr to 0.123 /sr   

o Diffuser 2: 0.060 /sr to 0.121 /sr 

 B2 (NEAR IR) :  

o Diffuser 1: 0.062 /sr to 0.125 /sr   

o Diffuser 2: 0.062 /sr to 0.122 / sr 

 B3 (SWIR-1) :  

o Diffuser 1: 0.091 /sr to 0.185 /sr   

o Diffuser 2: 0.092 /sr to 0.188 /sr 

 B4 (SWIR-2) 

o Diffuser 1: 0.088 /sr to 0.190 /sr   

o Diffuser 2: 0.085 /sr to 0.182 /sr 
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The BSDF values (expressed in “/sr”) are LARGEST for solar illumination angles closest to the diffuser 
normal – i.e. when the sun is pointing directly along the VNS sun-baffle.  BSDF values reduce for sun angles 
which do not align close to the diffuser normal since the effective illumination reduces. 

Note that the final scaling to be applied in the processing depends upon the inverse of the BSDF value. 

[RD-2] contains a full list of CCDB files, including both domain and range.  Users are warned to observe the 
data ordering in the “Range” files: the BSDF samples for each of the 13 configurations (sets of angles) are 
given for the first element, followed by the 13 different BSDF values for the second element and so on up to 
the 384th element.  

Note finally that the CCDB contains uncertainty data.  These may be used in estimating the uncertainty in the 
final results if required. 
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10.2.2 Barycentric Interpolation Scheme 

 

Figure 12 : 13 BSDF samples in angular coordinates with 16 associated triangular regions within 
which barycentric interpolation may be carried out.  A hypothetical sample point is indicated in 
green, and the triangle in which it plots is expanded for clarity.  The contribution of the BSDF at each 
node is proportional to the relative area of the sub-triangle OPPOSITE that node.  The area of the 
pink-shaded region (compared to the area of the whole triangle) indicates the relative contribution of 
the BSDF samples associated with node 8 in this example. 
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The figure shows the 13 available BSDF data-sets plotted by illumination angles together with a set of 16 
triangular regions defined by a network of lines joining adjacent sample data-set positions.  The figure is 
utilised as follows: 

 WINDOWING. For a given image line, which has corresponding solar illumination angles, no 
processing is carried out if the solar angles define a point which lies outside the figure.  This is 
equivalent to the application of a window function to both angular coordinates using the extreme 
angles. 

 TRIANGLE IDENTIFICATION. For a solar illumination direction which plots somewhere on the figure 
(such as the example point indicated), the BSDF at that position will be defined by a combination of 
the three BSDF data-sets which correspond to the vertices of the triangle in which the illumination 
angles plot. For the example shown, only the BSDFs associated with nodes 3, 5 & 6 will contribute. 

o The second operation (after the windowing defined above) is therefore that of defining in 
which triangular region the current solar illumination angles plot. 

o Once this definition is made, it is obviously valid for all VNS bands on the current line. 

 WEIGHT CALCULATION. Interpolation requires weighted summations of the three BSDF data-sets 
associated with the corners of the triangle.  The relative weights are given by the areas of the three 
sub-triangles indicated on the expanded section of the plot: the relative contribution of the BSDFs 
associated by node 3 (in this example) is given by the shaded area of the “opposite” sub-triangle” 
divided by the area of the whole triangle.  The weights applicable to the BSDFs associated with the 
other nodes are given by the relative areas of their corresponding sub-triangles. 

o In practice, only two weights need be evaluated since the sum of all weights must add up to 
unity. 

o Once the three weighting factors have been defined, the same factors may be used 
for all VNS bands (by application to the appropriately-selected band-specific BSDFs). 

o In the example shown, the most “influential” BSDFs are those associated with node 5, 
followed by those associated with node 3 and finally those associated with node 6.  To 
appreciate this, imagine the position of the sample point in relationship to the centroid of the 
triangle. 

o A very useful property of the weights as defined above is that should the calculation be 
attempted for a point which lies OUTSIDE the triangle, then at least one negative weight 
value will be returned.  This affords a very useful method for detecting which triangle 
contains the position defined by the current solar angles. 

 INTERPOLATION. The interpolation operation must be carried out up to four times (once for each 
spectral band).  Each interpolation involves the weighted summation of about 360 values from the 
three BSDFs to form a final array having 384 values (about 360 of which will be valid, non-zero 
entries). 

 
There is a convenient practical means for implementing the “triangle identification” process by means of the 
“weight calculation” process: if an attempt is made to compute weights for a solar illumination position which 
falls outside a given triangle, then one or more of the weight values will be negative.  If, for any new solar 
input position, a trial weights calculation is made over all the available triangular regions, the valid triangle is 
the (only) one whose weights are all positive (including some which may be zero).  The order of searching 
may be adjusted to optimise speed (at the possible expense of complexity). 
 

10.2.3 Mathematical Expressions for Weight Calculation 

 

A triangular region of angle-space (see figure above) has vertices V1, V2 and V3 with angular coordinates 

 Vertex 1 :  (𝜑𝑣1, 𝜃𝑣1) 

 Vertex 2 :  (𝜑𝑣2, 𝜃𝑣2) 
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 Vertex 3 :  (𝜑𝑣3, 𝜃𝑣3) 

The current solar illumination angles are(𝜑𝑠𝑜𝑙 , 𝜃𝑠𝑜𝑙). 

Define a normalising constant for the triangle: 

𝐷 = (𝜑𝑣2 − 𝜑𝑣3) ∗ (𝜃𝑣1 − 𝜃𝑣3) + (𝜃𝑣3 − 𝜃𝑣2) ∗ (𝜑𝑣1 − 𝜑𝑣3) 

 

The weights for the BSDF associated with each vertex are then calculated as follows: 

 

𝑤𝑣1 =
{(𝜑𝑣2 − 𝜑𝑣3) ∗ (𝜃𝑠𝑜𝑙 − 𝜃𝑣3) + (𝜃𝑣3 − 𝜃𝑣2) ∗ (𝜑𝑠𝑜𝑙 − 𝜑𝑣3)}

𝐷
 

𝑤𝑣2 =
{(𝜑𝑣3 − 𝜑𝑣1) ∗ (𝜃𝑠𝑜𝑙 − 𝜃𝑣3) + (𝜃𝑣1 − 𝜃𝑣3) ∗ (𝜑𝑠𝑜𝑙 − 𝜑𝑣3)}

𝐷
 

𝑤𝑣3 = 1.0 − 𝑤𝑣1 − 𝑤𝑣2 

 

10.2.4 BSDF Interpolation Example Code 

 

A sketch is given showing how some of the calculations might be implemented.   

At the beginning, a useful data structure is defined to contain all the information relevant to one BSDF 
sample (the angles taken from the “Domain” file together with the BSDF samples taken from the “Range” file.  
The main routine then instantiates an array of such structures to hold the entire BSDF data set for one 
spectral band. 

There follow two sub-routines which firstly compute interpolation weights (according to the equations above) 
and then secondly carry out the BSDF interpolation using previously computed weights. 

A short main routine is provided which shows how to fill the structures and how to make an interpolation form 
a new solar illumination position. 

 

#define VNS_WIDTH 384           // detector elements in a VNS image line 

#define IBSDF_SAMPLES 13        // number of IBSDF samples in CCDB PER BAND, PER DIFFUSER. 

#define REGIONS 16              // Triangular interpolation zones 

#define MIN_SOLAR_PHI 145.0     // Limiting values for the two solar angles 

#define MAX_SOLAR_PHI 161.5     // Recover these from the CCDB 

#define MIN_SOLAR_THETA 11.3 

#define MAX_SOLAR_THETA 12.8 

 

// Define a structure to hold ONE IBSDF measurement set (for ONE band, ALL field positions): 

typedef struct { 

  float phi;                // azimuth angle 

  float theta;              // elevation angle 

  float IBSDF[VNS_WIDTH];   // The Instrument BSDF measurement (for one band, across field) 

 } IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCT;     // Instantiate these structures using this tag. 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Compute barycentric weight triples from a given set of three vertices and a pair of solar  

// illumination angles (in DEGREES!).  Requires access to a structure containing ALL IBSDF  
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// samples for the current band – an array of 13 IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCTs.  See main code below. 

// Vertices are specified by their indices: see the main routine for the allocation. 

// Resulting three weights are returned via pointers to caller (even if invalid) 

// NOTE: returns -1 if any weight is negative, indicating that the sample point plots  

// outside the triangle so that interpolation is inappropriate. 

 

Int BARY_CENTRE(float sol_phi, float sol_theta, int vert1, int vert2, int vert3, float * w1, float * 

w2, float * w3, IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCT * D_IBSDF ) 

{ 

 

  float divisor;                            // normalising denominator for the three weights 
 

  float phi_v1, phi_v2, phi_v3;             // “working” angles from IBSDF structs at each vertex 
 

  float theta_v1, theta_v2, theta_v3; 

 

  float wtemp1, wtemp2, wtemp3;             // temporary working variables (not strictly needed!) 
 

  int rtn;                                  // zero if all is OK, -1 if invalid triangle. 
   

  // Recover the relevant IBSDF sample angles from the array of full IBSDF structures. 
   

  Phi_v1 = (D_IBSDF[vert1]).phi;            // Azimuth at vertices 1,2,3 
  phi_v2 = (D_IBSDF[vert2]).phi; 

  phi_v3 = (D_IBSDF[vert3]).phi; 

 

  theta_v1 = (D_IBSDF[vert1]).theta;        // Elevation at vertices 1,2,3 
  theta_v2 = (D_IBSDF[vert2]).theta; 

  theta_v3 = (D_IBSDF[vert3]).theta; 

 

   

  // Compute normalisation denominator.  Expect this value to be constant for all cases. 
 

  Divisor = (phi_v2 – phi_v3) * (theta_v1 –theta_v3) + (theta_v3 –theta_v2) * (phi_v1 – phi_v3); 

 

 // Now compute the weights 
 

  wtemp1 = (phi_v2 – phi_v3) * (sol_theta – theta_v3) + (theta_v3 – theta_v2) * (sol_phi – phi_v3); 

 

  wtemp1 /= divisor;                        // Normalise 
 

  wtemp2 = (phi_v3 – phi_v1) * (sol_theta – theta_v3) + (theta_v1 – theta_v3) * (sol_phi – phi_v3); 

 

  wtemp2 /= divisor;                        // Normalise 
 

  wtemp3 = 1.0 – wtemp1 – wtemp2;           // Weights must sum to unity! 
 

 

  *w1 = wtemp1;                             // Return the three results using the pointers. 
 

  *w2 = wtemp2; 

 

  *w3 = wtemp3; 

 

  // TEST: was this a “valid” triangle fit for use in interpolation? 
 

  if((wtemp1 < 0.0) || (wtemp2 < 0.0) || (wtemp3 < 0.0))  // ANY negative indicates “out-of-range”. 
 

    rtn = -1;                // Supplied angles NOT within the search triangle. 
   

  else 

     

    rtn = 0;                 // If all are positive (or zero), angle is within the search region. 
   

  return rtn; 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Weighted Summation Function 
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// INPUTS:  

// Three IBSDF structure indices identifying the vertices of the validated search region  

// Three weights in corresponding order, previously calculated and normalised to sum to unity! 

// Two solar angles correct for the current line: these are copied to the output structure.  

// Pointer to a new IBSDF structure by means of which to return the result. 

 

// Computes interpolated IBSDF by weighted summation of three (indexed) IBSDFs contained within  

// the “master” IBSDF array, and fills in the solar angles supplied. Output structure is ready for  

// use in irradiance calculations. 

 

// No return value is specified. 

 

 

Void WTD_SUM(float solar_phi, float solar_theta, int vertex1, int vertex2, int vertex3, float 

weight1, float weight2, float weight3, IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCT * IBSDF_B1, IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCT * 

INTERPOLATED_IBSDF) 

{ 

 

  float working_sum;         // Temporary variable 
 

  int element;               // counts over all elements within the BSDF array 
 

  // First set the angles for the output array 
 

  (*INTERPOLATED_IBSDF).phi = solar_phi;               // Simply copy the angles 
 

  (*INTERPOLATED_IBSDF).theta = solar_theta; 

 

  // Now step through all the elements and form the weighted summation: 
   

  for(element = 0; element < VNS_WIDTH; element++)             // Could restrict range here. 
    { 

      working_sum = (IBSDF_B1[vertex1]).IBSDF[element] * weight1 + 

(IBSDF_B1[vertex2]).IBSDF[element] * weight2 + (IBSDF_B1[vertex3]).IBSDF[element] * weight3; 

 

      (*INTERPOLATED_IBSDF).IBSDF[element] = working_sum;     // Save the result 
    } 

 

  return; 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Example code which calls functions above to compute an interpolated IBSDF from a pair of solar 

// angles which may subsequently be used in irradiance calculations along with spectral  

// bandwidth and solar time-variation information.   

// WARNING: this code fragment considers only ONE spectral band and only ONE diffuser. 

// This example indicates how the CCDB IBSDF Domain and Range files should be read into the 

// prepared structures.  

 

int main() 

{ 

  // Master IBSDF structure for ONE band and ONE diffuser.  We need 8 of these in all… 

  IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCT IBSDF_B1[IBSDF_SAMPLES];    // An array of 13 IBSDF sample structures  
   

  IBSDF_SAMPLE_STRUCT INTERPOLATED_IBSDF;         // interpolation result in a single structure 
 

  // Array holding triangle vertex indices which refer to triplets of IBSDF structures. The order 

  // of filling defines a search order (centre to edge), and is fixed. Refer to figure above for  

  // the vertex ID numbers. 

  

  unsigned short int VERTICES[REGIONS][3] = {{1,3,4}, {3,4,6}, {6,8,9}, {8,9,11}, {0,1,3}, {3,5,6}, 

{5,6,8}, {8,10,11}, {1,2,4}, {4,6,7}, {6,7,9}, {9,11,12}, {0,3,5}, {5,8,10}, {2,4,7}, {7,9,12}}; 

   

  // Array to hold all possible weight values (16 sets of three weights, one set of three per 
  // triangle). 
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  float WEIGHTS[REGIONS][3];                      // 16 sets of 3 (not all may be calculated). 
 

  float solar_phi;                                // solar angles (degrees) 
 

  float solar_theta;                              // these are the inputs for each image line 
   

  int bary_return;                                // barycentric weighting calculator return value. 
 

int count; 

int sample; 

int search_region;                  // index for the triangles (16 in all) 
 

int valid_phi, valid_theta;         // Flags set to -1 if either angle is outside the valid range. 
 

 

 

FILE * BSDF_DOMAIN;                 // File handle for IBSDF Domain data, single band, one diffuser. 
 

FILE * BSDF_RANGE;                  // File handle for IBSDF Range data, single band, one diffuser. 
 

// Open CCDB files as convenient.  We assume they are simple text files in this example. 

// READ THE CCDB IBSDF DOMAIN DATA: A LIST OF ANGLE-PAIRS AT WHICH BSDF DATA ARE PROVIDED 

count = 0; 

   

  for(sample = 0; sample < IBSDF_SAMPLES; sample++)  // Expect TWO values per line: check this! 
    { 

      count += fscanf(BSDF_DOMAIN, “%f\t%f”, &IBSDF_B1[sample].phi, &IBSDF_B1[sample].theta); 

    } 

 

  printf(“\nRead total %d items from domain file\n”, count);  // Check! 
 

  fclose(BSDF_DOMAIN);              // Domain file is now closed. 

 

// READ IN THE CCDB IBSDF RANGE DATA: BSDF SAMPLES AT 13 ANGLULAR POSITIONS FOR EACH DETECTOR 

// ELEMENT IN ONE SPECTRAL BAND.  Element index changes SLOWEST.  Angle index changes FASTEST. 

 

  count = 0; 

 

  for(element = 0; element < VNS_WIDTH; element++)       // loop over detector elements, expect 384. 
    { 

      for(sample = 0; sample < IBSDF_SAMPLES; sample++)  // loop over samples, expect 13. 
 { 

   count += fscanf(BSDF_RANGE, “%f”, &(IBSDF_B1[sample].IBSDF[element])); 

 } 

    } 

 

  printf(“\nRead total %d items from IBSDF file\n”, count);  // Check! 
 

  fclose(BSDF_DOMAIN); 

 

// All IBSDF data is now available for one band and one diffuser in a single structure. 

 

// Example continues assuming that a new solar illumination direction has been made available: 

// Compute the effective BSDF by interpolation for this new solar illumination angle. 

 

// Do whatever is needed to cause solar_phi and solar_theta to contain (float) angles in degrees. 

 

// TEST FOR “OUTSIDE-THE-BOX” solar illumination: 

 

 

 

if((solar_phi >= MIN_SOLAR_PHI) && (solar_phi <= MAX_SOLAR_PHI)) 

  valid_phi = 0; 

else 

 valid_phi = -1; 

 

if((solar_theta >= MIN_SOLAR_THETA) && (solar_theta <= MAX_SOLAR_THETA)) 

 valid_theta = 0; 

else 

 valid_theta = -1; 
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if((valid_phi != 0)||(valid_theta != 0)) 

   { 

 printf(“\nERROR: solar angle out of range\n”); 

 return -1;                                           // Exit in disgust! 

   } 

 

// SOLAR ANGLES ARE INSIDE THE VALID WINDOW: FIND THE EFFECTIVE (INTERPOLATED) BSDF BY 

// SEARCHING FOR THE TRIANGULAR REGION WHOSE WEIGHTS ARE ALL POSITIVE. The do-while structure should 

// exit with valid weights when the matching region is located.  Interpolation may then follow. 

 

Search_region = -1;                  // Initialise the search region index. 
 

Do  

  { 

    // Call the weight calculation routine: supply the solar angles.  Look-up the vertices from  
    // the fixed search structure, and supply corresponding pointers for the calculated weights. 

    // Supply also a pointer to the IBSDF data structure. 

 

    Search_region++;                 // increment the search region 
    

    bary_return = BARY_CENTRE(solar_phi, solar_theta, VERTICES[search_region][0], 

VERTICES[search_region][1], VERTICES[search_region][2], &WEIGHTS[search_region][0], 

&WEIGHTS[search_region][1], &WEIGHTS[search_region][2], IBSDF_B1); 

 

 

  } while((bary_return != 0) && (search_region < REGIONS))         // Exit conditions 

 

// EXIT should occur when we locate a valid search triangle and we have three valid weights. 

// We should never run out of search regions if the initial windowing was successful. 

 

// Now calculate the effective IBSDF by weighted summation: result returned in the structure 

// whose pointer is supplied to the routine. 

 

WTD_SUM(solar_phi, solar_theta, VERTICES[search_region][0], VERTICES[search_region][1], 

VERTICES[search_region][2], WEIGHTS[search_region][0], WEIGHTS[search_region][1], 

WEIGHTS[search_region][2], IBSDF_B1, &INTERPOLATED_IBSDF); 

 

// Structure “INTERPOLATED_IBSDF” contains the interpolated BSDF appropriate to the supplied  

// solar angles.  Clear to proceed to irradiance calculations… 

 

// rest of code goes here… 

 

} 

 
NOTES: 
 

 It is assumed that a new pair of solar illumination angles (in degrees) with respect to the VNS will be 
supplied by the ECGP using an external function for every new image line, based upon the time and 
pointing data derived from the ICU AUX ISP. 
 

 This code example uses the “BARY_CENTRE()” function as a “valid triangle” detector in a search 
whose progress is controlled by the list of VERTICES. 
 

 
o The content of the VERTICES array may be adjusted to re-define the search order. 

 
o The default content biases the search towards the centre of the solar diffuser along the 

expected track of the solar illumination direction. 
 
 

 The detection of the “valid triangle” and the calculation of interpolation weights should be carried out 
ONCE on each new image line; the results (the weights and the valid triangle vertices) will be valid 
for ALL VNS spectral bands within the same line period. 
 

 Calculation of the IBSDF must be carried out separately for each spectral band using only IBSDF 
samples appropriate to that band.  This is not shown in the code example.   
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 Calculation of the IBSDF must be carried out with reference to the diffuser in current use, and results 
must be tagged with the diffuser identity.  This will be crucial for “off-line” processing which will make 
use of the results calculated here.  This functionality is not shown in the code example above. 
 

 
At the end of this section, the ECGP will have a valid set of FOUR IBSDF arrays – one per spectral band – 
which have been calculated according to the current pointing and the diffuser in use.  The contents of the 
arrays have units “inverse steradians”, and they should be similar in form and magnitude to the data shown 
in the VNS Calibration Report. 
 
In the event that the solar angles fall outside the valid limits (in either direction), the IBSDF cannot be 
interpolated, and the ground processor must set the overall scaling array to zero (see definition below). This 
will have the effect of forcing all the corresponding VNS lines in the solar irradiance image to appear dark 
(with zero signal).  This is helpful in locating clearly the section of solar exposure (22.5 seconds) within the 
30-second exposure window and thereby detecting any timing errors. 
 
The ground processor must also be prepared for the (hopefully rare) situation in which the VNS mechanism 
does not present the diffuser to the VNS optical beam during the appropriate time.  This may be due to a 
mechanism failure (followed by a recovery attempt) or by mis-timing of the VNS CAL OBCP.   The result in 
either case will be a set of “solar irradiance” values which are suspiciously low.  This can be detected and 
dealt with within the off-line monitoring, and in either case merits the calling on an NRB.  
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10.3 EQUIVALENT SPECTRAL BANDWIDTH DATA 

 

These data have been derived from the spectral response data provided by TNO. 

For each band, a separate (measured) spectral response is provided for each illuminated detector element 
across the field.  Each response can be integrated across wavelength and assigned an “equivalent” 
bandwidth scaled in microns.  The data-sets include all variations of spectral bandwidth across the field. 

For those detector elements which are un-illuminated, the data-set contains a zero entry.  

When the radiance data are multiplied by the equivalent bandwidth values, the result is band-integrated 
radiance instead of spectral radiance. 

For convenience and rough estimation, the typical equivalent bandwidths for each band are reproduced 
below: 

 

Figure 13 : Equivalent spectral bandwidth plotted across the swath for all VNS bands.  Units are 
MICRONS. These plots are derived from the published VNS spectral response data provided in the 
CCDB. 

Note that if the equivalent bandwidth increases, the band-integrated solar irradiance number resulting from 
the calculation will rise also.  
 
Equivalent spectral bandwidth is a property of the optics, and is agnostic of the diffuser or the side of the MSI 
in use: a single data-set is provided per spectral band. 
 
Equivalent Spectral Bandwidth is provided in the CCDB as FOUR arrays of width 384 elements, one array 
per spectral band.  Each element has units of “microns (wavelength)”.  Non-illuminated detector elements 
have zero entries. 
 
CCDB Dataset Field Names: 

 

 SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B1   (VIS) 

 SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B2   (NIR) 

 SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B3   (SWIR-1) 
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 SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B4   (SWIR-2) 
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10.4 TEMPORAL VARIATION OF TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE (TOA) 

 

The solar irradiation 𝑄 at the top of the atmosphere varies as a function of the day of the year because of the 
eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit around the sun.  An approximate model may be used for the variation: 

𝑄

𝑆0

= {1.0 + 0.034𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋
𝑑

𝑌
)} 

where 𝑑 is the day of the year, 𝑌 is the number of days in a year (365.25) and 𝑆0is the mean solar irradiance.   

In order to obtain an invariant quantity from successive VNS solar exposures, this effect must be corrected.  
The VNS measurements, when converted to irradiance values, should be DIVIDED by the quantity in curly 
brackets so that the result is referred to the mean solar irradiance.  This quantity varies slowly, so a single 
evaluation will suffice for each VNS solar exposure. 

Note that it is acceptable to employ a different model to correct for this effect. 

 

10.5 COMBINING THE SCALING FACTORS 

 
The various scaling factors described above may now be combined into band-specific scaling arrays for the 
current ground-line. This is best achieved in two stages: 
 

 The equivalent spectral bandwidth arrays should be divided by the temporal solar variation constant 
calculated for the current day of the year.  The resulting arrays should be retained as “fixed” starting 
points which may be regarded as valid for the duration of any single VNS solar exposure.  
 

 The “starting point” scaling arrays described above must be DIVIDED (element by element) by the 
interpolated IBSDF arrays computed specifically for the current line image line – referring to the 
diffuser currently in use.  The IBSDF arrays in each band vary significantly throughout the 22.5 
second exposure.   
 

o This step must be repeated for each new image line using a freshly-interpolated BSDF 
in each spectral band. 
 

o The interpolation weighting factors which apply within the current line are valid for all VNS 
bands. 

 
o If the IBSDF interpolation cannot be completed because the solar angles are not within the 

valid ranges, the scaling arrays should be set to zero.  In such cases the scaling should still 
be applied (so that the position of the solar illumination phase can be located within the 
allotted exposure window).   

 
 A suitable flag should be set if the solar illumination angle is “out-of-range”.  This 

flag will be of use in “gating” the collection of statistical information regarding the 
solar irradiance. 

 
The scaling arrays computed as described have the units “steradians microns”. 
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10.6 SOLAR IRRADIANCE CALCULATION 

 
The VNS image lines in each band – whose values represent spectral radiance in Watts / square-metre / 
micron / steradian – are now multiplied (element-by-element) by the corresponding band-specific scaling 
arrays computed as stated, whose units are “microns steradians”.  The result is band-integrated solar 
irradiance expressed in units of Watts / square-metre. 
To aid in cross-checking computations, the theoretical VNS band-integrated solar irradiances have been 
computed starting from a solar spectrum model and using the published spectral responses.  These results 
DO NOT account for the properties of the diffusers (which may be non-uniform across the swath), but they 
give an indication of the expected signal magnitudes. 
 

 

Figure 14 : Theoretical spectrally-integrated VNS responses across the field-of-view computed for 
each spectral band using the E490 solar spectrum model.  These responses do NOT take account of 
individual diffuser properties nor of time-variations of solar irradiance.  These curves may be used as 
guides for checking computations. 

 
For reference, it is useful to note that the VNS measured radiances expected during solar illumination via 
the diffusers are between 36% and 42% of the VNS “High Reference” radiances (at which the VNS SNR 
requirements are specified). 
 
The ground processor must produce a section of solar irradiance image for inspection for each active VNS 
band which represents the computed band-integrated irradiance.  This image should include ALL lines 
collected within the period marked by the VNS pointing flags as “VNS Diff1” or “VNS Diff2”: lines at the start 
and end of the period should contain zero values since the solar angles are not expected to be “in-range”, 
and the calculations as described above should set the scaling factors to zero. 
 
The ground processor is also expected to produce continuous radiance images throughout the VNS CAL 
OBCP execution, and these may be used to check for anomalies and to de-bug any issues. 
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10.7 STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS BASED UPON SOLAR IRRADIANCE DATA 

 
In addition to the section of band-integrated solar irradiance image generate in each band as described 
above, the ground processor must produce summary statistics for use within the “off-line” calibration 
adjustments of the VNS camera. 
 
Statistics shall be computed throughout the period where the solar illumination angles were within the valid 
range – this is likely to include approximately 357 lines of image.   
 
(Provision should also be made to restrict the time period during which statistics are calculated based upon 
signal thresholding: this measure may be required if experience indicates that the start and end of the solar 
exposure produces more noisy data.) 
 
The following statistics shall be computed for each illuminated column of each solar irradiance image: 
 

 Mean irradiance (Watts / square metre) 

 Standard Deviation of irradiance 

 Number of image lines included in the calculations 
  
These data shall be made available for inspection and plotting in the form of time-series or waterfall images 
(growing at approximately one new set per day).  These data form the input to the “off-line” VNS calibration 
activities as well as to the detector health monitoring sections. 
 
The statistical computations may be made using exactly the same routines introduced for the dark-view 
statistics calculations above (suitably re-directed to work on irradiance images).  In addition, the same 
switching structure may be employed to identify the solar view periods with only a few modifications: 
 

 Sub-mode will be either “INSNOMVNS1” or “INSMONVNS2” depending upon the diffuser selected in 
the VNS CAL OBCP (derived data should be marked appropriately!) 
 

 Within each sub-mode, lines of irradiance image should be included in statistical accumulation whilst  
 

o The VNS pointing is either “VNSDIFF1” or “VNSDIFF2” (as appropriate) AND 
 
o The solar input angles are within the valid range in both axes.  This test requires access to a 

“within-range” flag generated from the calculations described above. 
 

 The condition for ending statistical accumulation and finalising the results is the VNS pointing 
direction transition from either “VNSDIFF1” or “VNSDIFF2” to “VNSMOVING”. 

 
No solar irradiance processing is required during a VNS DAY procedure. 
 
 

10.8 PARALLEL PROCESSING 

 
Solar irradiance computations can be conducted for each band independently. 
 
It should be noted that the computation of weighting factors for the interpolation of IBSDFs can be carried out 
only once and that the results are then applicable to each band (assuming that they can be distributed 
appropriately). 
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10.9 FAULT CONDITIONS 

 
There is a small chance that the VNS mechanism may not be in the correct position (diffuser 1 or 2) at the 
time when the sun illuminates the sun baffle.  There are two scenarios in which this may occur: 
 

 The VNS CAL command has been initiated at the wrong time (or the platform orientation was 
incorrect for some other reason). 
 

 The VNS mechanism suffered a positioning failure and attempted to carry out an automatic recovery 
which delayed attainment of the diffuser position until after the sun transit has ended. 

 
In either case, the result will be un-usable solar irradiance data. 
 
If the issue is caused by a VNS mechanism error followed by an automatic recovery, then the following 
issues are worthy of note: 
 

 As long as the mechanism recovers, it will eventually reach the “dark” position and a flat-field 
acquisition will be made.  This flat field can be applied when the OBCP finally terminates.  
Subsequent VNS data should then remain valid. 
  

 Mechanism auto-recovery activities will extend the period over which the TIR data will be adversely 
affected (the TIR pointing flag will be marked as described previously with “VNSCAL”). 

 
Detection of a fault and diagnosis of the probable causes can be made by a combination of methods: 
 

 To detect a VNS CAL OBCP which has been “mis-timed” for whatever reason, the ECGP shall 
maintain a count of the number of GL during which the computed solar angles (in the VNS frame) 
were within the valid range as specified within the CCDB.    

 
o The count is then compared to a threshold value (also contained within the CCDB) which is 

set to a pre-determined fraction of the expected duration (which is 357 GL).  This parameter 
is named SSTLVNS_EXPECTED_SOLAR_EXPOSURE_LINES 
 

o If the number of lines for which a valid solar angle exists is less than the threshold, the solar 
data calibration statistics dataset is marked as “suspect”.  A second threshold is used to 
disable any calculation if the solar exposure is too short 
(SSTLVNS_MIN_SOLAR_EXPOSURE_LINES, value 100). 

 

 To detect a VNS mechanism failure and recovery during the movement from “VNSEARTH” to 
“VNSDIFF1 / 2” the ECGP shall measure the time taken for the VNS pointing flags to change.  This 
test is described within the MSI Health monitoring section. 

 
These error conditions are not of “extreme severity” since they affect primarily solar irradiance data which are 
destined for long-term monitoring as part of the VNS calibration maintenance activity (VNS “off-line” 
calibration).   
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11 VNS CALIBRATION PRODUCTS 

 
All datasets identified below will be generated by the ECGP and assigned to one of a set of standard VNS 
calibration data products.  The assignment to products is as follows: 
 

 SOLAR DIFFUSER datasets are assigned to products thus: 
  

o MSI_SD2_1B   (Diffuser 2 – the “frequent-use” diffuser) 
 

o MSI_SD1_1B   (Diffuser 1 – the “reference” diffuser) 
 

 DARK datasets (from VNS CAL or VNS DAY procedures are assigned to MSI_DRK_1B with an 
identifier indicating which OBCP generated the dataset (VNS CAL or VNS DAY). 

 

All datasets will be identified by the “side” of MSI which generated them (Redundant or Nominal). 
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11.1 VNS DARK-VIEW STANDARD PRODUCT (MSI_DRK_1B) 

 

Field Name Dimensions Type Units Note 

VNS_dark_radiance  b, p Float VNS Spectral 
Radiance 

𝑊 (𝑚2 𝑠𝑟 𝜇𝑚)⁄  

Averaged over all GL 
whose pointing was 
“VNSDRKOFST” 

VNS_dark_radiance_sd b, p Float VNS Spectral 
Radiance 

𝑊 (𝑚2 𝑠𝑟 𝜇𝑚)⁄  

Averaged over all GL 
whose pointing was 
“VNSDRKOFST” 

detector_temperature b Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view section 9.6. Up to four 
values. 

detector_temperature_sd b Float Kelvin RMS uncertainty measured 
during dark view. Section 
9.6. Up to four values. 

VNSOU_temperature_1 scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNSOU_temperature_2 scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNSCALU_temperature_1 scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNSCALU_temperature_2 scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNS_SWIR2_CF_temperature_1 scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNS_SWIR2_CF_temperature_2 scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNS_radiator_temperature scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

MSI_FEE_temperature scalar Float Kelvin Averaged value during dark 
view 

VNS_dark_view_GL scalar Integer N/A COUNT of valid ground 
lines in dark view. Expect 
256 minimum. 

VNS_dark_OBCP scalar flag Byte N/A  Enumerated: VNS CAL or 
VNS DAY OBCP marker. 

VNS_dark_start_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet form first GL whose 
pointing is “VNSDRKOFST” 

VNS_dark_end_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet form last GL whose 
pointing is “VNSDRKOFST” 

VNS_dark_quality b Byte N/A Quality flag (see notes) 

CCDB_redundancy scalar flag Byte N/A Redundant or Primary side 
indicator. 

Table 7 : Table of VNS dark view calibration data.  All these products form part of the MSI_DRK_1B 
product. Note that the dimension styled “t*” indicates that the parameter updates at each VNS OBCP 
(two instances per 16 orbits) rather than continuously with each GL. 
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The MSI-DRK_1B standard product definition given in the table includes the image-derived statistical data 
together with supporting ancillary data (principally temperatures of the VNS detectors). It is possible that not 
all data-sets may be available (for example if there is a faulty detector which has been switched off). 
 
The dataset includes a tag or marker to indicate which OBCP generated the current instance of the data: 
data collected at the time of a VNS CAL OBCP are relevant to the flat-field acquired at the same time and 
are useful for calibration monitoring. 

The “quality” marker for the current instance of the data is intended as a composite quantity which combines 
(for example) MSI Quality vector and FDIR states, both filtered to indicate if any issues were experienced 
during the dark view which might compromise the data product. 

 

11.2 VNS DARK-VIEW DIAGNOSTIC DATA-SETS (MSI_DRK_1B) 

 

These products should also form part of the MSI_DRK_1B product, but they will be consulted in case of 
anomaly. 

The data-set is simply the set of dark-view images in each (active) band defined in exactly the same 
way as the “standard” L1B image product (section 17.6) with the following exceptions: 

 The image segment is selected to include only the contiguous set of ground lines for which the 
pointing direction is “VNSDRKOFST”.  This is exactly the same selection criterion which is used for 
the calculation of the dark view statistics datasets. 

 There is no need for pointing information to be provided (it may be retained if it is already available). 

 There is no need for a “land / sea” flag. 
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11.3 VNS SOLAR DATA STANDARD PRODUCT (MSI_SD1_1B / MSI_SD2_1B) 

 

All VNS solar data captured as described in the preceding sub-sections are directed to one of two formal 
calibration products: 

 MSI_SD1_1B for all data associated with solar diffuser 1 (the “reference” diffuser) 

 MSI_SD2_1B for all data associated with solar diffuser 2 (the “daily” diffuser) 

 

The formal product also contains some “derived” datasets which are described in the health-monitoring 
section, including detector responsivity, solar-view signal-to-noise ratio 

In the definition table which follows, parameters are understood to be named according to which diffuser was 
in use. 

Field Name Dimensions Type Units Note 

VNS_solar_irradiance_avg_d1 
VNS_solar_irradiance_avg_d2 

b, p Float Irradiance 

𝑊 (𝑚2)⁄  

Averaged over all GL 
whose pointing was 
“VNSDDIFF1” or 
“VNSDIFF2”. Vectors. 

VNS_solar_irradiance_sd_d1 

VNS_solar_irradiance_sd_d2 

b, p Float Irradiance 

𝑊 (𝑚2)⁄  

Averaged over all GL 
whose pointing was 
“VNSDDIFF1” or 
“VNSDIFF2”. Vectors. 

VNS_solar_view_valid_GL scalar Integer N/A COUNT of ground lines in 
solar view for which solar 
angles were within allowed 
range.  

VNS_solar_view_GL_warning scalar flag Byte N/A Warning flag raised if 
number of contributing GL 
is too low. 

VNS_solar_start_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of first GL whose 
pointing is “VNSDIFF1” or 
“VNSDIFF2” 

VNS_solar_end_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of last GL whose 
pointing is “VNSDIFF1” or 
“VNSDIFF2” 

VNS_normalised_differential_resp
onse_d1 
VNS_normalised_differential_resp
onse_d2 

b, p Float N/A Health monitor calculation 
for detecting unresponsive 
elements.  Vectors. 

VNS_suspect_elements_d1 
VNS_suspect_elements_d2 

b, p Bytes N/A Flag vectors generated by 
thresholding the NDR 
arrays. 

VNS_solar_SNR_d1 

VNS_solar_SNR_d2 

b, p Float N/A SNR computed during solar 
diffuser view from statistical 
measures. Vector. Health 
monitor section. 
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VNS_solar_SNR_flags_d1 

VNS_solar_SNR_flags_d2 

b, p Bytes N/A Flag vectors (per pixel) 
derived from thresholding 
the solar SNR arrays. 

VNS_mechanism_sd1 
VNS_mechanism_sd2 

scalar Byte N/A FLAG indicating 
mechanism recovery 
occurred during OBCP. 

VNS_solar_quality b Byte N/A Quality flag (see notes) 

CCDB_redundancy scalar flag Byte N/A Redundant or Primary side 
indicator. 

 

Table 8 : Definition of VNS solar view standard calibration data.  All these dataset form part of the 
MSI_SD1_1B and MSI_SD2_1B products (depending upon which of the two diffusers was used 
during the VNS CAL OBCP) . Note that the dimension styled “t*” indicates that the parameter updates 
at each VNS CAL OBCP (one instance per 16 orbits) rather than continuously with GL. Dimension “b” 
indicated “band” and “p” indicated pixel – parameters thus marked are “vectors”. 

 
The “VNS_solar_quality” indicator is intended as a mixture of flags including the occurrence of any MSI 
quality vector events during the solar diffuser view, the warning flag for “unacceptably-low number of valid 
GL”.  These quantities may be separated and included individually as separate flags if required. 

Any mechanism issue is flagged separately in order to track degradation of the mechanism or the driver 
within the ICU (both being serious conditions). 

 

11.4 VNS SOLAR DATA DIAGNOSTIC DATA (MSI_SD1_1B / MSI_SD2_1B) 

 

These data (which also form part of the MSI_SD1_1B / MSI_SD2_1B products) are intended to facilitate 
fault-finding activities.  They take the form of fully-corrected and calibrated solar irradiance images in each 
band collected from those GL for which the pointing flag was “VNSDIFF1” or “VNSDIFF2”.  The product 
definition is the same as that for a nominal L1B product with the following exceptions: 

 The standard product includes the solar incidence angle with respect to the VNS coordinate 
reference frame for each line during the solar diffuser view, even if it is “out-of-range”.  

 There is no need for ground pointing information to be provided (it may be retained if it is already 
available). 

 There is no need for a “land / sea” flag. 

 The VNS diagnostic data-set must include a line-by-line record of each ancillary temperature 
specified in table 6 section 9.6. 
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12 TIR PRE-PROCESSING 

12.1 OVERVIEW FLOW 

 

Figure 15 : Overview of TIR pre-processing sequence, applied sequentially to TIR ISPs which 
have been pre-checked.  Note that the first 19 GL of any TIR data sequence will NOT be 
processed because of the FIFO function.  Output is three image streams, one per TIR band.  
Processing must proceed line-by-line in correct temporal order. This flow does not include 
CSM offset correction. 
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 This flow accepts a continuous stream of pre-selected TIR ISPs together with any relevant warning 
flags that may have been raised during that processing. These will include data from bands 7, 8, 9 
and the REF channel, and also TIR AUX packets (diagnostic). 
 

o If the current ISP contains TIR AUX data (source channel ID 9), then the content is simply 
appended to a diagnostic image which is not part of the main science data processing 
pathway.   

 

 The column-correction processing described below combines information from all TIR channels at 
each new GL; in addition, it contains within it a requirement to “remember” the last 19 GL of 
contiguous TIR REF data.    
 

o This processing is NOT easily amenable to parallel implementation. 
 

 The MSI Quality Vector within each TIR ISP must be checked for potential saturation and flags must 
be raised accordingly.  Assuming that a separate “MSI_Quality_flag” is required for each column-
corrected output data stream, proceed as follows: 
 

o The REF channel will NOT be assigned its own quality flag: this function will be handled by a 
FIFO quality flag (see following description). 
 

o If the MSI Quality vector in the current REF packet is non-zero, then the FIFO_Quality_flag 
must be raised (set to 1).  This flag must be sustained until 19 “clear” REF packets 
have been received thereby emulating a mono-stable timer having a 19 GL delay.   

 
 Reception of another REF packet having a non-zero quality vector at any time 

(including during the recovery form a previous such packet) shall (re-)assert the flag 
and re-initialise the “time delay” before the flag can be cleared. 

 
o The MSI quality flag for each individual OUTPUT band is set (1) or cleared (0) as follows: 

 
 The output band flag is SET (1) if the input band quality vector is non-zero OR 

the FIFO quality vector flag is set. Otherwise the flag is cleared (0). 
 

 If the current ISP contains TIR REF data (channel 8), then it is entered into a FIFO which buffers 
sufficient REF packets to the TDI period (default value 19 GL). 
 

o The “state of filling” of the FIFO must be checked: no science processing is permitted until 
the FIFO has been filled with 19 contiguous TIR REF ISPs.  This introduces a short (just 
over 1 second) loss of data at the start of processing. 
 

o The FIFO status must be monitored carefully: any interruption to the flow of TIR REF ISPs 
(including a “missing” ISP in a ground line OR a break in transmission detected by 
comparing packet time-stamps) must result in the FIFO status being marked as “NOT 
TRUSTWORTHY”.   

 
 A 19-GL (just over 1 second) delay is required following any disruption of the 

TIR data stream before the FIFO content may be regarded as “valid”. 
 

 The behaviour shall be the same as for the REF quality flag. 
 

 This status flag shall be used to inhibit TIR science data processing. 
 

 If the FIFO is “full” and “valid”, then processing may continue with column-correction applied to each 
TIR spectral band. 
 

o An intermediate image output point is defined just before column-correction is applied so 
that images corresponding to all four TIR spectral channels may be inspected.  These 
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diagnostic images may reveal issues with detector temperature and mechanism movement 
which are partially suppressed by the column-correction. 
 

 Column correction is applied to all three TIR offset-corrected spectral channels: it comprises a 
scaled (vector) subtraction of the temporally-summed REF signal from each TIR ISP on the same 
GL. 
 

o The output of the column correction will be a set of three TIR image lines which will be 
appended to the output data streams and passed to the next phase of processing. 
 

o An inspection point is inserted at the output of the column-correction at which an 
intermediate image should be generated for inspection.  (This point might also serve for the 
introduction of TIR test data during debugging.) 

 

 A correction must be made for flat-fielding errors caused by self-emission from the cold-space mirror 
(a new component of the cold-space baffle added as a result of stray light effects induced by 
unwanted solar heating).  Three arrays of integer values must be fetched from the CCDB and added 
to the three image lines (band-by-band and column-by-column).  The selection of CCDB files may be 
adjusted by the TIR long-term (“off-line”) calibration process (see later section).  

 

 It is assumed that ancillary data and packet time will be carried though in synchronisation to the 
incoming packets and then associated with the three image streams with a resolution of one GL. 
These data will be required for further processing. 

 
 

12.2 INPUTS 

 

 Stream of pre-selected TIR data packets: channels 5, 6,7,8,9. Each of width “TIR Width” (384) 
 

 Warning flags raised during initial ISP checks. 
 
 

12.3 CCDB DATA 

 

 TIR Width (default 384) : CCDB dataset field name SSTLTIR_WIDTH 

 TDI Width (default 19 rows) : CCDB dataset field name SSTLTIR_TDI_WIDTH 

 REF Rows (default 38) : CCDB dataset field name SSTLTIR_REF_WIDTH 

 TIR data “display offset”: CCDB dataset field name SSTLTIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET  

 For flat-field correction (cold-space mirror self-emission), THREE arrays of integer offset data (one 
array of 384 values per spectral band).  References to these datasets are given in a dedicated 
section below. 

 

12.4 ERRORS AND FLAGS 

 
Listed here are flags generated locally which exist in addition to flags which may have been generated 
previously by the ISP stream checks: 

 

 MSI Quality Vector: THREE flags associated with column-corrected output streams indicating 
potential saturation issues. 
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 TIR SCIENCE PROCESSING STATUS: This flag (which may be set / cleared by the initial ISP 
processing functions) may be set if the TIR processing encounters a TIR REF ISP whose MSI 
Quality Vector is non-zero.  This flag must be maintained for 19 GL following the last detected error. 

 

12.5 COLUMN CORRECTION ALGORITHM DEFINITION 

12.5.1 Equations 

 

In what follows, the default values of some variables (which should be recovered from the CCDB) are as 
follows: 

 TIR Width = 384; the TOTAL WIDTH of the TIR detector.  

o Calculations are repeated for ALL TIR columns! 

 TDI Rows = 19; the number of ground lines included in the TDI summation made by the FEE. 

 REF Rows = 38; the number of detector rows within the REF zones of the TIR detector. 

The processing uses arrays (or vectors) of TIR signal spanning the full TIR width.  The equations should be 
read as implying a repeated calculation for each (i.e. ALL) TIR column in the data arrays. 

 Offset Correction 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐵8[𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑇𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐹[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐹[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝑇𝐼𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 

 

o TIR B7[col] etc. are the contents of TIR packets received on the current ground line stored 
as arrays of unsigned short int, and indexed by column [col]. 

o TIR Display Offset is a single integer scalar value recovered from the CCDB. 

o Offset signals must be stored as arrays of signed ints. 

o Repeat the processing for EVERY ground line and make the results available to the 
following stages. 

o It may be useful to output the “Offset” signals as diagnostics. 

 

 Reference FIFO Summation 

 

𝑅𝐸𝐹 ∑[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = ∑ 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑇𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐹[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝐺𝐿=𝑁𝑂𝑊−18

𝐺𝐿=𝑁𝑂𝑊

 

 

o REF Sum must be updated at each GL. 

o Summation is made temporally over 19 GL in total, starting with the current GL(index 0) 
and working backward in time. 

o Input and output are both vectors containing 384 samples, stored as signed ints.  
Summation is made element-by-element. 
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o Summation status is “good” only if there are REF vectors available from at least 19 
contiguous GL. 

 

 Column Correction 

 

𝐶𝐶𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = {(𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] ∗ 𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠) − 𝑅𝐸𝐹 ∑[𝑐𝑜𝑙] | |(𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠)} 

𝐶𝐶𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = {(𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] ∗ 𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠) − 𝑅𝐸𝐹 ∑[𝑐𝑜𝑙] | |(𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠)} 

𝐶𝐶𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = {(𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] ∗ 𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠) − 𝑅𝐸𝐹 ∑[𝑐𝑜𝑙] | |(𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠)} 

 

o Calculation to be applied column-by-column over ALL TIR columns. 

o WARNING: ensure that the Offset Band signals and the REF Sum signal are “freshly 
updated” on each GL.  The correction “breaks” if Offset Band signals are not correctly 
synchronised with the REF Sum signal (for example, if a TIR packet is lost). 

o Inputs and outputs are signed int arrays. Calculation should be carried out in signed integer 
arithmetic throughout. 

o Repeat this processing for all ISPs in each GL only if the REF Sum array status is 
“good”.   

 Do NOT apply the processing if the REF Sum array is “tainted” by lost data. 

 

12.5.2 Reference Code for Column Correction 

 

The following segment of reference code specifies the column-correction algorithm.  This code (written in 
ANSI C) is derived from SSTL DAPB which has been tested (using GNU C compiler under Linux on an X86 
64-bit architecture PC). 

Programmers should note that the code makes some locally-appropriate assumptions which may not hold 
true in the ECGP.  Principal amongst these is the assumption that four images are available from which 
synchronised lines of data may be read from each channel; these images may be replaced by four 
synchronised data streams.     

This code fragment also uses local definitions for certain constants which will in fact be stored in the CCDB. 
Such instances are marked.   

// MSI TIR COLUMN CORRECTION BASIC PROCESSING 

 

// A Canas, March 2020 

 

// BASED UPON DAPB / TIRCC 

 

// STRIPPED DOWN VERSION FOR EXPLANATION ONLY. 

 

// Provides column correction to three TIR "raw" band images using the "REFERENCE" channel. 

 

// Theory 

 

// Each TIR raw band signal represents the sum of 19 individual detector rows made by the TDI  

// mechanism in the FEE, and this is a sum over space AND time. 

 

// Each REF signal line is the sum of 38 rows of reference area (in two zones of 19), the sum being 

// made over spatial positions only - all during ONE exposure. NO TDI applies to this band. 

 

// The reference signal should contain column-correlated noise similar to that in the raw bands.   

// It will also track drifts in background level caused by (for example) changes in detector 

// temperature. 

 

// In order to make the correction representative, the reference signals for the past 19 lines 
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// are summed to catch any temporal variability over the same time frame as covered by the raw band  

// signals.  The sum is then subtracted from the raw band signals after scaling. 

 

// Scaling and Offset 

// Each input TIR band signal uses 19 detector rows of TDI summation (#defined in the code).   

// Similarly, the reference signal will be summed from 38 detector rows (also #defined). 

  

// Both REF and raw band signals are received after flat-field correction  

// A constant offset of 8192 (#defined again) is added by the ICU to avoid negative values. 

 

 

// BASIC ALGORITHM 

 

// READ in lines of data from each image (or data stream) to suitable buffers. 

 

// Implement a FIFO to store 19 lines-worth of REF data.  As each REF ISP is received, add it to  

// the FIFO and then compute the column-wise summation of all FIFO rows, storing the result as the  

// “current” REF working signal for use in the correction algorithm.  Data type is signed int. 

 

// OBVIOUSLY the running average of the REF signal will not be available until <TDI> REF have been 

// received, so correction is NOT possible at the start of an image. 

 

// Apply column correction to each raw input line (column-by-column) as follows: 

 

// Subtract the DISPLAY offset from the raw signal (in a signed INT to allow for negative values!) 

 

// Multiply the offset-corrected band signal by the relative gain of the REF signal.   

 

// SUBTRACT the averaged reference signal) to remove the correlated noise. 

 

// DIVIDE the result by the REF signal relative gain  

 

// The CC signals should be made available as intermediate products for inspection purposes.  

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// DEFINITIONS: these parameters will be finally defined within the CCDB. 

 

#define TIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET 8192                  // SAME VALUE FOR ALL CHANNELS 
 

#define TIR_TDI_ROWS 19                          // TDI summation (over time)                         
 

#define TIR_REF_ROWS 38                          // Detector rows in REF summation (over space) 
 

#define TIR_WIDTH 384                            // Number of columns in the TIR detector 
 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Pseudo-code starts.  Included headers have been omitted for clarity. 

 

int main() 

{ 

 

  unsigned short int * Raw_B7_line;     // POINTERS to arrays holding ONE LINE of each input image 
 

  unsigned short int * Raw_B8_line;     // All arrays to contain data collected in the CURRENT GL 
 

  unsigned short int * Raw_B9_line; 

 

  unsigned short int * Raw_REF_line;           

 

  // REFERENCE FIFO (CIRCULAR BUFFER!) 
 

  // Array (2 dimensions) holding the last TDI_ROWS of reference detector data 

  // This will be a circular buffer with a cycling index to its rows... 

 

  unsigned short int REF_LINE_ARRAY[TIR_TDI_ROWS][TIR_WIDTH];  // NOTE TYPE. 
 

  // SUMMED REF is a 1-D array formed by summing REF FIFO over TDI_ROWS of reference lines.   
  // WARNING: this is a signed int array (prevents overflow!). 

 

  int Summed_REF_line[TIR_WIDTH];    //  VECTOR sum of all REF FIFO rows.  
   

  // Output (Column-Corrected) image lines.  These are pointers to arrays of length <TDI_ROWS>  
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  // Each array stores ONE column-corrected line of data.  These signals form the output of the  

  // routine. 

 

  int * CC_B7_line;                     

 

  int * CC_B8_line; 

 

  int * CC_B9_line; 

 

  // Indices and counters 
 

  unsigned int input_line;                    // number of lines read from the input image(s)                           
 

  unsigned int RAW_length;                    // number of lines in the input images. 
 

  unsigned int REF_FIFO_index;                // index capped in range [0:TIR_TDI_ROWS -1] 
 

  unsigned int col;                           // column counter 
 

  unsigned int i,j;                           // general indices 
 

  // STATUS 
 

  int status;                                 // program exit status 
 

  // WORKING VARIABLES 
 

  int B7_Working;                             // Partial results in the correction calculation.... 
 

  int B8_Working; 

 

  int B9_Working; 

 

 

  status = 0;                             // clear the status indicator 
 

  // Assign storage.  “RAW” in this context indicated “not column-corrected”. 
  // Each buffer is the full width of the TIR detector. 

 

  Raw_B7_line = (unsigned short int *) malloc(TIR_WIDTH * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

   

  Raw_B8_line = (unsigned short int *) malloc(TIR_WIDTH * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

 

  Raw_B9_line = (unsigned short int *) malloc(TIR_WIDTH * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

 

  Raw_REF_line = (unsigned short int *) malloc(TIR_WIDTH * sizeof(unsigned short int));    

 

  // Allocate memory for the three OUTPUT image lines (working store of one line each) 

 

  CC_B7_line = (int *) malloc(Raw_B7_width * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

 

  CC_B8_line = (int *) malloc(Raw_B8_width * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

 

  CC_B9_line = (int *) malloc(Raw_B9_width * sizeof(unsigned short int)); 

 

  // ********************************************************************************************** 

  // MAIN PROCESSING LOOP STARTS HERE 
 

  // It is assumed that we have FOUR images from which to read lines of data, 

  // and that the length of the data stream is known (“RAW_length”). 

 

  // ADJUST this loop structure if dealing with a “continuous stream” of ISPs. 
  

  // THIS LOOP cycles through ALL the lines in the Band 7 image length. 

 

  for(input_line = 0, REF_FIFO_index = 0; input_line <= Raw_length; input_line++, REF_FIFO_index++) 

    {   

 

      if(REF_FIFO_index == TIR_TDI_ROWS)                  // Wrap around first 19 rows of REF lines. 
 REF_FIFO_index = 0; 

 

      // Read in one line from each image... 
 

      // EXECUTE STATEMENTS WHICH FILL THE FOUR “RAW” SIGNAL ARRAYS WITH ISP CONTENT FROM THE 
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      // CURRENT GROUND LINE. 

 

      // COPY the detector data from the newly-read RAW_REF line into the next available line  
      // of the RAW_REF_ARRAY circular buffer. “REF_index” is the “circular pointer into the FIFO 

 

      for(i = 0; i < TIR_WIDTH; i++) 

 { 

   REF_LINE_ARRAY[REF_FIFO_index][i] = Raw_REF_line[i];               

 } 

 

      // UPDATE the summed reference line by summing the FIFO array down each column  
      // (i.e. over the TDI-summing period) 

       

      // WATCH OUT FOR DATA TYPES AND SIGNS AND SUBTRACTION UNDERFLOWS! 

 

      for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++)                    // Applies to ALL columns 
 { 

   Summed_REF_line[col] = 0;                           // Initialise the sum for each column 
 

         // Calculate the sum over the last TDI_ROWS within each column; note data type cast 
 

   for(i = 0; i < TIR_TDI_ROWS; i++)                         

           { 

       Summed_REF_line[col] += (int) REF_LINE_ARRAY[i][col];    // accumulate signed sum 
 

       Summed_REF_line[col] -= TIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET;              // Subtract display offset 
     } 

 } 

 

      // RESULT should be close to ZERO if the REF image has been flat-field-corrected efficiently 
      // and we have used the correct display offset. 

 

      // We now have a summed reference line available, but it will NOT be "full" (valid) if we have  
      // not read at least 19 lines of image from all buffers. 

 

      // If input_line >= TIR_TDI_ROWS, then we can in principle make a column correction. 

 

      // IF this condition is NOT met, then skip all processing and go to read the next image line.       

       

      // NOTE TO ECGP CODERS: this example is over-simplistic. The ECGP must maintain a flag 

      // which is raised if there has been any interruption to the flow of REF packets within the  

      // last “TIR_TDI_ROWS” ground lines.  Column correction must NOT be performed if the flag  

      // is set. 

 

      if(input_line >= TIR_TDI_ROWS)             // Do we have a valid REF sum? 
 { 

   // Make the column correction separately for each input spectral band image: 
 

   // Remove the offset from each raw band image (use a signed int!) 

 

   // SCALE UP the raw image to match the scaling of the reference line  

 

   // Corrected value = ((raw image value - TIR_OFFSET) * TIR_REF_ROWS - Summed_REF_line):  

 

         // Corrected value /= TIR_REF_ROWS;           // Adjust the scaling back to original  

 

   for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++)          // Apply to ALL TIR columns! 
     { 

              // THREE output lines are calculated, all signed int type. 
       // Band 7 processing 

 

       B7_Working = (int) Raw_B7_line[col] - (int) TIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET;      // DISPLAY OFFSET 
 

       B7_Working *= (int) TIR_REF_ROWS;                         // SCALE to match summed REF 
 

       B7_Working -= Summed_REF_line[col];                       // COLUMN-CORRECTION 
 

       B7_Working /= (int) TIR_REF_ROWS;                         // RE-SCALE TO ORIGINAL  
 

       CC_B7_line[col] = B7_Working;                             // SAVE the corrected result 
 

       // Band 8 processing 
 

              B8_Working = (int) Raw_B8_line[col] - (int) TIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET;      // DISPLAY OFFSET 
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              88_Working *= (int) TIR_REF_ROWS;                         // SCALE to match summed REF 
 

              B8_Working -= Summed_REF_line[col];                       // COLUMN-CORRECTION 
 

              B8_Working /= (int) TIR_REF_ROWS;                         // RE-SCALE TO ORIGINAL 
 

              CC_B8_line[col] = B8_Working;                             // SAVE the corrected result 
 

              // Band 9 processing 
 

              B9_Working = (int) Raw_B8_line[col] - (int) TIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET;      // DISPLAY OFFSET 
 

              89_Working *= (int) TIR_REF_ROWS;                         // SCALE to match summed REF 
 

              B9_Working -= Summed_REF_line[col];                       // COLUMN-CORRECTION 
 

              B9_Working /= (int) TIR_REF_ROWS;                         // RE-SCALE TO ORIGINAL 
 

              CC_B9_line[col] = B9_Working;                             // SAVE the corrected result 
 

     }        // Column correction applied to ALL columns in each current spectral image line 
    

   // *************************************************************************************** 
    

 }    // End of the main column correction section (i.e for all rows >= TDI dwell time) 
 

  return status;                         // set status to -1 on any error (not shown) 
} 
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12.6 COLD SPACE MIRROR OFFSET CORRECTION 

 

During the execution of a TIR CAL OBCP, the TIR will view cold-space via a mirror which has been 
introduced in order to avoid “stray light” issues caused by unwanted solar heating.  The mirror has a small 
emissivity (estimated at 1.6% from its gold-plating) and its temperature (at the time of calibration) is expected 
to vary from about 276.6K (BoL) to about 278.2K (EoL) (according to ESA-supplied modelling). 

The TIR will receive this small self-emission when it views the cold-space port, and the emission will 
contribute to the flat-field computed by the ICU for each TIR channel.  When the flat-field is “applied”, a 
slightly over-large signal will be subtracted from all TIR packets causing a general error in calibration: all 
channels will read “low” after calibration to brightness temperature.  This is exactly the same situation which 
occurs whenever a TIR IPC is carried out in ambient conditions where the target presented at the cold-space 
port has a high (near ambient) temperature. 

The temperature error induced by the offset varies across the target temperature range, being largest (about 
-2.3K to -2.1K) for the targets at 220K and very much less for warmer targets.  The discrepancy is larger than 
the allowed temperature error and must therefore be compensated. 

 

12.6.1 Derivation of compensation data supplied in CCDB 

 

The mirror self-emission radiance in each TIR band can be computed from knowledge of its temperature and 
its emissivity (assumed spectrally uniform).   

 Emissivity starts at 1.6% (clean gold surface).  Emissivity is increased to allow for potential 
contamination. 

 Temperature is estimated using thermal modelling by stage of mission and by season.  Note that 
only the temperature prevailing at the time when the TIR is commanded to make a calibration is of 
interest – the CS mirror emission is of no consequence at any other times.   Note also that the 
system is relatively insensitive to the temperature selection. 

The radiance in each band is compared transformed into an equivalent target temperature in each band 
using a set of generic “inverse response” functions (radiance to temperature, these are included within the 
CCDB).  The equivalent temperatures are all lower than the actual mirror temperature because of the low 
emissivity. 

Having estimated the equivalent band-specific target temperatures, the set of measured TIR responses 
(collected in the calibration campaign) are used to compute the signal that would be seen by the TIR at every 
detector column in every spectral band.  These responses (represented as unsigned short integers in “raw” 
units) are collected into vectors and published in a standard structure to the CCDB.  Finer precision is not 
required since the noise level is about 10 ADU RMS. 

Use of these data for compensation is described in detail below; in summary, all TIR image lines have the 
offset vectors added to them after column-correction but before any further calibration is applied. 

Note that the TIR is not very sensitive to the temperature of the CS mirror as long as the emissivity is low; it 
is not therefore necessary to provide a highly accurate temperature estimate.  The calibration becomes more 
sensitive to the CS mirror temperature as its emissivity increases. 

Selection of appropriate correction vectors is handled as part of the TIR calibration maintenance 
activities.   
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12.6.2 CSM Offset Correction 

 

The following inputs are required for this correction: 

 A set of THREE band-specific correction vectors taken from the CCDB, each containing 384 integer 
values.  The selection of vectors may change through the mission as informed by the TIR calibration 
maintenance activity. 

 A set of three column-corrected TIR image lines corresponding to TIR bands 7, 8 and 9 expressed in 
integer format.  

The following equations are applied to previously column-corrected lines of integer data (with the implication 
that the sums within each spectral band are made over each column of the image lines): 

 

𝐶𝑆𝐶𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐶𝐶𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] + 𝐶𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙]; 

𝐶𝑆𝐶𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐶𝐶𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] + 𝐶𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙]; 

𝐶𝑆𝐶𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐶𝐶𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] + 𝐶𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙]; 

where  

 𝐶𝑆𝐶𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents a line of Cold-Space-Corrected TIR image in Band 7, formatted as (signed) 
integers. This is the desired output of the compensation. 

 𝐶𝐶𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents a line of column-corrected TIR image data in Band 7, formatted in (signed) 
integers, taken as the output of the previous section. 

 𝐶𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙]represents the band-specific offset array taken from the CCDB, represented as 
integers. 

 

12.6.3 CCDB Offset Data 

  

Datasets will be provided within the CCDB with which the cold-space mirror self-emission can be corrected. 
Each dataset contains THREE vectors of offset values, one vector for each TIR band. 

The dataset field names will be as follows:  

 Dataset Field Names (NOM): 
 
o SSTLTIR_CSM_OFFSET_NOM_TTTTT_EEE 

 

 Dataset Field Names (RED): 
 
o SSTLTIR_CSM_OFFSET_RED_TTTTT_EEE 

 

 Notes: TTTTT and EEE describe CSM temperature (in units of 0.01 Kelvin) and emissivity (in units of 
0.1%).   A typical dataset named “SSTLTIR_CSM_OFFSET_RED_27700_016” corresponds to a 
temperature of 277.00 Kelvin and an emissivity of 1.6%. 
 

 Responses from the RED and NOM sides are almost identical (certainly within the noise level), but 
separate files are made available for completeness.  

 
Analysis of thermal modelling performed by ESA (summer 2020) has indicated that the offsets are relatively 
insensitive to temperature of the cold-space mirror, even when it is contaminated.  For this reason, it is 
deemed adequate to provide offset files calculated at only three temperatures, being 277.0 Kelvin, 272 
Kelvin and 282 Kelvin; the two latter files are intended to allow for thermal modelling uncertainty of +/- 5K. 
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Analysis of the offsets indicates a stronger sensitivity to emissivity.  For this reason a set of seven files is 
provided for each temperature, starting with emissivity 1.6% (“clean”), with emissivity increments of 0.3% 
(roughly equivalent to the noise level) up to 3.4% maximum.  These files provide for offset increments which 
are approximately equivalent to the noise level in TIR signals.  The number of files provided should not be 
taken as an indication of the expected level of contamination on the CSM! 

Plots of the redundant side data appear below.  The nominal side data are essentially identical within the 
noise levels. 

 

Figure 16 : Band 7 CSM offset data provided in the CCDB for a temperature of 277.0K and 
incrementing emissivity between 1.6% (“clean”) and 3.4% (contaminated) in steps of 0.3%. Note that 
the TIR RMS noise is approximately 10 ADU. 

 

 

Figure 17 : Band 8 CSM offset data provided in the CCDB for a temperature of 277.0K and 
incrementing emissivity between 1.6% (“clean”) and 3.4% (contaminated) in steps of 0.3%. Note that 
the TIR RMS noise is approximately 10 ADU. 
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Figure 18 : Band 9 CSM offset data provided in the CCDB for a temperature of 277.0K and 
incrementing emissivity between 1.6% (“clean”) and 3.4% (contaminated) in steps of 0.3%. Note that 
the TIR RMS noise is approximately 10 ADU. 

The figures show offsets in each TIR band starting with a clean mirror and incrementing the emissivity on 
steps of 0.3%.  The lowest set of points in each plot represents the clean mirror.  The temperature is held at 
277.0K which is an average across the mission.  The offsets are all significant compared to the TIR noise 
level (10 ADU RMS).   

As the emissivity increases, the offsets increase across the swath whilst maintaining the same shape in each 
band (the shape being set by the response of the TIR across the field).  Assuming that the “clean mirror” 
offset file is used initially, the observable effect of increasing emissivity will be an almost uniform increase in 
offset across the swath (being the difference between successive traces in the figures above). 

The effect of the offset varies with target temperature: 

 At 220K target temperature, the three bands read approximately 2.0K / 1.8K / 1.8K low before 
correction. 

 At 293K target temperature, the three bands read approximately 0.60K / 0.72K / 0.82 K low before 
correction. 

 Variation in error across the swath before correction is much smaller. 

Correction is expected to reduce the errors well below the required accuracy level (1K). 

Selection of which offset file to use initially will be made during commissioning phase, with the 
expectation that the “clean mirror” files will be adequate; on-going update of the selection will form 
part of the TIR calibration maintenance activities (described in the TIR Calibration Maintenance or 
“off-line” section of the ATBD [RD-5]). 

The “offline” calibration maintenance function will make a periodic determination of the adequacy or 
otherwise of the currently-in-force CSM offset files, and may as a result recommend the use of a new set 
selected from those available within the CDDB.  The ECGP will then receive the new data set in the form of a 
standard product designated “TIR_CSM_OFFSET”. 
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12.7 TIR CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE CORRECTIONS 

 

Two types of periodic intervention may be required in order to maintain TIR calibration integrity: offset 
adjustment and gain correction. 

Offset adjustment is aimed principally at the correction of small and slow changes in the cold-space mirror 
emissivity which can affect the flat-field offset which is applied every time the TIR CAL OBCP is executed. 
The process of CSM offset compensation was covered in a preceding section; the TIR calibration 
maintenance processing may result in a new recommendation regarding the selection of a new CSM offset 
file from the CCDB to be used in pace of the previous offsets until the next check. 

It is foreseen that the TIR effective sensitivity might degrade over the duration of a mission owing to a 
combination of detector degradation and reduction in optical transmission.  These effects will be monitored 
as part of the TIR Calibration Maintenance activities (the “Off-Line” ATBD [RD-5]).  In order to retain TIR 
calibration fidelity, it may be necessary to adjust the effective gains of the TIR camera spectral channels 
before using the data. 

The most flexible manner by which to achieve this compensation is to introduce three sensitivity-correction 
vectors” – one per TIR spectral band – which contain a relative gain factor for every detector element.  
INITIAL instances of these vectors will be stored in the CCDB with the following names: 

 MSITIR_CM_GAIN_B7_001  (Band 7) 

 MSITIR_CM_GAIN_B8_001  (Band 8) 

 MSITIR_CM_GAIN_B9_001  (Band 9) 

Each vector will contain 384 floating point values – one per detector element.  The gain values provided 
within the initial (pre-flight) CCDB will be set uniformly to “+1.000000E+00” so that the correction has no 
effect. 

Whenever a new assessment is made of the TIR transmission in each band, a new set of gain correction 
vectors will be computed for the illuminated detector elements. These are packaged (together with an 
applicability time-stamp) into a standard product referred to as “TIR_GAIN_CORR” by the off-line calibration 
maintenance function. 

The ECGP shall expect to receive periodically (hopefully infrequently!) a new instance of the 
TIR_GAIN_CORR product, and the gain vectors shall be applied to all TIR data received following the 
applicability time.  This time will fall preferably BEFORE the next TIR CAL so that the effects of the new 
gains may be checked using fresh statistics. 

NOTE: “Calibration Maintenance gain correction” MUST be applied after all preceding TIR calibration 
activities described above, but BEFORE any of the following activities: 

 TIR Sensitivity corrections 

 TIR Radiometric calibration (producing images in representing temperatures in Kelvin 

 Processing in support of TIR CAL OBCP. 

 Release of TIR imagery at Level 1B 

 Resampling activities carried out during calculation of Level 1C datasets. 
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13 TIR SENSITIVITY PROCESSING 

 

If the TIR camera can be operated under closely-controlled “nominal” conditions, then the material in this 
section will not be required: all TIR signals will be correctly calibrated with no special sensitivity processing. 

It has been observed that changes in some parameters – such as detector bias voltages or temperatures – 
may induce changes in TIR signals which affect radiometric calibration.  The purpose of this section is to 
provide methods by which the small dynamic effects on TIR signals may be compensated using pre-
measured knowledge of the TIR camera’s sensitivity to a small set of parameters. 

It is a central assumption that only changes to parameter values need be considered, and that a 
“perturbation” approach will be adequate for this purpose. This approach is deemed valid because deviations 
in operating conditions are expected to be small, as are the required corrections to gain and offset. 

The efficacy of the processing steps explained below remains to be proven under operational conditions.  It 
is possible that application of corrections when the actual deviations are small may cause degradation of the 
signals.  For these reasons, the corrections described in this section must be implemented with software 
“switches” to allow selected corrections to be disabled; the recommended initial settings for these switches 
are given in the table of corrections.  

The default condition for all corrections will be “disabled” until a benefit can be demonstrated in 
flight. 

One final point remains to be decided in the light of operational experience: the proper selection of “baseline” 
values against which to assess deviations in a parameter.  In most cases the baseline may be defined as the 
statistical average of the parameter collected during the cold-space view of the last TIR CAL OBCP (after 
which a flat-field was applied.  In some cases it may be desirable to select instead a fixed “set-point” value 
(for example, the detector temperature or the detector bias voltages).   

 

13.1 THEORY OF PERTURBATION 

 

The TIR is operated with “zero offset” – this is achieved by subtracting the flat field data-set (and offsets 
representing errors introduced by the cold-space mirror during the flat-field collection).  Thus a TIR signal 𝑆 

(in a given column and band) might be expressed as a function of the target radiance 𝐿𝑇 and a camera 
sensitivity parameter m thus: 

𝑆 = 𝑚 × 𝐿𝑇 

Note that 𝑆 represents the TIR signal before conversion to brightness temperature. The general effect of a 

change in some parameter P is to add an offset 𝑜 to the signal and to change the effective sensitivity by a 

factor 𝑔.  The perturbed signal can be written as: 

𝑆′ = 𝑔 × 𝑆 + 𝑜 

The last equation must be expanded in general to account for the fact that each detector column may react 
slightly differently, and therefore requires specific offset and gain correction coefficients: 𝑔 and 𝑜 are to be 
regarded therefore as arrays of coefficients.  Similarly, the effects vary depending upon the spectral band.    

Correction is achieved by estimating the gain and offset values 𝑔′ and 𝑜′ (for each column in each band) and 
then applying the following (simplified) relation 

𝑆𝑐 =
(𝑆| |′ − 𝑜′)

𝑔′
 

where 𝑆𝑐  is the corrected signal estimate, which should be very close to the unperturbed signal 𝑆. 

The problem of sensitivity correction reduces essentially to the calculation of offset and gain estimates for 
each detector column (in each band) using pre-stored “sensitivity” information (provided in the CCDB) 
combined with knowledge of the deviation of the “sensitive parameter” P.    
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It is most important to understand that the arrays 𝑔′ and 𝑜′ both depend upon the deviation of the 
parameter P compared to its “nominal” value.  No correction is required if P takes up its nominal 
value. 

There are several possibilities for estimating the parameter deviation over time: the simplest is to compare 
the current value to the expected value of that parameter (such as a set-point for example).  Another 
possibility is to make a measurement of the average value of the parameter during the cold-space view 
whilst the next flat-field is being calculated. This option is especially effective for those parameters whose 
principal effect is a change in offset with only a small change in gain because the offsets are always re-
adjusted to zero at each flat-field application.  

For the discussions which follow, it is assumed that a parameter change ∂P can be calculated for 
each ground line.  Further details will be given regarding the practicalities involved in determining ∂P. 

 

13.2 GENERAL LINEAR CORRECTION EQUATIONS 

 

A deviation in a parameter P is measured in a suitable manner at each ground line and has a value ∂P in the 
equations which follow.  

The CCDB will provide a standardised set of “sensitivity” data which allow the ground processor to calculate 
the gain and offset factors appropriate to the value of ∂P in each column and band.  The CCDB data for each 
spectral band includes: 

 A vector of gain coefficients 

 TWO vectors of offset coefficients which together define a (potentially non-linear) variation of offset 
with ∂P. 

The symbol “×” in the equations below represents multiplication (NOT a vector cross-product!). 

 

13.2.1 Gain Adjustment Calculation 

 

The first CCDB vector for each spectral band contains column-specific gain coefficients which are expressed 
as “per unit deviation in P”.  The effective gain correction in each column for the measured parameter 
deviation ∂P is found by scaling the logarithms of the gain coefficients: 

 

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝑒(−𝛿𝑃×𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙])) 

 

Note that the exponent contains a negative sign: this has the effect of taking the reciprocal of the calculated 
gain. When the result is subsequently multiplied by the TIR signals, the effect will be to “divide out” the gain 
effects as set out in the equations above.  (Expressing the scaling as a multiplication may be marginally 
faster than a division.) It is critical that the units of the gain coefficients and the measured parameter 
deviation ∂P should match! 

The computed scale factor vector will differ for each TIR band because the gain coefficient vectors differ 
between bands. 

If the parameter deviation becomes very small, the scaling factors computed by this equation approach unity, 
and the effect of the correction vanishes. 

The effect of gain adjustment will be most significant for higher signal levels but when radiometric calibration 
is applied subsequently to produce imagery rendered in terms of brightness temperature, the non-linearity 
will tend to suppress the effects of the gain adjustments at the higher temperatures.   
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13.2.2 Offset Adjustment Calculation 

 

The CCDB will provide TWO offset-related vectors for each band to allow for the general case where offset 
may be non-linearly related to the parameter deviation.  These vectors are named OffsetSlope and 
OffsetCurve; both have width TIR Width. 

The column-specific offset corresponding to a given parameter deviation ∂P is found by a combination of the 
two CCDB offset vectors as follows: 

 

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝜕𝑃 × (𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙] × 𝜕𝑃 + 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙]) 

 

Note that the final offset estimate is in general a quadratic function of𝜕𝑃.  This allows for cases (such as the 
relay lens temperature) where an asymmetric offset is introduced for positive or negative values of ∂P. For 
those cases where asymmetry is not observed, the “OffsetCurve” vectors will be filled with zero values. 

As for the gain correction coefficients, the offset vectors differ across the spectral bands. 

As the parameter deviation ∂P tends to zero, the offsets computed by this equation also fall to zero. 

The non-linearity inherent in the subsequent radiometric calibration tends to enhance the appearance of 
offsets for colder targets (where the signal are small) whereas the effects for warm targets are relatively 
reduced. 

 

13.2.3 Full Sensitivity Correction (single parameter) 

 

Having computed the gain and offset components of the sensitivity correction for ∂P, the correction is now 
applied to a TIR band signal line array “Signal BAND[col]” by first subtracting the offset and then 
multiplying by the scale factor, both on a column-by-column basis: 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = (𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[𝑐𝑜𝑙]) × 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷]  

 

Note the following: 

 All equations given above involve cycling through ALL columns in the specified arrays and applying 
the same formula for each one. 

 Offsets applied to each column depend upon the parameter deviation: 

o The parameter deviation may be positive or negative, and this will adjust the sign of the 
calculated offset values in the 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[ ] array. 

o Calculated offsets are always to be SUBTRACTED FROM the 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐷[ ] array (the 
image line). 

o A zero deviation in the parameter will result in zero offset being applied in all detector 
columns. 

 Scaling factors, which are expressed as “per unit deviation in P”, must be scaled via their logarithm. 

o Zero-deviation in the parameter will result in a uniform scaling factor of 1.0 being applied in 
all columns. This is a “null” effect. 

o A positive or negative deviation in the parameter will give rise to scaling factors just below or 
just above unity assuming a positive gain coefficient.  Deviations from unity scaling are 
expected to be very small. There will never be a zero or negative scaling factor. 
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 In some cases there is no strong dependence of gain across the swath as the parameter P varies, 
although the spatial variation in offset may be significant.  In such cases the same general 
formulation will be utilised simply by pre-loading the gain coefficient vector in the CCDB with uniform 
values (to reflect any swath-averaged gain coefficient). 

Examples of correction coefficients and the effects of corrections applied according to this family of 
equations can be found in the TIR Calibration Report. 

 

13.2.4 Multiple Corrections 

 

In the case where multiple parameters deviate, the effect of each one may be regarded as a linear operator, 
and the operators must be combined one after another: 

𝑆′ = ((((𝑆 − 𝑜1) × 𝑔1) − 𝑜2| | × 𝑔2) − 𝑜3) × 𝑔3 ⋯ ≈ (𝑆 − ∑ 𝑜𝑖

𝑖

) × ∏ 𝑔𝑖

𝑖

 

The final result – combining gains and offsets as products and sums respectively of individual contributions – 
relies upon the assumptions that all gain factors will be very close to unity and that all the offsets will be 
small.  The approximation is held to be valid because the TIR is expected to remain under close control.  The 
standard by which such approximations may be judged is the TIR noise level (which is about 10 ADU in each 
band). 

In a practical implementation, the combination of gain and offset estimates would be gated by the individual 
“correction enable switches” for each parameter of interest. 

 

13.2.5 Parameter Sampling Rates and Measurement Precision. 

 

The calculations of gain and offset parameters shall be refreshed at each GL as stated above, but it is 
important to appreciate that the parameters are sampled by the ICU or the FEE with particular timing 
depending upon the source, and that the sample rate is always far slower than the line rate (which is 15.87 
Hz, assuming default 63 ms line period). 

 By default (ASW 4.3), the ICU-measured parameters (including all MSI temperatures and the 
detector VTEMP signals) are updated on a 1-second interval: samples decoded from ICU AUX 
packets will remain “fixed” for between 15 and 16 ground lines.   

 By default (ASW 4.3) any parameters which are sampled by the FEE (detector bias voltages) are 
“polled” by ICU command on a 2-second interval, resulting in “fixed” values persisting for between 31 
and 32 ground lines.  

None of the parameters selected for sensitivity compensation are expected to vary with high rates-of-
change; in most cases the measurement refresh rate will be sufficient to capture all relevant changes in the 
parameter.  In some cases the quantisation of a parameter is relatively coarse compared to the TIR’s 
sensitivity to changes in that parameter: even one-bit changes in the measurement produce significant 
changes to gain or offset corrections.  In such cases a combination of slow update rate and slow parameter 
drift may give rise to a visible “stepped” modulation across the swath within the corrected images.  This 
situation is easily avoided by applying a low-pass filter to the stream of available parameter measurements 
to produce interpolated values at each ground line.  A suitable zero-phase-shift FIR filter kernel is provided 
within the CCDB for this purpose; coders are warned that application of this filter requires that a temporal 
record of ancillary parameters be maintained with a significant time extent (several seconds) both before and 
after the current ground line time.   (The approach is very similar to that used for interpolating images to 
produce level 1C data, albeit in one dimension instead of two.) 
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13.2.6 Precision of Calculation 

 

The characteristics of the TIR camera should be taken into account when considering the precision with 
which the various corrective offsets and gains need be computed. 

The TIR camera exhibits a uniform noise in each band (pre-calibration) of about 9.45 AUU RMS (the value is 
provided in the CCDB under the identifier “SSTLTIR_RMS_NOISE_ADU_BX”).   

Offsets from each contributing parameter should be combined but the result may be truncated to the nearest 
integer value (in ADU) since this precision is one order of magnitude smaller than the noise level.  Offsets 
affect cool targets most significantly because of the non-linearities in the TIR calibration functions. 

The required precision for gain factors is more difficult to determine.  A simple “noise-limited” argument could 
be made from a knowledge of the typical signals from “warm” targets in each spectral band, but the 
estimated precision would be over-stringent: the errors due to noise decrease significantly below the TIR 
accuracy requirement for hot targets (which is +/- 1K) again because of the non-linear calibration functions. 

For reference, the expected pre-calibration signal levels in each band are 5k (B7), 7k (B8) and 4.3k (B9) 
ADU.  In band 8 for example, a gain precision of about 1 part in 700 would result in an error equivalent to the 
noise level for a warm target. 

The CCDB provides “typical” NEdT values for the TIR when viewing a warm (293K) target; the parameters 
are named SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_NEdT_B7 (0.13K), SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_NEdT_B8 (0.10K) and 
SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_NEdT_B9 (0.16K).  All these NEdT values are well below the TIR accuracy 
requirement: gain calculations may therefore be carried out with slightly lower precision without significantly 
affecting TIR accuracy. 

These statements must not be confused with the separate issue of resolution in the parameter 
measurements noted above. 
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13.3 TIR PARAMETERS ELIGIBLE FOR CORRECTION 

 

Sensitivities were tested during TIR radiometric calibration; data suitable for simple linear corrections were 
collected and will be made available via the CCDB. The following list reflects the parameters for which 
corrections are possible and anticipated (items in brackets may be disabled if not proven to be effective). 

 

13.3.1 TIR Detector temperature (LHT08872) 

 

It is anticipated that the variability of detector temperature will be small because of the active thermal 
controls of the detector and of the relay lens to which it is attached. 

Changes in the TIR detector temperature affect both offset and gain, but the latter has only very weak swath-
dependence. 

For reference, the worst-affected band for temperature-induced offset in Band 9, where a 34 mK variation is 
sufficient to induce an offset equivalent to the noise level (in the worst-affected column).  Bands 8 and 7 are 
in general only one-third as sensitive (i.e. tolerant of larger temperature swings).   

It must be remembered that TIR detector temperature is adversely affected by any mechanism movement 
and that this effect may (temporarily) defeat the correction.  The affected sections of image may be identified 
by the TIR pointing flag being set to TIRMOVING or VNSCAL.   

There is only once source for the TIR detector temperature signal (the single TIR detector) – it is not a 
redundant signal in any sense. The detector temperature is measurable by the ICU with a resolution of 
approximately 1.9 mK which is well below the noise-equivalent deviation noted above.  
 
The CCDB provides sensitivity data with the reference name SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP. 
 
For reference, the gain changes induced by detector warming are approximately as shown in the table: these 
are applicable across the entire swath. 

 

TIR BAND SWATH-AVERAGE GAIN 
FACTOR (per Kelvin) 

GAIN TEMPCO / KELVIN 

Band 7 1.0158 +1.58% 

Band 8 1.0162 +1.62% 

Band 9 1.0160 +1.60% 

Table 9 : Temperature coefficients of gain by TIR band (swath-averages). The first figure 
(close to 1.0) is the value supplied by the CCDB to be used in the equations. The second 
figure expresses the first as a percentage change per Kelvin. 

 
Also for reference, the offset vectors contained in the CCDB are plotted in the figure: these are the offsets 
expected for a 1K change in the TIR detector temperature (which is huge!).  There are no “curvature” values 
for this parameter. 
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Figure 19 : Reference data used for thermally-induced offset correction across the swath.  These are 
the AVERAGED offset changes corresponding to a 1K warming of the detector under standard bias 
conditions. 

A worked-example is in order to demonstrate the potential effects of a small change in detector temperature; 
two cases are examined corresponding to targets at either end of the “reference” temperature range, taking 
offset from the centre of the field. A temperature shift of about 50 mK is assumed (which is larger than the 
observed variability). 
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+50 mK VTEMP 
DEVIATION 

Band 7 Band 8 Band 9 

Offset (ADU) 1 -4 -11.5 

Gain 0.99966 0.999651 0.999655 

Warm Signal (293K) 4900 6800 4700 

Corrected Warm 
Signal 

4897 6802 4710 

Warm delta (ADU) -3 +2 +10 

    

Cold Signal (220K) 700 1200 1050 

Corrected Cold Signal 699 1204 1061 

Cold Delta (ADU) -1 +4 +11 

Table 10:  Estimated sensitivity corrections for warm (297K) and cold (220K) targets 
considering a 50 mK increase in detector temperature.  In this example the changes in band 9 
are approximately equal to the noise level and thus (just) distinguishable in the imagery for 
both cold and warm targets. 

 

13.3.2 TIR Relay lens temperature (LHT08847 / LHT08841 / LHT08842) 

 

Changes in relay lens temperature strongly affect the offsets of all TIR signals, but have negligible effect on 
gain. The plot shows the offset sensitivity data supplied in the CCDB. 

 

Figure 20 : TIR Relay lens offset sensitivities for each spectral band in ADU / KELVIN.  A rise in relay 
lens temperature causes a negative-going offset in all illuminated columns. For reference, horizontal 
grid lines are spaced by 20 ADU which is approximately twice the RMS noise level. 
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The most effective sensor for detecting and correcting thermal deviations is the (single) “Reference Black-
Body (RBB)” thermometer (HKTM identifier LHT08847).  The RBB sensor shall be used by default.  If this 
sensor is not available for any reason, then the two relay lens ATC thermometers may be used instead 
(LHT08841 and LHT08842): the ECGP may average the two signals or select either one. FDIR checks 
should be consulted to ensure that both sensors are working within expected limits in case one has failed.  
The CCDB dataset is relevant to BOTH thermometer locations.  The ECGP should implement a sensor 
selection switch if this “fall-back” option is desired. 

Coders are warned that the relay lens offset correction calculation involves a non-linear function of the 
temperature deviation to cope with (small) observed asymmetries.  This level of correction is not required for 
any other sensitivity  

For reference, the relay-lens offset coefficients determined as swath-averages for each band are 
approximately as follows: 
 

BAND HOT OFFSET (average) COLD OFFSET (average) 

Band 7 -157 ADU (+1K) +147 ADU (-1K) 

Band 8 -182 ADU (+1K) +178 ADU (-1K) 

Band 9 -84 ADU (+1K) +84 ADU (-1K) 

Table 11 : SWATH-AVERAGED offsets measured from the plots shown above which 
correspond to +/- 1K temperature deviation of the relay lens.  

Notice that a small change in temperature such as +/- 50 mK would result in offsets which are roughly equal 
to the noise level in band 8, but which are a little below the noise level in bands 7 and 9. 

The CCDB dataset containing the TIR relay lens sensitivity information has the following field name 
reference: 

 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_TEMP 
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13.3.3 TIR Detector bias voltages VFID (LHT08580) and VSKIM (LHT08581) 

 

Changes in detector bias affect both gain and offset strongly. Both bias supplies are generated by the 
FEE whose regulators have been found to be very stable. 

 

Figure 21 : VFID GAIN sensitivity in units of "per mV". There are patterns which correlate to 
the detector’s fixed-pattern noise. The Y range is narrow in part because the unit of deviation 
is small (mV). 

 

Figure 22 : VFID OFFSET sensitivity in units of ADU per mV.  The patterns relate to the detector’s 
fixed pattern noise: drift in VFID will cause irregular vertical “stripes” which differ across the bands. 
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Figure 23 : VSKIM GAIN sensitivity in units of "per mV". As for the VFID plots, there are 
correlations with the detector’s fixed pattern noise. 

 

Figure 24 : VSKIM OFFSET sensitivity in units of ADU per mV. 

As for the TIR detector temperature case, the sensitivity data show distinct correlations with the detector 
fixed pattern noise: a problem with uncorrected sensitivity to ether bias voltage will manifest as irregular 
vertical striping which differs in form between the bands.  In contrast to the detector temperature case, the 
bias variabilities change sign more often across the swath.  

The significant issue with attempting correction for bias voltage drifts is that the resolution with which the 
FEE can measure the bias voltages is relatively coarse (1.6 mV) whilst the sensitivity to drift is high. The low 
update-rate of the measurements (every 2 seconds, about 32 GL) when combined with slow drift implies that 
the processed images might demonstrate obvious “step changes” in signal and in vertical striping as the 
least-significant bits of the bias measurements change: this is a manifestation of “quantisation noise”. 
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To illustrate the issue, the following typical calculations are presented, in which the bias voltages are 
assumed to drift by two measurement intervals, and in which “worst-case” coefficients for gain and offset 
have been selected from the plots above: 

VFID +3.2 mV B7 B8 B9 
Offset -6.4 (ADU) -16 (ADU) -19.2 (ADU) 

GAIN 0.998612 0.998889 0.999306 

Warm Signal 4900 6800 4700 

Warm Corrected 4900 6808 4716 

Delta (ADU) 0 +8 +16 

    

Cold Signal 700 1200 1050 

Cold Corrected 705 1215 1068 

Delta (ADU) +5 +15 +18 

Table 12: Estimated effects of a change of +3.2 mV in VFID using typical offset and gain 
coefficients taken from the CCDB (see TIR radiometric calibration report). Compare the signal 
“delta” values to the RMS noise (about 10 ADU RMS). 

 

VSKIM + 3.2 mV B7 B8 B9 
Offset 6.4 (ADU) -8 (ADU) -9.6 (ADU) 

GAIN 0.999306 0.999306 1.000695 

Warm Signal  (297K) 4900 6800 4700 

Warm Corrected 4890 6803 4713 

Delta (ADU) -10 +3 +13 

    

Cold Signal (220K) 700 1200 1050 

Cold Corrected 693 1207 1060 

Delta (ADU) -7 +7 +10 

Table 13: Estimated effects of a change of +3.2 mV in VSKIM using typical offset and gain 
coefficients taken from the CCDB (see TIR radiometric calibration report). Compare the signal 
“delta” values to the RMS noise (about 10 ADU RMS) 

 

The following recommendations are made for the ground processor: 

 Detector bias drift compensation should be implemented with a software switch to enable or disable 
the functionality.  The switch shall be set to “disable” initially until realistic data can be gathered to 
determine the natural drift in the bias voltages under flight conditions (possibly as part of the IOV 
activities). 

 The ground processor should implement a temporal-smoothing filter which can compute the 
interpolated values of bias voltages four times more finely than the native resolution.  All bias drift 
compensations will make use of the filtered bias voltage measurements compared to the averaged 
values acquired during the last “cold-space” view period (these average being acquired over 256 
GL). 

o The filter function must have NO phase shift: it will take the form of an FIR filter whose 
kernel is centred on the current GL but with access to data acquired both before AND 
AFTER the current GL.  This implies that a significant section of ancillary HKTM (centred on 
the current GL) would have to be stored in a buffer 

o A suitable buffer span might be 256 GL (about 16 seconds).   The filter could be applied to 
bias voltage readings taken at intervals of 32 GL (to match the ICU’s update rate). 

o The filter must have UNITY GAIN and zero offset. 
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The CCDB datasets containing the TIR detector bias voltage sensitivity information has the following field 
name references: 

 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID 

 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM 

 

13.3.4 TIR Bench temperature (LHT08839 / LHT08840) 

 

The TIR bench is under active thermal control using sensors and heaters located under the filter-dichroic 
assembly; this control is expected to function well under all circumstances, especially as it is aided by the 
recently-specified active thermal control of the TIR cover. 

The TIR bench temperature contributes a linear positive offset sensitivity, but does not affect gain.  For 
reference, the offset data (from the CCDB) are plotted below: 

 

Figure 25 : TIR Bench offset sensitivity in ADU / Kelvin plotted for each band. The horizontal grid 
lines are spaced by approximately twice the RMS noise level. “Spikes” at each end of the plot are 
located just outside the illuminated swath and are caused by emission from the filter-dichroic block. 

The sensitivity is significantly lower than that related to the relay lens (covered above): a temperature 
deviation of up to 1/6 Kelvin (0.17 K) would result in an offset equivalent to the RMS noise in band 8 (the 
most sensitive band). 

Experience during TIR calibration showed that bench offset sensitivity compensation was not very effective 
during periods when the temperature was changing rapidly; this was attributed to secondary effects related 
to transient thermal gradients across the TIR bench and in some of the un-controlled components mounted 
thereupon.   

It is recommended that compensation for TIR bench thermal excursions be disabled until early flight 
experience can show that a definite benefit can be achieved. 

The CCDB dataset containing the TIR bench lens sensitivity information has the following field name 
reference: 

 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_TEMP 
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13.3.5 TIR Cover temperature variations (LHT08832 & LHT08833) 

 

The TIR cover top surface will be subjected to active temperature control which will be effective in 
suppressing the effects of “stray light” expected from simulations (as part of a modified TIR configuration). 

The ATC system will make use of two thermometers placed upon the cover whose readings will be made 
available to the ground processor via the ancillary HKTM stream (LHT08832 and LHT08833).  As for other 
cases where ATC-related thermometers are used, the ECGP may average the two readings or it may select 
one or other channel, but reference should be made to FDIR check results to determine if the sensors are 
functioning correctly. 

The ground processor should include a “TIR Cover” sensitivity correction module; since no measured data 
are available at the time of issue, the CCDB will provide correction data in the standard structure which are 
constructed so as to have no effect on image data (i.e. unit gain sensitivity and zero offset sensitivity). 

Population of the CCDB sensitivity data structure may occur after initial flight experience has been gained or 
potentially from ground testing. 

The CCDB dataset field name reference is 

 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_TEMP 
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13.4 SENSITIVITY CORRECTION INPUTS 

 

13.4.1 TIR Data: images, ancillary statistical data and operational set-points 

 

 Sensitivity corrections will be applied to column-corrected and CSM-offset-corrected (therefore zero-
referenced) TIR image data corresponding to bands 7, 8 and 9 only on a line-by-line basis. These 
data shall be represented by signed integers. 

 In addition to the spectral data, the processing will require access to selected “live” (updated at the 
ground-line rate) ancillary parameter data relevant to the corrections: 

o Ancillary data are contained within the ICU Auxiliary ISPs which are transmitted once per 
ground line.  The ancillary data values are updated by the ICU rates of once per second or 
once every two seconds. The ECGP must implement a zero-phase-shift low-pass filter to 
interpolate and “smooth out” short-term “steps” in the TIR detector bias voltages VSKIM and 
VFID. The same filtration may be applied to all other ancillary signals used for TIR sensitivity 
correction if processing resources permit. 

 Coders should be aware that forward-looking ancillary data buffers will be required 
to implement this filter. Refer to the section on preliminary ISP processing for 
details. 

 The ECGP requires access to selected averaged ancillary parameter values collected during the last 
TIR CAL operation (specifically during the cold-space view period).  The averaging process provides 
low-pass filtration to control noise.  These data will be replaced at each TIR CAL – i.e. once every 16 
orbits. 

o The averaging process implemented at each TIR CAL view does NOT make use of low-
pass-filtered ancillary data; it uses values taken directly from the packet stream and 
converted to engineering units. 

o The dataset containing the statistics will be packaged into a standard “product” referred to as 
“MSI_TRF_1B”.  

o Refer to the section describing ECGP processing in support of TIR CAL OBCPs for details 
regarding the calculations involved and the content / format of MSI_TRF_1B. 

 

 In addition to “live” and “TIR CAL averaged” ancillary data, the ECGP may require access to set-
point values for certain parameters.  Initial set points are provided in the CCDB for all ATCs.  

o The set-point values may be adjusted by the MSI operator as a result of operational 
experience; should this occur, the CCDB must be updated to reflect any changes. 

 It is not expected that set points will be adjusted except possibly following the initial 
commissioning and verification phases. Set points will remain fixed thereafter. 

 For a list of ancillary HKTM parameters whose values will be required, refer to the table given in the 
section which deals with processing in support of a TIR CAL OBCP. 

o NOTE that it is assumed that the parameter data made available to the sensitivity correction 
routine will have been checked before use by the ground processor FDIR function to ensure 
that the sensors are operating within expected limits.  In some cases it may be necessary to 
change sensor selection or to exclude a sensor data-stream if a failure is suspected. 

 The ECGP must maintain a set of “enable / disable” switches which control the contribution of each 
parameter to the sensitivity correction algorithm. These will be set within the ECGP configuration in 
light of experience. 

o The initial setting of all switches will be “DISABLED”. 
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13.4.2 CCDB Sensitivity Data 

 

For the sake of standardisation and economy of code, a “common standard” data structure or format is 
adopted for all TIR sensitivity data used by the ECGP.  The structure, whose content is relevant to a single 
TIR spectral band, will contain the following vector elements which correspond to the equations above: 

 Gain coefficients (all very close to 1.0) 

 Offset coefficients (ADU per unit deviation) 

 Offset slope coefficients (ADU per unit squared-deviation) 

A prototype C structure which will hold the CCDB entries is included in the code examples which follow.  
CCDB data files must be assembled into structures of this form (although they will be presented as individual 
vectors). 

All vectors occupy the full TIR detector width.  The vectors each have an associated scaling factor (for 
example, offset per Kelvin, or gain factor per milli-volt).  The scale factor must be matched to the units in 
which the ancillary data are measured. 

THREE band-specific structures are required to correct the TIR signals for variations in one parameter (one 
structure per spectral band). 

Some sensitivity corrections will not require so much data as others: for those cases some elements of the 
standard data structure will be “pre-set” as appropriate so that they have no effect, thus permitting the 
computation routines to be standardised. 

Sensitivity Parameter HKTM ID CCDB Data-set Field Name 

TIR Detector Temperature (K) LHT08872 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP 

TIR Relay Temperature (K) LHT08847 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_TEMP 

TIR VFID Bias (mV) LHT08850 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID 

TIR VSKIM Bias (mV) LHT08851 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM 

TIR Bench Temperature (K)  LHT08839/40 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_TEMP 

TIR Cover Temperature(K) LHT08832/33 SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_TEMP 

Table 14: Summary of TIR sensitivity corrections and associated CCDB parameters. 

In some circumstances it may be preferable to utilise “set point” values for certain parameters in place of 
averaged measurements.  In such cases the CCDB will provide the set points, but the ground processor 
must be ready to update the CCDB if operational changes are made.  The set points are listed in the “FDIR” 
section: they have names such as “SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHTXXXXX_NOM” where “XXXXX” refers to the 
HKTM ID.  
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13.5 OVERVIEW CORRECTION FLOW 

 

The following sections outline a practical method whereby the sensitivity corrections may be applied, 
summarised on the flow diagram below: 

 

Figure 26: Sensitivity correction flow applied line-by-line to column-corrected TIR image data (three 
bands) using CCDB-derived sensitivity vectors and ancillary parameters from the current line and the 
last TIR CAL.  Individual parameter sensitivities are accumulated and applied once per line.  The 
corrections should be logged for monitoring purposes. 
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The flow seeks to compute the NET gain and offset vectors to be applied to one line of TIR data (three 
bands) by accumulating the individual contributions from each parameter whose correction is enabled by the 
processor control.  

In the explanations which follow, all calculations must be applied independently to the three TIR spectral 
bands, and to all illuminated image columns within each band. 

 The net gain vectors are initialised uniformly to +1.0 and the net offset vectors to 0.0 (both settings 
give null effect).  

 For each parameter whose sensitivity might be corrected, a single parameter deviation is computed 
using the ancillary data for the current line (derived from the ICU AUX packet) and the corresponding 
averaged value of the same parameter computed during the last TIR CAL where a flat-field was 
applied.  

o As described above, the ancillary data for the current line should be subjected to temporal 
low-pass filtration / interpolation using the FIR kernel supplied in the CCDB before being 
used in the deviation calculation.  

o The parameter differences should be made available for quality-control monitoring purposes 
(together with the resulting corrections to gain and offset, see below). 

o The flow diagram allows for parameter deviations to be computed with respect to (fixed) set 
points (provided in the CCDB) instead of averaged readings acquired during the last TIR 
CAL.  This option is provided in case in-orbit experience shows that this approach gives 
better performance. 

 The parameter differences must be checked against pre-stored limits provided in the CCDB, and 
warning flags must be set if any differences appear too large.  This check is very similar to the “low-
severity FDIR” function described in the health-monitoring section but the deviation limits are set 
more finely. 

o The limits are set so as to provide the ECGP with “warning flags” well before the maximum 
allowable deviation of any parameter is reached.  Limits may be adjusted in the future in light 
of flight experience. 

o Sensitivity processing should be carried out for all “enabled” parameters regardless of the 
setting of any warning flag.  

o Coders should be aware that the TIR detector temperature is subject to “spikes” whenever 
any mechanism moves; transient setting of the corresponding flag is thus expected during 
whenever the TIR position flag reads “TIRMOVING” or “VNSCAL”. 

 Having computed and checked parameter differences for all “sensitive” parameters, the current 
ECGP control settings are consulted to determine whether or not a correction for each parameter 
should be included in the net correction calculations (refer to the central “containing box” on the flow 
diagram). For any parameter whose influence is to be corrected: 

o The parameter deviation is used to compute the individual gain and offset vectors in each 
spectral band using appropriate band-specific sensitivity data derived from the CCDB and 
the equations specified above.  

o The individual gain and offset contributions are then “accumulated” into the net correction 
vectors for each band according to the equations given above. 

o If the correction for any parameter is disabled, then it is simply “passed over” and no 
correction vectors are computed. 

 When all applicable parameters have been checked and processed, the net correction vectors for 
each band (gain and offset) may be applied to their corresponding lines of column-corrected image 
data, and the results appended to the “corrected image” streams.  

 The flow diagram indicates two sets of outputs which are intended for use in quality monitoring and 
trouble-shooting purposes.  These outputs are distinct from the MSI health monitoring outputs. The 
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combined data-sets will be crucial in determining whether or not corrections are effective or 
deleterious. 

o The ECGP should generate a log containing the all parameter differences computed at each 
GL regardless of whether or not a correction was applied.  The parameter differences should 
be accompanied by the set of warning flags generated by the limit checks.   

o The ECGP should maintain a continuous log of the net correction vectors applied to each 
line of image (separated by spectral band). These data may be represented in the form of 
two images (gain and offset) per spectral band.  This dataset can be compared to the 
imagery directly to see if corrections are effective. 
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13.6 REFERENCE CODES 

13.6.1 CCDB Sensitivity Correction Structures 

 

 

// CCDB Sensitivity Data Structure Definition 

 

// Note: ZERO gain sensitivity is achieved by setting all GAIN array elements to 1.0 

// Note: ZERO offset sensitivity is achieved by setting all OFFSET and OFFSET-SLOPE elements to 0.0 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

 

  double GAIN[TIR_WIDTH];                    // conventional gain 
  double OFFSET_SLOPE[TIR_WIDTH];            // conventional offset 
  double OFFSET_CURVE[TIR_WIDTH];            // quadratic offset term if required. 
 

} BAND_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT;                   // Instantiate using this tag, ONE PER TIR BAND! 
 

 

// TIR SENSITIVITY STRUCTURE incorporating three band-specific structures. 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

 

  BAND_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT B7; 

  BAND_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT B8; 

  BAND_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT B9; 

 

} TIR_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT;                // Instantiate a TIR (three-band) struct using this tag. 
 

 

Notes: 

 It is assumed in the examples which follow that one “TIR-level” (three-band) sensitivity structure will 
be instantiated for each TIR parameter for which sensitivity correction might be required (named 
appropriately). 

 The content of the structure may be used or not depending upon a user-selectable switch. 

 The structure contains floating point values for gain and offset even though the final computed 
correction will be rendered in integer format.  The extra precision allows for small parameter 
deviations to be applied accurately to a wide range of signal levels.  It is arguable whether or not 
double-precision is required, but it is certainly faster. 

 

13.6.2 Basic Handling Functions 
 

Some simple reference code examples are given for functions which can utilise the structures defined above, 
including the following: 

 A “read from file” function which can access CCDB data (CCDB format to be finalised – it may be 
that the sensitivity for each band is split into three separate vectors each held in one file). 

 A “calculate sensitivity” function which accepts a parameter deviation value and a pointer to a 
sensitivity structure, and which returns scaled gain and offset values in arrays indicated by two 
supplied pointers. 

 

// Sensitivity Functions 

 

// Read_Sensitivity() Read a FULL TIR sensitivity data structure from a file previously opened. 

 

// Takes a pointer to the sensitivity structure to be filled and to the file containing the data. 

// Read data until the structure is filled OR there is a deficit in data.   

// A deficit will cause an error to be returned! 

// Function CLOSES the supplied file handle. 
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// FILE STRUCTURE MUST BE TEXT, TAB-separated, “\n” line termination.  Replace this with a suitable  

// handler for CCDB data format! 

 

// NINE FLOATING POINT VALUES PER LINE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

// B7 GAIN, B7 Offset Slope, B7 Offset Curve, B8 Gain, B8 Offset Slope, B8 Offset Curve, B9 GAIN, B9 

// Offset Slope, B9 Offset Curve 

 

#define SENSITIVITY_ITEMS_PER_LINE 9                      

 

int Read_Sensitivity(TIR_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT * TIR_SENSE, FILE * infile) 

{ 

   

  int col;             // Index for columns AND lines in the file 
   

  int items_per_line;  // Counter of items on each line 
   

  int status;          // return value (0 good, -1 if bad) 
   

   

  status = 0;          // Initialise status variable 
   

  for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++) 

    { 

       

      // TRY TO READ NINE items from the current line of the file 
 

      items_per_line =  fscanf(infile, "%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\t%lf\n", 

&(*TIR_SENSE).B7.GAIN[col], &(*TIR_SENSE).B7.OFFSET_SLOPE[col], 

&(*TIR_SENSE).B7.OFFSET_CURVE[col],&(*TIR_SENSE).B8.GAIN[col], &(*TIR_SENSE).B8.OFFSET_SLOPE[col], 

&(*TIR_SENSE).B8.OFFSET_CURVE[col], &(*TIR_SENSE).B9.GAIN[col], &(*TIR_SENSE).B9.OFFSET_SLOPE[col], 

&(*TIR_SENSE).B9.OFFSET_CURVE[col]); 

       

      if(items_per_line != SENSITIVITY_ITEMS_PER_LINE)   // Detect a situation with missing data 
 status = -1; 

       

    } 

 

  fclose(infile);               // Close the input file. 
   

  return status; 

} 

       

// **********************************************************************************************   

 

       

// Calculate_Sensitivity 

 

// Given a parameter deviation Delta_P and a SINGLE BAND sensitivity structure, compute the  

// gain and offset contributions for each column of the detector in ONE band.   

 

// Results are returned via pointers to arrays containing gain and offset for each detector column. 

 

// These values will then be incorporated into the "NET" gain and offset arrays via a separate 

// function. 

 

// Warning: uses the non-linear model of the offset. 

 

 

void Calculate_Sensitivity(BAND_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT * B_SENSE, double * B_gain, double * B_offset, 

double Delta_P) 

{ 

   

  int col;                     // column counter 
   

  double G_temp;               // Temporary storage 
  double O_temp; 

   

  for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++)                   // iterate over all detector columns 
    { 

      // Quadratic offset calculation 
 

      O_temp = ((*B_SENSE).OFFSET_CURVE[col] * Delta_P + (*B_SENSE).OFFSET_SLOPE[col]) * Delta_P;  
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      // scale the gain according to actual parameter deviation using supplied equations…            
       

      G_temp = exp(-log((*B_SENSE).GAIN[col]) * Delta_P);                                               

       

      // Place checks here for excessive coefficients if required: for example gains deviating  
      // too far from unity? 

       

      // Return results via the supplied pointers... 

       

      B_gain[col] = G_temp; 

       

      B_offset[col] = O_temp; 

       

    } 

   

}   // End of routine.  No return value. 
 

 

// update_net_corrections(): 

 

// Accumulate individual contributions from different parameters to net gain and offset vectors 

// specified by pointers.  This routine deals with ONE TIR spectral band ONLY. 

 

// NOTE: Expect three pairs of net correction vectors (gain and offset for each of the TIR  

// spectral bands) 

 

// Inputs:  

 

// Pointers to gain and offset vectors corresponding to a single parameter and one TIR band 

 

// Pointers to NET gain and offset vectors for the same TIR band, whereby results  

// are returned. 

 

// All gain values are combined by multiplication and saved in net gain array 

// All offset values are combined by addition and saved in net offset array 

 

// No errors or checks(!)  Assume that the arrays are pre-sized appropriately. 

 

void update_net_corrections(double * net_gain, double * net_offset, double * parameter_gain, double 

* parameter_offset) 

{ 

 

  int col;                                         // column index 
 

  for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++) 

    { 

       

      net_gain[col] *= parameter_gain[col];        // Form net GAIN product "in place" 
 

      net_offset[col] += parameter_offset[col];    // Form net OFFSET sum "in place" 
 

    } 

       

} 

  

// *********************************************************************************************** 

 

// apply_net_correction() 

 

// Apply band-specific NET offset and gain correction according to equations provided. 

// WARNING: deals with ONE TIR band ONLY. 

 

// INPUTS:  

 

// Pointer to a line of TIR column-corrected zero-referenced data represented as SIGNED INTEGER. 

 

// Pointers to net gain and offset vectors corresponding to the selected TIR band. 

 

// Caller’s responsibility to match vectors and data by band! 

 

// OUTPUT: one line of sensitivity-corrected TIR data represented as zero-referenced signed integer. 

 

// WARNING: correction is made “in place”: the original line of data is destroyed! 
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void apply_net_correction(int * CC_Band_line, double * NET_scalefactor, double * NET_offset) 

{ 

  int col;                                        // column index 
 

  double working_signal;                          // dummy variable for clarity 
 

  for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++)            // cycle through all columns 
    { 

 

      // Calculation is applied in steps for clarity.  This code could be compressed! 
       

      working_signal = (double) (CC_Band_line[col]);    // cast to floating point 
 

      working_signal -= NET_offset[col];                // subtract the net offset (float) 
 

      working_signal *= NET_scalefactor[col];           // apply the net scaling factor (gain) 
       

      CC_Band_line[col] = (int) round(working_signal);  // round result to nearest integer 
  

    }             // end of loop over columns. 
   

}              // end of the routine. 
 

 

       

Notes:  

 The data-reading function assumes that the CCDB contains sensitivity data in a “spread-sheet” 
format as a tab-separated text file with multiple entries on each line.  A suitable equivalent function 
must be supplied by the ECGP to deal with the XML format finally supplied (which may take the form 
of separated vectors, three per spectral band). 

 

 The gain and offset calculation routine implements the mathematics given in a previous section for a 
single parameter deviation in a single TIR band. 
 

o This routine may be extended in a generic manner as indicated to include checks on the 
calculated gain and offset values to trap cases where excessive corrections are calculated. 
These checks should be regarded as a “backstop”: parameter deviations supplied to the 
routine should be pre-checked on a case-by-case basis. 
 

 The “update net corrections” routine is trivial: it accumulates a gain product and an offset sum. 
 

 The “apply net corrections” routine takes in signed-integer TIR image data which is zero-referenced 
and applies a correction in-place.  The internal calculations are carried out using floating point 
variables, but the final result is rendered as signed integers. Readers should recall that the noise 
standard deviation of the TIR channels is approximately 10 ADU, so there is no point in computing 
final results to finer resolution than one ADU. 
 

o It is important to compute the TIR signals to a precision within the noise standard deviation 
over the whole signal range however, hence the use of double-precision floats. 

 
 

13.6.3 Correction Example 

 

The following pseudo-code example is drawn from the DAPB in order to illustrate how the structures and 
routines defined above might be used in the ground processor.   

 

#define TIR_WIDTH 384;                         // Replace with reading from CCDB? 
 

int CC_B7_line[TIR_WIDTH];                     // Arrays containing CURRENT LINE TIR data 
 

int CC_B8_line[TIR_WIDTH]; 
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int CC_B9_line[TIR_WIDTH]; 

 

// ******************************************** 

 

// NET correction vectors 

double NET_B7_Scalefactor[TIR_WIDTH];          // B7 NET gain vector (accumulates all contributions) 
 

double NET_B7_Offset[TIR_WIDTH];               // B7 NET offset vector  
 

double NET_B8_Scalefactor[TIR_WIDTH];          // B8 NET gain vector (accumulates all contributions) 
 

double NET_B8_Offset[TIR_WIDTH];               // B8 NET offset vector  
 

double NET_B9_Scalefactor[TIR_WIDTH];          // B9 NET gain vector (accumulates all contributions) 
 

double NET_B9_Offset[TIR_WIDTH];               // B9 NET offset vector  
 

// ******************************************** 

 

// Parameter-Specific correction vectors (one example given here!) 

 

double RELAY_B7_Scalefactor[TIR_WIDTH];      // B7 RELAY gain vector (accumulates all contributions) 
 

double RELAY_B7_Offset[TIR_WIDTH];           // B7 RELAY offset vector  
 

double RELAY_B8_Scalefactor[TIR_WIDTH];      // B8 RELAY gain vector (accumulates all contributions) 
 

double RELAY_B8_Offset[TIR_WIDTH];           // B8 NET offset vector  
 

double RELAY_B9_Scalefactor[TIR_WIDTH];      // B9 NET gain vector (accumulates all contributions) 
 

double RELAY_B9_Offset[TIR_WIDTH];           // B9 NET offset vector  
 

// ******************************************** 

 

 

char RELAY_SENSITIVITY_filename; 

 

FILE * RELAY_SENSITIVITY_file;                       // Access to CCDB data (assumed in one file!) 
 

TIR_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT RELAY_CCDB_SENSITIVITY;       // Relay lens thermal sensitivity structure. 
 

int RELAY_CORRECT;                                   // SWITCH enables relay-temperature correction. 
 

double CURRENT_RELAY_TEMP;                           // Temperature form current-line ancillary data 

  
double LAST_CAL_RELAY_TEMP;                          // average calculated during last TIR CAL. 
      

// ******************************************** 

 

RELAY_SENSITIVITY_file = (FILE *)fopen(RELAY_SENSITIVITY_FILENAME, "r”);   // Open file  
       

       // Dedicated CCDB-file reader fills the sensitivity correction structure (three bands!) 
       

       rtn = Read_Sensitivity(&RELAY_CCDB_SENSITIVITY, RELAY_SENSITIVITY_file);   

       

 

// ******************************************** 

 

// AT THIS POINT CODE IS DEALING WITH A NEW TIR LINE, PRE_LOADED INTO THE ARRAYS; 

// ASSUME ANCILLARY DECODE IS AVAILABLE FOR THIS LINE; 

 

// Initialise the net correction vectors for NULL effect.   

 

    

for(col = 0; col < TIR_WIDTH; col++) 

  { 

NET_B7_scalefactor[col] = 1.0;            // UNITY GAIN (i.e. NO EFFECT) 
 NET_B8_scalefactor[col] = 1.0;             

 NET_B9_scalefactor[col] = 1.0;                        

        

 NET_B7_offset[col] = 0.0;                 // zero offset (i.e. NO EFFECT)  
 NET_B8_offset[col] = 0.0;                         

 NET_B9_offset[col] = 0.0;                  
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  } 

 

// *************************************** 

       // CYCLE THROUGH ALL THE PARAMETERS WHOSE EFFECTS MIGHT BE COMPENSATED: 

 

// RELAY LENS DELTA-TEMPERATURE CORRECTION (example) 

 

 if(RELAY_CORRECT == 1)                        // Is this sensitivity correction enabled? 
   { 

  // Access current ancillary data and stored average from last TIR CAL / FF: 
 

  RELAY_TEMP_DEVIATION = CURRENT_RELAY_TEMP – RELAY_TEMP_LAST_CAL;  // Deviation 
 

        // LOG PARAMETER DEVIATIONS FOR DIAGNOSTICS. 
 

// CHECK FOR EXCESSIVE DEVIATION COULD BE APPLIED HERE 

 

// DEAL WITH RELAY TEMP AS IT APPLIES TO EACH OF THE THREE SPECTRAL BANDS IN TURN.  

// Accumulate the corrections in the NET gain and offset vectors…  

 

        

        Calculate_Sensitivity(&(RELAY_CCDB_SENSITIVITY).B7, RELAY_B7_scalefactor, 

RELAY_B7_offset, RELAY_TEMP_DEVIATION); 

        

        Calculate_Sensitivity(&(RELAY_CCDB_SENSITIVITY).B8, RELAY_B8_scalefactor, 

RELAY_B8_offset, RELAY_TEMP_DEVIATION); 

        

        Calculate_Sensitivity(&(RELAY_CCDB_SENSITIVITY).B9, RELAY_B9_scalefactor, 

RELAY_B9_offset, RELAY_TEMP_DEVIATION); 

 

  // RELAY CORRECTION CONTRIBUTION MAY BE LOGGED HERE 
 

  // Now update the NET correction vectors with the RELAY contributions 
 

update_net_corrections(NET_B7_Scalefactor, NET_B7_Offset, RELAY_B7_Scalefactor, 

RELAY_B7_Offset); 

 

update_net_corrections(NET_B8_Scalefactor, NET_B8_Offset, RELAY_B8_Scalefactor, 

RELAY_B8_Offset); 

 

update_net_corrections(NET_B9_Scalefactor, NET_B9_Offset, RELAY_B9_Scalefactor, 

RELAY_B9_Offset); 

       

     }     // End of Relay temperature correction. 
 

// Add another parameter correction here which calculates its own contributions and  

// updates the NET correction vectors accordingly… 

 

// When all parameters have been dealt with, apply the final corrections: 

 

apply_net_correction(CC_B7_line, NET_B7_scalefactor, NET_B7_offset); 

 

apply_net_correction(CC_B8_line, NET_B8_scalefactor, NET_B8_offset); 

 

apply_net_correction(CC_B9_line, NET_B9_scalefactor, NET_B9_offset); 

 

// NET correction vectors can be logged HERE. 

    

// Ready for the next line… 

// End of code segment… 

 

Notes: 

 // Comment lines in RED indicate a place-holder for missing ground-processor functionality as 
described. 

 The first section of the code comprises variable declarations and initialisations; the main body of the 
code assumes that successive TIR lines are being processed. 
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 The NET_BN_scalefactor[] and NET_BN_Offset[] arrays accumulate the gain- and offset-

contributions from multiple parameters whose sensitivities are to be corrected.   

o These arrays are initialised to “null-effect” condition at the start of each new line. 

o They are used to “apply” the corrections in each band at the end of all the sensitivity 
processing using a dedicated function. 

 Only ONE sensitivity is indicated in this example.  A suitable list of other sensitivities should be 
added in the ground processor. 

 This code example does not include the facility for logging either the parameter deviations or the 
correction vectors (gain and offset in each band) derived therefrom.  These facilities should be 
added as appropriate where indicated. 

 This code example does not contain any explicit check on the magnitude of the parameter 
deviations, but the appropriate position for such a check is indicated. 
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13.7 PARAMETER DEVIATION LIMITS IN CCDB 

 

Parameter deviation limits are provided within the CCDB for the purposes of setting warning flags during 
sensitivity processing.  The limits are set “finely” so that warnings are raised well before any parameter 
deviation exceeds the correction capability. 

The limits apply equally to NOM and RED sides of the MSI (assuming that appropriate calibrations have 
been used in all ancillary HKTM decoding). 

For those cases where ATC sensors are specified (as primary or alternate sensors), the limits apply to 
averaged sensor values or to single sensor values in case one sensor is faulty (refer to FDIR checks). 

All limits are to be applied to the magnitude of the parameter deviation (i.e. the check should warn of 
excessive positive and excessive negative deviations. 

The table lists the CCDB parameter identifiers, the HKTM references and the default values (for convenience 
only, refer to the CCDB for current values!). 

CCDB Reference HKTM Reference Value / Unit Note 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_DETECTOR LHT08872 0.20 Kelvin Single source 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_RELAY LHT08847 0.20 Kelvin Alternate: 
LHT08841 
LHT08842  

ATC sensors 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_BIAS_VFID LHT08850 5 milli-Volt Filtered! 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_BIAS_VSKIM LHT08851 5 milli-Volt Filtered! 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_BENCH LHT08839 / 
LHT08840 

0.20 Kelvin ATC sensors 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_CASE LHT08832 / 
LHT08833 

0.20 Kelvin ATC Sensors 

Table 15: Parameter deviation warning limits applicable to TIR sensitivity calculations. 

If at any point in the processing the ECGP detects an excessive deviation in any parameter, it shall raise a 
warning flag to indicate that data quality may be affected.  The flag names are set out in the table which 
follows and form part of the standard L1B data product: 
 

CCDB THRESHOLD Reference HKTM 
Reference 

FLAG NAME 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_DETECTOR LHT08872 SSTLTIR_sens_warn_detector 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_RELAY LHT08847 SSTLTIR_sens_warn_relay 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_BIAS_VFID LHT08850 SSTLTIR_sens_warn_VFID 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_BIAS_VSKIM LHT08851 SSTLTIR_sens_warn_VSKIM 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_BENCH LHT08839 / 
LHT08840 

SSTLTIR_sens_warn_bench 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_CASE LHT08832 / 
LHT08833 

SSTLTIR_sens_warn_case 

Table 16: Flag names corresponding to the specified limits. 
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13.8 PARAMETER DRIFT CHECKING 

 

This section outlines longer-term checks that should form part of the TIR calibration maintenance activities, 
but which deserve a mention in the current context. 

The ECGP will produce averaged ancillary HKTM data at each TIR CAL OBCP which form the basis for the 
following day’s sensitivity corrections.  It is expected that successive samples of averaged ancillary HKTM 
should be very similar, with only small differences of either sign; this would indicate a properly operating TIR 
camera. 

There is a chance that some parameter might drift over time.  In such a case the differences between 
successive samples of the averaged parameter would contain a (small) bias.  The sensitivity correction 
would continue to operate since it would always be based upon “fresh” samples of the parameters, but over 
the longer term the results might accumulate significant errors. Some of the errors might be seasonal, whilst 
others might be lifetime-related. 

To detect such effects the off-line processing activities must keep a time-series of all averaged ancillary 
HKTM values collected during TIR CALS, and this log must be examined for drift periodically (every three to 
six months).  It may be necessary to adjust the ECGP operation or even an MSI operating parameter to 
correct for the drift. 
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14 TIR RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

 

This section covers the transformation of pre-processed TIR data into temperatures using column-specific 
transfer functions supplied in the CCDB. 

This processing must not be confused with the transformation of CALIBRATED TIR brightness-temperature 
images into equivalent radiances (see section covering co-registration) which makes use of a generic (non-
column-specific) transfer function. 

 

14.1 NON-LINEAR TRANSFER (“CALIBRATION”) FUNCTIONS 

 

The following figure illustrates typical band-specific “transfer functions” or “calibration functions” which 
transform TIR “pre-conditioned signal” to target “brightness temperature” measured in Kelvin; the figure is 
taken from [AD-3]. 

 

Figure 27 : Example "Calibration Functions" from column 192 on Redundant side. Pre-conditioned 
TIR signals in each band (x axis) are mapped to brightness temperatures (y axis) in Kelvin.   Note the 
increasing slope and curvature towards lower signal levels / target temperatures. 

The horizontal “input axis” represents the column-corrected and sensitivity-corrected TIR signal (represented 
as an integer); the aim of the pre-processing is to ensure that the signal is truly referenced to the “zero” 
established at the last flat-field application, and that its “span” is correct (allowing for any gain changes which 
may have occurred).  Once these effects have been corrected, the curves may be used to transform directly 
into target brightness temperature. 

It is obvious that the transfer functions are non-linear, with increasing slope and curvature at low signal 
levels.  This general shape means that correction of signal offset is most important, especially for small 
signals coming from cold targets.  The lower slope at higher TIR signals means that gain correction is less 
critical.  Readers are reminded that all TIR signals contain noise with a standard deviation of approximately 
10 ADU RMS; the variable slopes of the transfer functions imply that the uncertainty in the calibrated 
temperature will vary according to the target temperature.  Colder targets suffer a greater temperature 
uncertainty than hot targets. 
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The highly non-linear nature of the transfer functions is important when interpolation is considered: 
interpolation on a temperature image must never be attempted, since it will introduce many artefacts and 
destroy the TIR camera’s performance.  Dedicated “generic” transformation functions are specified in a later 
section which permit interpolation to be carried out in the radiance domain where life is linear and simple. 

The TIR calibration campaign produced individual transfer functions for each illuminated column of the TIR 
sensor, each differing in detailed shape and offset. The task facing the processor is to take each TIR signal 
value (form each band and each detector column) and then to apply the appropriate transfer function to 
determine the corresponding target temperature. 

Note that the “calibrated” range of TIR temperatures extends from 170K to 350K in all bands.  Any 
temperatures recovered from the processing whose values lie outside this range are to be regarded as of 
slightly inferior accuracy since the transfer functions have been extrapolated. 
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14.2 TRANSFER FUNCTION TABLE STRUCTURE  

 
The TIR calibration campaign produced the complete set of transfer functions – one per TIR column in each 
of the three bands – in the form of tables: for any given TIR detector column, a table is provided which 
contains approximately 12000 (floating point) temperature entries, each one corresponding to one of the 
possible integer TIR signal values.  This format naturally lends itself to convenient and extremely rapid 
processing by means of look-up tables (LUTs).  In this application there are multiple tables (one per detector 
column), and each one is relatively large! 
 
The pre-conditioned TIR signal which is to be calibrated must be represented as an unsigned short integer: 
this data type conversion represents no loss of information because the noise level is about 10 ADU RMS. 
 
A (nested) set of structures has been established in which the transfer function information should be stored; 
the CCDB provides data in the appropriate format to fill these structures. 
 
 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

#define TIR_WIDTH 384                       // Will be supplied in CCDB 

 

// Single LUT used with one detector column in one band 

 

// LUT has a set number of entries.  Each entry is a single-precision FLOAT (4 bytes). 

 

#define MAX_LUT_ENTRIES 16384               // Range slightly larger than maximum TIR signal 
 

typedef struct 

{ 

  float FT[MAX_LUT_ENTRIES];                // This is just an array of FLOAT temperatures  
  

} F_LUT_T;                                  // instantiate using this tag. 
 

 

 

// TIR_F_LUT_T 

 

// TIR-level transfer function structure which defines THREE arrays of LUTs (type F_LUT_T), 

// one array for each TIR spectral band, each array having TIR_WIDTH elements. 

 

#define TIR_COLUMNS 384 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

 

  F_LUT_T B7[TIR_WIDTH];        // Array of LUTs: one for each column in Band 7 
 

  F_LUT_T B8[TIR_WIDTH];        // Array of LUTs: one for each column in Band 8 
 

  F_LUT_T B9[TIR_WIDTH];        // Array of LUTs: one for each column in Band 9 
 

} TIR_F_LUT_T;                  // Instantiate a structure using this tag. 
 

 

// Usage example: 

 

float BRIGHTNESS_TEMP;            // a brightness temperature in KELVIN 
 

TIR_F_LUT_T * TIR_LUTS;           // declare a pointer to a TIR-level LUT structure 
 

TIR_LUTS = (TIR_F_LUT_T *) malloc(sizeof(TIR_F_LUT_T);    // allocate sufficient memory 
 

// A TIR signal derived from column “COLUMN” with (unsigned) integer value “RAW” can be transformed 

// to a brightness temperature BRIGHTNESS_TEMP thus: 

 

BRIGHTNESS_TEMP = ((*TIR_LUTS).B8[COLUMN]).FT[RAW]        // assuming we are working in band 8. 
 

// &((*TIR_LUTS).B8[COLUMN]) is a POINTER to a SINGLE LUT containing  

// an array FT[MAX_LUT_ENTRIES] within the B8 array. 
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The structure definitions are taken from the DAPB (written in ANSI-standard C).   
 
The number of entries held within the transfer function structure is set by the maximum number of entries per 
LUT, the number of TIR columns and the number of bands all multiplied together: with the values defined 
above there will be 16384 * 384 * 3 = 18874368.  Each entry holds a “float” value of size 4 bytes.  The size of 
the structure is therefore 72 Mbytes (binary). 
 
The maximum signal in some bands does not reach as high as 16383 ADU, even for a very hot target.  
Table entries for such signal levels will be set to a “saturation” temperature. 
 
The TIR signals, after processing, have different ranges of brightness temperature according to the band, 
and each band can register up to a different maximum temperature without saturation.  The LUT structure is 
defined with a universal size (16384 elements) which will accommodate all TIR bands with ample margin.  
 
In any practical implementation, some safeguards will be required to limit the range of the pre-processed 
integer TIR signal so that the table look-up does not try to access non-existent entries. 
 
It should be noted that the noise associated with the TIR temperature readings is at best 0.1 K RMS (for 
warm targets), and will be considerably larger for colder targets.  The floating point representation therefore 
has excessive precision; it is acceptable to work to a precision of only 0.01K (1 cK). 
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14.3 CCDB TRANSFER FUNCTION DATA STRUCTURE 

 

The full array of look-up tables, structured in accordance with the definition above, will be supplied in the 
CCDB as a binary data set (“blob”) because of its size.  In order to read the data from the supplied file, a 
code fragment such as the following might be used: 

 

// READ A TIR-LEVEL (ALL-BAND, ALL_COLUMN) LUT from file into a prepared structure in memory. 

 

int items_read;                                   // counter for items read from file 
 

FILE * LUTFILE;                                   // file handle pointing to the LUT “blob” 
 

TIR_F_LUT_T * TIR_LUTS;                           // declare a pointer to a TIR-level LUT structure 
 

TIR_LUTS = (TIR_F_LUT_T *) malloc(sizeof(TIR_F_LUT_T);    // allocate sufficient memory 
 

// Open the file containing the LUT data; file handle LUTFILE must be correctly set. 

 

// BINARY read ONE item whose size is that of the anticipated structure from LUTFILE and save  

// the data into the pre-prepared structure pointed to by TIR_LUTS. 

 

items_read = fread(TIR_LUTS, sizeof(TIR_F_LUT_T), 1, LUTFILE);  // If fread != 1, an error occurred. 
 

// Check value of items_read if required… 

 

The structure contains zero entries for any column which is outside the illuminated area of the TIR detector. 

The tables for different columns within the same band will appear similar, but are in fact specific to the 
detector column.  

The CCDB dataset field names will be 

 

 SSTLTIR_RADIOMETRIC_LUTS_NOM   (Nominal side) 
 

 SSTLTIR_RADIOMETRIC_LUTS_RED    (Redundant Side) 
 

 

14.4 APPLICATION OF RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

 

This section outlines the process involved in applying the radiometric calibration to pre-processed image 
data.  The stages include  

 Signal range checks and clipping. 

 Application of the transfer functions. 

It is assumed that TIR data is “ready” for calibration, having been pre-processed, adjusted for the current 
cold-space mirror offset, adjusted for all enabled sensitivity corrections and finally adjusted for the current 
version of the calibration maintenance gain.  

 

14.4.1 Practical Implementation Example 

 

The following reference code fragment illustrates the complete application of TIR calibration assuming that 
three complete lines of pre-processed TIR data are available in arrays of signed integers.   

 

#define TIR_WIDTH 384           // Read this from CCDB; 
#define TIR_LOW_COLUMN 11       // Read this from the CCDB; lowest illuminated col number. 
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#define TIR_HIGH_COLUMN 371     // Read this from the CCDB; highest illuminated col number. 
#define TIR_MAX_RAW 16383       // Read this from the CCDB; 
 

int main() 

{ 

 

int itemp7, itemp8, itemp9;     // working index values 
 

int column;                     // column variable 
 

int B7_CC_line[TIR_WIDTH];      // A line of pre-processed band 7 data, integer, zero-referenced 
int B8_CC_line[TIR_WIDTH];      // A line of pre-processed band 8 data, integer, zero-referenced 
int B9_CC_line[TIR_WIDTH];      // A line of pre-processed band 9 data, integer, zero-referenced 
 

float B7_CAL_line[TIR_WIDTH];   // Line of calibrated TIR data in KELVIN.  Pre-initialise to zero! 
float B8_CAL_line[TIR_WIDTH];   // Line of calibrated TIR data in KELVIN.  Pre-initialise to zero! 
float B9_CAL_line[TIR_WIDTH];   // Line of calibrated TIR data in KELVIN.  Pre-initialise to zero! 
 

TIR_F_LUT_T * TIR_F_LUTS;        // pointer to a TIR-level LUT array: three sets of 384 LUTs! 
 

// Allocate memory for the LUT structure and populate it from the CCDB as detailed above. 

 

// Establish a loop to cycle through available TIR image lines… 

 

do{   

   // Provide three populated TIR image lines containing pre-processed image data as ints 

   // in the working arrays B7_CC_line[], B8_CC_line[] and B9_CC_line[]  

 

   // The following code applies calibration to the three lines available currently. 

 

   for(column = TIR_LOW_COLUMN; column <= TIR_HIGH_COLUMN; column++) 

     { 

        itemp7 = B7_CC_line[column];                            // copy int signal at current column 
      

        itemp7 = (itemp7 < 0) ? 0 : itemp7;                     // clip negatives to zero 
 

        itemp7 = (itemp7 > TIR_MAX_RAW) ? TIR_MAX_RAW : itemp7; // clip maximum value 
 

        // Apply the column-specific Band 7 transfer function: 
 

        B7_CAL_line[column] = ((*TIR_F_LUTS).B7[column]).FT[(unsigned short int) itemp7];  // FAST! 
 

         

        itemp8 = B8_CC_line[column];                            // copy int signal at current column 
      

        itemp8 = (itemp8 < 0) ? 0 : itemp8;                     // clip negatives to zero 
 

        itemp8 = (itemp8 > TIR_MAX_RAW) ? TIR_MAX_RAW : itemp8; // clip maximum value 
 

        // Apply the column-specific Band 8 transfer function: 
 

        B8_CAL_line[column] = ((*TIR_F_LUTS).B8[column]).FT[(unsigned short int) itemp8];  // FAST! 
 

 

        itemp9 = B9_CC_line[column];                            // copy int signal at current column 
      

        itemp9 = (itemp9 < 0) ? 0 : itemp9;                     // clip negatives to zero 
 

        itemp9 = (itemp9 > TIR_MAX_RAW) ? TIR_MAX_RAW : itemp9; // clip maximum value 
 

        // Apply the column-specific Band 9 transfer function: 
 

        B9_CAL_line[column] = ((*TIR_F_LUTS).B8[column]).FT[(unsigned short int) itemp9];  // FAST! 
 

 

     }     // END OF LOOP OVER COLUMNS: Current line is fully processed. 
 

   // Send the calibrated outputs “BN_CAL_line[]” to the next processing step… 

 

} while(more_lines_remain_to_be_processed);               // Continue processing more lines of image                  
 

// end of code example 
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NOTES: 

 // Red comment lines indicate locations where the ECGP must provide the specified functions. 

 The main purpose of the code fragment is to illustrate the use of the look-up table structures using a 
TIR signal value as an index with which to retrieve the corresponding brightness temperature value 
in Kelvin (floating point). 

o Although the TIR signal is quantised (as an unsigned short int) there is no loss of information 
because the noise level is about 10 ADU RMS. 

 Clipping of TIR signals is necessary to avoid memory access errors (“segmentation faults”). 

 

14.4.2 TIR Calibration Monitoring Outputs 

 

The ECGP should make the “calibrated” TIR brightness temperature images available for inspection by 
means of any standard image viewing tool such as “ImageJ”.  Images in floating point format would be 
acceptable; it has been found convenient during testing to utilise smaller16-bit unsigned integer images in 
which brightness temperatures are represented as integer multiples of one centi-Kelvin (a temperature of 
273.16 Kelvin would be represented by the integer 27316). 
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15 PROCESSING IN SUPPORT OF TIR CAL OBCP 

 

The TIR camera will be commanded to perform a “calibration” operation once every 16 orbits (as described 
above).  This section describes the extra image and ancillary-data processing which must be undertaken by 
the ground processor during the TIR CAL process, especially concerning the acquisition of statistical data 
during the “Cold-Space” and “Calibration Black Body” views. 

Processing will require access to TIR data which has been processed to TWO DIFFERENT levels: 

 For the “Cold-Space” view, the processor must operate upon image lines which have NOT been 
transformed into equivalent brightness temperature. Processing shall include column-correction, 
cold-space mirror offset correction, any enabled sensitivity corrections and calibration maintenance 
gain adjustment. 

o Provision should be made to disable sensitivity correction in the ECGP prior to statistical 
calculations by a ground-processor “switch”. 

 For the calibration black-body view the processor must operate directly on “calibrated” brightness 
temperature images. 

In addition to the signal processing tasks described below, the ground processor should perform checks on 
the calibration in order to detect potential mechanism failures which might result in subsequent data 
becoming corrupted.  These checks are described separately in the section on MSI Health Monitoring; 
they comprise principally a check on the timing of the TIR movements, but also include checks on the 
calibration outputs (the cold-space and calibration black-body views). 

The remainder of this section concentrates upon the routine science data processing (images and ancillary 
HKTM). 

The outputs of this section are directed into products designated as follows: 

 MSI_BBS_1B: statistical data derived from CS and CBB views as well as CBB temperatures. 

 MSI_TRF_1B: statistical measurements of all ancillary HKTM parameters that may be used for TIR 
sensitivity processing until the time of the next CAL. 

 

15.1 OVERVIEW 

 

FOUR main data-processing tasks must be performed by the ground processor: 

 Follow the state of the TIR using the MSI sub-mode and the TIR pointing flags in order to identify the 
start and the end of both the cold-space (CS) view and the calibration black body (CBB) view periods 
within operation of the TIR CAL OBCP. These periods each last at least 256 GL (by default, but this 
is a configurable parameter!).   

 Collect, process and finally output statistical information derived from TIR image data acquired from 
each of three TIR bands during these two views. The statistical information takes the form of the 
mean signal and the temporal standard deviation for every detector element across the swath 
(including non-illuminated elements) in each band.  The mean and standard deviation are evaluated 
individually for each column over the view period (which will last at least 256 GL, see notes below). 

o These statistics form part of the “MSI-BBS_1B” data product. 

 Collect, process and finally output statistical information regarding selected parameters within the 
ancillary HKTM contemporaneously with the dark-view and CBB-view science data calculations 
described above.  This processing is applied to pre-decoded ancillary data taken from the ICU AUX 
packets.  As for the image data, calculation of temporal mean and standard-deviations is required. 
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o Some of these quantities (those collected during the cold-space view) are used as 
references for TIR sensitivity processing: these data are contained in a separate product 
“MSI_TRF_1B”. 

 In support of TIR Calibration Maintenance functions (see later section), some additional processing 
is applied to the statistical data collected during the CBB-view period.  Temporally averaged 
temperatures generated by the CBB thermometers during the CBB view (not the dark view!) are 
subtracted from the image-derived averaged temperatures in each band, and the results are 
normalised against the effective uncertainties.  This yields measurements of calibration degradation 
and some warning flags which are raised if deviations appear excessive. 

o These data are passed to the “off-line” activities as part of the MSI-BBS_1B product. 

In addition to the data processing tasks (described in this section), the ground processor must check the 
integrity of the TIR CAL OBCP in order to detect possible (although unlikely) problems with the TIR 
mechanism.  It is possible that mechanism issues might result in an erroneous flat-field being applied which 
might compromise subsequent science data.   

These mechanism checking activities are covered in the section on MSI Health monitoring: they include 
detection of automatic “seek” events and a check of the cold-space data to determine whether or not the TIR 
mechanism was correctly positioned. The results of these checks shall be attached to the set of calibration 
outputs associated with the TIR CAL. 
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15.2 TRIGGERING (VIEW RECOGNITION) 

 

This section is written against expectations for ASW 4.3: it shall be reviewed when ASW 4.3 has been 
delivered since the handling of flags has been the subject of recent adjustment in both ASW and in FOPs. 

Refer to the flow diagrams for a TIR CAL given in a previous section above. 

For each view period, it is necessary to recognise uniquely and certainly those (contiguous) ground lines 
which were acquired within the view so that statistical pre-information can be collected, and then to 
recognise the end of the view period so that the final calculations of statistical quantities can be completed. 

Readers are reminded that the sub-mode flag is contained in all spectral band science packets, and that it 
may be changed by the ICU at arbitrary times within a ground line.  For this reason it is recommended that 
the sub-mode and pointing flags be read and processed separately for each of the three TIR bands.  This 
may lead to small discrepancies in the numbers of packets contributing to each band’s calculations. 

 The MSI sub-mode flag may be used as follows: 

o Transition from INS-NOM-OBS to INS-NOM-TIR signals the start of TIR CAL.  No special 
processing is required outside INS-NOM-TIR.  

o Statistics collection arrays may be initialised (i.e. zero’d) at this transition point.  A second 
initialisation will be required once the cold-space view calculations are completed. 

o Transition from INS-NOM-TIR back to INS-NOM-OBS, together with TIR pointing flag being 
reset to TIREARTH signals the end of the TIR CAL and a return to “trustworthy” TIR nadir-
view science data. 

o Statistics collection is only required (or enabled) during INS-NOM-TIR: this sub-mode can be 
used as a “gate” for statistics collection and processing. 

 Whilst the sub-mode is INS-NOM-TIR, the ground processor must look for transitions in the TIR 
pointing flag: 

o Transition from “TIRMOVING” to “TIRSPCEOFST”; marks the start of the cold-space view 
period.  Statistics acquisition must begin when this transition is detected and continue until 
the end of the cold space view period. The cold-space view period will last at least 256 GL 
and probably about 279 GL on average. 

o Transition from “TIRSPCEOFST” to “TIRMOVING” signals the end of the cold-space view 
period. Statistics acquisition is now complete.  Final statistical results in each band may now 
be computed and output, and the statistics acquisition arrays may be re-initialised. 

o Transition from TIRMOVING” to “TIRCBLKBD” signals the start of the calibration black body 
(CBB) view.  Statistics acquisition should now begin and continue until the end of the CBB 
view period. The CBB view will last for not less than 256 GL and (in practice) not much more 
than 257 GL. 

o Transition from “TIRCBLKBD” to “TIRMOVING” signals the end of the CBB view period. 
Final statistical results in each band may now be computed and output, and the statistics 
acquisition arrays may be re-initialised. 

A simplified software structure which could be adapted is given in the corresponding section of the VNS 
processing. 
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15.3 ANCILLARY DATA STATISTICS CALCULATION 

 

The table below specifies from which (already-decoded) ancillary parameters statistical information must be 
collected during either the “cold-space” or the “calibration black body” view periods of the TIR CAL (which 
each last a little more than 256 GL).   

Name IDENTIFIER UNIT VIEW RATE NOTE 

TIR_VTEMP LHT08872 Kelvin CS 1s TIR Detector ATC signal and 
sensitivity reference. 

TIROU_Case1 

TIROU_Case2 

LHT08832 

LHT08833 

Kelvin 

Kelvin 

CS 

CS 

1s ATC sensors; stray light critical   

TIROU_Int_Ref_BB LHT08847 Kelvin CS 1s RBB reference: sensitivity reference. 

TIROU_Cal_BB1 

TIROU_Cal_BB2 

LHT08863 

LHT08864 

Kelvin 

Kelvin 

CBB 

CBB 

1s 

1s 

TIR Calibration Black Body (CBB). 
TIR calibration maintenance use. 

TIROU_Relay1 

TIROU_Relay2 

LHT08841 

LHT08842 

Kelvin 

Kelvin 

CS 

CS 

1s 

1s 

ATC sensors and sensitivity 
reference. 

TIROU_Bench1 

TIROU_Bench2 

LHT08839 

LHT08840 

Kelvin 

Kelvin 

CS 

CS 

1s 

1s 

ATC sensors and sensitivity 
reference 

FEE_TIR_VFID LHT08580 Volts CS 2s FEE-generated TIR detector bias 
voltage affecting primarily the 
sensitivity. 

FEE_TIR_VSKIM LHT08581 Volts CS 2s FEE-generated TIR detector bias 
voltage affecting primarily the offset. 

TIROU_Filter_Top LHT08844 Kelvin CS 1s Filter tray top sensor (near case) 

TIROU_Filter_Bottom LHT08845 Kelvin CS 1s Filter tray bottom sensor (near 
bench) 

TIROU_M1 LHT08846 Kelvin CS 1s TIR mirror 1 located in telescope 
structure  

FEE_TEMP LHT08828 Kelvin CS 1s FEE temperature 

Table 17 : Ancillary parameters whose statistics (temporal mean and standard deviation) must be 
collected during the cold-space and CBB view periods of each TIR CAL.  All measurements with the 
exception of the CBB temperatures are contained in the MSI_TRF_1B product. 

All the variables will be presented as floating point numbers pre-calibrated in their respective units as 
indicated.  The ICU will provide the raw data in every ICU AUX packet (one per GL), but the internal update 
rate is significantly lower as indicated in the table.  Calculations should be “gated” by the views as detected 
by the pointing flag transitions. 

In each case, the required outputs are the temporal mean of the parameter and the temporal standard 
deviation calculated from the available samples.   The results must be made available as reference data for 
line-by-line sensitivity calculations continually until the next TIR CAL is performed (cadence expected to be 
once per 16 orbits).  At the time of the next TIR CAL, the reference statistics will be updated. 
 
In addition to their use for as references for sensitivity corrections, the ancillary HKTM statistics will also be 
used for TIR calibration maintenance activities in the form of a time-series covering all TIR CALs.  
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15.4 TIR IMAGE PROCESSING DURING TIR CAL OBCP 

 

The same equations which described the VNS statistical processing apply to the TIR data case, both for the 
accumulation of partial results and for the final calculations.  As for the VNS case, these equations assume 
that TIR image data is made available one-line-at-a-time: if complete sections of image can be made 
available in memory then the traditional double pass (calculate mean then standard deviation) method may 
be used instead. 

There are a few differences compared to the VNS case: 

 For the TIR, it is necessary to collect THREE sets of statistical image data corresponding to Bands 
7, 8 and 9.   

 The TIR cold-space view statistics must be calculated from column-corrected and sensitivity-
compensated TIR image data which have NOT been subjected to radiometric calibration.  These 
images are represented by signed integers, and the appropriate modifications to data types should 
be made in the statistical computation routines. Results are required as floating point numbers (in 
units of ADU). 

o Note that the cold-space view image data will include the effects of offset correction for the 
cold-space mirror: this effect must be removed by subtracting the currently-in-force 
CSM offsets (integers) from the averaged cold-space signals band-by-band and 
column-by-column. 

o This dataset, comprising thee band-specific pairs of vectors (mean signal and 
standard deviation for each column) is required for calibration maintenance activities. 

 The TIR CBB-view statistics are computed from imagery which has been subjected to radiometric 
calibration and which therefore represents floating point brightness temperatures: the same 
statistical routines used in the VNS processing examples are directly applicable. 

o Note that it is necessary to acquire statistics from the two CBB thermometers during the 
CBB view (see ANC HKTM table in section 15.3 above). 

 Identification of “valid” image lines requires only knowledge of pointing flags and history; pointing 
flags shall be read from the ICU AUX ISP which begins each ground line and applied to all TIR ISPs 
within the same GL (disregarding the pointing flags within the TIR spectral ISPs). See “triggering” 
section for details. 

When the statistical calculations are applied to a cold-space view (and the CSM offset is removed as 
described), the mean signals should be close to zero across the entire swath (within a few times the noise 
level calculated above) if the instrument has remained stable since the last flat-field was applied.  Experience 
suggests that the noise levels in all TIR bands will be very similar across the swath and close to 10 counts 
RMS.  

The health-monitoring section will use these cold-space view statistics to compute a “normalised difference” 
dataset for each band which is essentially the SNR.  It will detect small drifts from calibration to calibration, 
and also the effects of environmental stress. 

The acquisition of statistics from ancillary data proceeds in the same manner as for the VNS camera, being 
synchronised with the “cold-space” view period for all quantities except the two CBB thermometers. The list 
of parameters to be processed is to be found in section 15.3 above. 
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15.5 CBB-VIEW PROCESSING IN SUPPORT OF TIR CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE 

 

This section computes a “normalised temperature difference” vector for each band which represents the 
difference between the IR-measured brightness temperature readings of the CBB and the thermometer 
measurements acquired as part of ancillary HKTM. 

The following simple calculation must be applied to the statistics collected in each CBB-view period to 
generate numerical measures of TIR sensitivity degradation: 

 Using the averaged HKTM data, calculate the effective CBB temperature 𝐶 and its uncertainty 𝜎𝐶 or 
each TIR CAL in preparation for the rest of the calculation: 

o The CBB temperature values will have been subjected to “low-severity FDIR checks” to 
detect potential sensor faults.  Be prepared to use a single sensor value if one sensor has 
failed (consult the FDIR test results collected during the CBB view period). 

o Compute the average temperatures for each CBB thermometer form all samples within the 
view period. 

o Compute the overall average CBB temperature by combining the two measured averages 
(sensor 1 and sensor 2) if both are available. 

o The uncertainty in CBB temperature requires a little finesse: 

 Compute the two “raw” standard deviations from the available readings in the 
ancillary data using the appropriate mean temperatures calculated above. There will 
be approximately 256 such readings for each thermometer, but many of these are 
repeats. 

 Compute the uncertainty in each mean temperature by dividing each “raw” standard 

deviation by 2.83 (= √8); this scaling reflects the fact that only about 8 independent 
temperature readings will be received from each CBB thermometer during the 256 
GL = 16 second view period. 

 Compute the overall uncertainty in the mean CBB temperature from the RMS sum of 
the two corrected standard deviations. 

 

Repeat the following calculation for each illuminated detector column in each spectral band: 

 Form the differences between the TIR brightness temperature and the CBB effective temperature. 

𝐷7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝐶 

𝐷8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝐶 

𝐷9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = 𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] − 𝐶 

where 

o 𝐵𝑛[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents the average brightness temperature in each illuminated column of band 
“n” as measured by TIR during the CBB view. 

o 𝐶 represents the averaged CBB temperature, including the averages of the two sensors. 

o 𝐷𝑛[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents the temperature difference measured for each column in band “n”. 

 Compute the effective uncertainty S from the RMS combination of the TIR brightness temperature 

noise in each column and the CBB temperature uncertainty 𝜎𝐶: 

𝑆7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = √
𝜎𝐵7[𝑐𝑜𝑙]2

𝑁
+ 𝜎𝐶

2 
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𝑆8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = √
𝜎𝐵8[𝑐𝑜𝑙]2

𝑁
+ 𝜎𝐶

2 

𝑆9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] = √
𝜎𝐵9[𝑐𝑜𝑙]2

𝑁
+ 𝜎𝐶

2 

where 

o 𝜎𝐵𝑛[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents the brightness temperature standard deviation measured by TIR during 
the CBB view in each column of band “n” (this is the measured NEdT at the CBB 
temperature).   

o 𝑁 represents the number of ground lines included within the CBB view (approximately 256, 
actual value recorded by the ECGP). 

o 𝜎𝐵𝑛[𝑐𝑜𝑙] √𝑁⁄  is the temperature uncertainty associated with the mean TIR temperature 
reading in each column (which is approximately one-sixteenth of the NEdT) in band “n”. 

o 𝑆𝑛[𝑐𝑜𝑙] represents the overall temperature uncertainty associated with the temperature 
difference in each column in band “n”. 

 

 Divide the brightness temperature difference by the overall temperature uncertainty – column-by-
column in each band – to form three “normalised temperature difference” vectors (one per band): 

𝑁7[𝑐𝑜𝑙] =
𝐷7[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝑆7[𝑐𝑜𝑙]
 

𝑁8[𝑐𝑜𝑙] =
𝐷8[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝑆8[𝑐𝑜𝑙]
 

𝑁9[𝑐𝑜𝑙] =
𝐷9[𝑐𝑜𝑙]

𝑆9[𝑐𝑜𝑙]
 

 It is expected that the normalised difference values within the illuminated columns will all be close to 
zero, and that the normalised difference value for a detector column in which an element has 
suffered a loss of sensitivity will be significantly lower than that for adjacent (fully functional) 
columns. 

o The three normalised temperature difference vectors should be output for inspection and 
archived as “extending” time-series for use by TIR calibration maintenance activities. 

 Retrieve the “CBB temperature-deviation threshold” value from the CCDB (the parameter is called 
SSTLTIR_CBB_DEVIATION_FACTOR). The default value for this parameter is 5.0 (refer to CCDB 
for the definitive value!). 

 Compare the normalised difference vectors in each band to the threshold value extracted from the 
CCDB: flag any illuminated column where the absolute value of the normalised temperature 
difference exceeds the threshold (i.e. test for bias or deviation in both directions!). 

o The output of this comparison should be three vectors of detector element “sensitivity 
warning” flags, one per spectral band.   

The calculation described above should be carried out every time there is a new TIR CAL.   

The warning flags generated by the calculation above must be appended to or associated with the calibration 
outputs of the current TIR CAL as a warning that calibration is potentially compromised.  Raising of any flag 
should trigger extra checks as described in the TIR calibration maintenance section followed by adjustments 
to the ECGP via the “overall sensitivity” correction vectors. 

For reference, a loss of sensitivity through contamination of the optics or loss of a detector element will show 
as a negative deviation.  Positive deviations may indicate an issue with detector operating conditions or with 
some of the compensation mechanisms built into the ECGP. 
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15.6 CCDB DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR IMAGE STATISTICS 

 

The calculations for image statistics apply across the entire width of the TIR detector; the width parameter is 
stored in the CCDB (although it is not expected to change from its initial value of 384 elements). 

SSTLTIR_CBB_DEVIATION_FACTOR is used for the setting of warning flags in the TIR sensitivity 
calculation. 

 

15.7 PARALLEL PROCESSING 

 

The statistics collection is applied to each band’s data independently, with no interaction between bands.  
The processing may therefore be handled in parallel.  The processing load is not onerous however. 

Coders are again warned about asynchronous flag-setting within the ISPs and to take as authoritative the 
flags form the ICU AUX ISP which begins each ground line. 
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16 TIR CALIBRATION PRODUCT (MSI_BBS_1B) 

 

The datasets described below shall be assigned to the “MSI_BBS_1B” product of the ECGP as described 
previously. The product contains both “standard” and “diagnostic” datasets as defined below.  

All products shall be accompanied by copies of the calibration maintenance gain vectors currently in use by 
the ECGP (three vectors of floating point values, length 384 elements each).  These data, which are 
packaged in the standard product “TIR_GAIN_CORR” are required as markers of unresponsive elements. 

The following table defines the datasets which comprise the TIR calibration product referred to as 
“MSI_BBS_1B”.  The datasets include information derived from BOTH the cold-space view AND the 
calibration-black-body view.  It also includes some diagnostic data, but it does not include diagnostic image 
segments (see description in the following section). 

Field Name Dimensions Type Units Note 

TIR_cold_space_avg b, p Float ADU Averaged over all GL 
whose pointing was 
“TIRSPCEOFST”. Vectors. 
No radiometric calibration 
applied. 

TIR_cold_space_sd b, p Float ADU Averaged over all GL 
whose pointing was 
“TIRSPCEOFST”. Vectors. 
No radiometric calibration 
applied. 

TIR_cold_space_valid_GL scalar Integer N/A COUNT of ground lines 
which contributed to the 
statistics (expect 256 
minimum) 

TIR_cold_space_start_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of first GL whose 
pointing is 
“TIRSPCEOFST” 

TIR_cold_space_end_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of last GL whose 
pointing is 
“TIRSPCEOFST” 

TIR_cold_space_normalised_devi
ation 

b, p Float N/A Cold-space “signal-to-
noise” vectors (health 
monitor section 20). 

TIR_cold_space_norm_dev_flags b, p Byte N/A Warning flag vectors 
computed by thresholding 
normalised deviation 
vectors (health monitor 
section 20). 

TIR_CBB_avg b, p Float Kelvin Image statistics averaged 
over all GL whose pointing 
was “TIRCBLKBD”. 
Vectors. Full radiometric 
calibration applied. 

TIR_CBB_sd b, p Float Kelvin Image statistics averaged 
over all GL whose pointing 
was “TIRCBLKBD”. 
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Vectors. Full radiometric 
calibration applied. 

TIR_CBB_valid_GL scalar Integer N/A COUNT of ground lines 
which contributed to the 
statistics (expect 256 
minimum) 

TIR_CBB_start_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of first GL whose 
pointing is “TIRCBLKBD” 

TIR_CBB_end_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of last GL whose 
pointing is “TIRCBLKBD” 

TIROU_Cal_BB1 

TIROU_Cal_BB2 

TIROU_Cal_BB1_sd 

TIROU_Cal_BB2_sd 

scalar Float Kelvin Averaged readings of both 
LHT08862 and LHT08863 
acquired during CBB view 
Accompanied by two 
standard deviations. 

TIR_CBB_normalised_termperatur
e_difference 

b, p Float N/A Health monitor calculation 
for detecting unresponsive 
elements.  Vectors. Section 
15.5 

TIR_sensitivity_warning_flags b, p Bytes N/A Flags generated by 
thresholding the normalised 
temperature difference 
arrays. Section 15.5. 

CCDB_redundancy scalar flag Byte N/A Redundant or Primary side 
indicator. 

TIR_mechanism_issue scalar Byte N/A  TIR mechanism recovery 
flag.  Health-check 
diagnostic. 

TIR_cold_space_crude_avg 

TIR_cold_space_crude_sd 

b, p Float ADU Diagnostic statistics, mean 
and sd. Vectors. 

TIR_CBB_nocal_avg 

TIR_CBB_nocal_sd 

b, p Float ADU Diagnostic statistics, mean 
and sd. Vectors. 

Table 18: TIR "standard" calibration data-sets which comprise product “MSI_BBS_1B".  A new 
instance is generated at each TIR CAL. The product includes image-derived and HKTM-derived 
datasets from both cold space and calibration black body views, and some data computed as part of 
the health-monitoring function of the ECGP. Dimension “b” indicated “band” and “p” indicated 
“pixel” (quantities so-marked are “vectors”).   
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16.1 TIR CAL “DIAGNOSTIC” DATA-SETS 

 

These datasets also form part of the “MSI_BBS_1B” product, but are provided for diagnostic 
purposes. 

 

16.1.1 TIR Image Segments 

 

All images shall have start and end times attached. 

 Cold-space view images in each band (total three) represented in integer “ADU” for the time-period 
during which the TIR pointing flag is “TIRSPCEOFST”.  Each image segment should have a length 
of at least 256 GL. The data shall have been subjected to column-correction and sensitivity 
compensation (according to the current switch settings), but the CSM offset shall NOT have been 
applied (or it shall have been subtracted). 

 CBB view images in each band (total three) represented in integer ADU for the time period during 
which the TIT pointing flag is set to “TIRCBLKBD” (expected 256 GL).  These images all have been 
subjected to all processing short of radiometric calibration. 

 CBB-view image segments for each band which conform to the L1B product definition, (represented 
as floating-point temperature in Kelvin) which cover the period during which the TIR pointing was 
“TIRCBLKBD”.  It is expected that each image segment should have a length of at least 256 GL. 

o If convenient, it would be useful to extend the image coverage period to encompass the 
whole of the TIR CAL OBCP, starting from the TIR pointing transition from “TIREARTH” to 
“TIRMOVING” and ending with the reverse transition. 

 

16.1.2 TIR Additional Diagnostics 

 

All statistical products shall have collection times attached. 

 

 TIR mechanism timing flag (Health monitoring section 20.2.1) which will (if set) indicate that the TIR 
mechanism underwent an automatic self-recovery following the TIR CAL OBCP. 

o Dataset identifier: “TIR_mechanism_issue”, flag varies with time sporadically (at each TIR 
CAL. 

 

 Statistical data (mean and standard deviation within each band) collected from the cold-space view 
period but based upon TIR data which has NOT been subjected to sensitivity corrections and to 
which the CSM offset has not been applied.  Three pairs of vectors each of length 384 elements. 
The number of GL which contributed to the statistical calculations shall be made available. 

o Dataset identifiers:  

 “TIR_cold_space_crude_avg”, varies with time, band and pixel (vectors) 

 “TIR_cold_space_crude_sd”, varies with time, band and pixel (vectors) 

 

 Statistical data (mean and standard deviation within each band) collected from the CBB view period 
based upon TIR data which has been processed completely except for the application of radiometric 
calibration.  Three pairs of vectors each of length 384 elements. The number of GL which 
contributed to the statistical calculations shall be made available. 
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o Dataset identifiers:  

 “TIR_CBB_nocal_avg”, varies with time, band and pixel (vectors) 

 “TIR_CBB_nocal_sd”, varies with time, band and pixel (vectors) 
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17 TIR SENSITIVITY REFERENCE PARAMETERS (MSI_TRF_1B) 

 

This self-contained product contains a set of statistical measures of the ancillary parameters which are used 
for TIR sensitivity correction, the statistics having been collected during the period of the “cold-space” view 
within the TIR CAL processing (described in section 15.3). 

Field Name Dimensions Type Units Note 

TIR_cold_space_valid_GL scalar Integer N/A COUNT of ground lines 
which contributed to the 
statistics (expect 256 
minimum) 

TIR_cold_space_start_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of first GL whose 
pointing is 
“TIRSPCEOFST” 

TIR_cold_space_end_time scalar Double Seconds 
(referred 
to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet of last GL whose 
pointing is 
“TIRSPCEOFST” 

TIR_VTEMP scalar Float Kelvin LHT08872 

TIROU_Case1 

TIROU_Case2 

scalar Float Kelvin LHT08832 

LHT08833 

TIROU_Int_Ref_BB scalar Float Kelvin LHT08847 

TIROU_Relay1 

TIROU_Relay2 

scalar Float Kelvin LHT08841 

LHT08842 

TIROU_Bench1 

TIROU_Bench2 

scalar Float Kelvin LHT08839 

LHT08840 

FEE_TIR_VFID scalar Float Volts LHT08580 

FEE_TIR_VSKIM scalar Float Volts LHT08581 

TIROU_Filter_Top scalar Float Kelvin LHT08844 (*) 

TIROU_Filter_Bottom scalar Float Kelvin LHT08845 (*) 

TIROU_M1 scalar Float Kelvin LHT08846 (*) 

FEE_TEMP scalar Float Kelvin LHT08828 

CCDB_redundancy scalar flag Byte N/A Redundant or Primary side 
indicator. 

Table 19 : MSI-TRF-1B Sensitive parameter reference statistical data collected during the TIR CAL 
procedure (cold-space view) which is used as the baseline for sensitivity corrections until the next 
TIR CAL.  A new instance of this dataset is produced by the ECGP at each TIR CAL.  Parameters 
marked with “(*)” are collected in case they are needed in future even though their use is not 
currently defined within the ECGP.  

This product is used by the ECGP as a set of reference values against which to measure and then 
compensate for drift in the different parameters. 
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18 MSI POINTING AND LEVEL 1B DATA 

 
This section is included as an introduction to and a summary of the MSI pointing (especially the relative 
alignment of the two cameras, which forms the subject of the co-registration chapter). No specific algorithms 
are set out in this section, but the pointing characteristics do have implications for Level 1C processing and 
for the display and subsequent use of Level 1B image products. 
 
It is assumed for the purposes of the ground processor that the MSI-level pointing data will be supplied to the 
space-craft where it will be combined with survey measurements of the MSI alignment on the platform to 
form the input to a function which can deliver the pointing information for each active detector element 
relative to absolute coordinates based upon spacecraft position and attitude.  This function is outside the 
scope of the ATBD.  
 
Level 1B data is a composite of radiometrically-corrected imagery coupled with ground-referred pointing data 
for each element of each image. 
 

18.1 MSI REFERENCE FRAME 

 
 

 

Figure 28: MSI reference frame is defined by a reference cube mounted on the MSI bench.  It is 
“broadly” but not precisely aligned with the spacecraft reference frame (although excellent 
knowledge is available concerning this pointing). The “front” of this view is dominated by the VNS 
radiator plate which “covers” some of the TIR camera. 

 
The figure shows a simplified view of the MSI reference frame: the instrument is flying from right to left 
(along the X axis), with the spacecraft “behind” the plane of the figure (not shown).  The sun will impinge in 
general from the +Y direction.  The VNS “fans” (there are two VNS apertures!) are shown directed towards 
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the earth to the left of the picture, and the (single) TIR “fan” the right.  Both cameras are mounted on the MSI 
bench so that their view “fans” are closely co-aligned. 
 
Pointing data is acquired for each camera separately at “unit” level, and then transformed so that the 
readings are referred to the common MSI frame of reference.  The transformations make use of intermediate 
reference cubes mounted on each camera which are not accessible after the MSI is mounted on the 
platform. 
 
The MSI is mounted onto the spacecraft with a tilt of about 5.637 degrees about the flight direction so as to 
“off-point” the swath in the “down-sun” direction; this measure is taken to avoid sun-glint.  This angle does 
not enter into any of what follows in this section since all angles are referred to the “Instrument Optical” (“IO”) 
reference frame defined by the MSI master optical cube.  This angle will however form part of the MSI-to-
spacecraft alignment measurements. 
 

18.2 MSI POINTING DATA SUPPLIED IN THE CCDB 

 
MSI-level pointing data is supplied within the CCDB for reasons of traceability rather than direct use.  These 
are the same data which are supplied to the platform for integration into the platform database.  
 
The “Instrument Optical” frame of reference is defined by the MSI optical cube for all datasets. 
 
In the text which follows, references to “X, Y, Z” directions refer to axes defined by the MSI master 
cube (i.e. the “IO” frame), NOT the spacecraft reference frame. 
 
MSI pointing data is supplied in the form of unit-amplitude vectors for each detector element in each band.  
In total there are SEVEN bands, each one having a vector array containing 384 entries (one per detector 
element) and each vector has three components (x, y, z).  
 
The vectors for illuminated detector elements have unit amplitude.  Vectors for non-illuminated elements are 
set to have non-unit amplitude (all components set to zero).  Users of the data may refer to the given 
“illuminated element” limits or they may check the amplitude of the vector to determine if an element is 
illuminated.  
 
Each vector is represented by three components, measuring relative displacement along the MSI-referenced 
X, Y and Z axes.  All (illuminated element) vectors point in general along the Z axis, with Y angles being 
limited to +/- 0.2 radians.  
 
All vector components are represented by double-precision floating point values, the original data being 
generated in scientific notation with at least 9 significant figures. 
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Figure 29: X, Y components of pointing vectors for ALL MSI spectral bands plotted in the MSI 
“Instrument Optical” frame of reference.  The along-track spatial sampling angle is approximately 1.1 
milli-radians.  Extra markers are plotted to indicate the pointing of column 12 (which is roughly the 
first illuminated column in each camera). 

The figure above shows the X and Y components of the pointing vectors for every eighth (for clarity) detector 
element in all of the spectral bands.  Beware of the highly disparate X and Y scales!  The X axis represents 
the flight direction (positive is the direction of flight).  In this axis the components may be read directly as 
angles in radians.  The Y components (vertical scale) represent the across-track direction; the figures may 
be interpreted as the sines of the across-track angles. 
 
The VNS channels (B1 through B4, being VIS, NIR, SWIR-1 and SWIR-2) cluster near X = 0 (the sub-
satellite point) with especially close co-alignment between the visible (B1) and NIR (B2) channels. 
 
The three TIR bands (7, 8, 9) group towards -0.01 along the flight direction, i.e. they plot behind the sub-
satellite point. 
 
The TIR camera operates a TDI detection scheme in which each line of image is formed from the average of 
19 separate exposures of any point on the ground: to achieve this, the TIR continually images a “band” of 
ground which is 19 ground-lines “deep” along the flight direction and makes time-shifted summations within 
the FEE.  Since each ground line subtends just over 1 milli-radian, the total depth along the flight direction 
amounts to approximately 21 milli-radians.   TIR pointing is defined as the pointing of the “last” line of 
exposure within the TDI process.   
 
The TIR camera was aligned on the MSI optical bench such that its 19-GL-deep viewing area was centrally 
aligned (along the flight direction) with the single-GL-wide viewing fans of the VNS.  This assures that there 
is on average no net difference or along-track bias in viewing angle between the two cameras.  The TIR 
pointing vectors are all therefore biased by half the TIR width “behind” the VNS vectors – this is the origin of 
the roughly 11 milli-radian “lag” of TIR channels along the flight direction. 
 
There is clearly an apparent “yaw” in all the viewing fans – indicated by the slope of each set of vectors – but 
it is also clear that both cameras have almost the same apparent yaw (within close limits).  This apparent 
yaw is caused by a small “misalignment” (about 4.6 milli-radians) of the MSI reference cube with respect to 
the camera viewing directions: it is not a real yaw, and will be removed when the pointing MSI data are 
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referred to the spacecraft pointing frame.  There is in addition a smaller differential yaw between the two 
cameras (amounting to approximately 0.8 milli-radian). 

18.2.1 CCDB Pointing Data Details 

 

 The standardised names for the MSI-frame pointing datasets will be as follows: 
 

o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B1 ( = VNS Band 1 Visible) 
o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B2 ( = VNS Band 2 Near IR) 
o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B3 ( = VNS Band 3 SWIR-1) 
o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B4 ( = VNS Band 4 SWIR-2) 
o MSITIR_Point_Range_B7 ( = TIR Band 7) 
o MSITIR_Point_Range_B8 ( = TIR Band 8) 
o MSITIR_Point_Range_B9 ( = TIR Band 9) 

 

 Each named dataset will comprise 384 vectors, each having three components. 
 

o Each component will be represented by a double-precision floating point value. 
 

 Data Ordering for the vector components will follow the following rules: 
 

o Three vector components are supplied for each detector element in X, Y, Z order. 
 

o Three components are supplied for detector element 1, followed immediately by three 
components for detector element 2 and so on: 
 

 Element 0:X Element 0:Y Element 0:Z Element 1:X Element 1:Y Element 1:Z 
Element 2:X…  Element 383:Z 
 

 A total of 1152 values will be supplied within each dataset. 
 

 The data format is a “blob”. 
 

 All vectors for illuminated detector elements have UNIT amplitude; all vectors for non-illuminated 
detector elements have zero amplitude (all components read as zero, and no pointing direction is 
defined). 
 

 The magnitudes of the X, Y components will be within the ranges indicated in the figure.  All Z values 
are very close to (but just less than) 1.0. 
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18.3 USEFUL INFORMATION REGARDING POINTING COVERAGE 

 
The VNS detector elements have a native pitch of 25 microns, and the focal length of the VNS telescopes 
are all about -22.2 mm. The ratio of these quantities – which indicates the central spatial sampling angle in 
the across-track direction – is about -1.13 milli-radians.  All VNS channels have active elements between 
columns 13 and 372 (inclusive, counting from zero). 
 
The TIR camera element pitch is 35 microns, and the focal length is approximately +31.4 mm.  The ACT 
spatial sampling angle is therefore just a little smaller at 1.11 milli-radians.  The TIR has active illuminated 
elements between columns 12 and 368. 
 
The VNS therefore has just a little more across-track coverage than the TIR, and its sampling is very slightly 
coarser.  The following derived information illustrates the actual coverage in the MSI reference frame:  
 
 
 

MSI Band ACT Minimum (milli-radians) ACT Maximum (milli-radians) 

TIR B8 -196.6 (col 12) +195.4 (col 368) 

VNS B1 (VIS) -200.2 (col 372) +198.9 (col 12) 

VNS B2 (NIR) -200.5 (col 372) +200.0 (col 12) 

VNS B3 (SWIR-1) -202.3 (col 372) +199.5 (col 12) 

VNS B4 (SWIR-2) -201.3 (col 372) +199.6 (col 12) 

Table 20 : Illuminated column coverage of the various MSI spectral bands 

The extra VNS coverage is useful when processing level 1C data which is referred to TIR band 8 (covered in 
a later section). 
 

18.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GROUND PROCESSOR 

 
There are two significant issues arising from the pointing information which must be accommodated within 
the ground processor: these concern the inversion of across-track pointing between VNS and TIR cameras, 
and the “lag” of about 9 GL between TIR images and VNS images which affects the co-registration 
calculations (which do NOT use the CCDB pointing data directly). 
 

18.4.1 Across-track Pointing Inversion 

 

The plot of X,Y vector components (above) indicates the pointing directions for the “first” (lowest-numbered) 
native illuminated image columns with large points: the VNS camera channels all have “opposite” across-
track pointing to the TIR channels.  This feature originates from the fact that the VNS telescopes are all 
“single-stage” designs in which the telescope optics form the image directly onto the detectors with a lateral 
inversion whereas the TIR employs a two stage design in which an intermediate image is projected onto the 
detector by a relay lens.  The extra stage in the TIR optics introduces two inversions in the across-track 
direction, so the TIR images appear reversed compared to the VNS channels. 

The implication for users of L1B data and of any intermediate products emerging from the ECGP is that 
without specific action, direct comparison of VNS and TIR data will be made difficult by the L-R inversion.  
Processing to Level 1C (co-registered images) will include a transformation of all channels so that they are 
aligned with TIR Band 8 (the master channel); at this stage the VNS images will have been left-right inverted. 

In view of the L1C processing convention, and the desirability of being able to make direct visual 
comparisons, it is strongly recommended that all VNS images which are capable of display should be 
produced with column 0 on the RIGHT HAND SIDE and column 383 on the LEFT-HAND side.  This 
represents and inversion of the “natural” or native column ordering.   
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(Depending upon the conventions used by the ground processor as a whole for display of all images, an 
additional inversion of ALL channels might be required.) 

Internal storage within the CCDB need not be adjusted as long as the mapping between each VNS detector 
element and its associated pointing data is maintained. Similarly, all data corrections, calibration and 
adjustments should continue to utilise the native column order which is the same order used by the various 
VNS CCDB datasets. 

Under the convention suggested, all images on the descending node would have the left-hand columns 
corresponding to more westerly ground points (i.e. the sun-side).  The MSI view is biased almost 6 degrees 
towards the anti-sun side. 

 

18.4.2 “Lag” between TIR and VNS. 

 

Users of MSI level 1B products must be made aware that the view of TIR bands for any given ground line 
lags behind (along the flight direction) the view of the VNS bands for the same ground-line number by 
approximately 9 or 10 lines.   

A user who requires to make detailed comparisons between TIR and VNS data at Level 1B will need to 
make allowances based upon the supplied pointing data.  Such users should be made aware of the methods 
set out within the “Level 1C” processing chapter as an aid to their work. 
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18.5 USE OF L1B IMAGE DATA 

 
Level 1B is the best quality available from the MSI: the image values are properly calibrated, and no extra 
processing has been applied which might degrade the radiometry.  These data offer the greatest potential for 
scientific use.  Level 1C data by comparison offer the convenience of being co-registered (which makes 
spectral analysis easy), but inherent in the co-registration is the possibility of degradation. 
 
Users of L1B image data who might consider any form of re-sampling or interpolation must make themselves 
aware of the warnings which appear in the section covering co-registration (Level 1C data).  Of particular 
importance is the preservation of instrument performance through the processing, concerning especially the 
radiometric and the spatial (edge-response) performances. 
 
Any step which involves geo-location or any form or re-sampling has potential to degrade image quality.  
Specific advice is offered as follows: 
 

 All interpolation steps shall be carried out in the RADIANCE domain.  If operating on TIR brightness 
temperature data then the generic, band-specific “Temperature-to-Radiance” transformations shall 
be used before interpolation and the results may be converted back to temperature with the supplied 
inverse transforms. 
 

 Any interpolation routine must preserve and not degrade spatial frequency performance.  In general, 
interpolative algorithms which include a linear low-pass spatial filter characteristic are to be preferred 
(such as FIR filter kernels), whereas those which generate high-frequency noise (nearest-neighbour, 
linear interpolation) are deprecated. 
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18.6 L1B IMAGE PRODUCT 

 

This section is intended as a prototype from which the final L1B science data product ICD or definition can 
be compiled. 

The science data product will contain all the calibrated imagery (up to seven spectral bands, but a variable 
number depending upon the instrument phase of operation), and that each spectral band will be 
accompanied by its own individual pointing data-set (varying line-by-line).  TIR AUX data (source ID 9) are 
excluded. 

It is recommended that the dataset should incorporate a set of warning flags as raised by the ECGP which 
shall indicate to a user that the data quality may be compromised.  It is to be noted that some warning flags 
may need to be set or confirmed by the “off-line” calibration activity: for example, the designation of a 
detector element as “dead” should not be decided entirely by the ECGP. 

All imagery has three dimensions, being “pixel” (related to detector element(s)), spectral band, and time 
(taken from the ICU packet which starts each ground line).   

 Pixels are designated below as “p”.  It is assumed that ALL pixels in the original ISPs will be included 
in the product, so “p” may take values in the range 0 to 383. 

 Spectral band is designated below by “b” (taking values 1,2,3,4,7,8,9) 

 Time is designated below by “t”; this is derived from the data contained within the ICU AUX ISP 
which started each ground line. 

The following assumptions apply: 

 Missing lines of image in any band are simply omitted from the product; the time and pointing data 
allow a user to reveal the gap when the image is correctly plotted. 

o Lines may be missing because of a lost ISP, or because the ECGP is unable to compute the 
image data for some reason (such as loss of a TIR REF ISP causing the loss of all TIR data 
for 19 GL). 

 The images do NOT include any segments for which the pointing direction was not set to 
“VNSEARTH” or “TIREARTH”.  Such segments of image are however most useful for diagnostic and 
calibration maintenance work, and must NOT be discarded. 

 

For the level 1B image product, the pointing information is separated according to spectral band (thus the 
pointing information varies by band as well as time).  Pointing information may be supplied “as normal” for 
periods where each camera is not pointing at the ground, or it may be set to some obviously invalid values. 

Parameters including time, synch quality, spacecraft state vector quality word and flat-field offset buffer ID 
shall be derived from the ICU AUX packet which starts each ground line, and NOT form each individual 
packet.  
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Field Name Dimensions Type Units Notes 

pixel_values t,b,p Float VNS Spectral 
Radiance 

𝑊 (𝑚2 𝑠𝑟 𝜇𝑚)⁄  

TIR brightness 
temperature in 
Kelvin 

 

These are the images 
produced after full 
calibration by the ECGP as 
defined in sections 8 and 
14. TIR AUX data and any 
raw are to be excluded. 
Only Nadir-view data are 
included (no data from 
calibration views). 

lattitude t,b,p Double degrees At the target. Provided by 
ESA routines.  Pointing 
varies by spectral band 
(section 17.2) 

longitude t,b,p Double degrees At the target. Provided by 
ESA routines.  Pointing 
varies by spectral band 
(section 17.2) 

solar_azimuth_angle t,b,p Float degrees At the target. Provided by 
ESA routines. 

solar_elevation_angle t,b,p Float degrees At the target. Provided by 
ESA routines. 

sensor_azimuth_angle t,b,p Float degrees At the target. Provided by 
ESA routines. 

sensor_elevation_angle t,b,p Float degrees Provided by ESA routines. 

surface_elevation t,b,p Float metres Provided by ESA routines. 

land_flag t,b,p Byte none Provided by ESA routines. 

time t Double Seconds (referred 
to 1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX 
packet which starts each 
ground line. 

time_synch_status t Byte None Derived from ICU AUX 
packet which starts each 
ground line. Refer to 
LSP00263 and [AD-1] 

state_vector_quality t Integer None Derived from ICU AUX 
packet which starts each 
ground line 

ccdb_redundancy_flag t Byte None Derived from ICU AUX 
packet which starts each 
ground line. Defines which 
“side” of the MSI collected 
the imagery. 

pixel_quality t, b, p TBD None See Note below. 

line_quality t, b TBD None See Note below. 

VNS_calibration_maintenance_gain b, p Float None Vectors (four) showing 
gains applied at this point 
in the mission. Markers 
column quality. 
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TIR_calibration_maintenance_gain b, p Float None Vectors (three) showing 
gains applied at this point 
in the mission. Markers 
column quality. 

detector_temperature t, b Float Kelvin From ICU ISP ANC data, 
five values (TIR bands all 
take the same single TIR 
detector temperature.) 

FDIR_flags t Bytes  

(17 
entries 
total) 

N/A FLAGS indicating ECGP 
FDIR nominal / low / high 
covering all quantities in 
sec 19.4 / table 24.  

MSIQ t, b US Int N/A From ICU ISP ANC data, 
possibly included in line-
quality metric? 

wing_sum t, b Integer ADU VNS BANDS ONLY. 
Computed in basic 
processing (sec 7.2) 

solar_azimuth_VNS t Float Degrees Solar angles in VNS frame 
of reference provided by 
ESA routines. 

solar_elevation_VNS t Float Degrees Solar angles in VNS frame 
of reference provided by 
ESA routines. 

TIR_active_sensitivities t Byte N/A TIR BANDS only. Lists 
which sensitivity 
corrections were applied 
(assign one bit per 
parameter, see section 
13.3) 

SSTLTIR_sens_dT_TIR_detector t Float Kelvin DIFFERENCE: (current 
value – average at last TIR 
CAL) : detector 
temperature 

SSTLTIR_sens_warn_detector t Byte N/A Excessive drift warning 
flag: TIR detector 
temperature sensitivity. 
(Section 13.7) 

SSTLTIR_sens_dT_relay t Float Kelvin DIFFERENCE: (current 
value – average at last TIR 
CAL) : relay temperature 
(averaged) 

SSTLTIR_sens_warn_relay t Byte Kelvin Excessive drift warning flag 
: relay temperature 
sensitivity 

SSTLTIR_sens_dT_bench t Float Kelvin DIFFERENCE: (current 
value – average at last TIR 
CAL) : bench temperature 
sensitivity 
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SSTLTIR_sens_warn_bench t Byte N/A Excessive drift warning flag 
: bench temperature 
(section 13.7) 

SSTLTIR_sens_dT_case t Float Kelvin DIFFERENCE: (current 
value – average at last TIR 
CAL) : case temperature 
sensitivity 

SSTLTIR_sens_warn_case t Byte N/A Excessive drift warning 
flag: cover temperature. 
(Section 13.7) 

SSTLTIR_sens_dV_VFID t Float Volt DIFFERENCE: (current 
value – average at last TIR 
CAL) : VFID bias drift 

SSTLTIR_sens_warn_VFID t Byte N/A Excessive drift warning flag 
: VFID bias sensitivity 

SSTLTIR_sens_dV_VSKIM t Float Volt DIFFERENCE: (current 
value – average at last TIR 
CAL) : VSKIM bias drift 

TIR_sens_warn_VSKIM t Byte N/A Excessive drift warning flag 
: VFID bias sensitivity 

detector_latchup_VIS 

detector_ latchup _NIR 

detector_ latchup _SWIR1 

detector_ latchup _SWIR2 

detector_ latchup _TIR 

t Byte N/A FLAGs indicating detector 
latchup status. (Section 19) 

detector_power_VIS 

detector_power_NIR 

detector_power_SWIR1 

detector_power_SWIR2 

detector_power_TIR 

t Byte N/A FLAGs indicating detector 
power supply status. 
(Section 19) 

ISP_transmission_status t Integer N/A  Bits indicate transmission 
status of all nine possible 
ISPs (section 19) 

Science_data_EDAC 

Science_data_FF_EDAC 

Ancillary_data_EDAC 

ICU_ADC_latchup 

 

t Bytes 
(four 
entries) 

N/A ICU health monitoring flags 
(section 19.5) 

VNS_EDAC t,b Byte N/A VNS health check section 
19.3.2) 

Table 21 : MSI Level 1B Nominal standard product definition.  Contains imagery, pointing information 
and several auxiliary / health-warning fields which indicate image quality and level of correction 
applied.  Note solar angles at the MSI (in VNS frame) are included as standard.  
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Note regarding “pixel” and “line” quality: 

 The calibration maintenance function may declare individual “pixels” as “un-responsive” following 
checks based upon specific calibration products.  For the VNS camera this is likely to mean 
complete loss of response, whereas for the TIR camera there may be a reduction in response by 
about 5%. 

o It is suggested that the calibration maintenance gain vectors which are provided by the off-
line activity for use by the ECGP should be included with the level 1B dataset (floating point 
values, see sections 8.6 and 12.7).  They are a good indicator of relative quality of each 
element (they accumulate the effective sensitivity over the mission), and can be used simply 
to mark unresponsive elements (by setting the corresponding gain value to zero). 

 “Saturated” pixels could be marked by specific tests on the ISPs (not specified herein).  Specific 
tests are not required if the MSI Quality vector associated with any ISP is “clear”.  If the MSI Quality 
vector is not clear, then individual ISP signals can be checked against the extreme limits of the ADC 
(0 and 16383) before any processing is applied. 

 Results from TIR calibration may go “out-of-range” without any indication of “saturation” at the ADC.  
This state will be evident when the TIR radiometric calibration is applied via the look-up tables where 
the table index will be “out-of-range” (see reference code in section 14.4.1). Pixels this affected could 
be deemed “saturated” or marked with a distinct enumerated type. 

 In some cases it is appropriate to mark entire lines of data as being of doubtful quality.  This could be 
handled via the “pixel” quality metric, but a more efficient method would be to use a “line” quality 
marker specific to each spectral band.  The following conditions would trigger a “bad line” marker: 

o Loss of a TIR REF packet would set “bad line” flag in all TIR bands for a period of 19 GL 
following the restoration of TIR REF signals (see section 6.7). 

o The setting of any TIR sensitivity deviation flag (section 13.7) shall cause a line to be 
marked. 

o Deviation in any of the low-severity FDIR monitors (section 19.4) shall cause the appropriate 
image lines to be marked, differentiated by camera (VNS or TIR).  The one exception 
concerns FEE temperature: an FDIR violation in this quantity shall cause ALL image lines to 
be marked. 

o For VNS data only, the raising of the EDAC flag (section 19.3.2) shall cause ALL VNS lines 
to be marked.  The duration of the marking shall follow that of the flag. 

o If any ISP is detected which has a flat-field buffer ID of zero, then the data derived form that 
ISP shall be marked as untrustworthy. 

The L1B quality markers listed above all make use of flags which are raised at any time rather than being 
associated with a particular event such as a camera CAL.  Users must be warned in some other way if the 
flat-fields associated with any particular spectral channel are found to be suspect.  It is hard to communicate 
such a diagnosis across data segments however: the solution of this issue is left to the reader… 

Extra parameters are included within the L1B product where they aid in assessing the MSI condition: these 
include 
 

 The calibration maintenance gains are included in the L1B product for both TIR and VNS.  These 
quantities mark the degree of degradation compensation which is being applied at the current time 
in the mission history, and they also serve as markers for un-responsive or less-responsive detector 
elements / columns. 
 

 A specification of which TIR sensitivities are currently under compensation 
 

 The parameter difference values applicable to the current line which are available for sensitivity 
correction; differences are computed relative to the averaged parameter value collected during the 
last TIR CAL (for which a flat-field was applied). 
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 Warning flags regarding excessive deviation of the “sensitive” parameters with respect to their 
reference values acquired during the last TIR CAL as defined in section 13.7.  A complete set is 
included even if not all parameters are under correction. 

 
o The warning flags and the list of enabled sensitivity corrections total 10 items: these could 

be encoded as bits in an unsigned short int, or as bits in two single bytes as convenient. 
 
The L1B standard product is augmented by the inclusion of the solar azimuth and elevation angles for each 
GL calculated with respect to the VNS frame of reference. These angles are utilised for VNS solar irradiance 
calculations (and will form part of the solar diffuser view diagnostic dataset), but they are also useful for the 
TIR data since they can indicate the periods where solar heating may be significant.  
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19 IMAGE CO-REGISTRATION (LEVEL 1C) 

 

Following transformation into radiometric units (radiance or brightness temperature) the image products are 
“co-registered” so that all image samples correspond to one common set of angular view directions.  This 
processing is a pre-cursor to subsequent re-sampling onto a ground-defined grid which is carried out at level 
2.  Since the different spectral channels are not precisely co-registered at level 0 (with the notable exception 
of VNS bands 1 and 2 – VIS and NIR – which are very closely co-aligned at Level 0), the processing involves 
interpolation to determine what each sensor element  “would have seen” had it been pointed in the “desired” 
direction.  Interpolation involves estimating the desired signal based upon the available measurements at 
angles surrounding the “desired direction”, under certain assumptions.  Having been co-registered, the 
image channels may be used directly for spectral analysis since the radiances and brightness temperatures 
will correspond to the newly-selected sampling positions. 

Users of data are warned that a poor choice of interpolation algorithm (such as “nearest neighbour”) may 
seriously degrade the imagery (both spectrally and spatially) and wipe out much of the hard-won spatial (and 
spectral) performance of the system by introducing artefacts.  Any interpolation algorithm must preserve the 
spatial frequency spectra of the imagery and must not introduce spurious components which can upset the 
radiometry.  Interpolation must be carried out in a domain in which the sensor response is linear: for TIR 
channels this requires transformation from brightness temperature into radiance BEFORE interpolation is 
attempted.  Failure to observe these warnings will negate compliance with any MTF-related or radiometric-
related requirements (such as MSI-305, MSI-325, MSI-326, MSI-328, MSI-329). 

The relative pointing of the two cameras was described (and plotted) in the chapter on Level 1B data.  The 
selection of the output pointing reference frame is arbitrary, and could in principle make use of an idealised 
“distortion-free” camera model.   

For simplicity, TIR band 8 has been selected as the “master” source of pointing information for all 
Level 1C products. 

 

19.1 OVERVIEW OF PROCESSING 

 

Co-registration will be performed by transforming six of the seven available bands (referred to as “slave” 
bands) so that their newly-computed samples correspond with the angular positions of the samples in the 
seventh “master” band.  The “master band” is pre-selected and fixed as TIR Band 8.   

Band 8 is the best-performing of the TIR bands, and it will always be generated, even on the “night” side of 
each orbit.  It is NOT necessary that TIR band 8 be “available” (i.e. active and producing ISPs) at the time 
when the transformations are applied. The effect of the transformation is simply to shift all image coordinates 
onto a common intermediate coordinate system so that level 2 transformations onto a ground-defined grid 
may be applied identically to each (pre-co-registered) image; the selection of the common intermediate 
coordinate system is completely arbitrary as long as it is clearly defined. 

It is assumed that the co-alignment of the two cameras will remain fixed in flight so that ground-based 
measurements can be used to determine a fixed angular relationship from which fixed interpolation positions 
may be determined.   

The CCDB provides six data-sets in respect of Level 1C co-registration: each set defines the equivalent 
column and (relative) row coordinates in one of the “slave bands” which correspond to every sample in one 
line of the “master” band. The coordinates are provided as “fractional” (i.e. non-integer) values since the 
required sample angles will not in general align exactly with any of the slave image sample angles. 

It is assumed for the purposes of this treatment that the processing will be carried out in a 
“continuous” manner.  This means that the images are made available as continuous contemporaneous 
streams (one line at a time, held in memory) and that processing is applied as each line of the (perhaps 
virtual) master image is encountered.  This is not a necessary pre-condition.  Also for clarity, the VNS images 
are shown processed along a separate branch of the flow (to distinguish the radiometric transformations 
applied to TIR data): this separation is NOT included in the reference code examples. 
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The flow of processing is shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 30 : Outline flow processing required to produce level 1C data from Level 1B data. 
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 The inputs to the process are seven image streams at level 1b, comprising VNS VIS, VNS NIR, VNS 
SWIR1, VNS SWIR2, TIR B7, TIR B8 and TIR B9; these are shown in the figure separated by 
camera purely for convenience.  Each source comprises radiometrically-corrected imagery with 
associated pointing information. 

 Radiometrically-corrected images are separated from their associated pointing information: 

o Pointing information associated with TIR Band 8 (the “master” band) is carried forward (line-
by-line) to form the master pointing information for the whole level-1c dataset.  These data 
will ultimately be combined with spacecraft pointing data to aid in locating sample positions 
on the ground. 
 

o Pointing information associated with all “slave” channels is discarded (in the “barrel” 
indicated on the figure!). 

 

 All calculations are based upon relative pointing data provided within the CCDB.  There is no 
need for any spacecraft-derived pointing information for this processing. 
 

 No image processing is applied to the TIR Band 8 master image.  It is carried forward un-modified to 
form part of the level 1c dataset. 
 

 TIR Bands 7 and 9 must be converted from temperature (Kelvins) to radiance before any processing:  
this is accomplished by means of generic transformation functions coded as look-up tables and 
provided as part of the CCDB.  The transfer functions are band-specific!  (Suitable inverse 
transforms are also provided by means of which the re-sampled radiance values may be converted 
back to temperatures.) 
 

o Failure to make this transformation before interpolation will cause significant radiometric 
errors due to the non-linearity of the TIR responses. 
 

o The same transformation into radiance will be required before any subsequent interpolative 
step which may be carried out – including for example re-sampling onto a ground-defined 
grid at Level 2. 

 
o Under no circumstances may interpolation be applied directly to TIR temperature 

images. 

 For all image streams there is a requirement to buffer a short length of data in memory in preparation 
for the interpolation step which follows:   
 

o The TIR bands are all aligned very closely to one-another.  The maximum relative row offset 
amounts to about 0.6 row (Band 7 compared to Band 8).  The buffering range is then 
dominated by the width of the interpolating filter kernel (7 rows).   
 

o The VNS bands are offset significantly from the TIR bands (by about 10 rows, because of 
the TDI process) so row offsets are larger – typically 10 or 11 rows. 

 
o The buffers must accommodate the size of the FIR-filter kernel which is used to make the 

interpolation.  The default size is about 7 rows, so the buffers should all be extended by +/- 3 
rows. 

 
o Experience shows that in practice it is possible to hold an entire orbit’s worth of data in 

memory at one time even on a small laptop.  It is suggested therefore that providing access 
to large sections of image be adopted as the standard method to save complicated buffering 
requirements.  Small allowances must be made for the start and the end of the image as a 
few lines will be “lost”. 

 

 Coders and users of image data are warned that the VNS channels at level 1b are natively “left-right 
inverted” with respect to the TIR channels.  The co-registration data takes account of this fact but the 
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implementation must be robust against this feature!  At the end of the process, all the VNS channels 
at level 1c will be aligned in the same way as the TIR Band 8 master channel. 
 

 Processing will be applied to all available (active) “slave” channels of data.  Processing continues 
regardless of whether or not the master channel is active. 

 

 The main part of the processing comprises making a set of interpolation calculations in each of the 
slave images to generate (up to) six transformed image lines which can be passed on to the next 
stage of processing along with the un-changed line from the “master” image (if active). 

o All interpolation calculations must be linear, and must have “unit gain” and zero offset in 
order to preserve the radiometric calibrations.   

o Interpolation involving TIR bands 7 or 9 must be carried out in the radiance domain, 
following conversion from brightness-temperature to radiance. 

o The interpolation is best achieved by means of a small bespoke FIR-filter having a low-pass 
spatial frequency response.  Such a filter is provided within the CCDB and reference code is 
provided to illustrate its use. 

 Coders are warned that it is possible that the equivalent coordinates of the master image samples 
may fall into an “un-illuminated” region of a slave image (for example, if one camera is “rolled” with 
respect to another).  Similarly, the equivalent coordinates might not span the full width of a slave 
image.  Be aware that the across-track extent of the output images may have to be curtailed.  

o The CCDB data is supplied in a standard structure which lists valid “illuminated” columns for 
which an equivalent position in TIR band 8 has been located. 

o In practice, the VNS camera has slightly wider across-track coverage than the TIR camera, 
so VNS coverage will be slightly reduced. 

 Having completed the interpolation step, the TIR images (bands 7 and 9) must be converted from 
radiance back to temperature.  This is accomplished by means of a set of (band-specific) look-up 
tables provided within the CCDB.  No equivalent transformation is required for VNS channels. 

 Finally, the set of interpolated images are combined together with the un-processed TIR band 8 
master image, and the pointing information associated with the master image (at the current line 
position).  The processing then repeats for the next line of imagery. 

 The calculations and the CCDB data are particular to each slave image channel and there is no 
inter-dependence between input or output images in any other channel.  Noting the need to 
distribute the channel-specific resampling positions, it is permissible to conduct the processing in a 
parallel fashion.  

 The processing is not especially onerous:  an orbit’s worth of data in all channels may be processed 
in under a minute on a very modest PC.   

 The output rows of imagery are all sampled at the same angular positions as the “master” image 
(even if it is not active).  Transformations at L2 may therefore utilise a single transformation for all 
bands using appropriate spacecraft pointing and position information (already available via the 
spacecraft CCDB). 

 

19.2 CO-REGISTRATION DATA PROVIDED WITHIN THE CCDB 

 

SIX sets of co-registration data are provided within the CCDB, one for each “slave” image channel.  The data 
specify the equivalent column and (relative) row positions within each slave image which correspond to the 
pointing of each illuminated column within the master image. These datasets make no reference to any 
spacecraft pointing data. 

Each dataset is presented in a standard structure which is defined formally below.  The content is as follows: 
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 A spectral band identifier taking the integer values 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9 as appropriate. 

 Two inclusive “valid / illuminated” column indices which define which native columns of the L1B slave 
image have valid associated co-registration data. 

 A set of 384 lines containing two floating point values per line is provided:   

o A floating-point equivalent column index (fractional) which specifies the column position 
within the slave image corresponding to the native column in the master image.  

o A floating point row offset relative to the current master image row which specifies the 
equivalent along-track position within the slave image.  The row data are relative offsets 
from the current row and not absolute positions. 

o Slave image columns for which there is no associated co-registration data have their entries 
set to 0.0. 

 

The content of the CCDB datasets is plotted in the figure: 

 

Figure 31 : Co-registration data for six slave bands (relative to TIR Band 8). For clarity, only every 
eighth point has been plotted.  The positions of native column 12 for each camera are indicated, 
showing the left-right inversion between the VNS and TIR cameras.  Positive row offset (horizontally) 
indicates “earlier in time” or “further advanced along the flight direction”. 

As noted previously, the 9-row offset between TIR and VNS is caused by the TIR’s TDI imaging operation 
(over 19 rows) and is an intentional, expected feature. 

The plot indicates that VNS native illuminated columns starting at about 12 map to TIR band 8 columns near 
368: this is the left-right inversion between cameras which is corrected by the mapping.  The interpolation 
process must (obviously) be left-right symmetric and should therefore be agnostic of the issue. 

The following observation may be useful in checking any algorithm, at least in the along—track direction: 

Any image band whose field of view is rotated in a positive sense about the MSI Y axis (pitch) compared to 
the master band will “see” a designated point on the ground before the master band.  The effective “footprint” 
of the affected band runs “ahead” of the footprint of the master band on the ground.  Any particular ground 
feature therefore appears at a LOWER row number in such a slave band compared to the master band.  
Conversely, if a particular band is rotated negatively about the y axis compared to the master band, then its 
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footprint trails that of the master band and a designated feature will appear at a higher row number in that 
band.  Similar effects will occur for yaws (Rz) albeit with anti-symmetry across the swath. 

 

19.3 INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM 

 

Signal must be estimated at positions within the slave images which correspond to the positions of samples 
in the master image, and these “equivalent positions” lie (in general) between slave samples.  Interpolation is 
required to compute the required image signals. 

The signal estimates must be computed in such a way as to maximise fidelity – or in other words to minimise 
the introduction of artefacts.  Of special importance to the MSI is the preservation of system MTF: the 
interpolation must not degrade spatial response in any way to a degree which violates any of the relevant 
requirements.  Similarly, the interpolation must remain linear and not affect the radiometric calibration in any 
way – the process must have no net offset and must have unit “gain”. 

These requirements immediately disqualify most “simple” interpolation routines, including especially 
“nearest-neighbour” and simple “bi-linear” interpolation. 

Interpolation shall be carried out by the selective application of a Finite-Impulse-Response (FIR) filter 
(with a pre-defined two-dimensional kernel) to the slave images with fractional shifts of the filter 
kernel to access the positions at which output signals are required.  

 The FIR filter is applied ONCE by convolution for every required sample position in the slave image 
(i.e. for every sample in the master image row). 

 The FIR filter kernel is described by a suitable mathematical function such that the desired low-pass-
filtering response is achieved. 

 The SAME kernel is to be used in ALL the slave image bands. 

 The operation is performed on sampled image data, using a kernel sampled on the same (slave-
image) grid but computed in such a way as to allow for the offsets between the master image sample 
positions (integer row and column coordinates) and the intermediate “equivalent samples” positions.  

 Fractional position offsets are dealt with by providing an “over-sampled” filter kernel from which 
appropriate samples may be extracted for each calculation.  The oversampling imposes a finite 
resolution on the processing (1/50 pixel) but provides great speed of execution in return. The finite 
resolution is far finer than the required re-sampling error (typically 0.1 pixel). 

The interpolation filter kernel comprises an array defined by a two-dimensional mathematical function whose 
content may broadly be described as a “windowed, two-dimensional sinc function”: the product of a two-
dimensional sinc function (which is the ideal low-pass interpolation kernel when allowed infinite extent) and a 
two-dimensional “windowing” function which seeks to curtail the extent of the kernel in order to make 
computation practical. The selection of windowing function – including both its shape and its width – is a 
well-known compromise between performance and computational speed. 

Suppose the following: 

 The slave image to be interpolated is represented by𝐼(𝑟𝑜𝑤, 𝑐𝑜𝑙). 

 The interpolation kernel is defined mathematically as K(x, y) 

 The equivalent coordinates within the slave image for one master-image sample position are 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑚 
and 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑚 where these values are “factional” (i.e. not integers). 

Then the interpolation 𝐼∫ (𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑚,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑚) for the (single) designated point may be written as a convolution:  

 

𝐼∫ (𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑚,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑚)=𝐼(𝑟𝑜𝑤,𝑐𝑜𝑙)⊗𝐾(𝑟𝑜𝑤−𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑚,𝑐𝑜𝑙−𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑚) 
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One calculation of this equation is required for each required sample position. 

Expressing this in words, the practical application of this equation may be accomplished as follows, starting 
with the equivalent sample position coordinates 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑚 and 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑚in the slave image domain: 

 Compute a two-dimensional “working kernel” array K[cols][rows] from the mathematical definition 
including the required (fractional) shifts.  This kernel has its “centre” positioned at the specified 
equivalent position, and comprises a finite number of samples positioned at the slave image row and 
column intervals where valid slave image samples are available. 

 The kernel is “overlaid” on the slave image such that it is aligned correctly. 

 The kernel samples are each multiplied by the corresponding image samples, and the sum of all 
these products is accumulated. This is represented by the convolution equation above. 

o At the same time, the sum of all the kernel samples is also accumulated; for a properly-
designed filter this sum should always be unity, but in practice small deviations may be hard 
to avoid. By measuring the actual sum of samples, any discrepancy may be compensated to 
preserve radiometric accuracy. 

 The required (single) interpolated intensity value is calculated by dividing the sum of products by the 
sum of the kernel samples to ensure that the processing has no effect on the radiometric fidelity.  
This normalisation step is not represented in the equation above. 

 This calculation must be repeated for each equivalent coordinate position across the slave image 
(approximately 360 times per line). 

 The full-line calculation is repeated for each slave image using equivalent sample coordinate data-
sets specific to that image. 

The CCDB provides a default FIR kernel which has been tested and shown to be effective.  Users are free to 
design and use their own filter kernel bearing in mind the warnings given regarding fidelity. 

 

19.3.1 High Speed Practical Implementation  

 

Computation of the interpolation kernel at each equivalent sample position is onerous unless handled with 
care.  For the sake of computational efficiency and speed, a finite set of filter kernels is pre-calculated, each 
with a different relative shift in the row and column directions, these shifts having a finite resolution.  These 
data are supplied in a structure within the CCDB which may be read into a suitable array within the ground 
processor before L1C processing begins. 

The “calculate the kernel” step in the explanation above therefore reduces to “select the appropriate kernel to 
suit the specific shifts from the pre-computed set supplied”. 

This method is very fast indeed, but it implies a finite precision if the kernel data-set is to be restricted to a 
practical volume.  Remembering that the co-registration requirements call for accuracy of 0.1 SSD (goal, see 
requirement MSI-288), and that the accuracy of pointing knowledge is about an order of magnitude better 
than this, a finite precision of 0.02 SSD is adopted.  This permits interpolations to be made with position 
precision of 1/50 SSD. The kernel over-sampling factor is therefore set at 50 (applied to both X and Y 
dimensions). 

As an example, a typical kernel might have 7 by 7 elements (total 49) spaced at the slave image row and 
column intervals.  With an “over-sampling factor” of 50, the kernel structure comprises 49 × 2500= 122500 
samples. Each sample is a floating point value in the range [-1.0:+1.0]. 

Reference code is provided below which demonstrates the use of this filter kernel. 
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19.3.2 Coping with Missing Lines 

 

It is possible that an image stream may suffer from missing lines; for level 1B data this is not a problem, but 
for level 1C data a missing line interferes with the interpolation process.   

Readers will recall that TIR data may be affected by loss of a spectral data packet or by loss of a REF 
channel packet: in the first case the affected TIR data stream simply has a missing line (similar to the loss of 
a VNS packet), but in the second case all TIR bands are lost for a period extending for at least 19GL 
following the continuous restoration of TIR REF packets. 

It is also important to note that no special action is needed if a line in the TIR band 8 channel is missing 
(since this is the “master” channel). 

It is suggested that the data loss shall remain obvious to the data user and that no attempt be made to 
improve the cosmetic appearance of imagery; this prevents any erroneous conclusions being drawn from 
non-existent data! 

With reference to the interpolation algorithm specified herein, the simplest method for coping with one or 
more missing lines in any of the slave channels is as follows: 

 The image data stream shall have a “blank” line inserted at each location where the packet was lost.   

o The content of this missing line is to some extent arbitrary: it is suggested that the line be 
filled uniformly with zero radiance values. 

o If several consecutive lines are missing, then the image stream will contain a “longer hole”. 

 The interpolation filter is applied to the image stream following the method described, and including 
the “blank” lines in the calculation. 

o The interpolated values derived from the region where a line is missing will be erroneous. 

o Errors in the calculated results will exist for a distance of +/- 3 GL on each side of any 
missing line. 

 A “missing line” flag shall be generated for each line of each re-sampled image channel. The flag is 
“set” as follows, independently for each slave image: 

o At each ground line position where the packet was lost, the flag is “set” for that ground line 
and for the three ground lines on either side (i.e. preceding and following). 

 If data form one isolated ground line are missing, the flag will be “set” for a total of 7 
ground lines centred on the missing line. 

 If data from two adjacent ground lines are missing, then the flag will be set for a total 
span of 8 GL, starting 3 GL before the first affected line and ending 3 GL after the 
last affected line. 

o Any “pixel-quality” or “line-quality” metric included in the L1C data product shall be set to 
indicate “BAD DATA” wherever the “missing line” flag is raised. 

 A “strict” approach would call for any ground lines marked with a “missing line” flag to be discarded 
from the output stream (or simply filled with zero values) so that they do not fall into the hands of 
users; the data contained within these lines is not trustworthy for scientific work. This approach is 
recommended. 

Concerning the master channel (TIR band 8), a missing line should simply be filled with zero values and no 
further action is needed other than marking that line as “BAD DATA” in the L1C product quality metric. 

It should be noted that the along-track “span” of the “missing lines” flag is set by the native “depth” of the 
interpolation filter (which is 7 GL). It is not foreseen that this width will change, but if that were to occur then 
an appropriate adjustment to the flag setting method would be required. 
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19.4 CCDB DATA DESCRIPTIONS 

19.4.1 Over-sampled Filter Kernel 

 

A data structure is defined which contains the basic filter dimensions (typically 7 samples on a side) and the 
over-sampling factor (typically 50).  The CCDB will provide data from which this structure may be populated.  
ONE filter-kernel will be supplied comprising a square array of floating point values with size 350 samples on 
a side (total number of samples 122500).  An algorithm for using this array is given below. 

The CCDB dataset references are as follows: 

Dataset Field Names: 

 SSTLMSI_INTERPOLATION_FILTER_SIZE  (value 7) 

 SSTLMSI_INTERPOLATION_FILTER_OVERSAMPLE  (value 50) 

 SSTLMSI_INTERPOLATION_FILTER_KERNEL (array of 122500 elements). 

o All samples represented by floating point values 

o The data are arranged as elements indexed by (row, col) coordinates.  The order is (0, 0), 
(0, 1), (0, 2)… (0, 349), (1, 0), (1, 1)…. (1, 349), (2, 0) etc. 

o The filter is fully symmetric (rows and columns are interchangeable). 

 

Figure 32 : FIR interpolation kernel.  The basic design is a 7 by 7 array which is scaled to align with 
image samples with an over-sampling factor of 50 applied to achieve sub-pixel resolution.  The X and 
Y axes represent the “high-resolution sample number”. Processing will select appropriately-offset 7 
by 7 arrays from this “master” filter according to the supplied offsets, the pitch of the samples being 
50 in each dimension; interpolation makes use of these selected 7 by 7 filter kernels. 
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19.4.2 TIR Temperature-Radiance and Radiance-Temperature Transforms 

 

All interpolation operations must be applied to radiance values (never to TIR temperatures).  To facilitate this 
the CCDB provides band-specific conversion tables by means of which TIR temperatures may be 
transformed into radiances and vice-versa. 

Three band-specific tables of radiances are provided which relate TIR brightness temperature in each band 
to an associated radiance in the same band.  The table entries are given at temperature intervals dT of 
0.01K (to be confirmed by reference to the CCDB).  This temperature-sample interval is one-tenth of the 
best-case NEdT: the finite precision of the conversion does not introduce significant noise.  

The tables each contain 37500 samples (corresponding to a temperature range up to 374.99K, slightly over 
the maximum measurement temperature for TIR). The transfer functions are plotted below: 

 

Figure 33 : Three generic TIR transfer functions which generate band radiance from brightness 
temperature. These tables may be applied to TIR data only after radiometric calibration.  The 
temperature range extends slightly above the maximum specified for TIR. 

ONLY the tables associated with Band 7 and Band 9 are required in the context of image co-registration.  
These tables may however be utilised outside this context to make general-purpose transformations 
between temperature and radiance.  The conversion tables associated with Band 8 are provided for later use 
during level 2 processing or in case radiance images are required. 

Three more band-specific tables are provided (plotted below) which specify the band-specific inverse 
transformations from radiance to brightness-temperature.  These tables are sampled at a very small radiance 
interval (1.0E-12) and contain sufficient samples to cover the TIR target temperature range.  There are 
88820 samples in each table.  The sampling interval has been selected to ensure that no significant noise is 
introduced into the TIR signals. 

Note that these tables are NOT suitable for transforming TIR data which has not been previously 
subjected to “full” calibration using the column-specific transfer functions described previously. 

These tables are suitable for transforming radiometrically-calibrated TIR data for any other purposes, 
including analysis in the radiance domain or subsequent interpolation operations. 
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Figure 34 : TIR generic inverse transforms from radiance back to brightness temperature. Note that 
the maximum recoverable temperature is limited to 375K (hence the “clipping” visible in bands 8 and 
9). 

 
The data presented in the plots above are made available in the CCDB in the form of look-up tables: 

 

 Dataset field names for temperature-to-radiance transformations: 

 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_INVERSE_TEMPERATURE_INTERVAL 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_TEMPERATURE_TO_RADIANCE_DOMAIN 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_TEMPERATURE_TO_RADIANCE_RANGE 
 

 Dataset Field Names for radiance-to-temperature transformations: 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_INVERSE_RADIANCE_INTERVAL:  
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC _RADIANCE_TO_TEMPERATURE_DOMAIN 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC _RADIANCE_TO_TEMPERATURE_RANGE 
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19.4.3 Interpolation Co-ordinates 

 

The CCDB provides a data set for each of the “slave” images which contains the column and row 
coordinates in the slave-image domain corresponding to the equivalent positions of each illuminated detector 
element in the “master” image row.  The data are computed from the relative pointing angles of the two 
cameras (which are connected via the relationships between reference cubes).  There are SIX such data-
sets. 

The standard structure is defined as follows: 

 SSTLMSI_COREG_BAND 

o INTEGER 

o Values 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 permitted. 

 

 SSTLMSI_COREG_LOW_ILLUMINATED_NATIVE_COLUMN 

o Floating point single value 

o This is the lowest illuminated native column within the slave band. 

 

 SSTLMSI_COREG_HIGH_ILLUMINATED_NATIVE_COLUMN 

o Floating point single value 

o This is the highest illuminated native column within the slave band. 

 

 SSTLMSI_COREG_SLAVE_COORDINATES 

o ARRAY of 384 PAIRS OF FLOATING POINT VALUES 

 Row offset in the slave band corresponding to the equivalent column. 

 Equivalent column in the slave band. 

o Un-illuminated columns have zero entries 

o Slave image columns for which no equivalent master column exists have entries set to 0.0. 

o Encoding: BLOB. 
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19.5 REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The following pseudocode section(s) include all the functions required to implement the interpolation of a 
complete line of a slave image, including any necessary radiance transformations, the format of the 
equivalent coordinates structures and the interpolation itself based upon the use the over-sampled FIR filter 
kernel.  Notes are supplied (in addition to the included comments) to explain each element as necessary. 

 

19.5.1 Declaration of Two-Dimensional Arrays 

 

The functions below make use of “double-pointer” declarations for two-dimensional arrays, including images.  
This approach permits very rapid access to array elements at the expense of a small extra initialisation step. 
The method involves declaring a pointer to an array of pointers which in turn point to individual rows of the 
image or array.   Memory may be allocated in two steps for an image or a filter array as follows: 

 

 

// Fast-access two-dimensional array declaration and memory allocation 

// This example declares an image whose sample type is “double-precision floating point” 

 

#define ROWS 10000                // Arbitrary value picked for this example 
#define COLUMNS 384               // Representative image width 
 

int i;                            // an index variable 
 

double ** Image;                  // pointer to an array of row-pointers, each holding type double. 
 

// Allocate memory for the array of row pointers (according to the number of rows required): 

 

Image = (double **) malloc((size_t) IMAGE_LINES * sizeof(double *));  // table of row pointers 
 

// Allocate memory for each individual row of the image (each having a designated number of columns) 

 

for(i = 0; i < ROWS; i++) 

{ 

Image[i] = (double *) malloc(COLUMNS * sizeof(double)); 

}  

 

// rest of code follows here… 

 

Notes: 
 

 This example sets up memory for an image or array whose samples are double-precision floating 
point values; the type may be adjusted simply by appropriate edits within the code. 
 

 The array name is “Image”.  The variable “Image” is a pointer to an array of pointers, and may be 

passed to functions without copying the entire image. 
 

 At the end of the memory allocation process, the image content is undefined, but the various 

elements may be accessed as if “Image” were a regular two-dimensional array: e.g. 
Image[row][column]. 

 

 The first memory allocation (to “Image”) allows for an array of pointers to each individual row of the 

image. This array contains pointers to pointers to type double (in this example). 
 

 The second memory allocation step populates the array of row pointers by allocating memory for 
each row individually.  Each pointer refers to an array of elements of type double (in this example). 
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19.5.2 Interpolation Functions 

 
Reference designs are presented for the following functions: 
 

 (generic) TIR brightness temperature to radiance and radiance to brightness temperature 
transformations. 
 

o This includes structure definitions for the transformation tables. 
 

 Interpolation of a single value from a “slave” image given a suitable sample position in the slave 
image, including the use of the pre-computed over-sampled filter kernel. 
 

 Interpolation of an entire row or line of a slave image given a set of suitable sample positions.  
 

o This includes the definition of a “Co-Registration” data structure whose content will be 
retrieved from the CCDB. 

 

 

// TIR temperature to radiance transforms 

 

// TIR: MUST apply transformation to radiance BEFORE interpolating.   

// Then transform back to T afterwards. 

 

// Structures contain three tables each.  The raw data files contain the table data AND in addition 

// the "domains” which are the temperature range or the radiance range respectively. 

 

#define T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE 37500       // 0 to 374.99L in 0.01K increments. READ FROM CCDB! 
#define L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE 88820       // Covers same range of T in all bands.  READ FROM CCDB!  
 

// TIR Brightness Temperature to Radiance table structure definition 

 

 typedef struct 

 { 

   double One_Over_dT;                         // INVERSE of Temperature sampling interval 
   double L_of_T_Domain[T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE];    // Table of temperatures (in cK) 
   double B7_L_of_T[T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE];        // Band 7 transform table - RADIANCES 
   double B8_L_of_T[T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE];        // Band 8 transform table - RADIANCES 
   double B9_L_of_T[T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE];        // Band 9 transform table - RADIANCES 
 

 } TIR_L_of_T_TYPE;                            // Instantiate a structure using this tag! 
 

// TIR radiance to brightness temperature conversion table structure 

 

 typedef struct 

 { 

   double One_Over_dL;                         // INVERSE of Radiance sampling interval 
   double T_of_L_Domain[L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE];    // List of radiances 
   double B7_T_of_L[L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE];        // Band 7 transform table - TEMPERATURES 
   double B8_T_of_L[L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE];        // Band 8 transform table - TEMPERATURES 
   double B9_T_of_L[L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE];        // Band 9 transform table - TEMPERATURES 
 

 } TIR_T_of_L_TYPE;                            // Instantiate a structure using this tag! 
 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Convert TEMPERATURE to RADIANCE in a given TIR band using the tables provided in a structure. 

 

// OPERATION: 

 

// CHECK band to see if it is "legal" (7, 8 or 9).  Output -1.0 if NOT legal. 

 

// If legal, divide temperature by the sampling interval and make integer index of the result. 

// CHECK and clip the index to ensure it is within the table limits! 

// Use index to "look up" and retrieve the output value. 

 

// INPUTS: 

 

// (double-precision) floating point brightness temperature value (in KELVIN) within the  

// range 0.0K to 374.99K 
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// Spectral band value (7, 8 or 9) as integer. 

 

// Pointer to a structure containing the transformation tables. 

 

// OUTPUT: 

 

// Equivalent band-integrated radiance value, double-precision floating point. 

 

 

double Transform_T_to_L(double T, int BAND, TIR_L_of_T_TYPE * TRANSFORMS) 

{ 

 

  double L;                       // RADIANCE equivalent to the input temperature 
 

  int table_index;                // Equivalent table index                  
 

  // SWITCH according to the BAND supplied. Leads to repetitive code, but clear! 
 

  switch(BAND) 

    { 

    case 7:                       // BAND 7 is LEGAL 
      { 

 table_index = (int) lrint((T * (*TRANSFORMS).One_Over_dT)); // "divide" by dT: make an index 
 

       // Clip against maximum extent of table 
 

 table_index = (table_index > T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE) ? T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE : table_index;           

 

 

 table_index = (table_index < 0) ? 0 : table_index;     // clip negatives (not expected!) 
 

 L = (*TRANSFORMS).B7_L_of_T[table_index];              // lookup equivalent radiance 
 

 break;                                                 // exit switch directly 
      } 

 

    case 8:                       // BAND 8 is LEGAL 
      { 

 table_index = (int) lrint((T * (*TRANSFORMS).One_Over_dT)); // "divide" by dT: make an index 
 

       // Clip against maximum extent of table 
 

       table_index = (table_index > T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE) ? T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE : table_index;           
 

 table_index = (table_index < 0) ? 0 : table_index;      // clip negatives (not expected!) 
 

 L = (*TRANSFORMS).B8_L_of_T[table_index];               // lookup equivalent radiance 
 

 break;                                                  // exit switch directly 
      } 

 

    case 9:                       // BAND 9 is LEGAL 
      { 

 table_index = (int) lrint((T * (*TRANSFORMS).One_Over_dT)); // "divide" by dT: make an index 
 

       // Clip against maximum extent of table 

 

 table_index = (table_index > T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE) ? T_TO_L_TABLE_SIZE : table_index;           

  

        table_index = (table_index < 0) ? 0 : table_index;         // clip negatives (not expected!) 
 

 L = (*TRANSFORMS).B9_L_of_T[table_index];                   // lookup equivalent radiance 
 

 break;                                                      // exit switch directly 
      } 

 

    default:          // This case executes for any other value of "BAND", all of which are illegal! 
      { 

 L = -1.0;     // obviously silly result! 
      } 

 

    }            // end of switch 
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  return L;        

   

} 

 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Inverse transform from (interpolated) radiance to brightness temperature. 

 

// (double-precision) floating point band-integrated radiance value  

 

// Spectral band value (7, 8 or 9) as integer. 

 

// Pointer to a structure containing the transformation tables. 

 

double Transform_L_to_T(double L, int BAND, TIR_T_of_L_TYPE * TRANSFORMS) 

{ 

 

  double T;                       // RADIANCE equivalent to the input temperature 
 

  int table_index;                // Equivalent table index                  
 

  // SWITCH according to the BAND supplied. Leads to repetitive code, but clear! 
 

  switch(BAND) 

    { 

    case 7:                       // BAND 7 is LEGAL 
      { 

 table_index = (int) lrint((L * (*TRANSFORMS).One_Over_dL)); // "divide" by dL: make an index 
 

 // Clip against maximum extent of table 
 

        table_index = (table_index > L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE) ? L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE : table_index;           

 

 table_index = (table_index < 0) ? 0 : table_index;         // clip negatives (not expected!) 
 

 T = (*TRANSFORMS).B7_T_of_L[table_index];                  // lookup equivalent temperature 
 

 break;                                                      // exit switch directly 
      } 

 

    case 8:                       // BAND 8 is LEGAL 
      { 

 table_index = (int) lrint((L * (*TRANSFORMS).One_Over_dL)); // "divide" by dL: make an index 
 

        // Clip against maximum extent of table 
  

       table_index = (table_index > L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE) ? L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE : table_index;           

 

 table_index = (table_index < 0) ? 0 : table_index;         // clip negatives (not expected!) 
 

 T = (*TRANSFORMS).B8_T_of_L[table_index];                  // lookup equivalent temperature 
 

 break;                                                     // exit switch directly 
      } 

 

    case 9:                       // BAND 9 is LEGAL 
      { 

 table_index = (int) lrint((L * (*TRANSFORMS).One_Over_dL)); // "divide" by dL: make an index 
 

 // Clip against maximum extent of table 
 

       table_index = (table_index > L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE) ? L_TO_T_TABLE_SIZE : table_index;          

  

       table_index = (table_index < 0) ? 0 : table_index;          // clip negatives (not expected!) 
 

 T = (*TRANSFORMS).B9_T_of_L[table_index];                   // lookup equivalent temperature 
 

 break;                                                      // exit switch directly 
      } 

 

    default:           // This case executes for any other value of "BAND", all of which are illegal 
      { 

 T = -1.0;      // obviously silly result! 
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      } 

 

    }            // end of switch 
 

  return T; 

   

} 

 

 

RADIANCE TRANSFORMATION NOTES: 
 

 It is assumed that the required data structures have been populated from the CCDB by some 
suitable function or code. 
 

 It is permissible to use single-precision floating point for all these computations.  Speed may vary. 
 

 The size of each table must be checked by reference to the CCDB data values instead of using 
“#defined” values given in this code. 
 

 The reference functions do not implement any “over-range” detection: this is not expected because 
of the nature of the TIR calibration. 

 

 

**************************************************************************************************** 

 

#define KERNEL_SIZE 7                   // Interpolation kernel size (per side). 
#define HALF_KERNEL 3                   // rounded half-kernel size 
#define OVERSAMPLE 50                   // 1/P - the oversampling ratio 
#define MSI_WIDTH 384                   // Representative width for all MSI images. 
 

// Convolutional Interpolator Routine using oversampled kernel array. 

 

// THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES A SINGLE INTERPOLATED (SLAVE) IMAGE VALUE GIVEN APPROPRIATE INPUTS. 

 

// Over-sampled filter kernel is a two-dimensional array containing double-precision values passed  

// in to the routine as a double-pointer (see notes above). 

 

// The over-sampled filter kernel is a square array containing KERNEL_SIZE * OVERSAMPLE elements  

// on a side.  For a typical example where oversampling is set to 50, and the basic size is 7, we 

// have 350 samples on a side (total size 350 by 350 elements). 

 

// Interpolation is to be applied by selecting a shifted or offset 7 by 7 working array from within  

// the oversampled filter structure.  The offsets in each dimension are computed from the position 

// information supplied to the routine.  The “working” kernel is then used to interpolate the  

// the required image value using the available samples.  

 

// NOTE FOR CLARITY: the centre of the filter kernel is always placed at the position within the 

// slave image specified by the equivalent column and row offset. Working kernel samples are then 

// extracted from those positions in the filter kernel which correspond to available slave image 

// samples.  Offsets within the over-sampled kernel are specified with respect to the centre of the  

// kernel. 

 

// Operation 

 

// Accepts (fractional) equivalent column and row values defined in the slave-image coordinates. 

 

// COLUMNS:  

 

// Compute the nearest integer column to the supplied value and then take the fractional column 

// offset, scale it by the over-sampling factor and convert to integer.  This becomes an index into 

// the kernel array to select appropriate samples for use in the interpolation routine. 

 

// ROWS:  

 

// We need to know the current working row value in the master band so that we can locate  

// the correct row in the slave image.  Equivalent row value is a relative offset! 

// Evaluate the nearest integer absolute row number to establish the "central sample" then 

// take the fractional part and multiply by the over-sampling factor. 

 

// WARNING: be very careful with signs! 
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// Having determined row and column offsets within the oversampled kernel array,  

// select out a 7 by 7 working kernel by stepping at the oversampling interval. 

// This working kernel is then used for the interpolation. 

 

// NOTE on radiometric fidelity: it is likely that the offsets together with the finite window width 

// will result in a loss of normalisation. Sum up all the kernel elements that have been used in any 

// interpolation operation.  Then divide the interpolated result by this value to correct small 

// discrepancies. 

 

// RETURNS the single interpolated value of the image in the same units as the input image. 

 

// This routine uses the BAND specification to select appropriate radiance transformation (including 

// no transformation if that is appropriate, as for VNS bands).  The final results are presented in 

// the same units as the input. 

 

// Note on band values: 

 

// LEGAL values for TIR are 7 and 9 ONLY.  Band 8 is ILLEGAL because this is the master band. 

 

// Values 1,2,3,4 represent VNS channels: response is to switch OFF the radiance transforms. 

 

// An illegal band value will generate a zero response (includes band 8!). 

 

// Refinement in future: limits within the slave image area are computed: we could add a "collision 

// detector" to determine when the interpolation involves non-illuminated image elements.  

 

// INPUTS: 
 

// band is one of 1,2,3,4,7,9.  Covered above. 

 

// image is a POINTER to a 2-D array of appropriate slave image.  Units are assumed TEMPERATURE  

// for TIR bands and RADIANCE for VNS bands, but the routine is agnostic of units. 

 

// eq_col is the master-image equivalent column address in the slave image (absolute) 

 

// eq_row is a ROW OFFSET with respect to the master image current working row (current_master_row). 

 

// kernel is a POINTER to an OVER-SAMPLED FIR filter array (of type double).  Dimensions are  

// set by the intended filter size and the oversampling factor (and should be recovered  

// from the CCDB).  This array to be pre-filled from the CCDB prior to calling the function. 

 

// Pointers to radiance transformation data structures (T-to-L and L-to-T) to be able to handle  

// the TIR channels (7 and 9) 

 

// OUTPUT: 

 

// ONE interpolated value in the same units as the presented image, with unit gain. 

 

// Equivalent column error limits to catch an incorrect call.  Should be very infrequent if the 

// COREG dataset is good. 

 

#define MIN_EQ_COL 4.0                  // Obtain from CCDB 
#define MAX_EQ_COL 380.0                // Obtain from CCDB 
 

#define DBG_INTERP_BAND 0               // set to 1 to enable debug output. 
 

double interpolate_band(int band, double ** image, double eq_col, double eq_row, double 

current_master_row, double ** kernel, TIR_L_of_T_TYPE * L_of_T, TIR_T_of_L_TYPE * T_of_L) 

{ 

 

  double whole_col;                     // Nearest (rounded) column in the image 
 

  double fractional_col;                // The fractional part of the equivalent column – specifies 
                                        // the offset from existing samples 

 

  int OSK_col_offset;                   // The fractional column part scaled by the oversampling 
                                        // factor to act as an index in the OSK array 

 

  int start_col, end_col;               // starting and finishing columns in the image to include  
                                        // in the calculation. 

 

  double working_slave_row;             // the (fractional) row in the slave image 
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  double whole_row;                     // Nearest whole row number 
 

  double fractional_row;                // fractional part of the equivalent row - specifies  

                                        // offset from the existing image samples 

 

  int OSK_row_offset;                   // The fractional part of the row offset scaled by the 
                                        // oversampling factor: acts as a row offset into the OSK 

                                        // array. 

 

  int start_row, end_row;               // slave image rows involved in the interpolation.  
                                        // Use for edge collision detection if required. 

 

  int OSK_start_col;                    // start positions within the OVERSAMPLED kernel array 
 

  int OSK_start_row;                    // these are measured in OSK SAMPLES 
   

  int OSK_col;                          // Over-Sampled Kernel column index 
 

  int OSK_row;                          // Over-Sampled Kernel row index 
   

  // 7 x 7 selected samples from over-sized kernel for applying the interpolation. 

 

  double working_kernel[KERNEL_SIZE][KERNEL_SIZE];        // This is 7 by 7 by default 
   

  double result;                        // working variable holding the interpolation result. 
   

  int image_row, image_col;             // working coordinates within the slave image 
 

  double sum_weights;                   // The sum of all the applied weights in the filter – this 
                                        // SHOULD be 1.0 but may come out a little less.   

 

  int i, j;                             // indexing variables 
 

  // SAFETY CHECK ON EQUIVALENT COLUMNS: Do we have a zero value by mistake, or a very low or high 

  // value that might go outside the image? 

 

  if((eq_col < MIN_EQ_COL) || (eq_col > MAX_EQ_COL))                         // FLAG any error! 
    { 

      printf("\n\nERROR: INTERP BAND EQUIVALENT COLUMN OUT OF BOUNDS %e\n", eq_col);  

       

      return 0.0;                                                            // BALE OUT! 
    } 
 

  // ********************************************************************************************* 

   

  // First Stage: compute offsets and determine which kernel and image samples will be required for 

  // the convolution.  This is COMMON to all bands. 

 

  whole_col = rint(eq_col);                   // ROUND image column to nearest integer 
                                              // value but keep result as floating point (double!) 

 

  fractional_col = eq_col - whole_col;        // This value should lie within the range +/- 0.5 
 

  // Compute an equivalent index offset in over-sampled kernel array - WATCH OUT FOR SPAN 0 to 49! 

 

  OSK_col_offset = (int) lrint (-fractional_col * (OVERSAMPLE - 1.0));  // Offset wrt kernel centre! 
   

  // Compute the start and end columns IN THE IMAGE - we need integer values 

   

  start_col = ((int) whole_col) - HALF_KERNEL; // starts a few columns back.  Can also be  
                                               // used for edge collision detection. 

 

  end_col = ((int) whole_col) + HALF_KERNEL;   // Not strictly required for processing.  Can be used 
                                               // for edge collision detection. 

 

  // Now deal with the rows.  

  

  // WARNING: NOT SO SIMPLE AS FOR COLUMNS BECAUSE EQ_ROW IS AN OFFSET, NOT AN ABSOLUTE VALUE. 

   

  // Compute the absolute equivalent row by offsetting from the current master row - keeping the 

  // results in floating point. 

   

  // WARNING REGARDING SIGN: POSITIVE equivalent row maps to an EARLIER (LOWER) row number.   

  // This is equivalent to a sign inversion! 
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  working_slave_row = current_master_row - eq_row;   // Use eq_row as an OFFSET to determine 
                                                     // absolute row in the slave image (fractional) 

   

  whole_row = rint(working_slave_row);               // This is the "nearest" row in the slave image 
                                                     // (still in floating point). 

 

  fractional_row = -(working_slave_row - whole_row); // This value should lie in the range +/- 0.5 
                                                     // floating point.  Note the sign inversion! 

 

  // Compute offset in "samples" within the over-sampled kernel array. Watch the span (0 to 49!) 

 

  OSK_row_offset = (int) lrint(-fractional_row * (OVERSAMPLE - 1.0));  // wrt kernel centre! 
 

  start_row = ((int) whole_row) - HALF_KERNEL;       // extents of involved rows in the slave image  
   

  end_row = ((int) whole_row) + HALF_KERNEL;         // Not required for processing.  Can be used 
                                                     // for collision detection (end of the image) 

   

  // We have the image sample extents for the interpolation. 

 

  // Now assemble a working kernel (size KERNEL_SIZE on a side): specify the start position within 

  // the first square sub-block of the kernel (size OVERSAMPLE on a side) with respect to the 

  // central sample in that block :  

   

  OSK_start_col = (OVERSAMPLE / 2) + OSK_col_offset;     
   

  OSK_start_row = (OVERSAMPLE / 2) + OSK_row_offset;      
   

  // Extract kernel samples to a working array of size "KERNEL_SIZE" on a side. Step by  

  // increments of "OVERSAMPLE" within the OSK array for a total of “KERNEL-SIZE” samples in each 

  // direction. 

   

  for(i = 0, OSK_row = OSK_start_row; i < KERNEL_SIZE; i++, OSK_row += OVERSAMPLE) 
    { 

      for(j = 0, OSK_col = OSK_start_col; j < KERNEL_SIZE; j++, OSK_col += OVERSAMPLE) 

 { 

         // Selected samples incorporating the calculated offsets. 

 

   working_kernel[i][j] = kernel[OSK_row][OSK_col]; } 
    } 
   

  // DEBUG CHECK: look to see where in the image and the kernel the routine selects samples... 

   

#if DBG_INTERP_BAND 

  printf("\nDBG INTERP BAND : EQ_COL %e -> IMAGE COL %e | %e; OSK COL OFFSET %d, OSK Start_Col %d", 

eq_col, whole_col, fractional_col, OSK_col_offset, OSK_start_col); 

  printf("\nDBG INTERP BAND : EQ_ROW %e -> IMAGE ROW %e | %e, OSK ROW OFFSET %d, OSK Start Row %d", 

eq_row, whole_row, fractional_row, OSK_row_offset, OSK_start_row); 

  printf("\nDBG INTERP_BAND : Image Extent ROW %d to %d, COL %d to %d", start_row, end_row, 

start_col, end_col); 

#endif 

 

  // *********************************************************************************************** 

   

  // FIR Filtration step - single interpolation calculation with the offset kernel: 

 

  // SWITCH on the input band: 

 

  // For TIR bands, ensure that the image values used in the calculation are first transformed  

  // into radiances using the band-appropriate transformation. 

  // and then ensure that the final result (computed in the radiance domain) is transformed back  

  // to temperature using the band-appropriate function. 

   

  result = 0.0;                 // initialise the output result! 
 

  sum_weights = 0.0;            // This value should be 1.0 at the end of the convolution ideally. 
                                // It is used to normalise the FIR filter to unit gain. 

 

  // SWITCH depending upon the band in order to select the appropriate TIR to radiance 

  // transformation. 

 

  // Structure essentially replicates the FIR filter and normalisation steps for each band with 

  // different transforms inserted. 
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  switch(band)                  // Legal values 7,9 for TIR.   
                                // If band is 1,2,3,4 (for VNS) then NO special transform is needed. 

    { 

    case 7:                     // TIR Bands 7 and 9.     
    case 9: 
      {  
        // Loop over the working_kernel rows, incrementing by 1 each time, and follow along with  

        // the image rows from the defined starting point. 

        // TRANSFORM each image sample into radiance before using it! 

   

 for(i = 0, image_row = start_row; i < KERNEL_SIZE; i++, image_row++) 
   { 

     // Loop over working-kernel columns, incrementing by 1 each time, following along  

           // with the image columns from the defined starting point. 

         

     for(j = 0, image_col = start_col; j < KERNEL_SIZE; j++, image_col++) 
       { 

  result += Transform_T_to_L(image[image_row][image_col], band, L_of_T) * 

working_kernel[i][j];                           // The convolution carried out in RADIANCE domain! 
   

  sum_weights += working_kernel[i][j];           // track the actual weights                                                  
       } 
   } 

 

 result /= sum_weights;   // Normalise the FIR filter: anticipate sum_weights slightly  
                                // less than one. 

  

       result = Transform_L_to_T(result, band, T_of_L);  // transform back to brightness temperature 
                                                         // according to TIR band 

 

 break;                                           // Exit the switch! 
  

      }                                                  // END of legal TIR cases 
 

    case 1:             // VNS bands:  NO NEED to make any temperature to radiance transformations! 
    case 2: 
    case 3: 

    case 4: 

      { 

 

  // Loop over the working_kernel rows, incrementing by 1 each time, and follow along with 

        // the image rows from the defined starting point 

   

 for(i = 0, image_row = start_row; i < KERNEL_SIZE; i++, image_row++) 
   { 

     // Loop over working-kernel columns, incrementing by 1 each time, and following along 

           // with the image columns from the defined starting point. 

 

     for(j = 0, image_col = start_col; j < KERNEL_SIZE; j++, image_col++) 
       { 

  result += image[image_row][image_col] * working_kernel[i][j];       // Convolution 
   

  sum_weights += working_kernel[i][j];              // Track the actual weights used. 
       } 
   } 

 

 result /= sum_weights;         // Normalise the FIR filter 
 

 break;                         // Exit the switch! 
  

      }                                // End of VNS band cases (bands 1 through 4); 
 

       

    default:                           // This catches any other (illegal) band values, including 
                                       // TIR band 8 

      { 
 result = 0.0;                  // Refine this as required: simplest is to pass a zero output 
                                       // result!  Might raise a flag in future? 

      } 

 

    }                            // END of Switch on bands construct. 
 

  return result;                 // return the final interpolated result in the same units as the 
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                                 // input image. 

 

}                          // End of BAND interpolate routine. 
 

// ************************************************************************************************ 

 

// CO-REGISTRATION DATA STRUCTURE (content to be supplied from CCDB) 

 

// ONE OF THESE IS REQUIRED FOR EACH "SLAVE" IMAGE BAND. 

// ENSURE THAT THE CORRECT SLAVE IMAGE IS SELECTED WHEN INTERPOLATING USING THESE STRUCTURES! 

 

// BAND is the slave image band number, legal values restricted as indicated previously 

// (1,2,3,4,7,9).  NO structure is defined for band 8! 

 

// LOW_COL and HIGH_COL are the (inclusive) column limits within the SLAVE image for which 

// interpolation is valid. 

 

// Main payload is a set of column and (relative!) row coordinates expressed in the SLAVE IMAGE 

// which are equivalent to 

// the coordinates of illuminated elements in the master image. Row coordinates are RELATIVE to the 

// master image row number.  

 

// Content for non-valid columns is zero in the equivalent row and column fields 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

  int BAND;             // Numerical value for the relevant band (legal values 1,2,3,4,7,9) 
 

  int LOW_COL;          // Smallest column number for which interpolation is valid (count from zero) 
 

  int HIGH_COL;         // Highest column number for which interpolation is valid (inclusive!) 
 

  double EQ_ROW[MSI_WIDTH];   // Equivalent row (OFFSETS WRT master current row!) 
   

  double EQ_COL[MSI_WIDTH];   // Equivalent Column (these are absolute!) 
 

} SLAVE_COREG_DATA_TYPE;      // Instantiate using this tag 
 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// INTERPOLATE A COMPLETE LINE OF SLAVE IMAGE 

 

// Compute a complete interpolated line of slave image from a 2-D slave image and a structure 

// containing equivalent row and column data.  This routine calls the Interpolate_band() routine 

// repeatedly. 

 

// INPUTS: 

 

// POINTER to a slave image array (double-pointer!) 

 

// POINTER to an output interpolated (slave) image row which is used to collect the computed 

// results. Floating point. 

 

// POINTER to a structure containing slave-co-registration data (equivalent coordinates column and  

// row - latter as offsets) 

 

// NOTE this structure contains a range of valid native columns and also the spectral band  

// designator. 

 

// Master image row number (equivalent row values are OFFSETS with respect to this value!) 

 

// Pointer to the universal filter kernel array (in over-sampled form, double pointer structure).   

 

// Pointers to TIR Radiance Transformation data structures.  

 

// OPERATION: 

 

// This routine will cycle through all the coordinates supplied in a standardised structure and will 

// call the interpolate_band() function to make the calculations. The results are collected and  

// placed into an output (resampled slave) image row via a pointer. 

 

// The row number in the output image will be the same as the master image row number! 
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// WARNING NOTE: CALLER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT THE CO-REG DATA APPLIES TO THE SLAVE IMAGE 

// APPROPRIATELY (BANDS MUST MATCH!!!).  NO CHECK IS MADE HEREIN! 

 

#define DBG_INTERP_LINE 0                 // set to 1 to switch on debugging messages  
 

void interpolate_slave_line(double slave_line[TIR_WIDTH], double ** slave_image, 

SLAVE_COREG_DATA_TYPE * COREG_DATA, double current_master_row, double ** kernel, TIR_L_of_T_TYPE * 

L_of_T, TIR_T_of_L_TYPE * T_of_L) 

{ 

 

  int index;                             // index to cycle through the list of "valid" coordinates 
 

  int start_index, end_index; 
 

  start_index = (*COREG_DATA).LOW_COL;   // Starting index within the COREG data structure 
 

  end_index = (*COREG_DATA).HIGH_COL;    // Ending index within teh COREG data structure (inclusive) 
 

// DEBUG OUTPUT 

#if DBG_INTERP_LINE 

  printf("\nDBG INTERP LINE: Band %d, Row %f, Column indices %d to %d\n", (*COREG_DATA).BAND, 

current_master_row, start_index, end_index); 
#endif 

   

  // Cycle through all the supplied equivalent coordinates (selecting only the "valid" coordinates).    

   

  for(index = start_index; index <= end_index; index++)    
    { 
 

      // Call interpolate_band() with appropriate parameters, saving result directly into the 

      // supplied output line array. 

      // WARNING: we do NOT initialise this array in any way before use, so un-accessed elements  

      // are left un-changed!  Caller should pre-initialise! 

       

      slave_line[index] = interpolate_band((*COREG_DATA).BAND, slave_image, 

(*COREG_DATA).EQ_COL[index], (*COREG_DATA).EQ_ROW[index], current_master_row, kernel, L_of_T, 

T_of_L); 
       

    } 

   

  // End of routine - no return value currently specified. 

   

 

INTERPOLATION NOTES: 
 

 The routines given above have been tested and shown to work.  Any alternate code must match the 
functionality and output of these routines. 
 

 The user must populate the various data structures and supply appropriate pointers thereto before 
calling the functions. Reference to the CCDB-supplied data is required. The examples utilise 
“#includes” instead of CCDB references. 
 

 The routines assume that an entire slave image is available as a two-dimensional array (in a floating 
point type).  As noted above, the interpolation routine will require access to a two-dimensional 
section of the slave image extending some number of rows “behind” and “ahead” of the current 
master image row.  The “along-track” extent is set by the FIR interpolation kernel width (typically 7 
rows) as well as the maximum relative offset between any slave image and the master image (in the 
along-track direction).  This extent is typically 11 to 12 rows, dominated by the VNS channels 
because of the way in which the VNS camera is aligned to the TIR camera. 
 

o It is prudent when processing a strip of image data to begin a short distance AFTER the start 
of the image and to cease a few rows before the end to avoid unwanted collisions of the filter 
kernel with the boundaries.  The routines supplied above do not implement this collision 
detection, but such detection can and should be added. 
 

o The amount of image to be stored in memory may be minimised to a “rolling section” centred 
on the working “master-image” row (at the expense of a slightly more complex 
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implementation).  In practice, there is no problem in holding all images from a whole orbit in 
memory on a small laptop. 

 

 Collision detection should not be required for the lateral extents of accesses within the slave image 
since the “valid column” limits provide sufficient margin given the “typical” kernel dimensions 
provided (basic size 7 samples square).  If alternate kernels are defined in future then “edge” 
collisions should be detected and handled as required.  If the interpolation is applied to columns 
which lie at the extremes of the illuminated area (or if it involves these columns), then kernel overlap 
with the un-illuminated area will lead to errors.  This is not a new or unforeseen issue.   

 
o The processor should maintain column margins equivalent to at least half the kernel width 

on each side of the image. 
 

 
GENERAL NOTES: 
 
The routines provided above carry out the processing described in the flow diagram in a streamlined and 
compact manner, and are designed to be capable of handling any of the MSI bands transparently. The 
“separation” between TIR and VNS which is implied by the flow diagram is not maintained in the routines 
provided, although the functional steps are reproduced. The interpolation routines apply temperature-
radiance transforms “as required” based upon the band designation for example. 
 
The processing module must handle the pointing data of each individual band at Level 1B as well as 
transferring the pointing data associated with the master band (TIR Band 8) to the final product.  These 
pointing data are assumed to be referenced to the spacecraft frame.  The reference code omits any handling 
of pointing information. 
 
It is assumed that the processing module will set up all required data structures and variables and populate 
the same from the appropriate CCDB entries. 
 
Processing has been implemented for a single image on a small laptop; optimised code can process one 
complete orbit’s worth of image (one band) in a couple of seconds. 
 
It is suggested that the output image data from the L1C processing module be made available as a 
debugging / inspection product in the form of a readily-displayed image format (such as TIFF). 
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19.6 LEVEL 1C DATA PRODUCT DEFINITION 

 

The prototype definition below is based upon that for the L1B data product. 

The significant differences between this and the L1B definition are: 

 Pointing information in this dataset is characteristic of TIR band 8, with no variation across the 
spectral bands.  

 The line-quality metric may additionally be set to indicate “bad data” if there is a missing line in any 
of the “slave” spectral channels.  Refer to section 18.3.2 for details. 

 

Field Name Dimensions Type Units Notes 

pixel_values t,b,p Float VNS Spectral 
Radiance 

𝑊 (𝑚2 𝑠𝑟 𝜇𝑚)⁄  

TIR brightness 
temperature in Kelvin 

 

These are the images produced after 
full calibration by the ECGP as defined 
in sections 8 and 14. TIR AUX data 
and any raw are to be excluded. Only 
Nadir-view data are included (no data 
from calibration views). 

lattitude t,b,p Double degrees Provided by ESA routines.  Pointing 
varies by spectral band (section 17.2) 

longitude t,b,p Double degrees Provided by ESA routines.  Pointing 
varies by spectral band (section 17.2) 

solar_azimuth_angle t,b,p Float degrees Provided by ESA routines. 

solar_elevation_angle t,b,p Float degrees Provided by ESA routines. 

sensor_azimuth_angle t,b,p Float degrees Provided by ESA routines. 

sensor_elevation_angle t,b,p Float degrees Provided by ESA routines. 

surface_elevation t,b,p Float metres Provided by ESA routines. 

land_flag t,b,p Byte none Provided by ESA routines. 

time t Double Seconds (referred to 
1/1/2000) 

Derived from ICU AUX packet which 
starts each ground line. 

time_synch_status t Byte None Derived from ICU AUX packet which 
starts each ground line. Refer to 
LSP00263 and [AD-1] 

state_vector_quality t Integer None Derived from ICU AUX packet which 
starts each ground line 

ccdb_redundancy_flag t Byte None Derived from ICU AUX packet which 
starts each ground line. Defines which 
“side” of the MSI collected the 
imagery. 

pixel_quality t,b,p TBD None Refer to notes given for L1B product. 

line_quality t,b TBD None As for L1B product with addition of 
missing line flagging. 
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20 MSI HEALTH MONITORING DATA-SETS 

 

This section covers several diverse functions whose combined effect is to report upon the apparent health of 
the MSI and upon the potential quality of the science data based solely upon the ISP stream (both science 
data and decoded ancillary HKTM).  The ground processor will not receive any other information from the 
MSI such as event packets.  The monitoring cannot have a direct effect upon the instrument; instead the 
output is limited to the raising of flags which warn of potential issues with data quality. 

The content below describes how various data-sets should be processed in order to provide the information 
necessary for the off-line activities to monitor MSI health, issue suitable warnings to users of science data 
and make adjustments to the MSI operations as required. 

Some of the functions described here “overlap” with the basic ISP stream checks described in an earlier 
section. 

The following checking functions are included in the ECGP: 

 Checking TIR calibration operations in order to flag potential mechanism issues. 

 Basic ISP stream checks will include the detection of detector de-activation (possibly by command or 
due to latch-up events). 

 Checking the signals obtained from various stages of the TIR and VNS calibrations to detect whether 
or not the views commanded were actually reached correctly by the mechanisms. 

 Checks of selected temperatures and supply voltages extracted from ancillary HKTM to provide an 
analogue of the “low-severity” FDIR checks carried out by the ICU.   

 Early detection and flagging of detector saturation issues in any channel using the MSI quality 
vector.  This check is included in the “pre-processing” phases of the processing for both VNS and 
TIR data. 

 (Limited) Flagging of un-corrected (double-bit) memory errors within the FEE RAM (which may affect 
VNS signals).   

Note that detector signal quality (responsiveness and noise) are monitored as part of the VNS and TIR 
Calibration Maintenance sections of the document, making use of statistical data collected during VNS and 
TR CAL operations (as previously described). 

It is very important to note that although ancillary data are provided in every ICU AUX packet (i.e. one set per 
GL), the ancillary HKTM content is actually updated at a much slower rate (in some particular cases as 
slowly as one update every two seconds).  There are some consequences: 

 In some cases such as monitoring a temperature or a voltage whose value is expected to change 
only very slowly over time and in a more-or-less continuous manner, the frequency of checks may be 
reduced to one every 1 or 2 seconds without issue. (This statement applies especially to any 
ancillary data which has been subjected to low-pass filtration for smoothing purposes.) 

 In the case of the FEE STATE and FEE STATUS registers which indicate which ISP channels are 
active at any time, and whether or not a detector has been switched off due to a latch-up, it is NOT 
possible to check categorically which packets are actually expected on any individual GL as changes 
may occur “between” samples of the FEE registers. 

As a general principle, a warning flag shall be raised as a result of an anomaly, but science data processing 
should be continued if at all possible in order to generate data from which any potential issue can be 
diagnosed.  There will be cases where the ISP flow stops (perhaps because a detector has been switched 
off), but all available ISPs should be processed as far as possible. 
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20.1 DETECTOR LATCH-UP DETECTION AND CHANNEL STATUS 

 

ALL HEALTH MONITORING DATA DESCRIBED HEREIN SHALL FORM PART OF THE STANDARD L1B 
DATA PRODUCT. 

Readers are warned that although these checks are effective, the resulting flags may “lag” the actual status 
by a second or two (up to 32 GL) because of the way that the ICU updates FEE registers in the ICU AUX 
packet.  

The FEE provided latch-up protection to the detector power / bias supplies (as detailed in the FEE user 
Manual AD-2); if a latch-up is detected then the affected detector is switched off and “data acquisition” for the 
associated channels is disabled, this cutting off the flow of science packets. 

The ECGP should detect and flag latch-up events and should in particular take note when an ISP channel is 
disabled or enabled: this latter information is of use when checking for “lost” ISPs since it informs the ECGP 
of which packets are expected. As noted in an earlier section, some normal operations (such as VNS CAL 
and VNS DAY OBCPs) will change the configuration of “enabled” channels (i.e. those which generate ISP 
streams). 

The ECGP should test for latch-ups and ISP-status at every ground line by examining the FEE state and 
FEE status registers which are transmitted within the ancillary HKTM section of each ICU AUX packet. 

The FEE state and status registers are referred to in the ISP ICD (AD-1) as “FEESTAREG (LHTG8560)” and 
“FEESTEREG (LHT08561)” respectively.  The FEE register definitions (taken from the FEE user Manual AD-
2) are reproduced below for convenience (bit 0 is least significant): 
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Table 22 : FEE STATUS REGISTER (LHT08560) 

 
Provides information on the FEE status which includes detector supply latch-ups, EDAC double errors, 
Command and Monitoring message errors. 
 
‘Latch up on <name>’ Set when a latch up has occurred on the named supply. Cleared by writing a 1 to 

the bit. 
‘EDAC Double Error’ Set when an EDAC double occurs from the internal RAM Cleared by writing a 1 to 

the bit. 
‘Framing Error’ Set when a framing error is detected in the command message. 
‘Checksum’ Set when the checksum at the end of the command message is not correct.  
‘Incomplete’ Set when less than 5 bytes of data are received with the byte gap less than or 

equal to the allowed maximum size. 
‘Address Write’ Set when a write is requested for a register that is read only. 
‘Address read’ Set when a read of a register that is not present. 
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Register Name 
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Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Test value 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

Nominal value 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

Table 23 : FEE STATE REGISTER (LHT08561) 

Controls the overall state of the FEE, which packets are sent over the LBR interface and the On/Off condition 
of the 5 detectors.  Un-used bits within received packets will be ignored by the FEE on receipt. 
 
‘State’ The state of the FEE (00 is Idle, 01 is Normal, 10 is Raw and 11 is Idle). 
‘B1’ Enables the B1 LBR packet (VIS). 
‘B2’ Enables the B2 LBR packet (NIR). 
‘B3’ Enables the B3 LBR packet (SWIR1). 
‘B4’ Enables the B4 LBR packet (SWIR2). 
‘B7’ Enables the B7 LBR packet (TIR 8800nm). 
‘B8’ Enables the B8 LBR packet (TIR 10800nm). 
‘B9’ Enables the B9 LBR packet (TIR 12000nm). 
‘Reference’ Enables the Reference LBR packet. 
‘Auxiliary’ Enables the Auxiliary Raw LBR packet. 
‘VIS Detector on’ Turns on the VIS detector. 
‘NIR Detector on’ Turns on the NIR detector. 
‘SW1 Detector on’ Turns on the SW1 detector. 
‘SW2 Detector on’ Turns on the SW2 detector. 
‘TIR Detector on’ Turns on the TIR detector. 
‘Test pattern Enable’ Global Enable for test patterns. 
 

The ECGP must assemble local copies of these two 24-bit registers in (unsigned) integers using an 
appropriate decoding routine (refer to the appendix for reference code example). The copies should be 
refreshed at the line rate as new ICU AUX packets become available (i.e. do not miss any ICU packets!).  
The previous warnings regarding the update rate of the registers within the ICU packets apply. 

 

20.1.1 Latch-up Response 

 

ALL HEALTH MONITORING DATA DESCRIBED HEREIN SHALL FORM PART OF THE STANDARD L1B 
DATA PRODUCT. 

A short explanation is included to outline the behaviour expected in the event of a detector latch-up event. 
Full and definitive information is to be found within the FOM [AD-4] and the FEE User manual [AD-5] 

 Latch-up (a “short-circuit” current flow into one or more detector power supplies) will be detected by 
the FEE and flagged via the FEE STATUS register. 

 The FEE will disable the power to the affected detector. 
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 The ICU / ASW will detect the latch-up when it next reads the FEE STATUS register (within about 1 
second); the ICU / ASW will attempt to recover the detector automatically by recycling the power 
supplies. 

o The flow of ISPs from the affected detector is NOT disabled during the recovery attempt.  
The science data in the corresponding packets are not trustworthy, and may cause some 
other health checks to fail. 

 If the latch-up persists, the ICU / ASW will cease automatic recovery attempts and will transition the 
MSI into INS-IDR (Idle-Refuse) mode. 

o ALL ISPs will be cut-off (although there may be a few ISPs where the mode is actually 
marked with “INS-IDR” due to timing issues – these can be discarded). 

o The MSI will not accept further commands until the MSI operator intervenes (presumably 
following an NRB). 

 When the instrument is brought back to INS-NOM-OBS (Nominal mode), the MSI operator may 
disable the affected detector and may in addition disable the ISP(s) to which it contributes.  For VNS 
this may mean the loss of one spectral channel, but for the TIR all channels would be disabled. 

 

20.1.2 Detector latch-up and power-status detection 

 

ALL HEALTH MONITORING DATA DESCRIBED HEREIN SHALL FORM PART OF THE STANDARD L1B 
DATA PRODUCT. 

 

 The ECGP should maintain FIVE latch-up status flags – one per detector which will form part of the 
standard L1B data product (refreshed at the GL rate). The dataset field names shall be  

o detector_latchup_VIS 

o detector_ latchup _NIR 

o detector_ latchup _SWIR1 

o detector_ latchup _SWIR2 

o detector_ latchup _TIR 

 The ECGP should maintain FIVE detector power-status flags – one per detector. 

o detector_power_VIS 

o detector_power_NIR 

o detector_power_SWIR1 

o detector_power_SWIR2 

o detector_power_TIR 

 Flags may be set or cleared according to the contents of the FEE STATUS register (FEESTEREG) 
and the FEE STATE register (FEESTAREG) as follows: 

 

#define N_detectors 5 

 

// Identify latch-up bits grouped by detector: 

unsigned int latchup_masks[] = {0x00000007, 0x00000038, 0x000001c0, 0x00000e00, 0x00003f00};    

unsigned char latchup_status[5];                    // Array of bytes to hold status for 5 detectors 
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unsigned int FEE_STATUS_REGISTER;                   // Local copy of FEESTEREG, right-justified! 

unsigned int FEE_STATE_REGISTER;                    // Local copy of FEESTAREG, right-justified! 

 

// Masks to identify individual detector power status (on or off) 

unsigned int det_power_masks[] = {0x00010000, 0x00020000, 0x00040000, 0x00080000, 0x00100000}; 

unsigned char det_power_status[5];                  // Array of byte flags for detector power status 

int i;                                              // a counting index 

 

// Repeat this for every ICU AUX packet: 

do { 

   // Decode the ancillary HKTM to assemble a current version of the FEE_STATUS_REGISTER 

   // Decode the ancillary HKTM to assemble a current version of the FEE_STATE_REGISTER 

 

   // Latch-up and power-status flag population combined into one loop 

   for(i = 0; I < N_detectors; i++)                         // cycle through all 5 detectors :  

      { 

         if((FEE_STATUS_REGISTER & latchup_masks[i]) == 0)      // any bit SET signifies a latch-up 

      latchup_status[i] = 0;                             // No LATCHUP: clear flag! 

         else 

      latchup_status[i] = 1;                             // Latch-up detected, set flag! 

          

         if((FEE_STATE_REGISTER & det_power_masks[i]) == 0)     // Check if each detector is powered 

     det_power_status[i] = 0;                            // No POWER: clear flag! 

         else 

      det_power_status[i] = 1;                            // POWERED: set flag!                

      } 

   } while(1)    // Repeat whilst there is a continuing supply of ICU AUX ISPs… 

 

// Rest of code follows… 

 

Notes: 

 This is a combined test which looks for latch-ups and detector power status; it may be split as 
desired. 

 The latchup_masks[] array contains five fixed entries which “group” the power / bias supplies 
associated with each detector within the FEE STATUS register, starting with VIS (element 0) and 
ending with TIR (element 4). A latch-up on any of the supplies associated with a detector is sufficient 
to raise the flag. 

 The det_power_masks[] array contains five fixed entries which allow selection of individual detector 
power status from the FEE STATE register. 

 The latchup_status[5] array contains five unsigned character flags whose value is set to 0 (clear) 
or 1 (latch-up).  The channel order is the same as that for the masks. Other methods of encoding / 
storing the flags are acceptable. 

 The det_power_status[5] array contains five unsigned character flags whose value is set to 0 (no 
power) or 1 (detector is powered).  The channel order is the same as that for the masks. 
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 The // red comments in the reference code call for the ECGP to interrogate the ancillary HKTM and 
to produce a current copy of the FEE status register and the FEE state register using decoding 
functions such as those specified in the appendix. 

 This test should be applied at the GL rate (i.e. to every ICU AUX packet) to keep the flags up-to-
date. 

 

20.1.3 ISP transmission status 

 

ALL HEALTH MONITORING DATA DESCRIBED HEREIN SHALL FORM PART OF THE STANDARD L1B 
DATA PRODUCT. 

ISPs generated by each individual channel may be enabled or disabled by commanding the FEE STATE 
register.  In normal operation, groups of channels may be disabled at one time (for example all VNS 
channels during the “night” time).   As noted previously, the MSI operator may disable the flow of ISPs for 
some source IDs in response to a detector fault.  

The individual status of all NINE channels is encoded within the FEE STATE register (FEESTAREG, 
LHTG08561) as indicated in the descriptions above. The status of any source ID (or channel) may be 
determined by reading the associated bit. 

Users should note that the designation of “enabled” channels applies only to the “normal” mode of MSI 
operation – i.e. INSNOMOBS or any of the VNS or TIR calibration sub-modes.  It does NOT apply to the 
INSNOMRAW sub-mode.   

The ISP “enabled / disabled” configuration can be of use in the detection of “lost” ISPs – it tells the ground 
processor which packets are expected on the current ground line, (and how many packets).  The FEE 
STATE register is not however updated at the GL rate, but only once per second. 

It is convenient to encode the status within a short (16-bit) unsigned integer by copying and adapting the 
relevant section of the FEESTAREG; for example 

 

unsigned short int expected_ISPs;               // encodes ISP statue by individual bits 

unsigned int FEE_STATE_REGISTER;                // CURRENT GL copy of FEE state register 

 

// Extract (mask) relevant bit field from FEESTAREG and shift it THREE places right. 

expected_ISPs = (unsigned short int) ((FEE_STATE_REGISTER & 0x00000ff8)>> 3); 

 

The result of this computation is an unsigned short integer in which the lowest 9 bits contain the status for 
each ISP channel: 

 Bit 0 = VIS 

 Bit 1 = NIR 

 Bit 2 = SWIR-1 

 Bit 3 = SWIR-2 

 Bit 4 = TIR Band 7 

 Bit 5 = TIR Band 8 

 Bit 6 = TIR Band 9 

 Bit 7 = TIR REF 

 Bit 8 = TIR AUX (diagnostic ISP containing raw TIR data). 

The expected values for this ISP channel status word (in the absence of faults) are as follows: 
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 “Day-time” operation (total 9 packets / GL, of which 8 are generated by the FEE) : 0x00FF 

 “Night Time” operation (between VNS CAL end and start of VNS DAY, total 6 packets per GL of 
which 5 are generated by the FEE) : 0x01F0 

 The expected values given above may need modification through the life of the mission if the MSI 
operators react to a fault condition. 

The ECGP must “track” the “day” or “night” status of the MSI by inspecting the pointing flag transitions in 
order to make proper detection of missing ISPs.   

The detection of missing ISPs is contained within the preliminary processing of the ISP stream; that activity 
may require access to FEE STATE register values and the status flags derived therefrom. 

 

The ISP transmission status integer defined above shall form part of the standard L1B product with the data-
set field name “ISP_transmission_status”. 
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20.2 TIR CHECKS 

 

The regular (daily) checks listed below look for TIR mechanism issues (timing and correct pointing at the 
cold-space view).  Additional checks are included in the TIR calibration maintenance sections of the ATBD, 
including the detection of unresponsive detector elements, sensitivity degradation and offset drift.  These 
checks are designed for less-frequent application and for this reason are not included in this section. 

ALL HEALTH MONITORING DATA DESCRIBED HEREIN SHALL FORM PART OF THE MSI_BBS_1B 
TIR CAL data product. 

 

20.2.1 TIR Mechanism movement timing 

 

The TIR view selection mechanism will be exercised once every 16 orbits by the TIR CAL OBCP. 

This check is intended to detect a mechanism error at some (un-specified) point within the TIR CAL OBCP 
execution. The check is especially important for those cases in which an automatic recovery action is 
successfully completed where no high-severity event packet is generated to alert the MSI operator. 

This check should be carried out at each TIR CAL OBCP (which will be approximately daily). The result of 
the check – in the form of a warning flag – should be attached to the calibration data-sets generated by the 
ECGP from the TIR CAL processing. 

The TIR mechanism and the associated sections of the ASW are such that position errors which might occur 
at any sub-movement are likely to become apparent to the ICU only when the mechanism is commanded to 
undertake its last move from the CBB view back to the nadir view; this movement involves the traversal of a 
datum indicator at which time the actual mechanism position will be checked.  If the position is found not to 
be as expected, then the TIR camera will be commanded automatically by the ICU to perform a “seek” to re-
establish its absolute position before being commanded “back” to the nadir view.  This sequence may work 
or may fail depending upon the fault condition. 

The ECGP can detect the occurrence of the seek reliably by using the sequence of pointing flags contained 
within the ISPs and timing the movement from CBB to Nadir view and comparing the result to expectations. 

It is important to note that the actual mechanism error may have occurred at any point within the TIR CAL 
OBCP, and that any of the views may not have been reached.  This might for example result in a “bad” flat 
field being acquired if the TIR is not truly viewing cold-space.  This flat field will then be applied by the ICU in 
response to the pre-programmed tele-command sequence, potentially corrupting subsequent TIR data. 

A mechanism issue such as this may be detectable by the MSI operator by means of event packets, but the 
detection may be delayed by up to 72 hours with the implication that “potentially compromised” data can 
reach the ECGP.   

TIR mechanism issues are detected directly by measuring the time interval between the following events 
within a TIR CAL OBCP (refer to the section on the ISP stream where the sub-mode and pointing flag 
sequence is described): 

 Instrument sub-mode is INSNOMTIR (i.e. TIR CAL OBCP is in progress) 

 Measure time (in units of GL) between the following TIR pointing flag transitions : 

o TIRBLKBD changing to TIRMOVING 

o TIRMOVING changing to TIREARTH 

This interval contains the actual movement plus a dwell time intended to permit detector thermal 
stabilisation.  Users are warned that the dwell time could be altered by the operator from the default value of 
1024 GL (although such a change is certainly not recommended!) 

The expected interval between transitions is 1192 GL. 
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The timing threshold appears in the CCDB as an integer parameter named 
“SSTLTIR_CBB_NADIR_TIMEOUT”; the default value in units of GL is 1208 GL (leaving approximately 1 
second timing margin). Refer to the CCDB for the current value. 

The ECGP shall raise a “TIR_mechanism_issue” warning flag immediately upon detecting an interval 
between transitions which exceeds the threshold. This flag may conveniently be included with the 
calibration data-sets which emerge from the ECGP’s processing in support of TIR CAL OBCPs.  The 
appropriate product is designated MSI_BBS_1B. 

Setting of the “TIR_mechanism_issue” flag shall trigger the ECGP operator to check the other calibration 
outputs generated from the ECGP for “correctness” in case any of the data can in fact be utilised.   

The TIR Mechanism Issue flag may be reset at the next TIR CAL, assuming that no mechanism issues are 
detected in that movement sequence. 

 

The TIR Mechanism Issue flag shall form part of the TIR CAL 

 

20.2.2 Cold-space view check 

 

This check is intended to reveal whether or not the TIR mechanism pointed correctly at the cold-
space port whilst the flat-field data were collected. 

If the test indicates an imperfectly-executed TIR CAL a flag will be raised by the ECGP to indicate that 
data acquired by the TIR following application of the potentially faulty) flat field may well be 
corrupted and useless for scientific work.  (The ECGP may well generate several health warnings as 
a result.). 

The situation might self-resolve at the time of the next TIR CAL, but if it does not then a mechanism 
failure is the likely cause. 

The cold-space view check should be carried out after each TIR CAL OBCP execution regardless of the 
detection or otherwise of a TIR mechanism issue. 

The cold-space view statistics (collected from column-corrected, but NOT CSM Offset-corrected or 
sensitivity-corrected signals, measured in ADU) comprise the mean signal and noise in each detector column 
measured with reference to the previous flat-field (which is assumed to have been collected properly without 
any mechanism error).  If the TIR mechanism reached the cold-space view correctly, then the mean signals 
should all be very close to zero – within a few times the noise standard deviation.  If there has been a 
positioning error, then it is expected that the signals will be characteristic of a significantly warmer source 
somewhere inside the TIR camera.  A higher cold-space signal than expected may indicate a 
positioning error. 

If this check is applied to cold-space view data acquired during the first TIR CAL OBCP following entry into 
INS-NOM-OBS, the result will be a test failure because no valid flat field will be present to form a reference 
for the data.  Any flags raised under this condition may be ignored until a subsequent TIR CAL is executed. 

The cold-space view check will be carried out as follows following each TIR CAL OBCP (i.e. approximately 
once per day): 

 SIGNAL INPUT: column-corrected cold-space view statistics (mean, standard deviation for each 
detector column in each spectral band) collected during the current TIR CAL OBCP.   

o Total of three pairs of vectors (signal, noise), each vector having 384 elements. 

o These data are acquired from images to which TIR sensitivity corrections have NOT been 
applied (in case there is an issue with those calculations). 

o The data should be acquired from data which has NOT had the CSM offset added OR the 
currently-in-force CSM offsets (in each band) should be subtracted before proceeding. 

 CALCULATION: (Normalised Deviation) for each detector column in each spectral band:  
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o Divide the mean signal in each column by the standard deviation in the same column; the 
result measures signal deviation in units of noise standard-deviation. 

 The three vectors containing the calculation results shall be attached to the 
calibration outputs associated with the current TIR CAL (from which the cold-space 
view was derived). 

o NOTE: If statistics are collected within the cold-space view from signals which have had the 
cold-space mirror offset applied, the output in the case of perfect operation will resemble the 
CSM offset.  The CSM offset should not be included in the calculation (or it can be 
subtracted from the mean signals before normalisation if that is more convenient). When the 
CSM offset is not included the result in the case of perfect operation should be close to zero 
on average. 

 

 TEST: 

o Prepare three “flag vectors” to contain the results of the test.  The vectors each contain 384 
elements, all initially cleared. 

 These flag vectors shall be attached to the calibration outputs associated with the 
current TIR CAL (from which the cold-space view was derived). 

o Apply the following test to each ILLUMINATED individual detector column in each spectral 
band: 

o Raise a flag in the appropriate column if the calculation result deviated from zero in either a 
positive or a negative sense by more than the threshold value “SSTLTIR_CSV_FACTOR” 
extracted from the CCDB.  

 Count the number of illuminated columns for which the computed quantity violates 
the threshold. 

 PASS / FAIL CRITERIA: 

o The test is “passed” if none of the calculated results exceeds the threshold. 

o The test is “failed” with probable indication of mechanism failure if more than 5% of the 
computed signals from illuminated columns in any spectral band exceeds the threshold in a 
positive direction (indicating mispositioning of the calibration mechanism). 

 There is a remote possibility that the signals may deviate in a negative sense: this 
would indicate a detector issue (possibly connected with temperature or bias 
voltages).   

o The test is “failed” with possible indication of “unresponsive” or “stuck” detector 
elements if up to 5% of the calculated results exceed the threshold.   

 

 OUTPUTS: 

o Three vectors containing “Normalised Deviation” values 

o Three vectors containing “excessive deviation” flags.  

 

 RESPONSES to TEST FAILURES: 

o If a test failed at the first TIR CAL following entry into INS-NOM-OBS, then the failure and 
the flags should be ignored until the next TIR CAL is executed. 

o If the test “fails” for any reason after the first TIR CAL, the ECGP shall raise a “TIR Flat 
Field” warning flag.  The flag should be included in the set of calibration products 
generated by the TIR CAL processing.  ALL TIR data acquired following the application of 
the TIR flat-field are deemed unreliable.  
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 Because this test relies upon a “correct” flat-field having been acquired and applied 
during the previous TIR CAL OBCP, the test will not yield meaningful results if it is 
repeated at the next (perfect) TIR CAL following a previous TIR CAL in which the 
flag was raised.  

o If the test fails with a probable indication of detector issues, the ECGP shall raise a “TIR 
Detector Issue” flag in addition to the TIR mechanism flag; setting of this flag should trigger 
an investigation of TIR detector health possibly using raw data.  Specific checks for TIR 
detector health are covered in a separate section. 
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20.2.3 Defective Detector Elements Check. 

 

This check requires only the inspection of the CBB Normalised Temperature Difference dataset computed by 
the ECGP as described in section 15.5, specifically the warning flags. 

The checks comprise the following: 

 Individual unresponsive detector elements may be detected as follows: 

o Look for a few warning flags being raised in isolated columns within each band, the columns 
being different between the bands.  The normalised temperature difference in the relevant 
columns will be significantly negative.   

 The threshold value for raising flags is set conservatively in the knowledge that the 
expected signal level drop corresponding to one “dead” element in a spectral band 
is between 200 ADU (B7, B9) and 300 ADU (B8), and the rise associated with a 
dead REF element would be about half of these figures.  A deviation of +/- 5 times 
the effective noise level is appropriate to avoid false triggering (CCDB parameter 
SSTLTIR_CBB_DEVIATION_FACTOR) whilst maintaining sensitivity. 

 It is thought unlikely that two adjacent elements will fail together, and very unlikely 
that elements in different bands will fail in the same column (unless a column output 
circuit fails).  

o If a single detector element should fail completely, the signal will be reduced by a factor 1 in 
19 (from the TDI summation factor); the required corrective gain factor for the affected 
detector column would be approximately 1.053.  

o If there are correlations between the flag vectors (flags appear set in the same column within 
each of the three vectors), then a faulty element within the REF area may be indicated. 

o Analysts should be aware that an un-corrected systematic bias affecting all detector 
elements might cause the simple test to set multiple flags across the detector.  In such a 
case the offset should be investigated and corrected appropriately for the processing. A 
properly corrected offset is a precondition for carrying out these checks! 

o If an unresponsive element is suspected, then two confirmatory steps are required:  

 Check recent ground imagery looking for “darkened” (in fact “cooled”) columns at 
positions corresponding to the “dead” element detection.   

 Check that the detection is repeatable in the next TIR CAL CBB view. 

 Detection of (new) particulate contamination at the filter block may be made in a very similar 
manner to unresponsive elements, but the analyst should watch for smaller negative deviations in 
sensitivity occurring in a few adjacent columns within a single spectral band.  Dust particles may not 
fully obscure a detector element (as they are not in sharp focus at the detector), but they may also 
(partially) “shade” more than one element.  Small particles may not cause warning flags to be raised. 

 

The health monitoring function may decide to call for a raw-mode TIR detector test in which the performance 
if individual elements may be measured directly to confirm the diagnosis. An outline test procedure is given 
in the TIR calibration maintenance section.    

The normalised CBB temperature difference data-set will be reviewed by the TIR calibration maintenance 
function; compensation may then be made for loss of sensitivity in specific detector columns.  After the 
compensatory actions have been applied, the imagery should no longer show “colder columns”. 
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20.3 VNS CHECKS 

 

The checks listed below are directed at early detection of VNS mechanism issues (especially those which 
might cause a loss of solar diffuser view data) and VNS data integrity loss caused by unrecoverable RAM 
errors within the FEE. 

 

20.3.1 VNS Mechanism Check (Diffuser Position) 

 

Results of this test (a flag) shall for part of the VNS_SD1_1B or VNS_SD2_1B standard products.  

This test is intended to determine whether or not the VNS mechanism positioned itself correctly in either of 
the two “diffuser” positions without requiring any recovery actions.   

This check shall be applied at every VNS CAL OBCP execution (i.e. approximately daily) and the result of 
the check (in the form of a “Bad Solar Data” warning flag) shall be included in the set of calibration products 
generated by the ECGP from processing the VNS CAL data. 

The VNS CAL OBCP will be initiated by tele-command at a particular time in the orbit such that the diffuser 
should be correctly positioned just before the sun illuminates it; any mechanism recovery action will disrupt 
this timing and thereby compromise the solar irradiance data collected during the diffuser view.   

Recovery actions taken by the VNS mechanism should not have such severe effects on the VNS dark view 
(and the flat-field collected therefrom) since the timing is not critical. 

Correct positioning of the VNS in the diffuser position without any recovery action is tested by inspecting the 
timing during the VNS CAL OBCP: 

 Check is made when the sub mode is INS-NOM-VNS2 or INS-NOM-VNS1 (“daily” or “monthly” VNS 
CAL). 

 Measure the time (in ground lines) between the following VNS pointing flag transitions by counting 
ICU AUX ISPs (assuming that none are lost!): 

o VNSEARTH to VNSMOVING and  

o (VNSMOVING to VNSDIFF2) OR (VNSMOVING to VNSDIFF1) depending upon the sub-
mode flag noted above. 

 The expected time for this movement if no recovery occurs is 446 GL (approximately 28 seconds). A 
“short” recovery action (if possible) will extend the time slightly, and this would not be significant.  A 
“long” recovery action involving a datum seek and re-positioning will destroy the timing. 

 The check is “passed” if the measured time is less than a threshold which is provided within the 
CCDB with the name “SSTLVNS_SOLAR_MOVE_TIME” with default value 480 GL.  No action is 
required in this case. 

 The check is “failed” if the measured time is larger than the threshold.  This failure implies that the 
VNS solar exposure data may well be invalid.  

o  A flag should be raised to mark the solar data products as “suspect”. This flag shall be 
called “VNS_mechanism”.   

o This flag may be reset before the next VNS solar exposure at which time the check will be 
repeated. 

o An inspection of the solar exposure products may be triggered by the setting of this flag, 
leading potentially to the exclusion of those products from the time-series which is passed to 
the VNS calibration maintenance processing. 
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20.3.2 VNS RAM Double-Bit Errors 

 
RAM (controlled by the FEE) is used to buffer signals acquired from VNS multiple sub-exposures within each 
GL; this RAM may suffer uncorrectable double-bit errors before the final VNS signals have been computed, 
this potentially compromising the VNS ISPs. 

Uncorrected double-bit errors set a persistent bit within the FEE STATUS register (LHTG8560, bit 18) and 
give rise to a warning message which goes to the MSI operator; the warning bit must be reset manually by 
the MSI operator.  At the same time the FEE records the RAM address at which the error was detected and 
reports it via the ancillary HKTM (FEEEDACADD, LST05142).   

Note that these registers are sampled for inclusion in the ICU AUX packets only once every second: any 
error indicated by these packets may therefore have occurred in the VNS packets received during any of the 
previous 16 GL. 

The ECGP can detect if a single EDAC error occurs by reading bit 18 of the FEE STATUS register; if 
this bit is set (i.e. 1) then an error has been detected.  Because the bit remains set until an MSI operator 
intervenes, it cannot be used to detect multiple EDAC errors which might occur within the response time (up 
to 72h).  The ECGP may read and record the RAM address, and then monitor the value for changes (which 
would indicate new EDAC error events).  Unfortunately this check will not be effective if a new error occurs at 
the same RAM address. 

On detection of an uncorrected double-bit error, the ECGP should raise a warning flag regarding VNS data 
integrity in ALL channels for the period extending at least 1 second BEFORE the detection of the error bit.   

The warning flag name shall be “VNS_EDAC”; this flag shall form part of the standard L1B product. 

It is not a simple matter to determine which VNS detector signal may have been affected: reference must be 
made to the FEE manual to diagnose the precise location of the problem.  Similarly the effect of the error is 
un-determined since any bit in any of the co-added signals may have been corrupted. 

It is not anticipated that an uncorrectable double-bit error will be a common occurrence. 

 

20.3.3 VNS Detector Responsivity 

 

The results of this check shall form part of the VNS_SD1_1B or VNS_SD2_1B standard products. 

This section seeks to flag any VNS detector elements which are deemed “unresponsive” The results of the 
check shall be communicated to the VNS Calibration Maintenance analyst since they affect those “off-line” 
activities. 

This check shall be performed after every VNS CAL OBCP execution (i.e. once in every 16 orbits). 

 

INPUT DATA (VNS_SD1_1B or VNS_SD2_1B) 

 Solar irradiance statistics vectors – two per spectral band – containing the mean solar irradiance and 
the irradiance standard deviation computed from the just-executed VNS CAL.  These data shall be 
accompanied by the count of “valid” sun-exposed lines which contributed to the dataset (expected to 
be about 357). 

 

OUTPUT DATA 

 FOUR “flag” vectors which mark “suspicious” detector elements in each band.  Flags are set if a 
detector element is deemed unresponsive. These flag arrays must be communicated to users of 
VNS imagery and to the ECGP supervisor. 

 FOUR “normalised differential response” vectors for inspection which should be communicated to 
the VNS calibration maintenance analyst. 
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 These data form part of the calibration products arising from the VNS CAL processing. 

 

QUALITY CHECK 

Before applying any calculations, the statistical data quality should be checked by comparing the number of 
“valid” ground lines which contributed to the dataset.   

 The “expected” number of contributing lines is 357 (22.5 seconds).  This value is stored in the CCDB 
under the name “SSTLVNS_EXPECTED_SOLAR_EXPOSURE_LINES”. The value should be 
updated in light of early flight experience. 

 The minimum number of contributing lines is provided in the CCDB under the name 
“SSTLVNS_MIN_SOLAR_EXPOSURE_LINES”; the initial value is set to 100, but the value can be 
adjusted in light of early flight experience. 

IF the number of valid contributing lines is less than the minimum threshold, then the solar 
irradiance dataset shall be designated as “un-trustworthy”: 

 This designation must be passed to the VNS Calibration Maintenance analyst so that the data can 
be excluded from the analysis of long-term sensitivity degradation. 

 The calculations and checks described below should not be performed on this data-set as the results 
may be compromised. 

 

CALCULATION: “Normalised Differential Response” 

The following computation is applied to all the illuminated detector elements within each band using the solar 
irradiance statistical vectors (mean and standard deviation) as inputs: 

 Compute the mean solar irradiance across all the illuminated columns (numbering 360). This is the 
“swath-averaged” irradiance. 

 Subtract this swath-averaged solar irradiance from the solar irradiance in each illuminated element 
of the mean irradiance vector; this computes the “differential” radiance of measured by each element 
compared to the swath-average. 

 Divide the each differential irradiance by the swath-averaged irradiance.   

 The result of this computation is a set of FOUR “normalised differential irradiance” arrays. 

o These arrays should be archived and made available as time-series (like waterfall plots) for 
continuous monitoring. 

o The signals express deviations of each detector’s response from the average response 
scaled in units of the average response. 

o Deviations may be positive or negative, and there may be some variability from element to 
element in some bands (especially SWIR-2). 

o If a detector element fails to respond to the solar illumination, the normalised differential 
response will be negative, with a minimum theoretical value close to -1.0.  

 

FLAG SETTING (RESPONSIVITY): 

The ECGP must prepare a fresh (time-stamped) “responsivity flag vector” for each VNS band whose 
elements are initialised to “clear” (say zero). 

The CCDB provides a threshold parameter for deciding if any detector element is unresponsive: the 
parameter name is SSTLVNS_RESPONSIVITY_THRESHOLD.  The default value is -0.25. 

Repeat the following test on each of the four normalised differential irradiance arrays (including only 
illuminated elements): 
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 A detector element is designated “unresponsive” if the normalised differential radiance value is 
smaller than the VNS responsivity threshold.  The corresponding element in the flag array should be 
“set” (say to 1). 

The un-responsive element flag arrays should be archived and made available as time-series datasets 
together with the normalised differential irradiance vectors.  The information should be passed to the VNS 
Calibration Maintenance analyst. 

Note: the calculation and tests described above do not take into account any previous unresponsive element 
flags, thus allowing for the possibility that an element may re-attain “responsive” status following a 
previously-corrupted measurement.   

 

20.3.4 VNS Detector SNR Monitor 

 

The results of this check shall form part of the VNS_SD1_1B or VNS_SD2_1B standard products. 

This check compares the VNS SNR in each band against thresholds which are derived from requirement 
MSI-315.  The check is made using solar data which are not expected to provide maximum possible 
radiance in each channel. 

This check shall be carried out at each VNS CAL OBCP (i.e. daily) and the results shall be included in the 
set of calibration products produced by the OBCP from processing VNS CAL data. 

 

INPUT DATA  

 (VNS_SD1_1B or VNS_SD2_1B) FOUR pairs of solar irradiance statistical data vectors (mean and 
standard deviation) generated by the OBCP processing. 

 CCDB: VNS SNR Threshold values 

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B1 : (VIS) Value 180  

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B2 : (NIR) Value 185  

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B3 : (SWIR1) Value 105  

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B4 : (SWIR-2) Value 105  

(These values are derived from the VNS required threshold SNR values (specified at a “high reference” 
radiance by scaling to the radiance values expected from the VNS during a solar observation). 

 

OUTPUT DATA 

These data shall be included within the set of calibration products associated with the current VNS CAL 
OBCP: the product designation is VNS_SD1_1B or VNS_SD2_1B depending on which diffuser (D1 or D2) 
was in use.   

 FOUR calculated SNR vectors (one per spectral band). 

o Dataset name is VNS_solar_SNR_d1 or VNS_solar_SNR_d2 

 FOUR corresponding “SNR Performance flag” vectors. 

o Dataset name is VNS_solar_SNR_flags_d1 or VNS_solar_SNR_flags_d2 

 

CALCULATION AND TEST 

 Initialise the four flag vectors to “clear” (say zero) values throughout. 

 Repeat the following for each spectral band: 
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o Divide the averaged solar irradiance signal in each illuminated column by the corresponding 
irradiance standard deviation value. 

 Check that the standard deviation is greater than zero before the division! (This 
situation might arise if the detector signal were saturated for some reason). 

o Compare the SNR value thus collected to the band-appropriate threshold value extracted 
from the CCDB: 

 Set (“raise”) the warning flag if the calculated SNR is BELOW the threshold value. 

Unresponsive detector elements will yield small SNR values (no signal).  Excessively-noisy detector 
elements will also yield lower-than-average and lower-than-expected vales. 

The SNR vectors calculated in the procedure above should be archived as a time-series (such as a “waterfall 
plot”) together with the SNR flag vectors. 

The flag vectors should be passed to the ECGP analyst as warnings regarding VNS detector performance. 

Both the SNR vectors and the SNR flag vectors should be made available to the VNS Calibration 
Maintenance analyst. 

If any elements are found to be excessively noisy in the solar irradiance data, then it is advisable to 
check the last dark-view statistics data-set to see whether or not the issue is visible with no 
illumination.  
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20.4 LOW SEVERITY “FDIR” CHECKS 

 

This section provides a simplified analogue of the low-severity checks carried out by the ICU.  It will provide 
the data user with warning flags which reproduce those generated by the ASW if any quantities stray outside 
pre-determined limits.  These flags serve to warn the user that the data stream may be of lower quality 
because the system is behaving anomalously but has not yet failed in a manner that requires “avoiding 
action”. 

High-severity FDIR functionality is not included since infractions detected by the ICU will result in recovery 
actions leading in most cases to a “refuse” mode with no science data generation. 

The parameter limits are set based upon those included in the ASW (at version 4.3, see [AD-6]). 

The checks should be applied continuously at the GL rate as described below. 

Should a deviation outside the limits be detected for any of the parameters, then an appropriate flag should 
be raised for as long as the deviation persists to mark image data as potentially untrustworthy.  The ECGP 
may raise flags separately for each camera based upon the origin or relevance of the parameter being 
measured.  Some checks require “gating” according to the settings of pointing indicators (see details below). 

All FDIR flags shall form part of the L1B standard image product. 

It is not expected that any of the low-severity checks will fail under routine operation, since limits have been 
set relatively widely.  A failure should prompt an NRB and contact with the MSI operator to investigate 
possible causes. 

 

20.4.1 Temperatures 

 

The following table specifies the temperatures in KELVIN and the lower / upper limits against which they will 
be monitored (also in KELVIN): 

 

Name TM Designator Expected 
(K) 

Low Limit 
(K) 

High Limit 
(K) 

ATC 
Use? 

FEE Temperature LHT08828 N/A 287.0 302.0 N 

TIROU Temp 1 (Detector PKG) LHT08829 N/A 289.5 301.5 N 

TIROU Temp 10 (Cover) LHT08832 287.65 286.9 288.4 Y 

TIROU Temp 11 (Cover) LHT08833 287.65 286.9 288.4 Y 

VNS Temp 3 (OU) LHT08834 296.15 295.15 297.15 Y 

VNS Temp 4 (OU) LHT08836 296.15 295.15 297.15 Y 

VNS Temp 1 (CALU) LHT08837 296.15 295.15 297.15 Y 

VNS Temp 2 (CALU) LHT08838 296.15 295.15 297.15 Y 

TIROU Temp 2 (Bench) LHT08839 288.15 287.4 288.9 Y 
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TIROU Temp 3 (Bench) LHT08840 288.15 287.4 288.9 Y 

TIROU Temp 4 (Relay) LHT08841 293.15 292.4 293.9 Y 

TIROU Temp 5 (Relay) LHT08844 293.15 292.4 293.9 Y 

TIROU Temp 7 (RBB) LHT08847 N/A 292.5 294.0 N 

VNS Temp 5 (CF) LHT08860 223.45 222.45 224.45 Y 

VNS Temp 6 (CF) LHT08861 223.45 222.45 224.45 Y 

TIROU CBB A  LHT08863 N/A 285.40 288.65 N 

TIROU CBB B LHT08864 N/A 285.40 289.0 N 

VNS SWIR-2 DETECTOR Temp LHT08871 234.3 232.3 236.3 N 

TIR DETECTOR Temp LHT08872 295.5 294.75 296.25 Y 

Table 24: Low-severity "FDIR" limits for MSI temperatures. Sensors involved with ATC are identified, 
often in pairs.  Note that the MSI OB temperatures are not considered.  The “Expected” temperatures 
are the “set-points” but these are subject to alteration by the MSI operator. The values provided 
mirror ASW 4.3 entries for TM(5,2,X) events. 

 

Notes on the table: 

 All temperature limits apply equally to Nominal or Redundant sides of the MSI.  

 Sensors used for ATC are identified: the “expected” temperature in these instances corresponds to 
the set point of the ATC loop. 

 Sensors used for ATC mostly come in pairs (with the exception of the TIR detector!).  Some special 
logic is required to deal with situations in which one sensor might fail. A failed sensor is detected by 
the ICU “high-severity” FDIR function and results in INSSBR with ISP flow being terminated. 

 The low and high limit values are provided within the CCDB with names which contain the telemetry 
identifier: 

o SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHTXXXXX_LOW 

o SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHTXXXXX_HIGH 

 The nominal (expected, default) values are provided within the CCDB with names which contain the 
telemetry identifier: 

o SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHTXXXXX_NOM 

 Whilst it is not expected that any of the values will be changed, it is not impossible.  The CCDB 
parameter values will need to be updated if the MSI operator makes some changes. 

 

CHECK METHOD 

 Fresh parameter values are extracted from each ICU AUX packet (via the appropriate decoding 
functions) and provided in engineering units. 

 The two limiting values for each temperature are retrieved from the CCDB. 
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 For all parameters with the exception of the TIR detector temperature and the VNS SWIR-2 detector 
temperature, the parameter is subjected to a simple  “window” detector: 

 

if((parameter >= parameter_low_limit) && (parameter <= parameter_high_limit)) 

 parameter_flag = 0;               // flag is clear: no issue! 

else 

 parameter_flag = 1;               // flag is set! 

 

When checking either the TIR detector temperature or the VNS SWIR-2 detector temperature, the test 
must be “gated” by the TIR pointing direction obtained from the same ICU AUX ISP so that the flag 
will never be set if either mechanism is moving: 

 

if((parameter >= parameter_low_limit) && (parameter <= parameter_high_limit) 

 parameter_flag = 0;            // flag is clear: no issue! 

else {                                

 if((TIR_POINTING == TIRMOVING) || (TIR_POINTING == VNSCAL)) 

parameter_flag = 0;      // corruption by either mechanism moving 

 else 

  parameter_flag = 1;      // a “real issue” is detected! 

} 

The flag status is refreshed at each measurement. 

Any raised flag is to be read as a warning that science data might be suspect.  It shall not impede 
processing, but might prompt contact with the MSI operator. 

In cases where a dual-sensor ATC loop is involved, the MSI operator may select either thermometer as the 
“loop sensor”; if a sensor fails (resulting in INS-SBR, and the cutting of ISPs), the MSI operator can disable 
FDIR checks on the failed sensor and carry on operating with the remaining sensor.  There is no mechanism 
whereby the ECGP can be informed of this operation.   

It is suggested that dual-sensor ATC loops (of which there are 7 in total, six being included in the table) 
should be assessed in a slightly different manner: any ATC loop is to be declared functional if AT LEAST 
ONE of the two sensors associated with that loop gives a reading within the limits provided.     

No FDIR checks are applied to the MSI OB ATC loop. 

The ECGP may maintain separate “ATC Status Flags” based upon the results of these “dual-checks”. 

These temperature checks are generic and are separate from (and additional to) those which are employed 
in the TIR sensitivity corrections. These low-severity FDIR checks are intended in general to be more lax 
than the sensitivity checks. 

 

20.4.2 Voltage Checks 

 

Only a limited range of voltages are to be checked.  Low-severity checks of the two TIR detector bias 
voltages VFID and VSKIM are not enabled by default in the ASW (as of version 4.3) but are checked by the 
ECGP instead. 
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Name TM Designator Expected 
(Volts) 

Low Limit 
(Volts) 

High Limit 
(Volts) 

FEE 7V Filter P LHT08583 7.20 7.00 8.10 

TIR VFID LHT08580 3.665 3.640 3.680 

TIR VSKIM LHT08581 5.258 5.240 5.270 

Table 25 : Low-severity voltage monitor limits. Note that the two TIR bias voltage measurements have 
limited quantisation resolution (about 0.01 Volts). 

These parameters are stored within the CCDB using the same naming conventions as for the temperatures 
limits before. 
 

20.4.3 FDIR Flag Names 

 
The following table lists the FDIR flag names which shall be maintained by the ECGP.  These lfags shall be 
updated at each ground line using the methods specified above.   
 
The complete set of flags shall form part of the standard L1B data product. 
 

L1B Flag Name Contributing HKTM 
Designators 

Notes 

FDIR_FEE LHT08828 Single temperature sensor 

FDIR_TIR_detector_package LHT08829 Single temperature sensor 

FDIR_TIR_cover LHT08832 / LHT08833 ATC temperature dual sensor 

FDIR_VNS_OU LHT08834 / LHT08836 ATC temperature dual sensor 

FDIR_VNS_CALU LHT08837 / LHT08838 ATC temperature dual sensor 

FDIR_TIR_bench LHT08839 / LHT08840 ATC temperature dual sensor 

FDIR_TIR_relay LHT08841 / LHT08844 ATC temperature dual sensor 

FDIR_TIR_RBB LHT08847 Single temperature sensor 

FDIR_SWIR2_CF LHT08860 / LHT08861 ATC temperature dual sensor 

FDIR_TIR_CBB_A LHT08863 Single temperature sensor 

FDIR_TIR_CBB_B LHT08864 Single temperature sensor 

FDIR_SWIR2_detector LHT08871 Single temperature sensor 

FDIR_TIR_detector LHT08872 ATC temperature single sensor 

FDIR_FEE_7VP LHT08583 Voltage monitor 

FDIR_TIR_VFID LHT08580 Voltage monitor 

FDIR_TIR_VSKIM LHT08581 Voltage monitor 

FDIR_FEE_7VP LHT08583 Voltage monitor 

Table 26: FDIR flags maintained by the ECGP together with the contributing HKTM.  The complete set 
of these flags – updated at each ground line – shall form part of the standard L1B data product. 
There are 17 FDIR flags in total. 
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20.5 ICU HEALTH CHECKS 
 

The ICU handles various streams of data including ADC readings (for thermometry for example), FEE-
generated science packets and flat-field data which is applied to all image data before transmission to 
ground.  Some of these data are held in dual-port RAM within the “Interface FPGA” which is considered “soft” 
for single-event upsets.  The RAM is provided with a hardware system to correct single-bit errors but double-
bit errors will not be corrected.  In some cases the data within the RAM is “transient” and soon-overwritten by 
new data (for example the next FEE-generated science packet). In other cases the data may be static for a 
period – up to a day for flat-field data for example.  An un-corrected corruption of the FF may therefore affect 
imagery for a significant period. 

Double-bit errors are expected to be very rare. 

The ICU maintains a status byte (LHTG8121) which flags the occurrence of RAM double-bit errors.  It also 
flags latch-up events at the ADCs within the ICU. 

The definition of the status word is to be found in the FOM [AD-4]; it is reproduced here for convenience: 

Bit Function TM Designation Notes 

7 (msb) NOT USED N/A N/A 

6 ADC Latch-up LHTD9981 Self-Recovery expected. 

5 ADC2 / Buffer F Error LHTD9982 ADC readings which contribute to HKTM 

4 ADC1 / Buffer E Error LHTD9983 ADC readings which contribute to HKTM 

3 Flat Field Buffer Error LHTD9984 Flat-Fields in force for 8 channels, daily update 

2 FEE packet / Buffer C 
Error 

LHTD9985 FEE science packet buffer (updates 8 times / GL) 

1 WCT / Buffer B Error LHTD9986 Mechanism Waveform Control Table (dynamically loaded) 

0 (lsb) SCT / Buffer A Error LHTD9987 Mechanism Speed Control Table (dynamically loaded) 

Table 27 : Content of LHTG8121 ADC Latchup and Buffer Double-Bit Error status. An error is 
signalled by the corresponding bit being “set” (i.e. 1).  Bits are transient as they are reset by 
software, often when the status byte is read. 

 
The flag bits will reset once the status word has been read by the software and detection will begin anew.  
The ASW reads the status approximately every 2 seconds. 
 
Checks should be made on receipt of each new copy of this status byte (i.e. every time an ICU AUX 
packet is received).  
 
The general response of the ECGP upon detecting any set bit must be to raise a flag, but there are a few 
subtleties to be observed as described in the individual description sections which follow. 
 

 Bits 0 and 1: The WCT and SCT buffers are of little concern since they are dynamically written by 
the ASW immediately prior to and during a mechanism movement (which is infrequent) and are 
unused at other times.  
 

 Bit 2: FEE (Science) Packet.  If this flag is raised, then one of the science packets received by the 
ICU from the FEE has suffered a corruption.  There is no way to determine which packet may have 
been affected, or where in any packet the error occurred.  There may be an effect on the science 
data or on the header information. 

 
o The ECGP shall raise a “Science_data_EDAC” flag: 

 
 The flag is relevant to all science data (images and header information) including all 

source data IDs (channels). 
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 The flag is relevant to all data collected from at least 2 seconds into the recent past 
(about 33 GL) from first detection up to the current time since this is the time window 
within which the error occurred.  
 

 The bit will remain “set” until the ASW re-reads the EDAC register after a couple of seconds 
during which fresh FEE data will be received. The flag will be set or cleared at that time. 
 

o The error flag must “apply” to ALL science data packets received during the time window. 
 

 Bit 3: Flat Field Buffer. The data contained in this buffer are updated by tele-command once every 
16 orbits following the TIR and VNS CAL OBCPs; the flat-fields are applied to all science packets 
flowing through the ICU until the next update.  An error will compromise the science data: 
unfortunately, there is no way to determine which channel(s) might be affected, nor the severity of 
the effect. 

 
o The ECGP shall raise a “Science_data_FF_EDAC” flag: 

 
 The flag is relevant only to image data, NOT to packet header information. 

 
 The flag is relevant to all data collected from at least 2 seconds into the recent past 

(about 33 GL) from first detection. 
 

 The flat-field double-error detection bit will clear automatically when the ASW next 
reads the register and will remain clear unless another double-bit error is detected. 

 
o The flag raised by the ECGP must remain set until the flat field buffer is refreshed by BOTH 

TIR and VNS (which occurs following the TIR and VNS CALs, up to 16 orbits in the future).  
The flat field remains corrupted in some way until that time. 

 

 Bit 4 and Bit 5: ADC Buffers E and F. An error in these buffers may perhaps affect some of the 
ancillary data within the ICU AUX packet (but these data represent only a sub-set of the buffer 
content).   
 

o The ECGP should raise an “Ancillary_data_EDAC” flag as a warning.  
 

 The flag is relevant to all data collected from at least 2 seconds into the recent past 
(about 33 GL) from first detection. 
 

 The ADC-buffer error bit will clear automatically when the ASW next reads the 
register and error detection will continue as new ADC readings are collected. 

 
o The ECGP flag may be reset at when bits 4 and 5 are both clear in a new sample of the 

EDAC register. 
 

o The flag should be used as a warning to processes which make regular use of ancillary 
HKTM (including FDIR and TIR sensitivity corrections) that their results may be un-
trustworthy.  

 

 Bit 6: ADC Latch-up.  The effect of this error is that all ADC-mediated readings may be affected for a 
period until the automatic recovery process finishes.    

o The ECGP should raise an “ICU_ADC_latchup” flag as a warning.  
 

 The flag is relevant to all data collected from at least 2 seconds into the recent past 
(about 33 GL) from first detection. 
 

 The flag should be re-assessed continuously and cleared when the ADC latch-up bit 
clears. 
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o The flag should be used as a warning to processes which make regular use of ancillary 
HKTM (including FDIR and TIR sensitivity corrections) that their results may be un-
trustworthy.  

 

20.5.1 List of ICU flags 

 

All the flags listed below (total four) shall form part of the L1B standard data product, and shall be 
refreshed and maintained as described above (essentially at the GL rate). 

 Science_data_EDAC 

 Science_data_FF_EDAC 

 Ancillary_data_EDAC 

 ICU_ADC_latchup 
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21 RAW DATA HANDLING 

 

The MSI is able to produce raw data in different ways described in an earlier section of this document; more 
details are available in the FEE manual.  The purpose of this section is to outline how these data should be 
handled by the ground processor. 

 

21.1 TIR AUX ISPS 

 

The ground processor makes no explicit use of these packets – they are intended for debugging and 
diagnostic work only. 

It is suggested that when the TIR AUX packets are generated (once per 16 orbits) they be appended as new 
rows to an image (for example in 16-bit TIFF format).  The ISPs contain 384 data values, but only the first 95 
will be populated with the TIR AUX data (corresponding to the number of active rows on the TIR detector).  
The data values (which come from the TIR video ADC) have 14 bit resolution, aligned with the least-
significant bit of each 16-bit ISP word.  No display offset or flat-field is applied by the ICU.  At the end of the 
short burst of packets (lasting perhaps 35 minutes) the image can be closed and archived.  The TIR AUX 
ISPs contain a record (the “row / column” value) indicating which detector column was pre-selected; this 
value, together with a time-stamp, should be saved along with the TIR AUX image.  

No additional processing is required for the TIR AUX data. 

 

21.2 RAW SUB-MODE VNS DATA 

 

This section deals with VNS RAW data contained in ISPs with the service / sub-service / source designations 
(235,65,X) where X takes on the values 10 through 13 (raw VIS to raw SWIR-2). Note that only one VNS 
detector may be pre-selected at a time.  Generation of these packets requires operator intervention which 
switches off the flow of “nominal” science data. 

The ground processor makes no explicit use of these packets – they are intended for debugging and 
diagnostic work only.   

These data are intended for diagnosing persistent issues with the VNS detectors and the processing of 
multiple VNS sub-exposures (“frames”) carried out within each ground-line.  The data are discontinuous (as 
described in the FEE manual): the FEE fills its memory with VNS raw data and then empties the memory via 
the ISP stream until the memory is empty.  There ensues a short delay whilst new data are acquired and the 
ISP stream re-starts.  This cycle repeats until the operator exits INS-NOM-RAW. 

The data takes the form of ADC values stored in the least-significant 14 bits of 16-bit unsigned short 
integers. No display offset or flat field is applied by the ICU. 

The ECGP should simply append the content of each ISP to a suitable image (like 16-bit TIFF) along with a 
time-stamp, and close the image when the MSI transitions out of INS-NOM-RAW. 

Note that the MSI quality vector is NOT available when raw sub-mode is in force (refer to the FEE manual for 
details). 
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21.3 RAW SUB-MODE TIR DATA  

 

This section deals with TIR RAW data contained in ISPs with the service / sub-service / source designation 
(235,65,14). Generation of these packets requires operator intervention which switches off the flow of 
“nominal” science data.  TIR detector is the default data source (ID 14) for INS-NOM-RAW sub-mode. 

 

The ECGP may make use of these data for the purposes of TIR Calibration Maintenance processing, and 
especially for the periodic detection of un-responsive (“dead”) detector elements which can affect the TIR 
radiometric calibration to a significant degree.  

Data produced in this sub-mode comprise raw (14-bit) ADC measurements taken from each active row of the 
TIR detector (total 95) during one standard reading time (i.e. within one GL) which are then transmitted in 
sequence.  If the ISPs are appended to a growing image, the result is a repeated representation of the two-
dimensional active area of the TIR detector, albeit comprising five active zones concatenated and with no 
flat-fielding or display offset applied. 

As for the VNS raw data, the FEE fills RAM with TIR data and when full it begins to empty the buffer by 
transmitting ISPs (8 per GL) until the buffer is empty, at which point the FEE begins to re-acquire data until 
the buffer is re-filled.  This cycle repeats continuously. Note that one TIR raw image requires a period 
equivalent to almost 12 GL to transmit (95 ISPs at a rate of 8 ISPs per GL). 

The FEE marks each ISP with the TIR detector row number from which the data have been acquired; these 
detector row numbers must be recorded together with the corresponding line of TIR raw data.  The pattern of 
row numbers (five groups containing 19 rows each) will repeat multiple times, but there will be periodic 
interruptions at the point where the buffer empties and re-cycles.  The expected row number sequence is 
reproduced below, together with the CCDB dataset field names: 

 SSTLTIR_RAW_B7_LOW (77) to SSTLTIR_RAW_B7_HIGH (95)  inclusive – Band 7 zone  

 SSTLTIR_RAW_R1_LOW (108) to SSTLTIR_RAW_R1_HIGH (126) inclusive – REF zone 1 

 SSTLTIR_RAW_B8_LOW (140) to SSTLTIR_RAW_B8_HIGH (158) inclusive – Band 8 zone 

 SSTLTIR_RAW_R2_LOW (171) to SSTLTIR_RAW_R2_HIGH (189) inclusive – REF zone 2 

 SSTLTIR_RAW_B9_LOW (202) to SSTLTIR_RAW_B9_HIGH (220) (inclusive – Band 9 zone 

The ECGP should receive TIR raw data ISPs and append the data to a continuously-growing image together 
with the TIR Raw Line parameter and the TIR pointing direction as well as the time-stamps.  Each sample 
may be represented as a 16-bit unsigned integer for which only the least significant 14 bits are valid (the 
most-significant two bits should be ignored). 

A continuous stream of TIR raw ISPs will be received whilst the MSI is in INS-NOM-RAW with the TIR 
detector selected as the data source.  The stream will terminate when the MSI is returned to INS-NOM-OBS 
at which point the raw TIR image may be “closed” and passed on for inspection or processing. 

Note that the MSI quality vector is NOT available when raw sub-mode is in force (refer to the FEE manual for 
details). 

Users of “normal” TIR imagery should note that whilst the MSI is in RAW sub-mode, the internal signal 
summations which form part of the reference-zone and TDI summation processing calculations will not be 
active.  There will be a short period (approximately 19 GL) following exit from RAW sub-mode during which 
these quantities are updated within the FEE: TIR imagery is not trustworthy during this period. 

For reference, a short section of TIR raw data is presented as an image below.  The data show a repeated 
pattern of five stripes (the five active zones), but in this example a break in transmission occurs near the 
centre (white line) which happens to coincide with a change of TIR pointing direction.  In the latter part of the 
image the TIR is viewing a warmer target than in the first part, and the contrast between the strips changes 
(especially the three “spectral data” regions). 
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Figure 35 : Short section of TIR RAW data showing the characteristic repeated five-zone pattern. The 
extent of each repeat is best shown by looking for discontinuities in the wings (far left or right).  The 
white line indicates a transmission break as the FEE refills its buffers with new data.  The TIR 
pointing direction was modified half-way through the image, thereby changing the contrast between 
strips, especially in the three spectral data regions. The shading across the image is caused by 
“fixed-pattern offset” in the detector. 
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22 LIST OF CCDB DATA 

 
This section summarises the CCDB data which is required in order to operate the ECGP.   For a full list of all 
data, and descriptions of format, type etc., please refer to the CCDB ICD [AD-2]. 
  
NOTE any dataset field names which begin with “TNOVNS” refer to CCDB data supplied by TNO to SSTL.  
These are included within the CCDB, and described by the TNO Calibration Data Definition File [RD-2]. 
 
Derived datasets which have been based upon the TNO information are labelled with “SSTLVNS” prefix. 
 

22.1 ISP CHECKS: TRUNCATION FACTORS 

 
Truncation factors (three-bit fields) contained within the Instrument Data Field Header Extension may be 
checked for correctness against these prototypes: 
 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B1 (VNS VIS), value 0 or “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B2 (VNS NIR), value 0 or “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B3 (VNS SWIR-1), value 3 or “011” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B4 (VNS SWIR-2), value 2 or “010” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B7 (TIR Band 7), value 0 or “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B8 (TIR Band 8), value 0 or “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_B9 (TIR Band 9), value 0 or “000” bits 

 SSTLMSI_TRUNC_REF (TIR REF), value0 or “000” bits 

 

22.2 VNS PROCESSING 

 

22.2.1 VNS Detector Geometry 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 

o SSTLVNS_WIDTH (value 384, range 0 to 383) 

o SSTLVNS_WING_LEFT_A (value 0) 

o SSTLVNS_WING_LEFT_B (value 13) 

o SSTLVNS_WING_RIGHT_A (value 372) 

o SSTLVNS_WING_RIGHT_B (value 383) 

 

 NOTE: Many TNO-supplied CCDB entries “mark” data in un-illuminated columns with easily-
identified “dummy” values (like -999.9999). 

 

22.2.2 VNS “Display Offset”  

 
 

 Dataset Field Name : SSTLVNS_DISPLAY_OFFSET 
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o Default value 62464 (= 0xf400) in all VNS channels 
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22.2.3 VNS Radiance Data 

 

 TWO sets of data  depending upon NOM / RED selection 
 

 NOM side dataset field names: 
 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B1   (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B2   (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B3   (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B4   (SWIR-2) 

 

 RED side dataset field names: 
 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B1_SIDEB   (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B2_SIDEB  (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B3_SIDEB   (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_RADIA_RANGE_B4_SIDEB   (SWIR-2) 

 
 

22.2.4 Average Photon Energy  

 

 Data DERIVED by SSTL from VNS spectral responses (supplied by TNO) 
 

 Dataset Field Names (one per band) 
 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_PHOTON_E_B1  (VIS) 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_PHOTON_E_B2  (NIR) 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_PHOTON_E_B3  (SWIR-1) 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_PHOTON_E_B4  (SWIR-2) 
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22.2.5 ICU gain factors for each VNS band 

 

 Data Field Names 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B1  (Vis, value 1) Applies to channel / data source ID 1 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B2  (NIR, value 1) Applies to channel / data source ID 2 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B3  (SWIR-1, value 8) Applies to channel / data source ID 3 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B4  (SWIR-2, value 4) Applies to channel / data source ID 4 

 

22.2.6 BSDF ANGLES (BSDF DOMAIN) 

 

 DEPENDENCE ON DIFFUSER SELECTION 
 

o “Diffuser-2” is “Daily” and “Diffuser 1” is “Reference”. 
 

 Data comprise Azimuth, Elevation angle pairs for each of 13 distinct illumination configurations. 
 

 Dataset Field Names Diffuser 1: 
 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B1    (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B2    (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B3    (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Domain_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 

 Dataset Field Names Diffuser 2: 
 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B1    (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B2    (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B3    (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Domain_B4    (SWIR-2) 
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22.2.7 BSDF data (BSDF RANGE) 

 

 DEPENDENT ON DIFFUSER SELECTION 

o “Diffuser-2” is “Daily” and “Diffuser 1” is “Reference”. 
 

 Diffuser characteristic for each detector element (384) having 13 separate angle configurations per 
element. 

 Dataset Field Names (Diffuser 1) :  

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B1    (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B2    (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B3    (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_1_Range_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 Dataset Field Names (Diffuser 2) :  

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B1    (Visible) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B2    (Near IR) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B3    (SWIR-1) 

o TNOVNS_IBSDF_Diffuser_2_Range_B4    (SWIR-2) 

 

22.2.8 BSDF solar angle limit values 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLVNS_MIN_SOLAR_AZIMUTH (value 145.0) 

o SSTLVNS_MAX_SOLAR_AZIMUTH (value 161.5) 

o SSTLVNS_MIN_SOLAR_ELEVATION (value 11.3) 

o SSTLVNS_MIN_SOLAR_ELEVATION (value 12.8) 
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22.2.9 VNS Equivalent Spectral Bandwidth 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B1   (VIS) 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B2   (NIR) 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B3   (SWIR-1) 

o SSTLVNS_EQUIV_BANDWIDTH_B4   (SWIR-2) 
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22.3 TIR PROCESSING 

 
 
20.2.1 TIR DETECTOR GEOMETRY (Various) 

 
 

 Dataset Field Names 
 

o SSTLTIR_WIDTH  (value 384 columns, range 0 to 383) 

o SSTLTIR_TDI_WIDTH  (value 19 rows) 

o SSTLTIR_REF_WIDTH  (value 38 rows) 

o SSTLTIR_ILLUM_COL_LEFT (value 12, counting from 0) 

o SSTLTIR_ILLUM_COL_RIGHT (value 368, counting from 0) 

 

22.3.1 TIR Display Offset 

 

 Dataset Field Name: 
 

o SSTLTIR_DISPLAY_OFFSET (Constant value 8192 = 0x2000) 
 
 

22.3.2 ICU gain factors for each TIR band 

 

 Data Field Names 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B7 (value 1) Applies to channel / data source ID 5 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B8 (value 1) Applies to channel / data source ID 6 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_B9 (value 1) Applies to channel / data source ID 7 

o SSTLMSI_ICU_GAIN_REF (value 1) Applies to channel / data source ID 8 

 

 Note: unit gain is signified by truncation factor 0 (three-bit field, value zero).  All TIR truncation 
factors should have the same value and are NOT expected to change. 

 

22.3.3 Cold-Space Mirror Self-Emission Offsets 

 

 Each vector contains the offsets in all detector columns, non-illuminated columns containing zero 
values. 

 

 NOTE: Selection of files will depend upon result of TIR calibration maintenance activities 
 

 Dataset Field Names (NOM): 
 
o SSTLTIR_CSM_OFFSET_NOM_TTTTT_EEE 

 

 Dataset Field Names (RED): 
 
o SSTLTIR_CSM_OFFSET_RED_TTTTT_EEE 
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 Notes: TTTTT and EEE describe CSM temperature (in units of 0.01 Kelvin) and emissivity (in units of 
0.1%).   A typical dataset named “SSTLTIR_CSM_OFFSET_RED_27700_016” corresponds to a 
temperature of 277.00 Kelvin and an emissivity of 1.6%. 
 

 Responses from the RED and NOM sides are almost identical (certainly within the noise level), but 
separate files are made available for completeness.  

 
 

 

22.3.4 TIR “Sensitivity” Data 

 
These datasets encode the way in which the TIR signals across the swath are affected by changes in 
selected parameters including detector temperature, bias voltage and structure temperatures.   The following 
common features apply: 
 
Refer to the ATBD for a complete description of correction algorithms and of each file.  The ATBD specifies a 
template structure “TIR_SENSITIVITY_STRUCT” into which the nine files associated with each parameter 
may be read. 

22.3.4.1 TIR Sensitivity: Detector Temperature Sensitivity (VTEMP) 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B7_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B7_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B7_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B8_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B8_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B8_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B9_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B9_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VTEMP_B9_OFFSET_SLOPE 

 

22.3.4.2 TIR Sensitivity: Detector Bias VFID (Gain setting) 

 
Users of this dataset should note that the sampling resolution of TIR detector bias voltages is poor, so 
corrections should make use of filtered HKTM values if quantisation artefacts are to be avoided. 
 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B7_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B7_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B7_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B8_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B8_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B8_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B9_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B9_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VFID_B9_OFFSET_SLOPE 

 
 

22.3.4.3 TIR Sensitivity: Detector Bias VSKIM (Offset setting) 
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Users of this dataset should note that the sampling resolution of TIR detector bias voltages is poor, so 
corrections should make use of filtered HKTM values if quantisation artefacts are to be avoided. 
 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B7_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B7_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B7_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B8_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B8_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B8_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B9_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B9_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_DETECTOR_VSKIM_B9_OFFSET_SLOPE 

 

22.3.4.4 TIR Sensitivity: Relay Lens Temperature 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B7_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B7_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B7_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B8_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B8_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B8_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B9_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B9_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_RELAY_B9_OFFSET_SLOPE 

 

22.3.4.5 TIR Sensitivity: Bench Temperature 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B7_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B7_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B7_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B8_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B8_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B8_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B9_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B9_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_BENCH_B9_OFFSET_SLOPE 

 

22.3.4.6 TIR Sensitivity: Cover Temperature 

 
“New” ATC system provided in response to NCR-2129 “Stray Light” with the aim of stabilising the 
temperature of the TIR top cover. This dataset is provided as a “place-holder” in case a small sensitivity 
correction is found to be necessary in flight. The dataset is initially populated with “null-effect” coefficients 
(unit gain and zero offset, offset_slope) 

 

 Dataset Field Name: 
 

o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B7_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B7_OFFSET 
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o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B7_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B8_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B8_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B8_OFFSET_SLOPE 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B9_GAIN 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B9_OFFSET 
o SSTLTIR_SENSITIVITY_COVER_B9_OFFSET_SLOPE 
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22.3.4.7 TIR Sensitivity: warning limits 

 

CCDB Reference Value Unit 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_DETECTOR 0.20 Kelvin 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_RELAY 0.20 Kelvin 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_BIAS_VFID 5.0 milli-Volt 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_BIAS_VSKIM 5.0 milli-Volt 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_BENCH 0.20 Kelvin 

SSTLTIR_SENS_LIMIT_TEMP_CASE 0.20 Kelvin 

Table 28: TIR Sensitivity warning limits 
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22.3.5 TIR Radiometric Calibration 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_RADIOMETRIC_LUTS_NOM    

o SSTLTIR_RADIOMETRIC_LUTS_RED 

 
 

22.3.6 TIR Generic Transformation: Temperature to Radiance 

 

Three transformation tables provided for use with previously-calibrated TIR image data (as brightness 
temperatures) whenever an equivalent radiance-image is required.  These three (band-specific) 
transformations (and their corresponding band-specific inverses) MUST be used whenever a TIR brightness-
temperature image is to be interpolated for any reason and at any stage of processing – refer to the ATBD 
for details [AD-1]. 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_INVERSE_TEMPERATURE_INTERVAL 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_TEMPERATURE_TO_RADIANCE_DOMAIN 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_TEMPERATURE_TO_RADIANCE_RANGE 
 

 

22.3.7 TIR Generic Transformation: Radiance to Temperature 

 

Band-specific transformation tables provided to convert TIR radiance image data (obtained only through the 
use of the generic “temperature to radiance” transformations) back to brightness temperatures. Refer to the 
ATBD (section on Level 1C data re-sampling). 

This dataset is intended for use as part of the image resampling (interpolation) process at Level 1C and 
Level 2. 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC_INVERSE_RADIANCE_INTERVAL:  
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC _RADIANCE_TO_TEMPERATURE_DOMAIN 
 

o SSTLTIR_GENERIC _RADIANCE_TO_TEMPERATURE_RANGE 
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22.4 TIR OBCP PROCESSING SUPPORT 

22.4.1 CBB Normalised Temperature Difference Factor 

 

 Dataset Field Name :  

o SSTLTIR_CBB_DEVIATION_FACTOR 

22.5 COMMON IMAGE PROCESSING 

 

22.5.1 MSI-Referred Pointing Vectors 

 
WARNING: These data are included for reference only and are NOT intended for direct use by the ECGP.  
The proper route for access to pointing information will be via the space-craft (platform) database in which 
these data will be included following transformation to refer them to the spacecraft pointing frame. 
 

 

 These are unit-amplitude pointing vectors expressed as three Cartesian components related to the 
MSI master reference frame (the MSI master optical “cube” or “IO” frame). 
 

 The standardised names for the MSI-frame pointing datasets will be as follows: 
 

o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B1 ( = VNS Band 1 Visible) 

o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B2 ( = VNS Band 2 Near IR) 

o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B3 ( = VNS Band 3 SWIR-1) 

o MSIVNS_Point_Range_B4 ( = VNS Band 4 SWIR-2) 

o MSITIR_Point_Range_B7 ( = TIR Band 7) 

o MSITIR_Point_Range_B8 ( = TIR Band 8) 

o MSITIR_Point_Range_B9 ( = TIR Band 9) 

 

22.5.2 MSI Relative Pointing Data (including both VNS and TIR) 

 

BAND values are 1,2,3,4,7,9.  LOW_COLUMN defaults to 12, HIGH_COLUMN defaults to 368. 

 

 Dataset Field Names: 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B1_BAND    

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B1_LOW_COLUMN  

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B1_HIGH_COLUMN  

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B1 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B2_BAND    

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B2_LOW_COLUMN 
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o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B2_HIGH_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B2 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B3_BAND    

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B3_LOW_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B3_HIGH_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B3 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B4_BAND    

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B4_LOW_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B4_HIGH_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B4 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B7_BAND    

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B7_LOW_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B7_HIGH_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B7 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B9_BAND    

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B9_LOW_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B9_HIGH_COLUMN 

o SSTLMSI_COREGISTRATION_B9 

 Note: TIR Band 8 is designated as “master” coordinate reference; no co-registration data are 

provided for TIR band 8! 

  

22.5.3 FIR Filter Kernel (Over-sampled) 

 

Used for precision interpolation operations, especially production of L1C data. 

This two-dimensional FIR filter kernel has been designed for “clean” interpolation of any MSI images which 
may be required, for example at Level 1C (co-registration) or at Level 2.  TIR brightness temperature images 
must be transformed into equivalent radiance images using the supplied generic transforms before 
interpolation is attempted.  The inverse generic transforms should then be used to recover the interpolated 
temperature images. 

 Dataset Field Names: 

o SSTLMSI_INTERPOLATION_FILTER_SIZE  

o SSTLMSI_INTERPOLATION_FILTER_OVERSAMPLE 

o SSTLMSI_INTERPOLATION_FILTER_KERNEL 
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22.6 ANCILLARY HKTM DATA 

 

22.6.1 ANC Data Filter 

 

Low-pass unit-gain and zero-offset filter kernel for use in interpolating ANC HKTM parameters many of which 
are updated at a rate of once every 1 to 2 seconds.  Intended principally for TIR bias voltages VSKIM and 
VFID. 
 

 Dataset Field Name : SSTLTIR_ANCILLARY_DATA_FILTER 

 

22.6.2 Ancillary HKTM decoding coefficients 

 

Please refer to the reference code in the appendix for information on how these coefficients should be 
utilised.  The dataset field names are based upon the equivalent “#define” statements found therein. 

 

Dataset Field Name Type Value Unit 

PT1K_IDRIVE ECdouble 1.000E-3 amps 

PT1K_OFFSET ECdouble 12.50 volts 

PT1K_GAIN ECdouble 18.8866 unitless 

ADC_FULLSCALE ECdouble 65535 adu 

PT1K_VREF ECdouble 5.000 volts 

T_C_K_OFFSET ECdouble 273.15 kelvin 

PT1K_A ECdouble 3.9083E-3                  1/kelvin 

PT1K_B ECdouble -5.775E-7 1/(kelvin-squared) 

PT1K_RT ECdouble 1000.0 ohms 

MIN_PT1K_ADC_INPUT ECdouble 0.489 volts 

MAX_PT1K_ADC_INPUT ECdouble 4.860 volts 

PRI_A_PT2K_IDRIVE ECdouble 1.0E-3 amps 

PRI_A_PT2K_OFFSET ECdouble 25.0 volts 

PRI_A_PT2K_GAIN ECdouble 12.7442                 volts 

PRI_A_ADC_FULLSCALE ECdouble 65535.0 adu 

PRI_A_PT2K_VREF ECdouble 5.0 volts 

RED_A_PT2K_IDRIVE ECdouble 1.0E-3 amps 

RED_A_PT2K_OFFSET ECdouble 25.0 volts 

RED_A_PT2K_GAIN ECdouble 12.7742 unitless 

RED_A_ADC_FULLSCALE ECdouble 65535.0 adu 

RED_A_PT2K_VREF ECdouble 5.0 volts 

PRI_A_PT2K_A ECdouble 3.94874E-3 1/kelvin 

PRI_A_PT2K_B ECdouble -6.48746E-7 1/(kelvin-squared) 

PRI_A_PT2K_RT ECdouble 2003.09 ohms 

RED_A_PT2K_A ECdouble 3.95031E-3                 1/kelvin 

RED_A_PT2K_B ECdouble -6.47054E-7 1/(kelvin-squared) 

RED_A_PT2K_RT ECdouble 1999.05                   ohms 
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MIN_PT2K_ADC_INPUT ECdouble 0.489 volts 

MAX_PT2K_ADC_INPUT ECdouble 4.511 volts 

PRI_B_PT2K_IDRIVE ECdouble 1.0E-3 amps 

PRI_B_PT2K_OFFSET ECdouble 25.0 volts 

PRI_B_PT2K_GAIN ECdouble 12.7442 unitless 

PRI_B_ADC_FULLSCALE ECdouble 65535.0 adu 

PRI_B_PT2K_VREF ECdouble 5.0 volts 

RED_B_PT2K_IDRIVE ECdouble 1.0E-3 amps 

RED_B_PT2K_OFFSET ECdouble 25.0 volts 

RED_B_PT2K_GAIN ECdouble 12.7442 unitless 

RED_B_ADC_FULLSCALE ECdouble 65535.0 adu 

RED_B_PT2K_VREF ECdouble 5.0 volts 

PRI_B_PT2K_A ECdouble 3.94901E-3 1/kelvin 

PRI_B_PT2K_B ECdouble -6.38236E-7 1/(kelvin-squared) 

PRI_B_PT2K_RT ECdouble 1996.97 ohms 

RED_B_PT2K_A ECdouble 3.9497E-3 1/kelvin 

RED_B_PT2K_B ECdouble -6.38236E-7 1/(kelvin-squared) 

RED_B_PT2K_RT ECdouble  1994.31 ohms 

ANY_GAIN ECdouble 1.0 unitless 

ANY_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 volts 

ANY_LOAD ECdouble 18000.0 ohms 

ANY_VADC ECdouble 5.0 volts 

ADC_FULLSCALE ECdouble 65535.0 adu 

ANY_RCABLE ECdouble 0.0 ohms 

ANY_SHA ECdouble 1.02870E-3 1/kelvin 

ANY_SHB ECdouble 2.3919E-4                        1/kelvin 

ANY_SHC ECdouble 1.56413e-7                       1/kelvin 

ANY_TREF ECdouble 289.15                          kelvin 

ANY_R0 ECdouble 10000.0 ohms 

MIN_ANY_RAW ECuLongInt 64 adu 

MAX_ANY_RAW ECuLongInt 65472 adu 

VIS_SENSOR_GAIN ECdouble -1.39326E-3 volts/kelvin 

VIS_SENSOR_OFFSET ECdouble 0.861173 volts 

VIS_PRI_ICU_GAIN_1 ECdouble 2.8963 unitless 

VIS_ICU_GAIN_2 ECdouble 9.148 unitless 

VIS_ICU_OFFSET_2 ECdouble -20.3704 volts 

VIS_FEE_GAIN ECdouble 1.0 unitless 

VIS_FEE_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 volts 

NIR_SENSOR_GAIN ECdouble -1.39326E-3 volts/kelvin 

NIR_SENSOR_OFFSET ECdouble 0.863374 volts 

NIR_ICU_GAIN_1 ECdouble 2.8963 unitless 

NIR_ICU_GAIN_2 ECdouble 9.148 unitless 

NIR_ICU_OFFSET_2 ECdouble -20.3704 volts 
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NIR_FEE_GAIN ECdouble 1.0 unitless 

NIR_FEE_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 volts 

SWIR1_SENSOR_GAIN ECdouble -1.39326E-3 volts/kelvin 

SWIR1_SENSOR_OFFSET ECdouble 0.854374 volts 

SWIR1_ICU_GAIN_1 ECdouble 2.8963 unitless 

SWIR1_ICU_GAIN_2 ECdouble 9.148 unitless 

SWIR1_ICU_OFFSET_2 ECdouble -20.3704 volts 

SWIR1_FEE_GAIN ECdouble 1.0 unitless 

SWIR1_FEE_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 volts 

SWIR2_SENSOR_GAIN ECdouble -1.39326E-3 volts/kelvin 

SWIR2_SENSOR_OFFSET ECdouble 0.864628 volts 

SWIR2_ICU_GAIN_1 ECdouble 2.8963 unitless 

SWIR2_ICU_GAIN_2 ECdouble 9.148 unitless 

SWIR2_ICU_OFFSET_2 ECdouble -20.3704 volts 

SWIR2_FEE_GAIN ECdouble 1.0 unitless 

SWIR2_FEE_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 volts 

TIR_SENSOR_GAIN ECdouble -6.4182E-3 volts/kelvin 

TIR_SENSOR_OFFSET ECdouble 1.965 volts 

TIR_ICU_GAIN_1 ECdouble 1.4651 unitless 

TIR_ICU_GAIN_2 ECdouble 4.240 unitless 

TIR_ICU_OFFSET_2 ECdouble -8.0882 volts 

TIR_FEE_GAIN ECdouble 1.0 unitless 

TIR_FEE_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 volts 

ICU_VTEMP_VADC ECdouble 5.0 volts 

ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE ECuLongInt 65535 adu 

FEE_P_VIS_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 614.620 adu/volt 

FEE_P_VIS_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 19.71 adu 

FEE_R_VIS_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 637.660 adu/volt 

FEE_R_VIS_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble -85.65 adu 

FEE_P_VIS_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 613.189 adu/volt 

FEE_P_VIS_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 7.077 adu 

FEE_R_VIS_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 614.697 adu/volt 

FEE_R_VIS_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 8.089 adu 

FEE_P_NIR_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 621.913 adu/volt 

FEE_P_NIR_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble -9.980 adu 

FEE_R_NIR_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 622.074 adu/volt 

FEE_R_NIR_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 11.969 adu 

FEE_P_NIR_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 611.438 adu/volt 

FEE_P_NIR_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 9.652 adu 

FEE_R_NIR_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 615.183 adu/volt 

FEE_R_NIR_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 6.063 adu 

FEE_P_SWIR1_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 606.296 adu/volt 

FEE_P_SWIR1_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 63.884 adu 
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FEE_R_SWIR1_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 631.378 adu/volt 

FEE_R_SWIR1_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble -46.841 adu 

FEE_P_SWIR1_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 610.832 adu/volt 

FEE_P_SWIR1_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 11.091 adu 

FEE_R_SWIR1_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 613.248 adu/volt 

FEE_R_SWIR1_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 9.778 adu 

FEE_P_SWIR2_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 616.927 adu/volt 

FEE_P_SWIR2_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 14.070 adu 

FEE_R_SWIR2_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 617.988 adu/volt 

FEE_R_SWIR2_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 15.409 adu 

FEE_P_SWIR2_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 611.729 adu/volt 

FEE_P_SWIR2_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 8.996 adu 

FEE_R_SWIR2_VDET_GAIN ECdouble 614.587 adu/volt 

FEE_R_SWIR2_VDET_OFFSET ECdouble 5.902 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 608.267 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 37.308 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VDDA_GAIN ECdouble 610.672 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VDDA_OFFSET ECdouble 33.909 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VDDL_GAIN ECdouble 612.573 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VDDL_OFFSET ECdouble 21.896 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VDDL_GAIN ECdouble 614.322 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VDDL_OFFSET ECdouble 20.526 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VBUS_GAIN ECdouble 611.624 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VBUS_OFFSET ECdouble 3.418 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VBUS_GAIN ECdouble 615.585 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VBUS_OFFSET ECdouble 0.823 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VFID_GAIN ECdouble 608.722 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VFID_OFFSET ECdouble 18.260 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VFID_GAIN ECdouble 611.514 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VFID_OFFSET ECdouble 17.834 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VSKIM_GAIN ECdouble 608.562 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VSKIM_OFFSET ECdouble 24.318 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VSKIM_GAIN ECdouble 609.312 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VSKIM_OFFSET ECdouble 24.324 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VEB_GAIN ECdouble 1217.689 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VEB_OFFSET ECdouble 17.860 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VEB_GAIN ECdouble 1224.017 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VEB_OFFSET ECdouble 14.980 adu 

FEE_P_7VF_GAIN ECdouble 391.705 adu/volt 

FEE_P_7VF_OFFSET ECdouble 6.970 adu 

FEE_R_7VF_GAIN ECdouble 390.028 adu/volt 

FEE_R_7VF_OFFSET ECdouble 6.689 adu 

FEE_P_ADC08_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1237.076 adu/volt 
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FEE_P_ADC08_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_ADC08_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1240.310 adu/volt 

FEE_R_ADC08_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_ADC16_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1237.076 adu/volt 

FEE_P_ADC16_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_ADC16_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1240.310 adu/volt 

FEE_R_ADC16_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_ADC24_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1237.076 adu/volt 

FEE_P_ADC24_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_ADC24_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1240.310 adu/volt 

FEE_R_ADC24_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1239.524 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_REF_GAIN ECdouble 1241.942 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_REF_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_VIS_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 614.800 adu/volt 

FEE_P_VIS_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_VIS_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 615.668 adu/volt 

FEE_R_VIS_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_NIR_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 615.088 adu/volt 

FEE_P_NIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_NIR_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 616.145 adu/volt 

FEE_R_NIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_SWIR1_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 614.146 adu/volt 

FEE_P_SWIR1_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_SWIR1_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 615.262 adu/volt 

FEE_R_SWIR1_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_SWIR2_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 617.105 adu/volt 

FEE_P_SWIR2_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_SWIR2_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 618.003 adu/volt 

FEE_R_SWIR2_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_P_TIR_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 614.115 adu/volt 

FEE_P_TIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_R_TIR_VVIDEO_GAIN ECdouble 615.189 adu/volt 

FEE_R_TIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET ECdouble 0.0 adu 

FEE_ADC_FULLSCALE ECuLongInt 4095 adu 

FEE_MASK ECuLongInt 4095 unitless 

EPOCH_OFFSET ECuLongInt 315964800 second 

VALID1_MASK ECuLongInt 31 unitless 

N_ANC_TEMPS ECuLongInt 28 unitless 

N_FEE_VOLTS ECuLongInt 24 unitless 
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22.7 MSI SET POINT VALUES 

 
These values are the default set point temperatures for all ATC loops (total EIGHT values), plus the set 
points of two TIR voltages (VFID and VSKIM).  These values may be used in conjunction with TIR sensitivity 
compensation. 
 
Users are warned that the values may be subject to change when flight experience has been gained. 
 
 

Dataset Field Name Value Unit 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_MSIOB 273.15 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_VNSOU 296.15 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_VNSCU 296.15 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_VNSCF 223.45 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_TIRBENCH 288.15 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_TIRRELAY 193.15 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_TIRCASE 287.65 Kelvin 

SSTLMSI_ATC_SPT_TIRDETECTOR 295.50 Kelvin 

SSTLTIR_FEE_SPV_VFID 3.665 Volts 

SSTLTIR_FEE_SPV_VSKIM 5.260 Volts 

Table 29: MSI Active Thermal Control set-points and TIR detector bias set-points. 
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22.8 HEALTH-MONITORING PARAMETERS 

22.8.1 TIR Mechanism Anomalies 

 
Three parameters are provided: 
 

22.8.1.1 TIR Mechanism Time-out value 

Used for detecting possible anomalies in TIR mechanism movements during a TIR CAL OBCP. 

 DataSet Field Name:  SSTLTIR_CBB_NADIR_TIMEOUT 

22.8.1.2 TIR Cold-Space View Drift Factor 

 

Used for detecting possible anomalies in TIR mechanism movements during a TIR CAL OBCP. 

 

 DataSet Field Name:  SSTLTIR_CSV_THRESHOLD 

 

22.8.1.3 TIR CBB View Drift Factor 

 

Used for detecting possible anomalies in TIR mechanism movements during a TIR CAL OBCP. 

 

 DataSet Field Name:  SSTLTIR_CBB_DRIFT_FACTOR 

 

22.8.2 VNS Mechanism Anomalies 

 

22.8.2.1 Solar Diffuser Movement Time 

 
Used for detecting possible anomalies in VNS mechanism movements during the first part of a VNS CAL 
OBCP. 

 DataSet Field Name:  SSTLVNS_SOLAR_MOVE_TIME  

 

22.8.2.2 Solar Exposure Times (Expected and Minimum) 

 

Used for detecting issues within the VNS CAL OBCP solar view 

 

 Dataset Field Names :  
 

o SSTLVNS_EXPECTED_SOLAR_EXPOSURE_LINES 
 

o SSTLVNS_MIN_SOLAR_EXPOSURE_LINES 
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22.8.3 VNS Detector Health Checks 

 

22.8.3.1 VNS Responsivity Check 

 
For the detection of un-responsive detector elements in any VNS band: threshold responsivity for any 
element compared to the swath-average responsivity, scaled in units of the prevailing noise.  To be applied 
to solar-view images. 
 

 Dataset Field Name  SSTLVNS_RESPONSIVITY_THRESHOLD 

 
 

22.8.3.2 VNS Signal to Noise Ratio Check (Solar Exposure) 

 
Threshold SNR values for each spectral band for use with solar-exposure data. To be reviewed in light of 
early orbit experience. 
 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B1 : (VIS)  

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B2 : (NIR)  

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B3 : (SWIR1)  

o SSTLVNS_SOLAR_SNR_B4 : (SWIR-2)  

 

22.8.4  Low-Severity “FDIR” Parameters 

 

 In all cases the values provided apply equally to the Nominal and Redundant sides of the MSI. 

 All values are scalar, ECfloat. 

 Units vary depending upon the quantity in question (Kelvin for Temperature, Volts for voltages). 

22.8.4.1 Temperatures 

 

Dataset Field Name Temp (Kelvin) 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08832_LOW  286.90 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08832_NOM  287.65 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08832_HIGH 288.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08833_LOW 286.90 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08833_NOM 287.65 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08833_HIGH 288.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08834_LOW 295.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08834_NOM 296.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08834_HIGH 297.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08836_LOW 295.15 
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SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08836_NOM 296.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08836_HIGH 297.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08837_LOW 295.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08837_NOM 296.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08837_HIGH 297.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08838_LOW 295.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08838_NOM 296.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08838_HIGH 297.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08839_LOW 287.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08839_NOM 288.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08839_HIGH 288.90 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08840_LOW 295.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08840_NOM 296.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08840_HIGH 297.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08841_LOW 292.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08841_NOM 293.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08841_HIGH 293.90 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08844_LOW 292.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08844_NOM 293.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08844_HIGH 293.90 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08847_LOW 292.50 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08847_NOM 293.15 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08847_HIGH 294.00 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08860_LOW 222.45 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08860_NOM 223.45 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08860_HIGH 224.45 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08861_LOW 222.45 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08861_NOM 223.45 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08861_HIGH 224.45 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08863_LOW 285.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08863_HIGH 288.65 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08864_LOW 285.40 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08864_HIGH 289.00 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08871_LOW 232.30 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08871_NOM 234.30 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08871_HIGH 236.30 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08872_LOW 294.75 
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SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08872_NOM 294.5 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08872_HIGH 296.25 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08828_LOW 287.00 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08828_HIGH 302.00 

Table 30: Low-severity FDIR temperature limits. 

22.8.4.2 Low-Severity FDIR Voltages 

 

Dataset Field Name Value (Volts) 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08583_LOW 7.000 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08583_NOM 7.200 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08583_HIGH 8.100 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08580_LOW 3.640 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08580_NOM 3.665 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08580_HIGH 3.680 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08581_LOW 5.240 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08581_NOM 5.258 

SSTLMSI_LSFDIR_LHT08581_HIGH 5.270 

Table 31 : Low-severity FDIR voltage limits. 
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22.9 RAW SUB-MODE SUPPORT DATA 

 

22.9.1 Definition of TIR detector zones by row: 

 

Dataset Field Name Value 

(Rows) 

Note 

SSTLTIR_RAW_B7_LOW 77 Band 7 zone  

SSTLTIR_RAW_B7_HIGH 95 (All row numbers are inclusive) 

SSTLTIR_RAW_R1_LOW 108 First reference zone 

SSTLTIR_RAW_R1_HIGH 126  

SSTLTIR_RAW_B8_LOW 140 Band 8 zone  

SSTLTIR_RAW_B8_HIGH 158  

SSTLTIR_RAW_R2_LOW 171 Second reference zone 

SSTLTIR_RAW_R2_HIGH 189  

SSTLTIR_RAW_B9_LOW 202 Band 9 zone 

SSTLTIR_RAW_B9_HIGH 220 (All zones include 19 rows) 
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22.10 VNS CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE DATA 

 
This section contains data which is applicable to maintaining the calibrations of both cameras over the life of 
the mission.  The CCDB is provided with “clean” datasets which have no effect when applied by the ECGP. 
The calibration maintenance activities for each camera may from time to time produce updated instances of 
these datasets which will be contained in the product “VNS_RAD_CORR” and which should then be made 
available to the ECGP for use on subsequent science data. 
 
 

22.10.1 VNS Sensitivity Correction Data 

 

The data for VNS comprises four (band-specific) vectors of “Calibration Maintenance” values which adjust for 
measures VNS camera sensitivity losses by adjusting the gain of the signal processing chains.  No gain 
adjustments are made in the non-illuminated columns. 

 Dataset Field Names: 

o MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B1_001 (VIS) 

o MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B2_001 (NIR) 

o MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B3_001 (SWIR-1) 

o MSIVNS_CM_GAIN_B4_001 (SWIR-2) 
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22.11 TIR CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE 

 

22.11.1 TIR Calibration Maintenance Gain Threshold 

 

A threshold used to detect whether or not TIR effective sensitivity has shifted far enough to warrant 
correction. 

 Dataset Field Name:  

o SSTLTIR_CM_GAIN_THRESHOLD  

 

22.11.2 TIR Reference Noise Performance and Scaling at 220K and 293K 

 

Dataset Field Name Value Unit 

SSTLTIR_RMS_NOISE_ADU_BX  9.45 ADU (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_220K_AVG_NEdT_B7  0.45 Kelvin (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_220K_AVG_OSF_B7 0.0475 Kelvin / ADU 

SSTLTIR_220K_AVG_NEdT_B8  0.25 Kelvin (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_220K_AVG_OSF_B8  0.0265 Kelvin / ADU 

SSTLTIR_220K_AVG_NEdT_B9  0.35 Kelvin (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_220K_AVG_OSF_B9 0.0370 Kelvin / ADU 

SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_NEdT_B7  0.13 Kelvin (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_OSF_B7 0.0138 Kelvin / ADU 

SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_NEdT_B8  0.10 Kelvin (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_OSF_B8  0.0106 Kelvin / ADU 

SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_NEdT_B9  0.16 Kelvin (RMS) 

SSTLTIR_293K_AVG_OSF_B9 0.0169 Kelvin / ADU 

Table 32 : Typical TIR performance data for targets at 220K and 293K. 
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22.11.3 Calibration Maintenance Gain Vectors 

 
 

 Dataset Field Names: 
 

o SSTLTIR_CM_GAIN_B7_001 

o SSTLTIR_CM_GAIN_B8_001 

o SSTLTIR_CM_GAIN_B9_001 

Updated instances of the calibration maintenance vectors will be produced by the “off-line” activity and 
packaged in a product “TIR_GAIN_CORR” which must be supplied to the ECGP. 
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22.12 RELATED / USEFUL DATA NOT USED DIRECTLY BY THE ECGP 

 

22.12.1 TIR Spectral Responses 

 

This dataset is not utilised directly in the ECGP. 

 NO dependence on NOM / RED selection 

 FORMAT: vectors of type ECfloat 

 ENCODING: BLOB 

Data set name Description 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_DOMAIN                   Wavelengths in microns, sampled 
every 0.01 microns in the range 7.00 
microns to 13.99 microns. ECfloat 
vector, 700 elements 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B7_MIN Normalised spectral response (min) for 
band 7 at the wavelengths contained in 
the domain vector. ECfloat vector, 700 
elements, NO UNITS 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B7_AVG Normalised spectral response (avg) for 
band 7. ECfloat vector, 700 elements 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B7_MAX Normalised spectral response (max) for 
band 7. ECfloat vector, 700 elements, 
NO UNITS. 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B8_MIN Normalised spectral response (min) for 
band 8 at the wavelengths contained in 
the domain vector. ECfloat vector, 700 
elements, NO UNITS. 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B8_AVG Normalised spectral response (avg) for 
band 8. ECfloat vector, 700 elements, 
NO UNITS. 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B8_MAX Normalised spectral response (max) for 
band 8. ECfloat vector, 700 elements, 
NO UNITS. 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B9_MIN Normalised spectral response (min) for 
band 9 at the wavelengths contained in 
the domain vector. ECfloat vector, 700 
elements, NO UNITS. 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B9_AVG Normalised spectral response (avg) for 
band 9. ECfloat vector, 700 elements, 
NO UNITS. 

SSTLTIR_NORMALISED_SPECTRAL_RESPONSE_B9_MAX Normalised spectral response (max) for 
band 9. ECfloat vector, 700 elements, 
NO UNITS. 

Table 33: TIR Normalised Spectral response data 
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23 EXTERNAL SERVICE FUNCTIONS REQUIRED BY THE ECGP 

 
There are some instances in which the ATBD requires access to external services or functions whose full 
specifications are outside the scope of this document. Such instances are listed below: 
 

23.1 SOLAR POINTING RELATED TO THE VNS COORDINATE FRAME 

 
This function is utilised within the VNS solar diffuser calculations (as described above) in order to compute 
the effective (interpolated) solar IBSDF as a function of time throughout the 22.5-second solar exposure. 
 

 The function must (on request, once per ground line) deliver the solar azimuth and solar elevation 
angles in relationship to the VNS coordinate system. 
 

 The angles shall be delivered in degrees to suit the algorithm specified in the relevant section. 
 

 The “valid” ranges of each angle are specified above; the function shall be capable of delivering 
angles OUTSIDE the specified valid ranges and for all positions around an orbit (the data may 
be used for TIR diagnostics). 

 

 The uncertainty of the angle calculation shall be 0.1 degrees at worst, preferably 0.02 degrees, in 
both axes. 
 

 The CCDB includes a matrix transformation which – if pre-multiplied by a solar-direction vector 
expressed in the MSI reference system will yield a version of the same vector referred to the VNS 
reference frame.  This transformation will be required to deliver the solar angles correctly to VNS 
processing. 
 

 

23.2 SOLAR IRRADIANCE TEMPORAL VARIATION 

 
This function is also used as part of the VNS solar calibration in order to compute the band-integrated solar 
irradiance as viewed by the VNS camera. 
 

 The function must, upon request (once per VNS calibration, expected to be once per 16 orbits), 
provide the temporal correction factor for solar irradiance as described in the appropriate section 
above. 
 

 The correction factor shall be supplied with an uncertainty of less than 0.1%. 
 

 Alternatively, the ECGP may adopt the equation provided within the text in which case the only 
parameter required would be the day of the year (in a floating point format with a fractional part). 
 
 
 

23.3 SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE IN VNS BANDS 

 

If it is deemed desirable to check the absolute calibration of VNS, then an accurate model of the solar 
spectral irradiance within each band must be made available.  Calculations made within this document have 
utilised the E490_TOA model and the spectral responses of the VNS filters to estimate the expected 
responses, but the ECGP may wish to supply or utilise a different model.  This model should contain the 
spectral information and the “absolute” irradiance scaling, whilst adjustment for temporal variation during the 
course of a year would be supplied independently (see separate function above). 
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If a trustworthy solar model is made available at BoL, then the absolute calibration of VNS may be checked 
whilst the optics and the diffusers are “clean”. 

 

The model should return on demand FOUR sets of expected band-integrated irradiances, one set per band.  
Each set of responses must contain the irradiance value expected for each individual illuminated detector 
element computed using the solar spectrum combined with that detector element’s individual spectral 
response. (The responses are NOT even across the entire field of view!). 
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A MSI ISP STRUCTURE DEFINITIONS 

 
These structures are written in “plain” C language and have been tested using GNU C compiler under 
LINUX.  They form part of the DAPB software developed by SSTL.  They are included herein for clarity and 
ease-of-reference. Users should check these structures against the latest issue of the MSI ISP ICD 
[AD-1] which takes precedence! 
 
Readers are warned that ISPs delivered by the Airbus “check-out system” or the “PISA” have a byte ordering 
which is OPPOSITE to that used in GNU C / Linux running on an X86 64 bit processor.  It may be necessary 
to carry out byte-swapping using a suitable library of functions before utilising data collected from these 
structures. 
 
Finally, readers are warned that the definitions included herein, which use “standard” ANSI C, adhere to the 
convention that the least-significant bit of any data type is bit zero! 
 
Structure definitions are given for standard ISPs and for ICU Auxiliary ISPs. 
 
Definitions make use of sub-structures to define the format of each segment (or header-section) within the 
packets. 
 
In all cases, information regarding the decoding of different fields must be checked against the prevailing 
issue of the ISP ICD! 
 
// REFER TO EC.ICD.SSTL.MSI.00020 "MSI ISP ICD" for latest interpretations. 

 

// Define a standard universal structure for the PUS Packet header 

 

typedef struct { 

 

  unsigned short int packet_ID; 

   

  // packet_ID is encoded: 

   

  // Version Number                  3 bits       (0)                             bits 13 to 15 
  // Type                            1 bit        (0)                             bit 12 

  // Data Field Header Flag          1 bit        (1)                             bit 11 

  // PID                             7 bits       (0x44)                          bits 4 to 10 

  // PCAT                            4 bits       (0xc = Nominal)                 bits 0 to 3 

   

  unsigned short int packet_SEQ; 

   

  // packet_SEQ is encoded: 
   

  // Segmentation / Grouping Flag    2 bits       (0x3) TOP TWO BITS ARE SET.  

  // Source Sequence Count          14 bits       incrementing count, rolls over 1032 sec 

   

   unsigned short int data_length; 

   

  // Data Length is the length of the packet data field, including header, - 1.   
  // Units are BYTES. 

  // The TOTAL length of the packet is 6 bytes (PUS header) + data_length + 1 (in bytes) 

   

} __attribute__((packed)) PUS_HEADER;         // Instantiate using this tag! 
 

 

// ********************************************************************************* 

 

 

// Define a universal PUS Data Field Header structure for use in all ISPs 

 

typedef struct { 

    

  // PACKET DATA FIELD HEADER 

   

  unsigned char PUS_version;         // Expect 0x10 in ALL cases. 
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  // Spare                           1 bit        (0)         bit 7 

  // PUS Version Number              3 bits       (0x1)       bits 4 to 6 

  // Spare                           4 bits       (0x0)       bits 0 to 3 

   

  // SERVICE ID ALLOCATION: 235 (0xeb) allocated to MSI ISP by PUS standard.   
   

  unsigned char service_type;        // Expect 235 (0xeb)for all ISP 
   

  unsigned char service_subtype;     // Expect 1 (0x01) (processed) or 65 (0x41)(raw) 
   

  unsigned char destination_ID;      // Expect 0x00 = TO GROUND at all times. 
   

  // Time in "CUC" format 
   

  unsigned int time_coarse;      // 32 bit value = 4 BYTES in SECONDS 
  unsigned char time_fine_a;     // 24 bits in 3 BYTES.  MSByte is FIRST 
  unsigned char time_fine_b;     // Time in clock ticks 
  unsigned char time_fine_c;     // !!! LS Byte 
   

  // SYNCH / Time Quality 
   

  unsigned char time_quality;    // LSP00263 : 5 parameters encoded   
 

  // END OF PACKET DATA FIELD HEADER, LENGTH = 12 BYTES.   

   

} __attribute__((packed)) DATA_FIELD_HEADER;          // Instantiate using this tag! 
 

 

// ****************************************************************************** 

 

 

// REFER TO EC.ICD.SSTL.MSI.00020 Latest Version 

 

// Define a structure for the (combined) Instrument Data Field Header and Extension. 

// This structure is appropriate for NORMAL ISP, AUX ISP and RAW ISP. 

 

typedef struct  

{                                             // INSTRUMENT DATA FIELD HEADER 
 

  unsigned int SSV_Quality;                   // 32 bits Decodes by sub-fields.   
 

  // Top (MS) Byte bits 31 to 24 codes AOCS Mode and Sub-Mode   
  // (WARNING: this explanation does NOT use ESA bit labelling!) 

  // ESOC warns that only 0x23 AOC_NOM__FP is acceptable for science data. 

 

  // 0x00       AOC_SBM 
  // 0x10       AOC_ASM__DEP 

  // 0x11       AOC_ASM___RD 

  // 0x12       AOC_ASM___EA 

  // 0x13       AOC_ASM___YA 

  // 0x14       AOC_ASM___SS 

  // 0x15       AOC_ASM__SEM 

  // 0x20       AOC_NOM__DEP 

  // 0x21       AOC_NOM__ACQ 

  // 0x22       AOC_NOM___AH 

  // 0x23       AOC_NOM___FP  FINE POINTING MODE 
  // 0x24       AOC_NOM___AM 

  // 0x31       AOC_OCM__ACQ 

  // 0x32       AOC_OCM___SL 

  // 0x33       AOC_OCM_STAB 

  // 0x34       AOC_OCM___DV 

  // 0x34       AOC_OCM__BSL 

 

  // Second Byte bits 23 - 16 
  // OBC TIME SYNC QUALITY 

 

  // THIRD BYTE bits 15 - 8 NOT USED 
 

  // FOURTH BYTE uses only LS 2 bits 
  // Bit 1     Nadir Pointing Performance Identifier: 0 = nominal, 1 = degraded. 

  // Bit 0     SSV Status: 0 = valid, 1 = invalid. 

 

  // NOTE: "GOOD" conditions will have these two bits set 00. 

  // Reading "10" indicates poor AOCS performance. 
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  unsigned short int format_version;          // Value 0x0000 expected  
   

  // INSTRUMENT DATA FIELD HEADER EXTENSION (Private) 
 

  unsigned char data_source;                  // 2 parameters encoded in one Byte 
 

  // Data source in MS 5 bits : Test Data Type in lower 3 bits. 
  // Test Data Type expected to be 000b in normal operation. 

   

  unsigned char IDFHext_spare;                      

 

  unsigned short int MSI_quality_vector;           // FEE ADC over- / under-range 
 

  unsigned short int raw_line;                     // Max value is 511. 
 

  unsigned char instrument_mode;                   // Expect 0x07 INS-NOM 
 

  unsigned char instrument_submode;                

 

  unsigned char vns_detail;                        // 2 parameters encoded 
 

  // VNS Pointing Direction      3 bits              bits 5 to 7 (Most Significant) 
  // VNS Flat Field Offset ID    5 bits              bits 0 to 4 

 

  unsigned char tir_detail;                     // 1 BYTE.  2 parameters encoded 
 

  // TIR Pointing Direction      3 bits              bits 5 to 7 (Most Significant) 
  // TIR Flat Field Offset ID    5 bits              bits 0 to 4 

 

  unsigned int truncation_factors;              // 4 BYTES.   
 

  // 8 parameters encoded in 3 bytes plus a spare byte   

 

  // VIS truncation factor          3 bits    bits 29 to 31 (MS bits) 
  // NIR truncation factor          3 bits    bits 26 to 28  

  // SWIR1 truncation factor        3 bits    bits 23 to 25  

  // SWIR2 truncation factor        3 bits    bits 20 to 22  

  // B7 truncation factor           3 bits    bits 17 to 19  

  // B8 truncation factor           3 bits    bits 14 to 16  

  // B9 truncation factor           3 bits    bits 11 to 13  

  // REF truncation factor          3 bits    bits 8 to 10   

  // SPARE                          8 bits    bits 0 to 7  (LSB) 

 

} __attribute__((packed)) INSTRUMENT_DATA_FIELD_HEADER; 

 

 

// ************************************************************************* 

 

// STANDARD PROCESSED or "NORMAL" ISP (SPECTRAL DATA PAYLOAD) 

// Service 235, Sub-service 1, data sources [1:8] or 9 (AUX) 

 

typedef struct { 

 

  PUS_HEADER packet_header;  

 

  DATA_FIELD_HEADER packet_data_field_header;                    

   

  INSTRUMENT_DATA_FIELD_HEADER packet_instrument_DF_header 

   

  // INSTRUMENT DATA: 
 

  unsigned short int isp_data[ISP_DATA_WIDTH];  // 384 values, 16 bits = 768 Bytes 
 

 

  // CRC = PACKET ERROR CONTROL. 
 

  unsigned short CRC;                    // 2 BYTES. 
 

  // TOTAL LENGTH OF THE PACKET IS 38 (headers) + 768 (payload) + 2 (CRC) = 808 BYTES 
 

  // Length of the DATA FIELD HEADER AND DATA FIELD IS 802  

  // (6 bytes go to packet header).  Thus declared PUS length is 801. 
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  // End of ISP definition 

 

} __attribute__((packed)) NORMAL_ISP;                  // Instantiate using the tag "NORMAL_ISP". 
 

//   **************************************************************************** 

 

// RAW DATA (FEE MEMORY DUMP) ISP 

 

// Service 235, Sub-service 65, data sources [10:14] (RAW data)  

 

typedef struct { 

 

  PUS_HEADER packet_header;   

                                                 

  DATA_FIELD_HEADER packet_data_field_header;  

              

  INSTRUMENT_DATA_FIELD_HEADER packet_inst_DF_header;  

      

  // INSTRUMENT DATA is 384 values at 16 bits depth.   
  // There are NO summations within the FEE, so 16-bits are sufficient 

  // Note: FEE transmits 24-bit values from RAM, top byte of which contains  

  // column or row information.  The ICU strips off the top byte to leave LS 16-bits          

  // containing the image info for transmission. 

  // The packet should be the same length as all the others - 808 bytes 

 

  unsigned short int Raw_Data[ISP_DATA_WIDTH];             // 384 values expected. 

 

  // CRC = PACKET ERROR CONTROL. 
 

  unsigned short CRC;                    // 2 BYTES. 
 

 

  // End of RAW ISP definition! 
 

} __attribute__((packed)) RAW_ISP;                          // Instantiate using the tag "RAW_ISP"             
 

//******************************************************************************** 

 

// ICU AUXILIARY PACKET STRUCTURE 

 

// NEW SOURCE EC.ICD.SSTL.MSI.00020 ISP ICD 

 

// THIS PACKET BY DEFAULT CARRIES ADC DATA FROM THE ICU 

 

// IF ENABLED (!) BUFFER H MAY BE OVER-WRITTEN WITH THE ICU ANCILLARY HKTM (SID 61) DATA FIELD 

 

// WARNING: The content of the last payload buffer (“H”) can be re-programmed under software control 

// to include a different SID.  CHECK FOR THE EXPECTED SID. 

 

// Service 235, Sub-Service 1, data source 15.   Designation seen in INS-NOM-XXX – where XXX != RAW 

// Service 235, sub-service 65, data source 15.  Designation seen in INS-NOM-RAW 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

 

  PUS_HEADER packet_header;                                    // Standard PUS header.  
 

  DATA_FIELD_HEADER packet_data_field_header;                  // Standard Data Field Header   
 

  INSTRUMENT_DATA_FIELD_HEADER packet_inst_DF_header;          // Instrument DF Header & Extension 
 

  // PAYLOAD DATA:  
 

  // Buffers E,F,G contain internal HKTM data derived from the ICU data acquisitions grouped by ADC. 

   

  // Ground processor makes NO use of these data. 
   

  // Buffer H may contain a complete copy of the ICU ANCILLARY HKTM packet data (SID 61) IF ENABLED. 
 

  unsigned short int Buffer_E[64];      // ADC 1 
 

  unsigned short int Buffer_F[64];      // ADC 2 
 

  unsigned short int Buffer_G[64];      // ADC 3 
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  unsigned short int Buffer_H[64];      // MAY contain ANCILLARY (3,25,61) HKTM Source Data 
 

  // NOTE: A pointer aligned to buffer H may be used to access Ancillary data. 
  // WARNING: it is possible that this area may contain a different SID HKTM. 
  // WARNING: these SID 61 data are critical for science data processing.   

 

  unsigned short int spare_zero[128];   // Padding...  ISP length is 808 same as all others. 
   

  // END of Data section 
   

  unsigned short int CRC;               // 2 Bytes. Packet Error Control. 
 

} __attribute__((packed)) ICU_AUXILIARY;  // Instantiate using the tag "ICU_AUXILIARY". 
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B ANCILLARY HKTM SOURCE DATA FIELD 

 
A structure is provided below which defines the Ancillary HKTM source data field.  This structure is subject to 
change depending upon the state of the ASW in the ICU: refer to the ISP ICD [AD-1] for the latest version! 
 
As noted elsewhere, the presence of this sub-structure within an ICU packet depends upon the default 
operation of the ASW. 
 
The structure is provided for clarity of explanation and as a reference for decoding routines.  Two sub-
structures are first defined which are then instantiated within the “main” structure. 
 
// THIS SECTION CHECKED AGAINST ICD June 2020 

 

// VTEMP_HKTM (sub) Structure definition 

 

// Holds FIVE unsigned short ints representing raw measures of the detector temperatures  

// delivered to the ICU as VOLTAGES; the ICU is responsible for sampling / digitisation. 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

 

  // FEE-MEASURED (VMON) DETECTOR TEMPERATURES (5 items, total 10 bytes) 
 

  unsigned short int VIS_VTEMP;                        // LHT08868 VNS VISIBLE detector   
 

  unsigned short int NIR_VTEMP;                        // LHT08869 VNS NIR detector 
 

  unsigned short int SWIR1_VTEMP;                      // LHT08870 VNS SWIR1 detector 
 

  unsigned short int SWIR2_VTEMP;                      // LHT08871 VNS SWIR2 detector 
 

  unsigned short int TIR_VTEMP;                        // LHT08872 TIR detector 
   

} __attribute__((packed)) VTEMP_HKTM;                  // Instantiate using this tag. 
 

 

// ************************************************************************************** 

 

// FEE DETECTOR VOLTAGES STRUCTURE  

 

// This (sub) structure defines the various detector bias voltages as measured via ADCs within  

// the FEE. 

 

// TOTAL NUMBER OF ENTRIES IS 23: each is unsigned short int (16 bits), total 46 bytes. 

 

 

typedef struct { 

 

  unsigned short int FEE_VIS_VDDA;                     // LHT08584  VIS detector voltages 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_VIS_VDET;                     // LHT08585 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_VIS_VVIDEO;                   // LHT08686 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_FILT_7V_P;                    // LHT08583 FEE "7V" supply 
 

 

  unsigned short int FEE_NIR_VDDA;                     // LHT08564 NIR detector voltages 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_NIR_VDET;                     // LHT08565 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_NIR_VVIDEO;                   // LHT08566 
   

  unsigned short int FEE_ADC08_VREF;                   // LHT08563 ADC reference voltage 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_SWIR1_VDDA;                   // LHT08568 SWIR1 detector voltages 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_SWIR1_VDET;                   // LHT08569 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_SWIR1_VVIDEO;                 // LHT08570 
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  unsigned short int FEE_SWIR2_VDDA;                   // LHT08572 SWIR2 detector voltages 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_SWIR2_VDET;                   // LHT08573 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_SWIR2_VVIDEO;                 // LHT08574 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_ADC16_VREF;                   // LHT08571 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VDDA;                     // LHT08577 FEE measured TIR detector 
                                                       // voltages 

 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VDDL;                     // LHT08578 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VBUS;                     // LHT08576 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VFID;                     // LHT08580 BIAS / SENSITIVITY CONTROL! 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VSKIM;                    // LHT08581 OFFSET CONTROL 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VEB;                      // LHT08579 
 

  unsigned short int FEE_TIR_VVIDEO;                   // LHT08582  
 

  unsigned short int FEE_ADC24_VREF;                   // LHT08567 
 

} __attribute__((packed)) FEE_VOLTAGES;                // instantiate using this tag. 
 

 

// WARNING: the list of FEE voltages has been shortened by one unsigned short int value 

// in the change to ASW 4.3.  

 

// ************************************************************************************** 

 
// MODIFIED ANCILLARY HKTM PAYLOAD STRUCTURE IN ANTICIPATION OF ASW 4.3 CHANGES (11/2020) 
 

typedef struct 

{ 

 

  // ANCILLARY SOURCE DATA FIELD 
 

  // PRESCRIBED SID VALUE IS 61 (= 0x3d)  
 

  unsigned char SID;          // Constant value 0x3d = 61 Decimal for ANCILLARY HKTM PACKET LST05284 
 

  // Time in "CUC" format 
 

  unsigned int OB_time_coarse;                        // LST07767 On-board time stamp, whole seconds 
   

  unsigned char OB_time_fine_a;                       // LST07798 OBT in fractions of a second 
  unsigned char OB_time_fine_b;                       // 24 bits in 3 bytes 
  unsigned char OB_time_fine_c;                       // Most Significant byte is “OB_time_fine_a”                   
 

  // PPS Arrival FINE Local On-Board TIME correction: 24 bits value 
 

  unsigned char pps_time_fine_a;                       // LHT08551 in fractions of a second 
  unsigned char pps_time_fine_b;                       // MS Byte is “pps_time_fine_a” 
  unsigned char pps_time_fine_c;                        

 

  // LSTG5426 IS A CRITICAL PARAMETER! 
 

  unsigned char HW_Validity_ASW_Primary_Monitor;       // LSTG5426 DATAPOOL PARAM "VALID_1":  
 

  // This parameter alone decodes NOMINAL / REDUNDANT for ISPs! 
 

  // NOTE This parameter contains sub-parameters: 

  // Bits 7,6,5 NOT USED. 

  // Bit 4 : LSTD5426 ICU Redundancy Selection (0 = Nominal, 1 = REDUNDANT) MOST IMPORTANT! 
  // Bit 3 : LSTD5427 Reset Register Content 

  // Bit 2 : LSTD5428 MSI Configuration 

  // Bit 1 : LSTD5429 PPS Source 

  // Bit 0 : LSTD5430 PP Status 

 

  // Here begins the HK data section:  
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  // THERMISTORS ARE LABELED AS "ANY" following ICU convention for calibration. 

  // Note THREE PT1000 sensors on VNS RAD AND SWIR-2 Cold Finger.  

  // Note TWO PT2000s sensor in TIR ABSL BB - individual calibrations mandatory. 

 

  unsigned short int TIROU_TEMP_10;                    // LHT08832 TIR cover top ATC #1 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Temp_11;                    // LHT08833 TIR cover top ATC #2 ANY 
   

  unsigned short int VNSOU_1;                          // LHT08834 VNS Optical Unit #1 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int VNSOU_2;                          // LHT08836 VNS Optical Unit #2 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int VNSCAL_1;                         // LHT08837 VNS Calibration Unit #1 ANY  
  

  unsigned short int VNSCAL_2;                         // LHT08838 VNS Calibration Unit #2 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_DET_PKG;                    // LHT08829 TIR Detector package T TIR T1 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Bench1;                     // LHT08839 TIR OB #1 = TIR T2 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Bench2;                     // LHT08840 TIR OB #2 = TIR T3 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Relay1;                     // LHT08841 TIR Relay lens #1 = TIR T4 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Relay2;                     // LHT08842 TIR Relay lens #2 = TIR T5 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Filter_Top;                 // LHT08844 TIR FDOC FT Top = TIR T6 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Filter_Bottom;              // LHT08845 TIR FDOC FT Bottom = TIR T7 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_M1;                         // LHT08846 TIR Mirror 1 = TIR T8 ANY 
 

 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Int_Ref_BB;                 // LHT08847 Ref BB within Relay = TIR T9 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int VNS_SWIR2_ColdFinger1;            // LHT08860 VNS PT1000  Referred to as VNS T5  
 

  unsigned short int VNS_SWIR2_ColdFinger2;            // LHT08861 VNS PT1000  Referred to as VNS T6 
 

  unsigned short int VNS_Radiator;                     // LHT08862 VNS PT1000 
 

 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Cal_BB1;                    // LHT08863 TIR Calibration BB #1 PT2000  
 

  unsigned short int TIROU_Cal_BB2;                    // LHT08864 TIR Calibration BB #1 PT2000  
 

  unsigned short int OB_T1;                            // LHT08830 OB_T1 ANY 
 

  unsigned short int OB_T2;                            // LHT08831 OB_T2 ANY 
 

  // FEE voltages included as a separate sub-structure (aids decode). 
  // NOTE 10/2018: Refer to the structure definition to see the ICU TM parameter designations. 

 

  FEE_VOLTAGES ANC_FEE_Voltages;  

                       

  // FEE-SOURCED (VTEMP) DETECTOR TEMPERATURES (FIVE) as a separate sub-structure (see above) 

  // WARNING: All parameters following the FEE voltages structure have been shifted “up” the 

  // packet by 16 bits in the change to ASW 4.3 from previous versions. 
  

  VTEMP_HKTM MSI_VTEMP;                                // Sub-Structure VTEMP_HKTM (5 entries) 
   

  unsigned short int FEE_Temp;                         // LHT08828 FEE TEMP ANY 
   

  // FEE STATUS REGISTER (24 bit, represented as three bytes) 
   

  unsigned char FEE_status_a;                          // LHTG8560 FEESTAREG  (MS Byte) 
  unsigned char FEE_status_b; 

  unsigned char FEE_status_c;                          // LS Byte 
 

  // FEE STATE REGISTER (24 bit, represented as three bytes) 
   

  unsigned char FEE_state_a;                           // LHT08561 FEESTEREG  (MS Byte) 
  unsigned char FEE_state_b; 
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  unsigned char FEE_state_c;                           // LS Byte 
 

  // FEE EDAC ADDRESS REGISTER (24 bit, represented as three bytes). FEE external RAM errors. 
  unsigned char FEE_EDAC_ADD_a;                        // LST05142 FEEEDACADD  (MS Byte) 
  unsigned char FEE_EDAC_ADD_b; 

  unsigned char FEE_EDAC_ADD_c;                        // LS Byte 
 

  unsigned char SEE_LATCHUP;                           // LHTG8121 SEEERRSTA 
 

  unsigned char FEE_PKT_HANDLER;                       // LHTG8403 SCIENCEERRSTS  
 

  unsigned char FEE_Status_Request;                    // LHT08007 FEESTSREQENSTE 
 

  unsigned char FEE_ADC_Status_Request;                // LHT08004 FEEADCREQENSTE 
 

  unsigned char SPARE; 
 

 

  // Source data length is 128 bytes (64 words at 16-bits / word). The whole structure therefore 
  // “fits” within buffer H of the ICU auxiliary packet. 

 

  // There is NO CRC field on this source-data-sub-structure. 

   

} __attribute__((packed)) ANCILLARY_SOURCE_DATA_ASW43; 

 

// Instantiate structures of this type using the tag “ANCILLARY_SOURCE_DATA_ASW43”. 

 

// ************************************************************************************** 
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C ANCILLARY HKTM DECODING 

 
This section sets out functions which may be used to decode “raw” ancillary HKTM into engineering units – 
for temperatures and voltage readings especially.  The functions are based upon the use of structures 
defined previously. 
 
Note: in many cases specific calibration coefficients must be applied depending upon which “side” 
(Nominal or Redundant) of the MSI is in use.  A flag is used in the relevant functions based upon one bit 

derived from the HW_Validity_ASW_Primary_Monitor parameter contained within the Ancillary data structure.  
This parameter is decoded and a flag “Primary” is used to hold the “side” information. “Primary == 0” signifies 
the “Nominal” side of MSI. 
 
Note that for historical reasons the “Nominal” side may be referred to as the “Primary” side in this section. 
 
Note also that the preferred “default” side of the MSI for normal operation is in fact the “REDUNDANT” side. 
 
The CCDB provides a complete set of the coefficients required to complete the decoding, uning dataset field 
names based upon the “#define” statements in the reference code below. 
 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

#include <arpa/inet.h>                        // Header file with definitions of byte-swap functions  
 

// WARNING: THESE ROUTINES ARE WRITTEN TO ACCEPT UNSIGNED SHORT INT VALUES WHICH HAVE ALREADY BEEN 

// SUBJECTED TO BYTE_SWAPPING BY THE CALLING ROUTINE.  DO NOT FEED THESE FUNCTIONS DIRECTLY WITH 

// THE CONTENT OF THE ANC HKTM.   

 

// USE A CALL SUCH AS THIS WHERE THE ANC HKTM parameter is byte-swapped at the call using “htons()”. 

 

// Cal_Pt_1k(htons((*ANC_SD).VNS_SWIR2_ColdFinger1), &CalT[i], *Primary);  // LHT08860  
 

// ************************************************************************************************ 

 

// Thermometer reading functions: 

  

// Read in raw temperature data from ancillary HKTM data presented in a standard structure. 

// According to the thermometer type, convert the raw data into a temperature in Kelvin. 

  

// Thermometer will be one of these types: 

  

// THERMISTORS ("ANY" in ICU documentation) with S-shaped calibration curve 

 

// PT 1000 sensors (VNS radiator and SWIR-2 Cold Finger): measured by constant current (1 mA) in a 

// TWO-WIRE configuration. 

 

// PT 2000 sensors (TIR internal “calibration” BB): measured by constant current (1 mA) in a  

// four-wire configuration. 

 

// "VTEMP" sensors in detectors which are amplified / buffered by the FEE and converted by the ICU. 

 

// ********************************************************************************************** 

 

// CAL_Pt_1k() 

 

// Routine to return a temperature from a SINGLE PT1000 sensor measured by the ICU (there are 3) 

 

// INPUTS:  

 

// Unsigned short int raw ADC value representing PT1000 temperature from the ICU 

 

// Pointer to a double-precision FP temperature value measured in Kelvin to accept the output 

 

// PRIMARY / REDUNDANT FLAG (derived from HW_Validity_ASW_Primary_Monitor LSTG5426) is used to 
// control correct use of calibration coefficients. Value “1” indicates “Primary” side in use. 

 

// RETURN: 

 

// Returns 0 if all is well, -1 on any error (including out-of-range). 
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// DEFINE some constants to enable the calculation 

 

#define PT1K_IDRIVE 0.001                // ICU drive current 1 mA 
#define PT1K_OFFSET 12.5                 // ICU pre-amp offset voltage 
#define PT1K_GAIN 18.8866                // ICU pre-amp gain 
#define ADC_FULLSCALE  65535.0           // 16-bit precision 
#define PT1K_VREF 5.0                    // ADC vref (nominal) 
#define T_C_K_OFFSET 273.16              // Constant offset to get Kelvins from Centigrade 
 

#define PT1K_A 3.9083E-3                 // Coefficients for PT1000 response function 
#define PT1K_B -5.775E-7 

#define PT1K_RT 1000.0 

 

#define MIN_PT1K_ADC_INPUT 0.489              // Limiting input voltages at the ADC which can  
#define MAX_PT1K_ADC_INPUT 4.860              // be used as range-check values (Estimated!) 
 

int Cal_Pt_1k(unsigned short int raw, double * T_K)    // “raw” must be in the correct byte order! 
{ 

   

  double resistance;                        // Calculated resistance of the sensor (Ohms) 
   

  double ADC_input; 

   

  double dtemp2; 

   

  double T_C;                               // Temperature in Centigrade 
   

  int rtn;                                  // return value 
 

 

  rtn = 0;                                  // Initialise return to indicate NO problem. 

 

  // Calculate resistance directly from knowledge of the ICU circuitry. 
   

  ADC_input = (((double) raw) * PT1K_VREF) / ADC_FULLSCALE; // Convert signal to volts at ADC input 
   

  Element = (ADC_input + PT1K_OFFSET) / PT1K_GAIN;      // convert to volts across the PT1K element 
   

  resistance = Element / PT1K_IDRIVE;                   // resistance from drive current 
   

  // SIMPLIFIED (quadratic) Callendar / Van-Deusen equation solver (watch for numerical stability! 
  // Generates temperarure in Centigrade! 

 

  T_C = (sqrt(PT1K_A * PT1K_A - 4.0 * PT1K_B * (1.0 - resistance / PT1K_RT)) - PT1K_A) / (2.0 * 

PT1K_B); 

   

  *T_K = T_C + T_C_K_OFFSET;                            // Convert to Kelvin 
 

  // RANGE check at inputs if required using supplied voltages.  This could be manages using 

  // equivalent limits on RAW ADC values.   

 

  // Note: complete the temperature conversion even if there is a range violation so it can be 

  // inspected! 

 

  if((ADC_input < MIN_PT1K_ADC_INPUT) || (ADC_input > MAX_PT1K_ADC_INPUT)) 

    rtn = -1; 

  else 

    rtn = 0; 

 

  return rtn; 

  

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// CAL_Pt_2k_A() 

 

// CALIBRATE SENSOR “A” (Primary or Redundant) in the ABSL BB using fitted calibration data for the  

// RTDs. All coefficients are labelled "A" to distinguish from sensor "B" calculations which are  

// handled by a separate routine. 

 

// NAMING:  
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// Coefficients appropriate to Primary side are labelled "PRI"; Redundant side coefficients  

// are labelled "RED". 

 

// INPUTS: 

 

// RAW 16-bit unsigned short int ADC value from the ancillary packet, byte-swapped after extraction 

// from the ISP before calling this routine. 

 

// Pointer to a double holding the temperature in KELVIN. 

 

// int Primary parameter (1 = NOMINAL, other = REDUNDANT) 

 

// Returns 0 if all is well, -1 on any error (including out-of-range). 

// DEFINE some constants to enable the calculation 

 

#define T_C_K_OFFSET 273.16              // Constant offset to get Kelvins 
 

// PRIMARY SIDE ICU GAIN COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define PRI_A_PT2K_IDRIVE 0.001                // ICU drive current 1 mA 
#define PRI_A_PT2K_OFFSET 25.0                 // ICU pre-amp offset voltage 
#define PRI_A_PT2K_GAIN 12.7442                // ICU pre-amp gain 
#define PRI_A_ADC_FULLSCALE 65535.0            // 16-bit precision assumed 
#define PRI_A_PT2K_VREF 5.0                    // ADC vref (nominal) 
 

// REDUNDANT SIDE ICU GAIN COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define RED_A_PT2K_IDRIVE 0.001                // ICU drive current 1 mA 
#define RED_A_PT2K_OFFSET 25.0                 // ICU pre-amp offset voltage 
#define RED_A_PT2K_GAIN 12.7442                // ICU pre-amp gain 
#define RED_A_ADC_FULLSCALE 65535.0            // 16-bit precision assumed 
#define RED_A_PT2K_VREF 5.0                    // ADC vref (nominal) 
 

// PRIMARY SIDE SENSOR FIT COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define PRI_A_PT2K_A 3.94874E-3                // FITTED Pt constants 
#define PRI_A_PT2K_B -6.48746E-7 

#define PRI_A_PT2K_RT 2003.09                  // This is the standard value at 0C 
 

// REDUNDANT SIDE SENSOR FIT COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define RED_A_PT2K_A 3.95031E-3                // FITTED Pt constants 
#define RED_A_PT2K_B -6.47054E-7 

#define RED_A_PT2K_RT 1999.05                  // This is the standard value at 0C 
 

#define MIN_PT2K_ADC_INPUT 0.489               // Limiting input voltages at the ADC which can  
#define MAX_PT2K_ADC_INPUT 4.511               // be used as range-check values (Estimated!) 
 

int Cal_Pt_2k_A(unsigned short int raw, double * T_K, int Primary) 

{  

  double resistance;                        // Element resistance OHMS 
   

  double ADC_input;                         // Input voltage to ADC 
   

  double Element;                           // Voltage across the element 
   

  double T_C;                               // Temperature in Centigrade 
 

  int rtn;   

 

// Decide if we are using Primary or Redundant side calibrations... 

 

  if(Primary == 0)                         // Apply the set of coefficients for NOMINAL side   
   {   

      // Convert signal to volts at ADC input 
 

      ADC_input = (((double) raw) * PRI_A_PT2K_VREF) / PRI_A_ADC_FULLSCALE;   

 

      // convert to volts across the PT1K element 
    

      Element = (ADC_input + PRI_A_PT2K_OFFSET) / PRI_A_PT2K_GAIN;    

                       

      resistance = Elment / PRI_A_PT2K_IDRIVE;                     // resistance from drive current 
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      // SIMPLIFIED (quadratic) Callendar / Van-Deusen equation solver  
 

      T_C = (sqrt(PRI_A_PT2K_A * PRI_A_PT2K_A - 4.0 * PRI_A_PT2K_B * (1.0 - resistance / 

PRI_A_PT2K_RT)) - PRI_A_PT2K_A) / (2.0 * PRI_A_PT2K_B); 

   

      *T_K = T_C + T_C_K_OFFSET;                             // Centigrade to Kelvin 
    } 

  else                                                       // REDUNDANT side calculations 
    { 

      // Convert signal to volts at ADC input 

 

      ADC_input = (((double) raw) * RED_A_PT2K_VREF) / RED_A_ADC_FULLSCALE;                

      

      // convert to volts across the PT1K element 
 

      Element = (ADC_input + PRI_A_PT2K_OFFSET) / RED_A_PT2K_GAIN;                          

       

      resistance = dtemp2 / RED_A_PT2K_IDRIVE;                // resistance from drive current 
   

      // SIMPLIFIED (quadratic) Callendar / Van-Deusen equation solver  
 

      T_C = (sqrt(RED_A_PT2K_A * RED_A_PT2K_A - 4.0 * RED_A_PT2K_B * (1.0 - resistance / 

RED_A_PT2K_RT)) - RED_A_PT2K_A) / (2.0 * RED_A_PT2K_B); 

   

      *T_K = T_C + T_C_K_OFFSET;                              // Centigrade to Kelvin 
    } 

 

  // After following one of these two routes, we have a resulting temperature stored in T_K... 
  

  if((ADC_input < MIN_PT2K_ADC_INPUT) || (ADC_input > MAX_PT2K_ADC_INPUT)) 

    rtn = -1;                                                 // Flag an out-of-range signal at ADC. 
  else 

    rtn = 0; 

 

  return rtn; 

 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// CAL_Pt_2k_B() 

 

// CALIBRATE SENSOR “B” (Primary or Redundant) in the ABSL BB using fitted calibration data for the  

// RTDs. All coefficients are labelled "A" to distinguish from sensor "B" calculations which are  

// handled by a separate routine. 

 

// NAMING:  

 

// Coefficients appropriate to Primary side are labelled "PRI"; Redundant side coefficients  

// are labelled "RED". 

 

// INPUTS: 

 

// RAW 16-bit unsigned short int ADC value from the ancillary packet, previously byte-swapped after 

// extraction from the ISP and before calling this routine. 

 

// Pointer to a double holding the temperature in KELVIN. 

 

// int Primary parameter (1 = NOMINAL, other = REDUNDANT) 

 

 

// Returns 0 if all is well, -1 on any error (including out-of-range). 

 

 

#define T_C_K_OFFSET 273.16              // Constant offset to get Kelvins 
 

// PRIMARY SIDE ICU GAIN COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define PRI_B_PT2K_IDRIVE 0.001                // ICU drive current 1 mA 
#define PRI_B_PT2K_OFFSET 25.0                 // ICU pre-amp offset voltage 
#define PRI_B_PT2K_GAIN 12.7442                // ICU pre-amp gain 
#define PRI_B_ADC_FULLSCALE 65535.0            // 16-bit precision 
#define PRI_B_PT2K_VREF 5.0                    // ADC vref (nominal) 
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// REDUNDANT SIDE ICU GAIN COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define RED_B_PT2K_IDRIVE 0.001                // ICU drive current 1 mA 
#define RED_B_PT2K_OFFSET 25.0                 // ICU pre-amp offset voltage 
#define RED_B_PT2K_GAIN 12.7442                // ICU pre-amp gain 
#define RED_B_ADC_FULLSCALE 65535.0            // 16-bit precision 
#define RED_B_PT2K_VREF 5.0                    // ADC vref (nominal) 
 

// PRIMARY SIDE SENSOR FIT COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define PRI_B_PT2K_A 3.94901E-3                // FITTED Pt constants 
#define PRI_B_PT2K_B -6.32412E-7 

#define PRI_B_PT2K_RT 1996.97                  // This is the standard value at 0C 
 

// REDUNDANT SIDE SENSOR FIT COEFFICIENTS 

 

#define RED_B_PT2K_A 3.9497E-3                 // FITTED Pt constants 
#define RED_B_PT2K_B -6.38236E-7 

#define RED_B_PT2K_RT 1994.31                  // This is the standard value at 0C 
 

 

int Cal_Pt_2k_B(unsigned short int raw, double * T_K, int Primary) 

{ 

   

  double resistance;                      // Element resistance OHMS 
   

  double ADC_input;                       // Input voltage to ADC 
   

  double Element;                         // Voltage across the element 
   

  double T_C;                             // Temperature in Centigrade 
 

  int rtn;   

 

  // Decide if we are using Primary or Redundant side calibrations... 

 

  if(Primary == 0)                         // Apply the relevant set of coefficients     
   {   

      // Convert signal to volts at ADC input 
 

      ADC_input = (((double) raw) * PRI_B_PT2K_VREF) / PRI_B_ADC_FULLSCALE;   

 

      // convert to volts across the PT1K element 
    

      Element = (ADC_input + PRI_B_PT2K_OFFSET) / PRI_B_PT2K_GAIN;    

                       

      resistance = Element / PRI_B_PT2K_IDRIVE;                     // resistance from drive current 
   

      // SIMPLIFIED (quadratic) Callendar / Van-Deusen equation solver  
 

      T_C = (sqrt(PRI_B_PT2K_A * PRI_B_PT2K_A - 4.0 * PRI_B_PT2K_B * (1.0 - resistance / 

PRI_B_PT2K_RT)) - PRI_B_PT2K_A) / (2.0 * PRI_B_PT2K_B); 

   

    } 

  else                                      // REDUNDANT side calculations 
    {   

      // Convert signal to volts at ADC input 

 

      ADC_input = (((double) raw) * RED_B_PT2K_VREF) / RED_B_ADC_FULLSCALE;                

      

      // convert to volts across the PT1K element 
 

      Element = (ADC_input + PRI_B_PT2K_OFFSET) / RED_B_PT2K_GAIN;                          

       

      resistance = Element / RED_A_PT2K_IDRIVE;                // resistance from drive current 
   

      // SIMPLIFIED (quadratic) Callendar / Van-Deusen equation solver  
 

      T_C = (sqrt(RED_B_PT2K_A * RED_B_PT2K_A - 4.0 * RED_B_PT2K_B * (1.0 - resistance / 

RED_B_PT2K_RT)) - RED_B_PT2K_A) / (2.0 * RED_B_PT2K_B); 

   

      *T_K = T_C + T_C_K_OFFSET;                              // Centigrade to Kelvin 
 

    } 
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  // After following one of these two routes, we have a resulting temperature stored in *T_K... 
   

  if((ADC_input < MIN_PT2K_ADC_INPUT) || (ADC_input > MAX_PT2K_ADC_INPUT)) 

    rtn = -1; 

  else 

    rtn = 0; 

 

  return rtn; 

 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Cal_ANY()    Thermistor calibration routine. 

 

// NTC Thermistors (10k at 25C) are wired in the lower half of a divider circuit whose supply is  

// ANY_VADC and whose load is 18k.  ADC reads the divider voltage directly, no buffer.   

 

// Calculate the element resistance from the raw input and knowledge of the resistive divider. 

 

// Use Steinhart - Hart equation (three coefficients) to derive the temperature in KELVIN directly. 

 

// Input “raw” is a 16-bit unsigned short int which has been byte-swapped after extraction form the 

// ISP and before calling this routine. 

 

// Extension for RANGE CHECK / Numerical safety (10/2017) 

 

// Full-scale raw input (which is not expected) may cause numerical divide by zero, and  

// infinite resistance calculation.  Add explicit check of the raw inputs against limits.   

// FIX the outputs if the raw inputs are outside the valid range. 

 

#define ANY_GAIN 1.0 

#define ANY_OFFSET 0.0 

#define ANY_LOAD 18000.0                            // Divider load resistor (defines linear point) 
#define ANY_VADC 5.0 

#define ADC_FULLSCALE 65535.0 

 

#define ANY_RCABLE 0.0                              // average resistance of the cables 
 

// Steinhart-Hart coefficients 

// Derived from YSI H mix 10K in range -55C to +70C by fitting.   

// This range specified MSI-1063 / GDIR-690 

 

#define ANY_SHA 1.02870E-3                      // +/- 3.61E-7 0.035% offset  
#define ANY_SHB 2.3919E-4                       // +/- 5.53E-8 0.023% linear parameter 
#define ANY_SHC 1.56413e-7                      // +/- 1.8E-10 0.115% cubic parameter 
                              

#define ANY_TREF 289.15                         // Thermistor reference temperature in KELVIN 
#define ANY_R0 10000.0                          // Standard resistance at T ref 
 

#define MIN_ANY_RAW 64                          // Adjust these values by inspection... 
#define MAX_ANY_RAW 65472                       // Warning: CAL curve will be flattened! 
 

 

int Cal_ANY(unsigned short raw, double * temp, int Primary) 

{ 

 

  double V_Element; 

 

  double INV_T; 

 

  double ln_R; 

 

  double resistance; 

   

  double T_ANY; 

 

  int rtn; 

   

  // BEFORE CALCULATION, CLIP THE INPUT AGAINST THE VALID RANGE. 
 

raw = (unsigned short) (raw < MIN_ANY_RAW) ? MIN_ANY_RAW : raw;                                           

raw = (unsigned short) (raw > MAX_ANY_RAW) ? MAX_ANY_RAW : raw;  
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if((raw == MIN_ANY_RAW) || (raw == MAX_ANY_RAW))     // “detect” any clipping: 
 

 rtn = -1;                // Clipping occurred, so flag as range error 
else 

 rtn = 0;                 // NO clipping, so NO range error                             
   

  // Calculate resistance... 

 

  V_Element = (double) raw * ANY_VADC / (ADC_FULLSCALE);            // ADC Signal in VOLTS 
 

  V_Element *= ANY_GAIN;                                            // Convert to Element Volts 
 

  V_Element -= ANY_OFFSET; 

   

  // WARNING: FULL-SCALE input may generate divide-by-zero!  
 

  resistance = (V_Element * ANY_LOAD) / (ANY_VADC – V_Element);     // use the divider equation 
   

  resistance -= ANY_RCABLE;                                         // adjust for the cable R  
 

  // Simplified Steinhart-Hart equation for the NTC thermistor (3rd order). 
 

  ln_R = log(resistance);                                           // NATURAL log of the resistance 
   

  INV_T = ANY_SHA + ANY_SHB * ln_R + ANY_SHC * ln_R * ln_R * ln_R;  // Third order approximation 
   

  T_ANY = 1.0 / dtemp2;                                             // result in Kelvin 
   

  // Extra Range check can go here: the curve is only "good" for -55C to +70C (218K to 343K) 
   

  *temp = T_ANY;                                           // Result direct in Kelvin 
   

  return rtn;                                              // 0 if all is well, -1 for range error. 
} 

 

// ***************************************************************************************  

 

// CAL_VTEMP_ALL() 

 

// Accepts a pointer to a VTEMP_HKTM structure containing raw inputs located in the ANC HKTM packet. 

 

// NOTE: THIS ROUTINE INCORPORATES BYTE_SWAPPING FUNCTIONS: IT CAN SAFELY BE GIVEN A POINTER TO THE 

// VTEMPS SUB-SECTION OF THE ANCILLAT HKTM PACKET. 

 

// Accepts a pointer to an array of double output “engineering” temperatures in Kelvin 

 

// WARNING: "natural" output is in CENTIGRADE.  To convert to KELVIN, add on the appropriate offset. 

 

#define T_C_K 273.15           // offset Centigrade from Kelvin 
 

// Detector-Specific calibration parameters: 

 

// NOTE: contains some ICU-circuit-specific information as well as FEE information. 

 

// VNS VISIBLE 

 

#define VIS_SENSOR_GAIN -1.39326E-3           // GENERIC sensitivity / offset from XENICS data sheet 
#define VIS_SENSOR_OFFSET 0.861173            // Modified 3/11/17 from VNS IPC runs 
 

#define VIS_PRI_ICU_GAIN_1 2.8963             // ICU INAMP gain 
#define VIS_ICU_GAIN_2 9.148                  // ICU second-stage gain and offset (volts) 
#define VIS_ICU_OFFSET_2 -20.3704 

#define VIS_FEE_GAIN 1.0                      // FEE amplifier / buffer 
#define VIS_FEE_OFFSET 0.0                    // FEE amplifier / buffer 
 

// VNS NIR 

 

#define NIR_SENSOR_GAIN -1.39326E-3           // GENERIC sensitivity / offset from XENICS data sheet 
#define NIR_SENSOR_OFFSET 0.863374            // Modified 3/11/17 from VNS IPC runs 
 

#define NIR_ICU_GAIN_1 2.8963                 // ICU INAMP gain 
#define NIR_ICU_GAIN_2 9.148                  // ICU second-stage gain and offset (volts) 
#define NIR_ICU_OFFSET_2 -20.3704 

#define NIR_FEE_GAIN 1.0                      // FEE amplifier / buffer 
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#define NIR_FEE_OFFSET 0.0                    // FEE amplifier / buffer 
 

// VNS SWIR-1 

 

#define SWIR1_SENSOR_GAIN -1.39326E-3         // GENERIC sensitivity / offset from XENICS data sheet 
#define SWIR1_SENSOR_OFFSET 0.854374          // Modified 03/11/17 from VNS IPC runs.  
 

#define SWIR1_ICU_GAIN_1 2.8963               // ICU INAMP gain 
#define SWIR1_ICU_GAIN_2 9.148                // ICU second-stage gain and offset (volts) 
#define SWIR1_ICU_OFFSET_2 -20.3704 

#define SWIR1_FEE_GAIN 1.0                    // FEE amplifier / buffer 
#define SWIR1_FEE_OFFSET 0.0                  // FEE amplifier / buffer 
 

// VNS SWIR-2 

 

#define SWIR2_SENSOR_GAIN -1.39326E-3         // GENERIC sensitivity / offset from XENICS data sheet 
#define SWIR2_SENSOR_OFFSET 0.864628          // Modified 03/11/17 from VNS IPC runs.   
 

#define SWIR2_ICU_GAIN_1 2.8963               // ICU INAMP gain 
#define SWIR2_ICU_GAIN_2 9.148                // ICU second-stage gain and offset (volts) 
#define SWIR2_ICU_OFFSET_2 -20.3704 

#define SWIR2_FEE_GAIN 1.0                    // FEE amplifier / buffer 
#define SWIR2_FEE_OFFSET 0.0                  // FEE amplifier / buffer 
 

 

// TIR 

 

#define TIR_SENSOR_GAIN -6.4182E-3            // GENERIC sensitivity / offset from ULIS data sheet 
#define TIR_SENSOR_OFFSET 1.965               // updated by comparison to package, 1/11/2017 
 

#define TIR_ICU_GAIN_1 1.4651                 // ICU INAMP gain 
#define TIR_ICU_GAIN_2 4.240                  // ICU second-stage gain and offset (volts) 
#define TIR_ICU_OFFSET_2 -8.0882 

#define TIR_FEE_GAIN 1.0                      // FEE amplifier / buffer 
#define TIR_FEE_OFFSET 0.0                    // FEE amplifier / buffer 
 

// ICU MEASUREMENT OF VTEMPS 

 

#define ICU_VTEMP_VADC 5.0 

#define ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE 65535 

 

 

int Cal_VTEMP_All(VTEMP_HKTM * vtemps, double * engtemps) 

{ 

 

  double ADC_Voltage;                   // Voltage at ICU ADC 
 

  double INAMP_Output;                  // Voltage at ICU INPUT to INAMP 
 

  double FEE_Voltage;                   // Voltage at FEE output                 
 

  double XENICS_Voltage;                // Voltage at VNS detector output 
 

  double XENICS_Temperature;            // VNS equivalent temperature 
 

  double ULIS_Voltage;                  // Voltage at ULIS output 
 

  double ULIS_Temperature;              // Equivalent ULIS temperature  
 

 

  double raw;                           // working variable 
 

  int index;                            // counts positions through the output vector 
   

 

 

  index = 0;                            // points to output position - start at supplied pointer! 
 

      

  // VNS Visible detector 
       

  raw = (double) htons((*vtemps).VIS_VTEMP);        // Access the raw value: byte swap required! 
       

  ADC_Voltage = raw * ICU_VTEMP_VADC / ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE;   // voltage supplied to the ADC 
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  INAMP_Output = (ADC_Voltage - VIS_ICU_OFFSET_2) / VIS_ICU_GAIN_2;      // INAMP output  
       

  FEE_Voltage = (INAMP_Output / VIS_ICU_GAIN_1);                    // Voltage from the FEE. 
 

  XENICS_Voltage = (FEE_Voltage - VIS_FEE_OFFSET) / VIS_FEE_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature = (XENICS_Voltage - VIS_SENSOR_OFFSET) / VIS_SENSOR_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature += T_C_K; 

 

 

 

  engtemps[index] = XENICS_Temperature;                      // VISIBLE temperature converted 
 

  index++;                                                   // point to next output 
 

 

  // ******************************************************************************************* 
 

  // VNS NIR detector 
 

  raw = (double) htons((*vtemps).NIR_VTEMP);        // Access the raw value: byte swap required! 
 

  ADC_Voltage = raw * ICU_VTEMP_VADC / ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE;   // voltage supplied to the ADC              
 

  INAMP_Output = (ADC_Voltage - NIR_ICU_OFFSET_2) / NIR_ICU_GAIN_2;      // INAMP output  
       

  FEE_Voltage = (INAMP_Output / NIR_ICU_GAIN_1);                    // Voltage from the FEE. 
      

  XENICS_Voltage = (FEE_Voltage - NIR_FEE_OFFSET) /  NIR_FEE_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature = (XENICS_Voltage - NIR_SENSOR_OFFSET) / NIR_SENSOR_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature += T_C_K; 

 

  engtemps[index] = XENICS_Temperature;                      // NIR temperature converted 
 

  index++; 

 

 

  // ******************************************************************************************* 
 

  // VNS SWIR-1 detector 

 

  raw = (double) htons((*vtemps).SWIR1_VTEMP);      // Access the raw value: byte swap required! 
 

  ADC_Voltage = raw * ICU_VTEMP_VADC / ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE;   

           

  INAMP_Output = (ADC_Voltage - SWIR1_ICU_OFFSET_2) / SWIR1_ICU_GAIN_2;           

       

  FEE_Voltage = (INAMP_Output / SWIR1_ICU_GAIN_1);                              

       

  XENICS_Voltage = (FEE_Voltage - SWIR1_FEE_OFFSET) /  SWIR1_FEE_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature = (XENICS_Voltage - SWIR1_SENSOR_OFFSET) / SWIR1_SENSOR_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature += T_C_K; 

 

  engtemps[index] = XENICS_Temperature;             // SWIR-1 temperature converted 
 

  index++; 

 

  // ******************************************************************************************* 
 

  // VNS SWIR-2 detector 

 

  raw = (double) htons((*vtemps).SWIR2_VTEMP);      // Access the raw value: byte swap required! 
 

 

  ADC_Voltage = raw * ICU_VTEMP_VADC / ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE; 

 

  INAMP_Output = (ADC_Voltage - SWIR2_ICU_OFFSET_2) / SWIR2_ICU_GAIN_2;    
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  FEE_Voltage = (INAMP_Output / SWIR2_ICU_GAIN_1);       

                             

  XENICS_Voltage = (FEE_Voltage - SWIR2_FEE_OFFSET) /  SWIR2_FEE_GAIN; 

 

  XENICS_Temperature = (XENICS_Voltage - SWIR2_SENSOR_OFFSET) / SWIR2_SENSOR_GAIN; 

       

  XENICS_Temperature += T_C_K; 

 

  engtemps[index] = XENICS_Temperature;              // SWIR-2 temperature converted 
 

  index++; 

 

  // ******************************************************************************************* 
  // TIR detector 

 

  raw = (double) htons((*vtemps).TIR_VTEMP);        // Access the raw value: byte swap required! 
       

  ADC_Voltage = raw * ICU_VTEMP_VADC / ICU_VTEMP_ADC_FULLSCALE;      

 

  INAMP_Output = (ADC_Voltage - TIR_ICU_OFFSET_2) / TIR_ICU_GAIN_2;           

       

  FEE_Voltage = (INAMP_Output / TIR_ICU_GAIN_1);                                    

       

  ULIS_Voltage = (FEE_Voltage - TIR_FEE_OFFSET) /  TIR_FEE_GAIN; 

       

  ULIS_Temperature = (ULIS_Voltage - TIR_SENSOR_OFFSET) / TIR_SENSOR_GAIN; 

 

  ULIS_Temperature += T_C_K; 

 

  engtemps[index] = ULIS_Temperature;                                                  

    

  return 0; 

 

}                            // END OF VTEMPS CALIBRATION (ALL) 
 

// ******************************************************************************************* 

 

// CALIBRATIONS for FEE-measured power supplies, bias supplies etc 

 

// Convention: FEE_P_ is primary, FEE_R_ is redundant. 

// SOURCE ST0277273 EC.TN.SSTL.MSI.00088 PFM FEE ASSEMBLY CALIBRATION DATA 

 

// VIS_VDDA 150: LHT05854 

 

#define FEE_P_VIS_VDDA_GAIN      614.620 

#define FEE_P_VIS_VDDA_OFFSET     19.71 

#define FEE_R_VIS_VDDA_GAIN      637.660 

#define FEE_R_VIS_VDDA_OFFSET    -85.65 

 

// VIS_VDET 151: LHT08585 

 

#define FEE_P_VIS_VDET_GAIN      613.189 

#define FEE_P_VIS_VDET_OFFSET      7.077 

#define FEE_R_VIS_VDET_GAIN      614.697 

#define FEE_R_VIS_VDET_OFFSET      8.089 

 

// NIR_VDDA 130: LHT08564 

 

#define FEE_P_NIR_VDDA_GAIN      621.913 

#define FEE_P_NIR_VDDA_OFFSET     -9.980 

#define FEE_R_NIR_VDDA_GAIN      622.074 

#define FEE_R_NIR_VDDA_OFFSET     11.969 

 

// NIR_VDET 131 : LHT08565 

 

#define FEE_P_NIR_VDET_GAIN      611.438 

#define FEE_P_NIR_VDET_OFFSET      9.652 

#define FEE_R_NIR_VDET_GAIN      615.183 

#define FEE_R_NIR_VDET_OFFSET      6.063 

 

// SWIR1_VDDA 134 : LHT08568  
 

#define FEE_P_SWIR1_VDDA_GAIN    606.296 

#define FEE_P_SWIR1_VDDA_OFFSET   63.884 
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#define FEE_R_SWIR1_VDDA_GAIN    631.378 

#define FEE_R_SWIR1_VDDA_OFFSET  -46.841 

 

// SWIR1_VDET 135: LHT08569 

 

#define FEE_P_SWIR1_VDET_GAIN    610.832 

#define FEE_P_SWIR1_VDET_OFFSET   11.091 

#define FEE_R_SWIR1_VDET_GAIN    613.248 

#define FEE_R_SWIR1_VDET_OFFSET    9.778 

 

// SWIR2_VDDA 138 : LHT08572 

 

#define FEE_P_SWIR2_VDDA_GAIN    616.927 

#define FEE_P_SWIR2_VDDA_OFFSET   14.070 

#define FEE_R_SWIR2_VDDA_GAIN    617.988 

#define FEE_R_SWIR2_VDDA_OFFSET   15.409 

 

// SWIR2_VDET 139 : LHT08573 

 

#define FEE_P_SWIR2_VDET_GAIN    611.729 

#define FEE_P_SWIR2_VDET_OFFSET    8.996 

#define FEE_R_SWIR2_VDET_GAIN    614.587 

#define FEE_R_SWIR2_VDET_OFFSET    5.902 

 

// TIR_VDDA 143 : LHT08577 

 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VDDA_GAIN      608.267 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VDDA_OFFSET     37.308 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VDDA_GAIN      610.672 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VDDA_OFFSET     33.909 

 

// TIR_VDDL 144 : LHT08578 

 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VDDL_GAIN      612.573 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VDDL_OFFSET     21.896 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VDDL_GAIN      614.322 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VDDL_OFFSET     20.526 

 

// TIR_VBUS 142 : LHT08576 

 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VBUS_GAIN     611.624 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VBUS_OFFSET     3.418 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VBUS_GAIN     615.585 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VBUS_OFFSET     0.823 

 

// TIR_VFID 146 : LHT08580   !NOTE: AFFECTS TIR GAIN / RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION! 
 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VFID_GAIN     608.722 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VFID_OFFSET    18.260 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VFID_GAIN     611.514 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VFID_OFFSET    17.834 

 

// TIR_VSKIM 147 : LHT08581   !NOTE: AFFECTS TIR OFFSET / RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION! 
 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VSKIM_GAIN    608.562 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VSKIM_OFFSET   24.318 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VSKIM_GAIN    609.312 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VSKIM_OFFSET   24.324 

 

// TIR_VEB 145 : LHT08579 

 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VEB_GAIN      1217.689 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VEB_OFFSET      17.860 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VEB_GAIN      1224.017 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VEB_OFFSET      14.980 

 

// 7 VOLTS Filtered 149 : LHT08683 

 

#define FEE_P_7VF_GAIN           391.705 

#define FEE_P_7VF_OFFSET           6.970 

#define FEE_R_7VF_GAIN           390.028 

#define FEE_R_7VF_OFFSET           6.689 
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// ADC08 REF (ADC08) 

 

#define FEE_P_ADC08_REF_GAIN      1237.076 

#define FEE_P_ADC08_REF_OFFSET       0.0 

#define FEE_R_ADC08_REF_GAIN      1240.310 

#define FEE_R_ADC08_REF_OFFSET       0.0 

 

// ADC16 REF 

 

#define FEE_P_ADC16_REF_GAIN    1237.076 

#define FEE_P_ADC16_REF_OFFSET     0.0 

#define FEE_R_ADC16_REF_GAIN    1240.310 

#define FEE_R_ADC16_REF_OFFSET     0.0 

 

// ADC24 REF  

 

#define FEE_P_ADC24_REF_GAIN      1237.076 

#define FEE_P_ADC24_REF_OFFSET       0.0 

#define FEE_R_ADC24_REF_GAIN      1240.310 

#define FEE_R_ADC24_REF_OFFSET       0.0 

 

// TIR REF 141 : LHT05875  

 

#define FEE_P_TIR_REF_GAIN      1239.524 

#define FEE_P_TIR_REF_OFFSET       0.0 

#define FEE_R_TIR_REF_GAIN      1241.942 

#define FEE_R_TIR_REF_OFFSET       0.0 

 

// VIS VVIDEO 152 : LHT08586 

 

#define FEE_P_VIS_VVIDEO_GAIN     614.800 

#define FEE_P_VIS_VVIDEO_OFFSET     0.0 

#define FEE_R_VIS_VVIDEO_GAIN     615.668 

#define FEE_R_VIS_VVIDEO_OFFSET     0.0 

 

// NIR VVIDEO 132 : LHT08566 

 

#define FEE_P_NIR_VVIDEO_GAIN     615.088 

#define FEE_P_NIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET     0.0 

#define FEE_R_NIR_VVIDEO_GAIN     616.145 

#define FEE_R_NIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET     0.0 

 

// SWIR1 VVIDEO 136 : LHT08570 

 

#define FEE_P_SWIR1_VVIDEO_GAIN   614.146 

#define FEE_P_SWIR1_VVIDEO_OFFSET   0.0 

#define FEE_R_SWIR1_VVIDEO_GAIN   615.262 

#define FEE_R_SWIR1_VVIDEO_OFFSET   0.0 

 

// SWIR2 VVIDEO 140 : LHT08574 

 

#define FEE_P_SWIR2_VVIDEO_GAIN   617.105 

#define FEE_P_SWIR2_VVIDEO_OFFSET   0.0 

#define FEE_R_SWIR2_VVIDEO_GAIN   618.003 

#define FEE_R_SWIR2_VVIDEO_OFFSET   0.0 

 

// TIR VVIDEO 148 : LHT08582 

 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VVIDEO_GAIN         614.115 

#define FEE_P_TIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET         0.0 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VVIDEO_GAIN         615.189 

#define FEE_R_TIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET         0.0 

 

 

// END OF FEE ADC GAIN / OFFSET VALUES. 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

// Calibrate FEE-Measured Voltages 

 

// INPUTS: 

 

// POINTER to a sub-structure of type “FEE_VOLTAGES” containing unsigned short int raw ADC readings. 
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// NOTE: THIS ROUTINE INCORPORATES BYTE_SWAPPING FUNCTIONS INTERNALLY; IT MAY THEREFORE BE GIVEN  

// A POINTER TO THE FEE VOLTAGES SUB-SECTION OF THE RAW HKTM PACKET.  

 

// NOTE: All FEE voltages are measured with 12-bit resolution but data are presented in 16-bit ints. 

 

// Pointer to an array of output voltage values (to collect the results) 

 

// Flag indicating “Primary” (0) or “Redundant” (1) side of MSI is in use. 

 

// Calibrated voltage values are computed using parameters relevant to each quantity in the  

// FEE_ VOLTAGES structure.  

 

// MATHS: In each case the input is an integer value in the range 0 to 4095 (defined by FEE ADC). 

 

// Output voltage is (input int - offset) / gain because calibration coefficients are calculated  

// in direct terms.   

 

#define FEE_ADC_FULLSCALE 4095 

#define FEE_MASK 0x0FFF                                                // Select the lowest 12 bits  
 

int Cal_FEE_VOLTS(FEE_VOLTAGES * FEE_Voltages, double * volts, int Primary) 

{ 

 

  int i;                                          // index into the output array 
 

  unsigned short int raw;                         // working input value 
 

  i = 0;                                          // initialise index into results array 

 

  // Decide if primary or redundant FEE calibration coefficients should be used: 
 

  if(Primary == 0)                                // NOTE THE SIGN: ZERO INDICATES PRIMARY SIDE 
    { 

      // 0 VIS_VDDA 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_VIS_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;  // Swap byte order and mask top 4 bits. 
      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_VIS_VDDA_OFFSET;      // Take off the offset 
      volts[i] /= FEE_P_VIS_VDDA_GAIN;                       // Account for the gain. 
      i++;                                                   // index to the next result 
 

      // 1 VIS_VDET 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_VIS_VDET) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_VIS_VDET_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_VIS_VDET_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 2 VIS_VVIDEO 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_VIS_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_VIS_VVIDEO_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_VIS_VVIDEO_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

 

      // 3 7V FEE SUPPLY 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_FILT_7V_P) & FEE_MASK;                  

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_7VF_OFFSET;                     

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_7VF_GAIN;                                       

      i++;       

                                                        

      // 4 NIR VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_NIR_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_NIR_VDDA_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_NIR_VDDA_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                           

 

      // 5 NIR_VDET 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_NIR_VDET) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_NIR_VDET_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_NIR_VDET_GAIN;                                 
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      i++;                                                              

 

      // 6 NIR_VVIDEO 
      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_NIR_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_NIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_NIR_VVIDEO_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 7 ADC08 REF 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_ADC08_VREF) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_ADC08_REF_OFFSET;                  

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_ADC08_REF_GAIN;                                   

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 8 SWIR-1 VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR1_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_SWIR1_VDDA_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_SWIR1_VDDA_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 9 SWIR-1 VDET 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR1_VDET) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_SWIR1_VDET_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_SWIR1_VDET_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 10 SWIR-1 VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR1_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;         

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_SWIR1_VVIDEO_OFFSET;             

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_SWIR1_VVIDEO_GAIN;                              

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 11 SWIR-2 VDDA 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR2_VDDA) & FEE_MASK 

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_SWIR2_VDDA_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_SWIR2_VDDA_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 12 SWIR-2 VDET 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR2_VDET) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_SWIR2_VDET_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_SWIR2_VDET_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 13 SWIR-2 VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR2_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;         

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_SWIR2_VVIDEO_OFFSET;             

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_SWIR2_VVIDEO_GAIN;                              

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 14 ADC16 REF  
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_ADC16_VREF) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_ADC16_REF_OFFSET;                

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_ADC16_REF_GAIN;                                 

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 15 TIR_VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VDDA_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VDDA_GAIN;                                  

      i++;  

                                                             

      // 16 TIR_VDDL 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VDDL) & FEE_MASK;             
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      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VDDL_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VDDL_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

      // 17 TIR_VBUS 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VBUS) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VBUS_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VBUS_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 18 TIR_VFID 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VFID) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VFID_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VFID_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 19 TIR_VSKIM 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VSKIM) & FEE_MASK;            

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VSKIM_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VSKIM_GAIN;                                 

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 20 TIR_VEB 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VEB) & FEE_MASK;              

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VEB_OFFSET;                  

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VEB_GAIN;                                   

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 21 TIR_VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_P_TIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_TIR_VVIDEO_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 22 ADC REF  
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_ADC24_VREF) & FEE_MASK; 

      volts[i] = (double) (raw) - FEE_P_ADC24_REF_OFFSET; 

      volts[i] /= FEE_P_ADC24_REF_GAIN; 

      i++;                                                            // i left at 23! 

 

      // This is the end of the calibrations of FEE voltages from PRIMARY side. 

      // TOTAL OF 23 Quantities have been converted 

    } 

  else                             // This is the REDUNDANT side, signified by Primary != 0. 
    { 

      // 0 VIS_VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_VIS_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_VIS_VDDA_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_VIS_VDDA_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 1 VIS_VDET 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_VIS_VDET) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_VIS_VDET_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_VIS_VDET_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 2 VIS_VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_VIS_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_VIS_VVIDEO_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_VIS_VVIDEO_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 3 7V FEE SUPPLY 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_FILT_7V_P) & FEE_MASK;            
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      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_7VF_OFFSET;                     

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_7VF_GAIN;                                       

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 4 NIR VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_NIR_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_NIR_VDDA_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_NIR_VDDA_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 5 NIR_VDET 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_NIR_VDET) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_NIR_VDET_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_NIR_VDET_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 6 NIR_VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_NIR_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_NIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_NIR_VVIDEO_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

       

      // 7 ADC08 REF 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_ADC08_VREF) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_ADC08_REF_OFFSET;                  

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_ADC08_REF_GAIN;                                   

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 8 SWIR-1 VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR1_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_SWIR1_VDDA_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_SWIR1_VDDA_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 9 SWIR-1 VDET 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR1_VDET) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_SWIR1_VDET_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_SWIR1_VDET_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

 

      // 10 SWIR-1 VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR1_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;         

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_SWIR1_VVIDEO_OFFSET;             

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_SWIR1_VVIDEO_GAIN;                              

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 11 SWIR-2 VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR2_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_SWIR2_VDDA_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_SWIR2_VDDA_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 12 SWIR-2_VDET 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR2_VDET) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_SWIR2_VDET_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_SWIR2_VDET_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

       

      // 13 SWIR-2_VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_SWIR2_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;         

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_SWIR2_VVIDEO_OFFSET;             

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_SWIR2_VVIDEO_GAIN;                             

      i++;    
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      // 14 ADC16 REF VOLTAGE 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_ADC16_VREF) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_ADC16_REF_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_ADC16_REF_GAIN;                                 

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 15 TIR_VDDA 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VDDA) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VDDA_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VDDA_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 16 TIR_VDDL 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VDDL) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VDDL_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VDDL_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 17 TIR_VBUS 

 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VBUS) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VBUS_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VBUS_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 18 TIR_VFID : CRITICAL TO TIR CALIBRATION 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VFID) & FEE_MASK;             

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VFID_OFFSET;                 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VFID_GAIN;                                  

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 19 TIR_VSKIM : CRITICAL TO TIR CALIBRATION 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VSKIM) & FEE_MASK;            

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VSKIM_OFFSET;                

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VSKIM_GAIN;                                 

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 20 TIR_VEB 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VEB) & FEE_MASK;              

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VEB_OFFSET;                  

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VEB_GAIN;                                   

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 21 TIR_VVIDEO 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_TIR_VVIDEO) & FEE_MASK;           

      volts[i] = (double)(raw) - FEE_R_TIR_VVIDEO_OFFSET;               

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_TIR_VVIDEO_GAIN;                                

      i++;                                                              

 

      // 22 ADC REF 
 

      raw = htons((*FEE_Voltages).FEE_ADC24_VREF) & FEE_MASK; 

      volts[i] = (double) (raw) - FEE_R_ADC24_REF_OFFSET; 

      volts[i] /= FEE_R_ADC24_REF_GAIN; 

      i++;                          

 

      // This is the end of the calibrations of FEE voltages from REDUNDANT side. 
      // Total of 23 quantities converted. 

    } 

 

  return 0; 

 

} 

 

// *********************************************************************************************** 
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// DECODE ANCILLARY DATA FOR ASW Version 4.3 (checked 06/2020) 

 

// NOTE: New parameters included for stray light (re-purposed ATC thermistors). 

// NOTE: Some new error-checking parameters also included. 

 

// INPUTS:  

 

// Pointer to structure containing ANC HKTM data (aligned to start of buffer H in ICU AUX ISP). 

// Pointer to a variable “Primary” which holds the Nominal / Redundant state of the MSI (0 / 1). 

// Pointers to arrays to hold calibrated (floating point) results, including voltages and  

// temperatures. Caller to ensure sufficient storage is allocated! 

 

// This routine also accepts a pointer to a (text) log file. Alternate structures may be created  

// to contain values which are written to the log in this code if access at higher levels is 

// required. 

 

// This code is provided only to illustrate how different quantities may be decoded using the 

// routines and structures already provided.  It may be adapted as required. 

  

#define EPOCH_OFFSET 315964800              // GPS time epoch 1980. PLEASE CHECK THIS! 

 

#define VALID1_MASK 0x1f                    // to set top 3 bits to zero. 
 

#define N_ANC_TEMPS 28                      // Total number of Ancillary temperature decodes. 
 

#define N_FEE_VOLTS 23 

 

int Decode_Ancillary_Source_Data_43(ANCILLARY_SOURCE_DATA_ASW43 * ANC_SD, FILE * ANC_logfile, int * 

Primary, unsigned char * Valid_1, double * CalT, double * CalV) 

 { 

  // WARNING: this time value may be distinct from that contained within the packet DF header. 
 

  time_t ANC_Time;                    // ANC HKTM (SID 61) time as distinct from time of ISP. 
 

  struct tm Converted_ANC_Time;       // Ancillary time as a structure (Unix format) 
 

  char ANC_Time_Stamp[80];            // Human-readable time string                
 

  unsigned int Time_Fine;             // from 24-bit time in fractions of a second (ticks) 
 

  unsigned int Time_Correction;       // Fine time at PPS detection. Another correction 
 

  int i;                              // Indices 
 

  unsigned char usc_temp;             // temporary holding variable 
 

  unsigned int us_temp;               // unsigned int temporary variable 
 

   

 // NEW SECTION 09/18: Decode the SID 61 HKTM time-stamp (distinct from ISP) and also the two  
 // time corrections...  

 

  ANC_Time = (time_t) htonl((*ANC_SD).OB_time_coarse);    // LST07767 extract the SID61 coarse time  
 

  ANC_Time += (time_t) (EPOCH_OFFSET + 3600);             // Correct for the epoch and UTC 
   

  gmtime_r(&ANC_Time, &Converted_ANC_Time);               // Convert to a local structure 
 

  // Print a human-readable time stamp into the string provided and append to log file. 

   

  strftime(&ANC_Time_Stamp[0], sizeof(ANC_Time_Stamp), "%D %T ", &Converted_ANC_Time);   

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%s\t", ANC_Time_Stamp);                       

 

  // NOW deal with the "fine" time and the PPS arrival time as 24 bit entities, in 3 bytes: 
   

  Time_Fine = 65536 * (*ANC_SD).OB_time_fine_a + 256 * (*ANC_SD).OB_time_fine_b + 

(*ANC_SD).OB_time_fine_c;                                    // LST07798 Assemble a 24-bit integer. 
 

  Time_Correction = 65536 * (*ANC_SD).pps_time_fine_a + 256 * (*ANC_SD).pps_time_fine_b + 

(*ANC_SD).pps_time_fine_c;                                   // LST08551 Assemble a 24-bit integer. 
 

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%d\t%d\t", Time_Fine, Time_Correction);    // print to log… 
 

  // Extract PRIMARY / REDUNDANT information from LSTG5426 
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  // *Primary = 0 signifies PRIMARY side. 

  // *Primary = 1 signifies REDUNDANT side. 

  // H/W validity flag logic is the same (according to inputs to FOM). 

  

  usc_temp = (*ANC_SD).HW_Validity_ASW_Primary_Monitor & VALID1_MASK;       // MASK top 3 bits. 
  

 *Primary = ((usc_temp & 0x10) == 0x00) ? 0 : 1;   // Nominal (0) or Redundant (1)? 
 *Valid_1 = usc_temp;                              // Make the status byte available externally 
 

  // LOG THIS VALUE TO FILE - IT SHOWS USEFUL STATUS INFO! 

 

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "0x%0x\t", *Valid_1);       // LSTG5426 Expect 0x0f or 0x1f if all is well... 
  // Extract 18 thermistor (ANY) temperatures to a prepared calibrated temperature array.  
  // This is a bit “manual” but the parameters are spread through the packet non-contiguously. 

 

  i = 0;                                                // initialise index for items in the packet   
   

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).FEE_Temp), &CalT[i], *Primary);    // LHT08832 TIR Cover index 0    
  i++;                                                                           

   

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).VNSOU_1), &CalT[i], *Primary);     // LHT08833 TIR Cover index 1   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).FEE_Temp), &CalT[i], *Primary);    // LHT08828 FEE  index 2 (287K to 302K) 
  i++;                                                                           

   

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).VNSOU_1), &CalT[i], *Primary);     // LHT08834 VNSOU index 3 296K   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).VNSOU_2), &CalT[i], *Primary);     // LHT08836 VNSOU, index 4 296K   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).VNSCAL_1), &CalT[i], *Primary);    // LHT08837 VNSCALU index 5 296K 
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).VNSCAL_2), &CalT[i], *Primary);    // LHT08838 VNSCALU index 6 296K   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_DET_PKG), &CalT[i], *Primary);// LHT08829 TIR Detector index 7   
  i++;                                                                          

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Bench1), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08839 TIR Bench index 8 288K   
  i++;                                                                          

   

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Bench2), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08840 TIR Bench index 9 288K     
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Relay1), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08841 TIR Relay index 10 293K  
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Relay2), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08842 TIR Relay index 11 293K  
  i++;                                                                           

   

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Filter_Top), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08844 TIR FDOC index 12   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Filter_Bottom), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08845 TIR FDOC index 13   
  i++;                                                                          

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_M1), &CalT[i], *Primary);         // LHT08856 TIR M1 index 14   
  i++;                                                                          

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Int_Ref_BB), &CalT[i], *Primary); // LHT08847 TIR RBB index 15 293K 
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).OB_T1), &CalT[i], *Primary);            // LHT08830 MSI OB index 16 
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_ANY(htons((*ANC_SD).OB_T2), &CalT[i], *Primary);            // LHT08831 MSI OB index 17 
  i++;                                                                           

 

  // Flight thermistor calibration completed, 18 values computed and stored in external array. 
   

  // THREE PT1000 sensors: these do not register at temperatures higher than about -19C (254K) 
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  Cal_Pt_1k(htons((*ANC_SD).VNS_SWIR2_ColdFinger1), &CalT[i], *Primary);//LHT08860 index 18 SWIR2 CF   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  Cal_Pt_1k(htons((*ANC_SD).VNS_SWIR2_ColdFinger2), &CalT[i], *Primary);//LHT08861 index 19 SWIR2 CF     
  i++;                                                                           

   

  Cal_Pt_1k(htons((*ANC_SD).VNS_Radiator), &CalT[i], *Primary);    // LHT08862 VNS RADIATOR index 20   
  i++;                                                                           

 

  // TWO PT2K sensors in TIR Calibration BB (ABSL).  These are called "A" and "B". 
  // Includes NOMINAL / REDUNDANT sides discrimination for coefficients! 

 

  Cal_Pt_2k_A(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Cal_BB1), &CalT[i], *Primary);      // LHT08863 CBB A index 21  
  i++;                                                                          

 

  Cal_Pt_2k_B(htons((*ANC_SD).TIROU_Cal_BB2), &CalT[i], *Primary);      // LHT08864 CBB B index 22   
  i++;                                                                          

   

  // ALL resistive temperature sensors included: total 23 units decoded  
 

  // FEE VTEMPS (5 values): Note calibration function does not advance the index variable i! 
 

  Cal_VTEMP_All(&(*ANC_SD).MSI_VTEMP, &CalT[i], *Primary);    // Results appended to array to idx 27 
 

  // ANC log file entry: print results in compact tab-separated format  
 

  for(i = 0; i < N_ANC_TEMPS; i++)                

    { 

      fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%6.2f\t", CalT[i]); 

    } 

 

  // FEE Voltages (including detector bias supplies!). 
 

  // Note: supply a pointer to the group of raw FEE voltage values within the ANC HKTM packet: 

  // &((*ANC_SD).FEE_Voltages.  Function makes necessary byte-reversals internally. 

  // Results are stored in array Cal_V[].  

  // Function requires access to “Primary” flag to ensure correct calibration. 

 

  Cal_FEE_VOLTS(&((*ANC_SD).ANC_FEE_Voltages), &CalV[0], *Primary);                

 

  // Print results to the log file for later checking… 
 

  for(i = 0; i < N_FEE_VOLTS; i++) 

    { 

      fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%6.3f\t", CalV[i]);            // Show milli-volts!            
    } 

 

  // MISC variables which may be of use in MSI health monitoring, FDIR functions etc 
 

  // FEE STATUS REGISTER LHTG8560 “FEESTAREG”.  24 bit value “assembled by hand” 
 

  us_temp = 65536 * (*ANC_SD).FEE_status_a + 256 * (*ANC_SD).FEE_status_b + (*ANC_SD).FEE_status_c;             

 

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x\t", us_temp);                  // prints a HEX string to the log. 
 

  // FEE STATE REGISTER LHT08561 “FEESTEREG”.  24 bit value “assembled by hand 
 

  us_temp = 65536 * (*ANC_SD).FEE_state_a + 256 * (*ANC_SD).FEE_state_b + (*ANC_SD).FEE_state_c;                

 

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x\t", us_temp);                  // prints a HEX string to the log. 
 

  // FEE EDAC ADDRESS REGISTER LHT05142 “FEEEDACADD”.  24 bit value “assembled by hand 

 

  us_temp = 65536 * (*ANC_SD).FEE_EDAC_ADD_a + 256 * (*ANC_SD).FEE_EDAC_ADD_b + 

(*ANC_SD).FEE_EDAC_ADD_c;            // LST05142 Assemble a 24-bit integer. 

 

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x\t", us_temp);                  // prints a HEX string to the log. 
 

  // SEE EDAC DOUBE-BT ERRORS & ADC LATCHUP STATUS REGISTER LHTG8121 

   

  usc_temp = (*ANC_SD).SEE_LATCHUP;                    // Single Byte! No reversal needed… 
  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x", usc_temp); 
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  usc_temp = (*ANC_SD).FEE_PKT_HANDLER;                // LHTG8403 SCIENCEERRSTS  
  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x", usc_temp); 

 

  usc_temp = (*ANC_SD).FEE_Status_Request;             // LHT08007 FEESTSREQENSTE 
  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x", usc_temp); 

 

  usc_temp = (*ANC_SD).FEE_ADC_Status_Request;          // LHT08004 FEEADCREQENSTE 
  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "%0x", usc_temp); 

   

  fprintf(ANC_logfile, "\n");                          // finish off the line in the log file 
 

  return 0; 

 

} 

 

// ************************************************************************************************* 

 

 
 


